
Exile and Exodus



The Exile of Da’at – Knowing

 In order to understand the meaning of Passover, celebrating the Exodus
from Egypt, we must be clear about the meaning of the Egyptian exile. It was, to use
the  terminology  of  the  Kabbalah,  ‘The  Exile  of  Knowing.’  The  Hebrew  word  for
‘Knowing’ is Da’at - ,gs.

 Of all the trees in the Garden of Eden, one was forbidden to Adam. In the
text of Genesis (2 :9), it is named the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, the Tree
of Da’at of Tov and Ra. In the simplest of terms, eating of the Tree of Knowledge
precipitated a crisis in the world - it became and remains impossible to separate good
and evil absolutely. Since the time of the eating, good and evil are mingled, confused
and often indistinguishable. An example of the confusion that prevails: In Ger-
many between the years 1933-45, cruelty toward animals was considered a hei-
nous crime, and progressively harsher laws were passed to punish it.  What can
one say to such a statement? Is any part of it good or bad? Is the good not inex-
tricably confused with the evil?

 Maimonides, in his monumental work on Jewish Law (Hilchoth Teshuvah
5:5) discusses ‘Knowing’ both in the divine and human spheres.

 If  you  ask:  Since  God  knows  everything,  does  He  have  prior
knowledge of who will  be virtuous and who will  be evil,  or does God not
know? If God knows someone will be virtuous is it possible for him not to
be so? If you say that God knows the person will be virtuous but the possi-
bility remains that he will be evil, is there not something confused about
God’s knowledge?

 Know, the answer to this question measures longer than the
world, broader than the ocean. Many radical basics and axiomatic princi-
ples depend upon it. However, you must first know and understand the
following that I tell you. As we have already explained in the second chap-
ter of the Laws of the Fundamentals of the Torah, God’s knowledge,
unlike human knowledge is not separate from God; the way human ideas
have an existence independent of the people who think them. God and
His knowledge are one, and no human can grasp this idea without confu-
sion, just as humans are incapable of grasping God’s essential truth, as it is
written;  ‘For  no man shall  see  Me and survive.’  Similarly  no one has  the
power to grasp God’s Knowledge, and this is what the prophet meant when
he  said:  ‘For  My  thoughts  are  not  your  thoughts,  My  ways  are  not  your
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ways.’ It being so, we have not the ability to know how God knows every-
one  and  everything.  Without  doubt  though,  we  know  that  every  human
acts with complete autonomy and without God decreeing it so. This is not
merely a religious tenet, we know it after proving it philosophically with
words of wisdom. This why the prophets assert that humans are judged for
their actions and by their actions, good or evil. This is a basic upon which
all prophecy depends.

 If you remain confused, dear reader, after reading Maimonides’ explana-
tion of Knowledge of Good and Evil, don’t fret. It’s paradoxical. Knowledge and
Confusion are synonymous. This is what eating of the forbidden Tree of Knowledge
of Good and Evil  did for the world. Human behavior and rational philosophy are
but tiny facets of the cosmic whole. The universe is a big place and confusion reigns
throughout. Modernity is premised upon acceptance that the time, place or se-
quence of events can never be established with absolute certainty.

 Confusion is the central theme within Kabbalah too. In the Kabbalistic
system of Sephiroth used to describe all interactions and events in the created uni-
verse Da’at – Knowing is a ‘virtual’ Sephirah. If one were to imagine the Kabbalis-
tic Sephirah of Da’at – Knowing, exemplified in the human mind, we would
have to postulate its momentary existence at the interface between the two hemi-
spheres of the cortex at the front of the brain.

 The Hebrew word ,gs -Da’at translates as ‘Knowing.’ Nevertheless,
everywhere in literature this word is accepted as having other meanings. In the
broadest sense, where heaven and earth meet is Da’at - Knowing. Where man
and woman meet is Da’at -  Knowing.   Where  the  past  and  the  future  meet  is
Da’at - Knowing. Knowing is the place where inside meets outside. Da’at -
Knowing  is  the  inside  of  the  outside.  To  imagine  the  inside  of  the  outside  we
have to imagine a crown sitting on a head, encircling the skull and resting upon
the brow. Obviously the crown is outside the head, but where is the inside of the
crown  if  not  inside  the  head?  The  inside  of  the  outside,  the  central  point  in
space within the crown resting on the outside of the head, is actually a point in
the middle of the brain. This Sephirah of Da’at – Knowing is central to our un-
derstanding of Passover and the Exodus.

 Uncertainty, confusion, lack of knowledge: most of us are confused
much if not most of the time, but at least we are sure of our confusion. There’s
no  confusion  about  that.  The  Exile  of  Knowing  – Da’at only begins when we
become confused about the very fact of our confusion.

Officially, the Exile of Da’at  is covenantal and begins with Abraham.

 In Genesis (15:13), God said to Abram:
 “Know surely that your descendents will be strangers in a foreign

land for 400 years.”
Yet where we read the verse as, 'know surely,’ the Hebrew text uses the

words gs, gsh -Yodoa Tayda, which are both forms of the root gs -Da, ‘to
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know.’ It is as though Abram were told, ‘You will know that you know that your
descendents etc.’ But because the Egyptian exile was an exile of Da’at - Know-
ing, we, Abram’s descendents in Egypt did not know that we did not know.

 In order for the wound inflicted upon the cosmos by the eating of the
Tree of Da’at –Knowledge to be healed, there has to be separation of good from
evil.  This  involves  a  process  of  discernment,  a  long  process,  stretched over  hu-
man history.  The Exodus  from Egypt  described in  the  Torah is  a  paradigm of
this discernment process. It was not only the process whereby a family of sheep-
herders became a recognizable nation, whereby God became the One God, the
Lord and whereby good had discernment from evil. It was at every level, as we
shall be learning, a discovery, a revelation, a determination and enlightenment of
‘Knowledge.’ It was the first big fixing of the damage caused by the confusion of
Da’at - Knowing.

 In order to properly understand the Exodus, we need to understand
the reasons and circumstances surrounding our descent into Egypt. A simple
reading  of  the  text  of  Genesis  tells  the  story  of  Joseph  and  his  brothers.  They
were as confused about him as he was about them. They sold him as a slave into
Egypt where his sexuality – Knowing was tested. In prison he was recognized as a
Knowing man. Pharaoh, after using him to interpret dreams realized that Joseph
was a man who knows things, someone with divine knowledge.  Joseph tortured
his brothers and they knew him not. Eventually the whole family descended into
Egypt. Joseph and his brothers died. A new Pharaoh governed Egypt, one who
knew not Joseph. He oppressed the Hebrews and enslaved them. Moses was
born. He stood before Pharaoh and demanded he let God’s people go. “Who is
God? I know him not,” exclaimed Pharaoh. (Exodus 5:2)

“You will know,” said God to Moses. (Exodus 6:7)
“We don’t know,” said Moses to Pharaoh. (Exodus 10:26)
We were brought forth out of Egypt, and now we know.
 If the Exodus were a simple historical event we would not be preparing

for the Passover Seder as though it were a major life-event each year. The Exo-
dus continues to resonate and repeat and retell itself as a current event each and
every year.

Seder night - Giluy Shechinah - Revelation of the Divine Presence

The Exodus from Egypt is not merely an historical event.  It  is  not the
story  of  the  migration  of  a  people.  It  is  a  personal  story  about  regaining  our
ability to achieve intimacy. At the macrocosmic level our capacity for intimacy
describes  our  ability  to  become  vehicles  for  the Shechinah - Divine Presence.
One way of seeing how we have lost our capacity for intimacy is to realize we no
longer have Giluy Shechinah - Revelation of the Divine Presence. The night of
Passover  in  Egypt  was  the  first  night  of Giluy Shechinah - Revelation of the
Divine Presence, as will be described at length in the text. It was an historic and
remarkable event through which we were changed instantaneously from serfs to
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nobles, from being mired in blackest ignorance to the enjoy the ability to enjoy
as commonplace breathtaking visions of the Divine.
        Together, let us explore some of the eternal verities and profound mysteries
hidden in  the  story  told  in  this  Haggadah.  Let  us  re-enact  the  exodus  in  our  own
lives, that we be healed of the damage we suffer as a result of our own eating of the
Tree of Knowledge – Da’at of Good and Evil. That we may merit Giluy Shechinah -
Revelation of the Divine Presence, the restoration of intimacy.

eabcdabf
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Preparing for Passover
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The meaning of Chometz

It  is  an  ancient  Jewish  custom,  dating  back  to  around 1300 B.C.E.  to  begin
preparing for Passover 30 days in advance.  We do this primarily by learning or fa-
miliarizing ourselves with the laws governing the festival, by cleaning our dwellings
and  other  property  of  all Chometz (leavened foods) and by making ready for the
Seder.

On the evening before the Passover begins, we search by the light of a candle
all the nooks and crannies where Chometz may have conceivably  been carried and
forgotten. We remove all the cooking pots, crockery and cutlery that have been used
throughout the year and prepare food for Passover using only Passover foodstuffs
and utensils.

What is Chometz – leavening?
Take flour and water. Mix them and leave them for 18 minutes, and the result

is Chometz.
Technically, Chometz is  the  fermentation  action  of  a  particular  enzyme,  B-

Amylase found only in the five species of grain named in the Talmud. The five are
all related to wheat and barley. The enzyme B-Amylase is not present in rice or
maize-corn, so they cannot become Chometz.

Immediately upon the addition of water to the five grains, various fermenta-
tion processes begin. Polysaccharides are broken down into haltose, duo-saccharides
into glucose, and proteins into various stages of decomposition. Gases such as oxy-
gen and carbon dioxide are released in these processes, but remain trapped by the
action of the gluten binding the dough together. As tiny bubbles of gas accumulate
beneath the surface and the dough ‘rises,’ the fermentation process continues.
Dough is considered to have become Chometz when the surface has whitened and
hairline  cracks  have  appeared.  The process  from first  mixing  flour  and water  until
this stage takes about 18 minutes. Constant kneading of the dough releases the
trapped gases preventing fermentation. Another way of preventing fermentation is to
bake the dough, as B-Amylase is destroyed at 80 centigrade - 176 Fahrenheit.

The fermentation of dough, leavening - Chometz, is a metaphor, it describes a
process of profound change, complete and total change.

In the dictionary, ‘Leavening’ is defined as a tinge or admixture with the qual-
ity of permeating, modifying or transforming an element.

Civilization as we generally define it, has roots in the ‘Fertile Crescent’, a place
in time and space where cultivation of the five grains allowed for the development of
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city-states and the evolution of liberal arts, literature, medicine and monumental
building.

Bread is to western civilization what Chometz is to bread. Bread-making has
changed the world by allowing cities with massive population densities. By allowing a
transition from hunter gatherers, to civil society with writing, medicine and monu-
mental building but a few examples of the profound changes it wrought.

Once a year the Torah demands that we examine the process of fermentation,
take a week out to see how it has permeated and transformed our elemental selves.
We are  required  to  do without Chometz for  long  enough to  become aware  of  its
modifying qualities.

City-states depend on slavery, hegemony, power and eco-tyranny for their
stability.

Egypt, arguably the greatest of the city-states was where we were slaves.
Slavery is another metaphor, discussed at length in the Haggadah.
In Talmudic literature, the evil-inclination is sometimes referred to as the

‘yeast in the dough.’
During Passover we have to make our own internal connection, at the deepest

level, between the Chometz – leavening in our life and our confusion, which is the
not knowing that we don’t know. We have to become acutely conscious of how we
acquiesce in our own slavery.

We do this by looking at ourselves, cleaning our own houses

For Passover to have meaning it must be relevant to each individual.
Ask  yourself:  How  has Chometz permeated your life? How do slavery,

power, exploitation and eco-tyranny suffuse your ambitions? How do they pollute
your inner landscape?

Slavery - An Overview

For the purposes of brevity and because it is easier to utilize a common lan-
guage than invent a new one, I will be making extensive use of the clichés and termi-
nology utilized by Twelve Step programs such as Alcoholics Anonymous. Despite
the fact that there is  such powerful resistance to the admission of slavery in the mod-
ern world, nonetheless it is very prevalent. The abolition of slavery in the 19th cen-
tury seems to have left us unable to admit to ourselves that slavery can be personal,
that bondage exists. In the Addictions - Recovery model, slavery is seen as a spiritual
malaise brought on by an unhealthy relationship with a person, substance or behav-
ior. Because the Twelve Step Program does not require medical intervention, phar-
maceuticals or psychiatry in order to effect healing and since the malaise is recog-
nized as being primarily a spiritual one in nature it provides the perfect model for the
Egyptian Exile and Exodus. In addition, the most noticeable symptom common to
all addictions is their power to prevent intimacy; in this they mirror the story of the
fall of Adam and Eve, their loss of intimacy and the Exile of Da’at - Knowing.
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 Step Four in the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of AA, contains
the following quote:

If men and women didn't exert themselves to be secure in their per-
sons, made no effort to harvest food or construct shelter there would be no
survival. If they didn't reproduce, the earth wouldn't be populated. If there
were no social instinct, if men cared nothing for the society of one another,
there would be no society.

So these desires — for sex relations, for material and emotional secu-
rity and for companionship — are perfectly necessary and right, and surely
God-given. Yet these instincts, so necessary for our existence, often far
exceed their proper functions. Powerfully, blindly, many times subtly, they
drive us, dominate us, and insist upon ruling our lives. Our desires for sex,
for material and emotional security, and for an important place in society
often tyrannize us. When thus out of joint, man's natural desires cause him
great trouble, practically all the trouble there is.

Compare the above with a much older quote from the Midrash.
 R. Samuel bar Nachman said: The words ‘Behold, it was very good’
refer  to  the  impulse  to  good,  and  the  words  'And  behold,  it  was  very
good' (Genesis 1:31) refer to the impulse to evil.  But how can the im-
pulse  to  evil  be  termed  ‘very  good’?  Because  Scripture  teaches  that
were it not for the impulse to evil, a man would not build a house, take
a wife, beget children, or engage in commerce. All such activities come,
as Solomon noted, ‘from a man’s rivalry with his neighbor.’ Ecclesiastes
4:4). (Genesis Rabba 9:9)

Three questions we must ask before Passover

1) Can we survey our possessions and take stock of every single item
in our lives?

2) Can we scrutinize what we own clearly and plainly?
3) How we are meeting our basic human needs?

Processing the process

How can we apply all this insight to cleaning our houses before Passover?
A  list  of  places  where Chometz is  usually  to  be  found  serves  to  emphasize

how  pervasive  it  is  in  our  lives  and  hints  at  how  much  energy  will  be  required  to
eradicate it:

Attic – basement – baby carriage – beds – bookcases - books – briefcase –
cabinets – car and truck - carpet vacuum – closets – clothes - cookbooks – cosmetics
- desk - dishwasher –drawers – freezer – garbage pails – garage – infant seats - medi-
cine chest – play room – pocketbooks – porch- refrigerator – school locker – toys –
etc.
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Remember, it’s only a metaphor.

Once there was a man who vowed to himself that he would have the perfectly
Passover-cleaned house. Towards the end of the winter he began in the attic, and
working his way downward, took the house apart stick by stick. Three weeks before
Passover, there was no bread or Chometz in the house. People entering had to ex-
amine their clothing and pockets for crumbs, wiping their shoes on a special mat. He
was satisfied that the house was completely free of Chometz, and had, so to speak,
achieved a spiritual - halachic asepsis.  He sat down to enjoy his Seder with a clear
mind.

Now, a bird flew over the house with a cookie in its mouth. The cookie fell
down the  chimney  -  into  the  soup cooking  over  the  fire  –  to  appear  on the  man's
plate as he was about to eat. He was horrified and aghast. He looked for a reason to
explain what was obviously an act-of-God.

The man was clearly a control freak. But the real message, so obvious to us
and so incomprehensible to the man in the story that he has neither insight into him-
self nor into the meaning of Passover.

Clarity regarding our dependencies, and interdependences is crucial

For most Western peoples, the axiom that we are powerless — that unless we
receive the help of a Higher Power we are doomed to struggle in vain — is abhorrent.
Most of us will go to any lengths to avoid admitting to powerlessness. Our culture
tends to associate powerlessness with helplessness, cowardice and stupidity. In our
world, powerlessness is synonymous with laziness, childishness and lack of moral
fiber.

Thus  we need to  be  able  to  admit  to  ourselves,  with  total  honesty,  how we
have become dependent upon people, places and things to fill up the existential void
we feel  inside.  How our  dependencies  prevent  us  from connecting  to  people  with
uncompromising honesty and integrity.

eabcdabf
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Preparing for the Seder
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Making a Seder

The Hebrew word ‘Seder’ has only one translation: It means ‘Order.’
If  Passover  forces  us  to  examine  all  our  relationships,  the  Seder  gives  us  an

opportunity to see them in action.
To celebrate the festival properly attention must be paid to People, Places and

Things.
A.  PEOPLE -  No one voluntarily  celebrates  Seder  alone,  but,  on  the  other

hand, the Seder is not an impromptu party. The Seder should be enjoyed with loved
ones and shared with guests. In preparing for the Seder it is important to know who
will be participating.

B.  PLACES -  The Seder  requires  a  table,  chairs,  kitchen,  space,  in  short,  a
place  to  call  home.  The Seder  will  be  an  opportunity  to  take  a  fresh  look at  your
environment and its ambiance. The Seder doesn't take place in a garden or a bed-
room or  a  study.  It  requires  a  place  for  the  gathering  of  family  and friends  where
other standards apply.

C. THINGS - The Seder is a pageant of music, stories and symbols. It is lav-
ish and rich in detail; with symbols of all descriptions from white linen and candles to
books, goblets and pillowcases. Mostly, the 'props' are the items on the menu,
namely the food eaten at the Seder. All this preparation requires logistics that may
take weeks of organizing.

The leader of the Seder will require the following :
· To prepare the Charoseth, a chopping board and knife, peeler, nut-

cracker and a dish to hold the finished Charoseth.
· Charoseth ingredients: Walnuts, Apple, Cinnamon, (sticks or ground),

Ginger, (fresh or ground), Wine or Grape Juice.
· To prepare the Marror, a grater,  a large dish or pan in which to collect

the grated horseradish and a covered bowl in which to store it until it is eaten
· Marror ingredients: Horseradish and Romaine Lettuce. (A kashruth

guide should be consulted for instructions on preparing the lettuce for eating. Most
naturally grown lettuce are infested with insects and other non-kosher parasites.)

· To  prepare  and  serve  the Karpas: a sharp knife, a dish containing salt
water and plates on which the Karpas will be served.

· Karpas ingredients: radish, or celery or parsley or endive.
·  To prepare the Seder Plate: a flat dish or tray approximately 12” in di-

ameter, preferably with handles on either side with which to pick it up. Three linen
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napkins to separate the three Matzahs. A covering for the Matzahs, of velvet or silk
on which the six symbols of the plate will be laid. The three Matzahs will lay on the
plate beneath the silk or velvet covering. The six symbols of the plate will be laid
directly on top of the covering

· Seder Plate ingredients:
1) a roasted chicken wing, or lamb shank bone, or other symbol of the Pow-

erful Hand and Outstretched Arm. For vegetarians, it has been suggested
that a stalk of Broccoli with the florets sliced flatly to expose the ‘hand’
will make just as good a symbol.

2) A roasted egg to represent the circle of Life.
3)  The head of  a  horseradish  with  small  leaves  growing  out  of  the  top,  to

represent the bitterness of Egypt.
4) An amount of Charoseth on a small dish, to represent the mortar used in

brick-making and building.
5)  A  piece  of  the Karpas, representing the tears of the 600,000 Israelite

slaves.
6) A piece of Romaine lettuce leaf in which the Koraich - Sandwich will be

wrapped, representing compassion.
· A goblet and plate for Elijah’s Cup of Wine.
· Candlesticks with candles that will burn throughout the Seder.
· A bowl and laver in which water can be brought to the table to wash the

hands of the Seder Leader, and a towel.
· Each participant will require a goblet, glass, beaker or cup with a volume

not  smaller  that  3.5  fluid  ounces  of  wine  or  grape  juice.  A plate  to  go  underneath
each cup will help avoid spills.

eabcdabf
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The Seder Plate
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It is almost axiomatic of the ‘way of the Kabbalist’ that preparations before
performing a Mitzvah - Commandment require as much time or more than that
required  for  the  performance  of  the Mitzvah itself. Preparations for the Mitzvah
themselves become a ritual, deep in meaning. Preparations are the place where all
Kavanot – Intentions are gathered and focused.

Before the Seder begins the following should happen.
A table - at which the Seder will be conducted - should be prepared. It should,

ideally, be rectangular, of wood and with four legs. The table should be covered with
two layers of white linen. Candles that will burn a minimum of four hours should be
lit.

The leader of the Seder dons a shroud over any festive garments he or she
may be wearing. Among Ashkenazi Jews, the Kittel, a pure white linen alb is worn
for this occasion. The Kittel is only worn under the Chuppah, at one’s wedding cere-
mony, during Yom Kippur, at the Seder and for one’s interment. Pure linen has
properties prized by Kabbalists.

The Seder Plate, the central image of the Seder, has evolved over time to the
point where it now represents a complex series of interlocking symbols with dynamic
interactions every bit as full of potential as those of pieces on a chessboard.

Its basic format according to most conventional systems of Kabbalah is that of
the six lower Sephiroth on  the  Kabbalistic  Tree  of  Life;  the  six Sephiroth repre-
sented by the six items used in the Seder ritual.
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While a full exposition of the Sephiroth and their meanings is beyond the
scope of this book, vis-à-vis the Seder Plate, this can be said. The sixth Hebrew letter
is the letter u -Vav, whose numerical value is 6. u -Vav is shaped like a hook, and  is
actually the translation of the Hebrew word, uu -Vav. The essential purpose of any
hook is to join things together. The purpose of the six Sephiroth on the Tree of Life
is to join the lowest Sephirah, Malkhuth – Sovereignty with the three upper Sephi-
roth, those of Mochin - Mentalities, (represented by the Three Matzahs,) via the six
Sephiroth known as Midoth - Characteristics. In Hebrew, joining in any deeply inti-
mate way is called ‘having knowledge of.’ There are three paradigms of intimacy:

1) Intimacy with another human.
2) Intimacy with God.
3) Intimacy with one’s self.
The first manifestation of the Exile of Da'at -  Knowing,  was  the  divorce  of

Adam from the Garden of Eden, which entailed his separation from Eve, from God
and from himself, all of which were direct consequences of his eating of the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil, as has been explained.

Preparing the Charoseth

In  the  lower  right  hand  corner  of  the  Seder  Plate,  we  will  be  placing  a
small  dish/mound  of Charoseth. Charoseth is primarily a mixture of apples,
nuts, wine and spices. Mixed together and moistened with wine or grape juice it
resembles  the  mortar  used in  the  building  projects  to  which  the  Jewish  People
were in bondage.

The Midrash  tells  us  that  Adam and Eve  separated  from each other  for
one hundred and thirty years after their banishment from the Garden of Eden.
During that time the estranged couple refused food, solace or comfort. They sat
alone up to their necks in the river refusing intimacy with one another. This rift
between Adam and Eve still splits the world. It is a relationship that will have to be
mended if there is to be a fixing of the eating of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and
Evil.

The damage to Da’at -Knowing is the sub-text for the entire book of Genesis.
First, there is the rupture distancing humans from God, divorcing humans from
Eden, splitting Adam from Eve. Next, there is the Cain and Abel tragedy, followed
by Noah and the Deluge, the Tower of Babel and the spread of human civilization
over the globe. Each event serves to propagate the damage to Da’at -Knowing, prolif-
erating the three manifestations of the estrangement exile within society, exile within
family and exile within the Self.

In  order  to  mend  the  damage  to Da’at — Knowing, God elected Abraham
and his descendents to re-enact the drama, providing the opportunity to create a
different ending to the story. The second half of Genesis describes the propagation
of the Exile of Da’at – Knowing in the lives of one family — the children of Jacob.

We will skip details of the story and pick it up at the beginning of the book of
Exodus.
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Pharaoh and his Egyptian people saw the Children of Israel multiplying swiftly
in spite of draconian programs aimed at controlling the Jewish birth rate. This in-
cluded the practice of throwing all newborn male babies into the River Nile. They
also tried to prevent Jewish men and women from getting together; by so arranging
work shifts and timetables, married couples would rarely have time alone. In the
event, though, it was the decision of one individual that brought about an historical
re-enactment. Amram, husband of Yocheved and father of Miriam and Aaron pub-
licly divorced his wife, saying, “We must not bring children into such a dangerous
world.” The rupture of Da'at — Knowing, among Jewish men and women at that
time mirrored the 130-year separation between Adam and Eve; it was as though Man
and Woman were once again doomed to a lifetime of estrangement and loneliness.
Following Amram’s public divorce of Yocheved, most Jewish couples did the same,
for Amram was the leader of the generation. In a sense this was the moment the
cosmos had been waiting for. The great wheel had come full  circle, nothing could
bring the world lower than it had already fallen: Adam and Eve were separated again.

As usually happened in Jewish history when there appeared no solution to a
national problem short of divine intervention, women took the initiative. Acting in
concert, this is what they did. They packed lunch boxes with food for their husbands
and made their way to the building sites where their husbands toiled in the blazing
sun.  When the  men folk  were  allowed to  stop for  a  lunch break,  the  women led
them away saying “Come let’s climb to the other side of these sand dunes. It may be
cooler there and who knows, we may enjoy a moment’s privacy.”

Understand now, the women were attempting intimacy. Intimacy by definition
requires taking risks, risks of looking foolish, the risk of rejection and hurt. Nothing is
as precious in the eyes of God as someone attempting intimacy.

The Rabbis tell  us this:  when God looked at the women and saw their holy
intent, He caused apple orchards to spring up miraculously, wherever couples went
to eat their picnic. And it  was in those miraculous orchards that the Jewish People
was  conceived.  As  it  is  written  (Song  of  Songs  8:5):  “Beneath  the  Apple  tree  I
aroused you. There your mother birthed you, where she herself was born.”

Even the playful nature of their lovemaking beneath the apple trees, is re-
corded in the Rabbinic tradition, as it’s message to us is considered so important.
Rabbinic literature is not replete with romantic vignettes. But in an appreciation of
that epoch, the following is unblushingly described in the Midrash. You will need to
allow your imagination to fill in the gaps left in the text.

A couple is seated beneath the apple tree, in the privacy afforded by its droop-
ing, blossom-laden branches. He has enjoyed the food she brought, and is probably
thinking of stealing a few minutes rest before the whistle blows and he must return to
work.  She  unhurriedly  takes  the  cosmetics  from  her  pocketbook  and  begins  to
'make-up' her face. While looking at herself in the mirror she remarks coolly to her
husband: “Which of us is more beautiful, do you think?”  He leans closer to peer at
his face beside hers in the mirror. But it  is  a small,  polished, bronze, hand-mirror,
and to see himself in its blurred convexity he must put his face very close to hers ...

Of  course,  the  very  first  child  to  be  born of  the  renewed intimacy  between
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Amram and Yocheved is none other than Moses the Redeemer, himself.
Oh, if only Eve had packed a lunch and taken it down to the riverside where

Adam sat ...
This picnicking under the apple trees was the first successful attempt to fix the

eating of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil by trying to re-establish intimacy
between the sexes, to take risks and allow vulnerability. Those very mirrors the
women used when applying cosmetics were given an elevated status in the Temple
Building  Fund  towards  which  they  were  later  donated.  (Exodus  38:8)  Moses  was
instructed to take them and cast them into the Great Bronze Washstand from which
the priests drew water to prepare their hands and feet before approaching any ser-
vices in the Temple.

In order to fully appreciate the significance of this episode in Kabbalistic lore,
it is worthwhile noting that the reference to the birth of the mother in the verse
quoted from Song of Songs 8:5, alludes to a principle more often known as  'The
Field of Holy Apples.'

That aspect of God resonating with the actions of our matriarchs in Egypt, the
aspect that craves intimacy and is ready to take risks, is called The Field of Holy Ap-
ples or the Shechinah. As a name for God it strives to depict the Dwelling Presence
of the Creator on Earth and in ourselves.

[There was a spot on the altar in the Temple in Jerusalem where the ashes of
burnt offerings were piled in a mound called  'the apple.' This was that very place on
the altar in the Temple where the Presence of God was seen and heard growling in
fire, crouching like a lion.]

In Genesis 15:1, while establishing a covenant 'between the rendered
flesh', when God told Abraham the patriarch that we, his descendants, would be
slaves in Egypt 400 years, God also promised not to forsake us. God even as-
sured Abraham that He, God would go into exile with us. This then was the
Field of Holy Apples where we were conceived, this was the Shechinah. The
fixing of the Exile of Da’at -Knowing.

For Kabbalists, preparing the Charoseth is a ritual, beginning with the
chopping of the apple into very fine pieces, while singing the verse from Song of
Songs (8:5): 'Beneath the Apple tree I aroused you. There your mother birthed
you, where she herself was born,' to a special melody attributed by tradition to
the priestly musicians of the ancient temple in Jerusalem.

The second major ingredient in the Charoseth is the walnut. The walnut is
notorious for its 'Klipah,' its shell, (plural 'Klipoth' - shells.) Kabbalists see many
interesting things in the shape of the walnut. The kernel with its convolutions
and striations is reminiscent of the human brain. But whereas our brains have
two lobes the walnut has four. The universe, according to the Kabbalists has four
'lobes.'

The  walnut  hiding  within  its  coats  of  armor  is  almost  an  analogy  of  the
world we inhabit. It has four different layers of protection. Before we can get at
the kernel we must strip away layer upon layer of defensive shell; just as we must
in ourselves, if we are to reach the kernel of our own truth. The walnut is a meta-
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phor representing all the manifold dishonesties that prevent us seeing ourselves
as we really are.

The outermost shell is 1) dishonesty, denial and self-deception. Inside it
are 2) close-mindedness, bias and blind prejudice. Approaching the core we find
3) unwillingness, defiance and inertia, until finally we are face-to-face with 4) the
fog and clouds of habit, dependence and history.

Again, Kabbalists make a ritual out of preparing walnuts for the Cha-
roseth, chopping them into very fine pieces whle singing the verse from Song of
Songs (6:11) 'I went down to the grove of walnuts to look and see...' Perhaps the
most important feature of the walnut and why the Jewish people are compared
to the walnut is the fact that no matter how dirty it becomes on the outside, its
kernel remains untouched.

Even though the Seder has not officially started, these are the preparations
for it, and it is here we focus our Kavanot - Intentions. So the time spent in
preparation  is  not  considered  time  taken  out  of  the  Seder.  It  is  customary  to
dispense pieces of nut and apple to the children sitting at the table, especially if it
will help them stay awake.

We add cinnamon, ginger and other spices to the Charoseth. Each tradi-
tion explains its choices with variant exegesis.

The  final  ingredient  is  wine,  the  juice  of  the  grape.  (The  ethyl  alcohol
manufactured in the process of fermentation is but a tiny aspect of wine's multi-
faceted symbolism, and its role in Judaism.) The grape has been chosen to rep-
resent  the  powers  of  the  mind,  the  capability  for  thought  and faith,  prayer  and
meditation. Wine represents the fulfillment of the promise of the conscious con-
tact  with  God  and  the  knowledge  of  God’s  will  for  us.  Wine  is  a  symbol  for
prophecy, the ultimate conscious contact,  where awareness of God is a recipro-
cal event.

Wine’s  symbolism was  acquired  by  the  grape  as  a  poetic  expression of  a
rather mundane phenomenon. The mysterious action (of airborne bacteria)
causes the fermentation of the grape into wine, almost an analogy of the process
of human thought. The fermenting action with its vigorous bubbling, its transfor-
mation  into  'spirit'  and  its  spontaneous  enhancement  of  the  liquid  form  grape
juice into wine, simulates the thought process that occurs in our own mind when
ideas ferment, solidify and crystallize.

In addition to the 1) Charoseth, 2) the shank-bone, chicken wing or broc-
coli floret should be seared to look roasted. 3) A hardboiled egg or a potato
should also be seared to look roasted. 4) Horseradish should be grated for the
Marror and stored in a closed container. The top of the horseradish with a few
remaining leaves will be used on the seder plate. 5) Some parsley or radish for
Karpas,  and 6) a leaf of lettuce for Koraich, make up the symbols on the Seder
Plate itself
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The 15 Simanim - Stations
of the Seder
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1. Kadaish,  2. Urchatz, 3. Karpas, 4. Yachatz,
5. Magid, 6. Rochtzah, 7. Motzi, 8. Matzah,
Marror, 10. Koraich, 11. Shulchan-Oraich,

12. Tzafon, 13. Bairach, 14. Hallel, 15. Nirtzah.
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The 15 Simanim - Stations of the Seder

I heard from my Rebbe, R. Shlomo Carlebach, that the Simanim given by
Rachel to her sister Leah were these 15 Simanim of the Seder. What were the
Simanim - Signs Rachel gave her sister?

In the biblical narrative describing the first meeting between Jacob and his
cousin Rachel, Jacob refers to himself as Laban’s brother. (Gen. 29:11-12)

 Jacob kissed Rachel and wept aloud. He told her that he was her
father’s brother, and a son of Rebecca. She ran and told her father.

The Talmud, (Megilla 13b) comments, asking:
 Was Jacob then a brother of her father’s, he was but a nephew?
 Jacob said to Rachel, “Will you marry me?”
 “Yes,”  she  replied.  “But  you must  know my father  is  a  cheat  and will

trick you.”
 “If it comes to cheating,” retorted Jacob. “I am his brother in trickery.”
 “Is it permissible for the righteous to use trickery?” she asked him.
 “Certainly! Treat the candid with candor, and cheats with trickery. But,

tell me, what is it you think your father may do to cheat me?”
 “I have an older sister. He will not allow me to marry before her.”
 So Jacob gave Rachel Simanim - Signs by which she might identify her

self to him at their marriage. When Rachel, however, saw her sister
Leah being readied for the night, she said, ‘But now my sister will be
shamed,’ and gave her the Simanim - Signs. This explains the verse,
“It was in the morning and behold, she is Leah!” (Genesis 29:25)

 Up to this time was she not Leah? This tells us that because of the Si
manim - Signs that Rachel gave her,  Leah was not discovered until the
following morning.

Our sages tell  us that the reason Jacob did not discover the fraud until  the
following morning was that not only did Rachel give the Simanim -  Signs  to
Leah, but actually lay under their nuptial bed and whispered them into Jacob’s
ear so that he would not recognize a stranger’s voice.

The Hebrew word, Siman - inhx is used by the Talmud in a variety of ways.
The meaning most apt to its use here in the Haggadah is as a mnemonic device
or mnemotechnical note. (Simanim is  the  plural  of Siman.) Such Simanim are
frequently  used  in  the  Talmud  as  aids  to  the  memorization  and  recall  of  large
and complicated chapters of dialogue or legal wrangling. Their purpose in the
Haggadah is to serve as reminders of the next step in the Seder. I have translated
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the word Siman as ‘station’.
The Seder has three distinct parts, distinguished not only by the different

mood but by two great leaps, the first from Yesod - Fundament up to Tiffereth -
Glory, ‘the Heart’, during Magid - Tell the Story.

The second is the leap from Tiffereth - Glory to Keter - Crown, ‘the Mind’,
during Tzafon - Eat the Afikomen. These two shifts in energy effectively split the
Seder into three parts: physically, emotionally and spiritually.

The three parts may be divided into three Kabbalistic concepts, 1. Mochin
D’Katnut -  Small Mindedness; 2. Giluy Shechinah - Divine Revelation; 3. Mo-
chin D’Gadlut - Large Mindedness
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Kadaish
Urchatz
Karpas
Yachatz

Rochtzah
Motzi

Matzah
Marror
Koraich
Shulchan
Oraich

Bairach
Hallel

Nirtzah



1. KADAISH
THE SANCTIFICATION
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Beyond the constraints of the Ego
The letter Tav

The Hebrew letter/word uh, -Tav translates as ‘sign’, ‘symbol’ or
‘impression.’ , -Tav  is the final letter in the Hebrew alphabet,  and is also the
last  and bottom of  the  22  paths  through the Sephiroth. The letter , -Tav con-
nects Malkhuth - Sovereignty and Yesod - Fundament. What may not always be
obvious is that the Malkhuth - Sovereignty of the world we inhabit is the Keter -
Crown of the world below it, with Malkhuth -  Sovereignty  of  the  world  below
comprising the Keter - Crown of the world below it, and so on.

In order to leave the familiar world and make progress with the unfamiliar
one, that of the Sephiroth, I must be free of the constant need to observe myself.
I constantly watch myself watching myself watching myself.

In order to enter the World to Come I must leave behind me the world I
live in.

The letter , -Tav links different levels of consciousness within the self as
much as it links the world of Spirit with that of Emotion, or the world of Creativ-
ity with that of Worship.

The path through the letter , -Tav tests  my  ability  to  allow  the  judge
within me to retire honorably. Acceptance of myself at some basic level is essen-
tial before any spiritual journeying or personal change and growth can occur.
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1. KADAISH
 THE SANCTIFICATION

THE PATH THROUGH TAV - , CONNECTING
MALKHUTH - SOVEREIGNTY AND YESOD - FUNDAMENT

The First of the Four Cups

The Seder begins with 'Kiddush'. The first
path on which we begin our ascent must be negoti-
ated by anyone attempting to traverse the paths of the
Tree of Life. This path spans the gap between the
Sephirah of Malkhuth - Sovereignty and Yesod -
Fundament. We will make our crossing through the
Kiddush - Sanctification. So let us begin with an un-
derstanding of Kiddush. The Hebrew word Kiddush
or Kodesh is usually translated into English as Holy.
It is astonishing that a concept as familiar as that of
holiness should be so difficult to define. Before read-
ing further, it is important that you be clear about
your definition of holiness. Write down the half
dozen or  so  key  words  you associate  with  the  word
Holy.

Words that sprung to my mind include:
Separated - High - Untouchable - Inviolate - Awe-
some -  Pure  -  Chaste  -  Contained.  Well, Kodesh is
all of these and none of them.

Holy is One. Holiness is oneness, unity
and joining.  It is commonly thought that Holiness is
a consequence of separation. But it is at once, much
more simple and profound. A couple joined in love
and marriage are Holy, not because they are sepa-
rated from the world, but because they are one. They
are separated from the world because they are so
joined with one another. The exclusivity is a conse-
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quence of their unity. Their separation from the world is a result of their unity, as is
their holiness.

The Jewish people are Holy, not because they are separate from other na-
tions. They are holy because they are one. They are one with the Torah and with
God. Anyone may join; no one is excluded. The price of joining is unity.

The profundity or ramifications of this definition of Holiness cannot be exag-
gerated or stressed too greatly. Entire religions, whole civilizations even, have been
born and have died in ignorance of this simple truth. Most of the divisions in the
world today have come about because people have confused separateness with Holi-
ness. Let us be clear on this before proceeding in the study of Kabbalah. Oneness is
Holy.

Oneness or unity can only come about through joining. All
joining is in the Sephirah of Yesod - Fundament. Traditionally
this Sephirah is associated with the flesh between the ten fin-
gers and toes, more specifically the tongue between the fingers
and penis between the toes of Adam Kadmon - Primordial
Human. The simplest example of the joining between people
is the analogy of sex. Another example of the connection be-
tween people is that of speech.
Whatever  the  method,  when  the  organ  of  speech  or  sex  is
joining two people, they are relating through the Sephirah of
Yesod - Fundament. Yesod - Fundament is the headquarters
of Holiness. Internalizing the Sephirah of Yesod - Fundament
requires a close examination of our most basic relationships.
Without looking too deeply, it will not be difficult to find
where we have been dishonest and deceitful. But this is the
Passover Seder Night; we don’t have to make a searching
moral inventory of our behaviors. We are being given Mochin
D’Gadlut - Large Mindedness for this night. There are short-

cuts we can take this night to bring us to holiness and the fixing of our relationships.
Whatever  stage  of  intimacy  we  are  currently  sharing,  whether  we  are  like

Adam and Eve, avoiding each other because we are ashamed of ourselves, or like
Joseph and his brothers, caught up in a vicious cycle of compounded misunderstand-
ings, we are likely to be staring at the following awful myths:
1) I’m  convinced that I'm basically flawed, defective and probably worthless.
2) I'm terrified of being discovered, because I am convinced everyone must reject

me if they discover who I am.
3) I’m sure my needs will never be met unless I provide for myself.
4) I think my greatest need is for escape, ease, comfort, prestige, sex, oblivion, etc.

The fact that I consciously know these ideas, born of shame to be delusional
does nothing to diminish their effect on my behavior on a day to day basis. So perva-
sive and pernicious is their influence in the affairs of humans, it is no exaggeration to
say they are the bitterest after-taste of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good
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and Evil. Ultimately they create Unholiness by preventing Oneness. They destroy
intimate relationships and bring into being the three forms of Egyptian exile:
1) Ostracism - To be estranged in one’s environment.
2) Displacement – To be estranged among friends.
3) Self-hatred – To be estranged from one’s own soul.
These then are the four realities. It may be useful to repeat them out loud.
1) I was created to perfection. I am now just the way I am meant to be.
2) I was created to be known to others. Others will know me, intimately and still

accept me.
3) I was created to have my needs met. I will have my needs met by others.
4)  I  was  created  to  be  loved.  I  am loved unconditionally,  and this  is  always   my

greatest need.
Of course it easier said than believed or practiced. Let us deal with them one by one
as we discuss the Four Cups of Wine.

One of the chief symbols of the Seder, the four cups of wine, corresponds to
the four phrases referring to redemption mentioned in the Torah. As it is written;
(Exodus 6:6-8):

Therefore say to the Israelites [in My Name], 'I am God. I will trans-
port you from your forced labor in Egypt and free you from their slavery. I
will liberate you with a demonstration of My power, and with great acts of
judgment. I will take you to Myself as a nation, and I will  be to you as a
God. You will know that I am Adonai your God who is bringing you out
from under Egyptian oppression. I will bring you to the land regarding
which I raised My hand [swearing] that I would give it  to Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob. I will give it to you as an inheritance. I am God.

So, the four expressions of redemption are:
1. I will transport you from your forced labor in Egypt;
2  and [I will] free you from their slavery;
3. I will liberate you with a demonstration of My power;
4. I will take you to Myself as a nation; and
(There is a fifth term hence a fifth cup, but this by tradition refers to the future

redemption.)  I will bring you to the land.
1.  The first  cup of  wine  is  drunk after  the  recitation  of  the Kiddush whose

message is clear. 'I will transport you from your forced labor in Egypt,' says God. The
Hebrew may also  be  read to  say:  I  will  be  transported with you from your forced
labor. God does not consider Himself divisible from us. We are a part of the Divine.
When we are enslaved, God is enslaved. To consider ourselves basically flawed,
defective and probably worthless is to think blasphemous thoughts about God. God
is with me and I am created to perfection. I am just the way I am meant to be. That
is the lesson of Kiddush, the first of the four cups.

As will  be discussed later,  each in its proper place, every cup of wine has its
own myth to dispel. Each therefore appears at the appropriate time and place.

2.  The second cup is  drunk after  the  telling  of  the  Haggadah following  our
journey into the Sephirah of Tiffereth - Glory. This occurs after we have taken the
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risk of exposing ourselves and our vulnerabilities, disclosing in a frank description
the worst sides of our character and personality. Because, even knowing that we were
idol worshipers, God reiterates His choice to embrace rather than reject us.

3.  The  third  cup  is  drunk  after Shulchan-Oraich - eating the festive meal,
which symbolizes the gratification of our needs, for companionship, food, for a place
to belong, etc. We have spent an eternity in the company of friends relatives and
lovers. We have passed through the journey into and out of Egypt and we are about
to make the leap into Mochin – Mentalities, Sephiroth of a higher order. We know
we can have our needs met by others. We are not alone. We are connected. We are
ready for the fixing of Da’at - Knowing.

4.  The fourth cup is drunk after Hallel -  Praises are sung. Now it  becomes
clear to us that love is unconditional. that the song out of our mouth is a gift of Shefa-
Abundance flowing out of the Cause of all things, Keter - Crown which is Malkhuth -
-Sovereignty. Which was all we ever needed.

The fifth cup reminds us that the Exodus is a process we have we never com-
pleted and we are always on the journey. Only at the end of time will we have fixed
the Sephirah of Da’at - Knowing for all dwellers on Earth. So we pour this cup but
we do not drink it.

This is the cup of Elijah the prophet, author of the Haggadah, whose arrival
heralding the Messiah we anticipate.

There is some difference of opinion and custom concerning the proper mo-
ment to fill this fifth cup. There are those who pour it before the Ma-Nishtana - Four
Questions  when  we  pour  the  second  cup,  to  indicate  that  we  feel  secure  in  the
knowledge that no matter what we have done, at the end of time when a final reckon-
ing  is  made and all  about  ourselves  is  revealed,  we  will  still  not  be  rejected  by  the
Almighty.

The other  custom is  to  pour  this  fifth  cup before Hallel -  Praises  when we
pour the fourth cup. This reminds us that even when the great fixing is achieved our
greatest need will still be the need to be loved unconditionally. Even after the Mes-
siah comes the challenge will  be to learn how to open our hearts to those who are
close to us and love them in the way that God loves. As it is written, (Malachi 3:24)

“He will reconcile the hearts of fathers unto their children and
the hearts of children unto their fathers.... Behold I send you Elijah the
prophet before the coming of that great and awesome day.…”

The Seder begins, as does any Festival meal with a benediction sanctifying the
day. This is the declaration of a Yom Tov - Holy Day. It has a standard form, Kid-
dush.

We begin Kiddush by filling a 5 oz. cup with grape juice or wine. It is impor-
tant that the cup be filled to the extent that the surface tension of the liquid forms a
crown over  the  top of  the  cup,  called  a  meniscus.  The force  that  keeps  the  liquid
together in this way, the surface tension, is an effect of natural, physical laws a fuller
understanding of which is not required here. Nevertheless, without this effect there
would be no life on the planet Earth, since water would behave as a gas not a liquid.
We hold in the palm of our hand a cup of this serendipitous, magical liquid, whose
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properties we take so for granted, yet
which are fantastically providential. Look-
ing  at  the  light  reflected  off  the  edges  of
this crown, it is a good moment to reflect
on  all  the  forces  joined  in  this  moment
and at work in our lives that have brought
us  to  this  point.   We  celebrate  the  four
elementary components of the grape:
sunlight, wind, rain and earth.  We even
celebrate the four forces that go to make
up the atoms themselves.

Finally, we acknowledge God's
hand in the creation of what we are about
to drink.  The wine we hold is a pure ex-
ample of God's energy transubstantiated. e
= mc2 means that if you have enough energy you can make matter.  God has that
energy and we are the matter He has fashioned. This is the meaning of the first
Blessing: 'Who creates the fruit of the vine.'

The second part of Kiddush refers us to our chosen-ness. Those of us in a
state of awareness understand how mysterious is this condition of being chosen. It
makes no sense at all.

Why are we Jewish people?  What makes us so special that we have been
granted the grace of this gift, this Torah, a blueprint for action, this program of life,
the very concept of the Fixing -Teshuvah? The answer, of course, is always a mys-
tery. God simply said, 'Enough!  You've suffered enough!' We express our astonish-
ment at the love and joy this festival represents and how different we feel as a conse-
quence.

The text in English:
When the festival begins on a Friday night begin here:
(It was evening and it was morning,) The sixth day. The heavens

and earth and all their multitudes were completed. On the seventh day
God  completed  the  work  He  had  done,  and  rested  on  the  seventh  day
from all the work He had done. God blessed the seventh day and made
it holy, for on it He rested from all the work that God created and made.

When the festival begins on a weekday begin here:
Attention colleagues!
Blessed are You, Adonai, our God, Sovereign of the universe, who

creates the fruit of the vine.
Blessed are You, Adonai, our God, Sovereign of the universe, who

has chosen us from among all people, and raised us above all languages,
and made us holy through His commandments. You have given us,
Adonai, our God, with love (On the Sabbath, add: Sabbaths for rest and)
festivals  for  joy,  feasts  and festive  seasons for  rejoicing (On the Sabbath
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add: this Sabbath-day and) the day of
this  Feast  of  Matzahs  the  Season  of
our Freedom (On the Sabbath add:
with love), a holy convocation, com-
memorating the departure from
Egypt. You have chosen us and sanc-
tified us from all the nations. You
have given us as a heritage Your holy
(On the Sabbath add: Sabbath and)
Festivals (On the Sabbath add: with
love and desire), in happiness and
joy.   Blessed  are  You,  Adonai,  who
sanctifies (On the Sabbath add: the
Sabbath and) Israel and the festivals.
Blessed are You, Adonai, our God,
Sovereign of the universe, who
quickened us, supported us, and
brought us to this time.
When the festival falls on Saturday night
add the following before the preceding
blessing 'Who quickened us.'
Blessed are You, Adonai, our God,
Sovereign of the universe, who cre-
ates the fiery lights.
Blessed are You, Adonai, our God,

Sovereign of the universe, who distinguishes among sacred and profane,
between light and darkness, Israel and the gentiles, between the seventh
day and the six work-days. You have distinguished the holiness of the
Sabbath from the holiness of the festivals, and have sanctified the seventh
day above the six work-days. You have distinguished and sanctified Your
people, Israel, with Your sanctity. Blessed are You, Adonai, who distin-
guishes among holy and holy.

Before drinking the first cup of wine a moment is taken to look into the
light reflected off the top of the liquid crown and meditate upon the Shechinah -
Divine Presence.

To receive  the  gift  of  the  Shechinah I  must  first  internalize  the  lesson of
Kiddush. I was created to perfection. I am just the way I am meant to be.

Drink the cup of wine while seated, reclining to the left as a symbol of our
freedom.
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2. URCHATZ
WASH HANDS
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Bound or unfettered, humble or Divine
The letter Nun

The Hebrew letter/word iub - Nun translates as ‘endurance.’ The Hebrew
letter ib - Nun has two forms. Used in the normal construction of a word, the b - Nun
is bent upon and around itself as though to protect its center. When used as the final
letter  of  a  word,  the i - Nun is open, expansive and powerful. These are different
aspects of the same concept. b - Nun is the archetypal vessel for the divine. Known
more commonly as the 50 Gates of Wisdom, b - Nun provides the conduit through
which everything, every newly-created moment, every creative thought of God, every
divine desire flows into the universe; into the microcosm through the simple b - Nun,
into the macrocosm through the final i - Nun.

iub - Nun  represents the path between Netzach - Victory or Eternity, and Ye-
sod - Fundament. It contains the secret of ‘endurance.’ To walk the paths of the let-
ter b - Nun, I must first become aware of the matriarchal qualities of Rachel that re-
side in me, for Rachel pays attention to the minutest details of every plan, to every
outcome of each action, to the present in every moment of passing time.  This is the
exposition of the simple, humble b - Nun.

Secondly I must be aware of the matriarchal qualities of Leah within me, for
Leah sees the bigger picture, the cosmic ramifications of individual actions, and the
world to come in every moment. This is the exposition of the final i - Nun.
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2. URCHATZ - WASH HANDS

THE PATH THROUGH NUN - ib BETWEEN
YESOD - FUNDAMENT AND NETZACH - VICTORY

Washing the hands is an ancient Jewish ritual in and of itself, with no counter-
part in any contemporary or adjacent cultures and religion. Neither Greeks nor Ro-
mans,  Medes  nor  Babylonians  had  such  a  symbol  as  part  of  their  religious  ritual.

There  are  times  when  washing  hands  is  a  way  of
cleansing them of accumulated dirt and residue of
the past. This is not one of those times. Its real role
in the Seder is most closely reflected in the meta-
phor ' I wash my hands of it '.
The secret of the Sephirah of Netzach – Victory, is
knowing where, when and how to begin. Now, as we
begin the Seder proper, it is proper that we begin as
those who were victorious before us began. It is said
as an axiom of the martial arts, 'If you are still, I will
also be still.  But if  you move, I will  move first.'  Be-
fore a priest (Cohen) might perform any rites or
duties in the Temple, he had to wash his hands and
feet from the Great Bronze Washstand that stood in
the courtyard, between the sacrificial altar and the
steps leading up to the sanctuary. This washing of
hands during the Seder actually refers back to that
Great Bronze Washstand of the Tabernacle con-
structed in the desert when we came out of Egypt,
and even further back to the Jewish women and the
mirrors they used in Egypt. Seen in context though,
the path through the Sephirah of Netzach - Vic-
tory is our first window into the past, into slavery.
Everything may be a necessity at some point in our
lives,  even evil,  even sin.  But  if  it  is  not  to  leave  us
dirty or soiled it must be allowed to pass through our
hands like water. The way we love and connect with
our sexual partner is a prime example of the need to
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let  lust and other feelings flow through us like water. If  we allow any process, be it
hunger or lust or fear or anger expend itself in a natural way, we will be cleansed by
it. If we attempt to hold on to it, to grasp or restrain it we will find ourselves dirtied.

When we let go of a process after we perform an action we allow it to serve
God’s purpose. As was discussed earlier in the making of the Charoseth, our moth-
ers in Egypt showed us a prime example of an action that serves its purpose, when
they used romance, intrigue and sexual desire to achieve reconciliation with their
husbands. The way water flows between the fingers as it passes over the hands leav-
ing them cleansed, copies the action of lust as it  flows through the body. Water al-
ways tries to shed its energy and come to rest after doing so. So too do the sensations
of anger, hunger, lust and longing. Healthy emotions and spirits do not hang on to
things  one  moment  longer  than  necessary.  Even  the  mirrors  our  mothers  used  in
lovemaking beneath the apple trees were holy, because they were ready to let them
go and give  them away.  How proper  than that  these  same mirrors  were  integrated
into the Temple Service. They had a crucial lesson to teach; washing one’s hands is
the first lesson in letting go.

At this point in the Seder, washing the hands has a specific purpose other than
to punctuate and elect. It is a statement of purpose, an elevation from the mundane.
It symbolizes the wish to be relieved of the bondage of self. This is the meditation
that accompanies this ritual. Silently we pray as we do before we begin any venture:

'God. Relieve me of my slavery, help me do Your will. Use me for Your pur-
pose and ease my self serving impulses, so that my success in overcoming my charac-
ter defects will show others how powerful You are, how great Your love and how
sweet Your way.'

Note: In Jewish Law - Halacha, when eating dry foods other than bread, wash-
ing the hands is not necessary. But as soon as liquids are involved, as with the ritual
of Karpas we are about to perform, when we will  dip vegetables into salt  water, we
must prepare our hands by washing them. This is easily explained in terms of hy-
giene and cleanliness. But in light of what we just said, it attains a far deeper signifi-
cance. Whenever hunger, lust or the expression of any of our needs comes over us,
we beg God to help us express His will. We ask Him to ensure the lust or the hun-
ger washes over us passing through our fingers, and leaving us cleansed just as wash-
ing our hands does.

According to the tradition I received, only the Ba’al HaSeder - Leader of the
Seder washes his or her hands in this ritual, as it is only be the leader who dips the
vegetables into water. No benediction is recited on washing the hands.
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3. KARPAS - PARSLEY
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Mother of mothers - the letter Mem

The Hebrew letter on -Mem has  two forms,  open and closed.  Used in  the
normal construction of a word, the n - Mem is open. When used as a final letter, the
o - Mem is closed. on - Mem is womb, sealed against or inundated with forces of life,
fecundity and birth.

The open n -Mem represents the microcosmic world we each inhabit, where
the Matriarch Rachel rules supreme.

The closed and final o - Mem represents the Macrocosmic World-to-Come
were the Matriarch Leah reigns. on - Mem’s situation on the Tree of the Sephiroth is
as the lowest of the Horizontal, Mother letters.

To walk the paths of the on - Mem, I must be aware of the powers of longing
as  they  flow through me,  first,  from left  to  right  with  desire  to  be  filled  with  abun-
dance, joy and contentment, and second, from right to left with need to share my
gifts, my joy and self. on - Mem is experienced in the abdomen where the body has
its sensations of thirst, lust and laughter.
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3. KARPAS - PARSLEY

THE PATH THROUGH MEM - on
BETWEEN NETZACH - VICTORY AND HOD -BEAUTY

Taking a small piece of vegetable, radish, celery, parsley or similar, less than
the size of an olive, we dip it in saltwater, pronounce the blessing over vegetables and
eat it.

This whets our appetite physically and intellectually.
Even the child in us wakes up asking to be told the
meaning. The Karpas signals our bodies it is time to
eat, it is after all an hors d'oeuvre. We snap alert,
then tax all our powers of concentration in the Seder
that follows. The child has a short attention span and
so we use tricks to keep the attention focused.
The teaching of the Sephirah of Hod - Beauty is as
follows:  Know  when  to  stop,  when  to  let  go  and
when to withhold. The secret of Beauty is knowing
when to stop.
Karpas must be dipped in salt, not sweet water.
Know then that this is a story of tears; this is how they
taste. This is the realm of our Mother Leah who has
changed the past a thousand times with her tears.
We too must do the same. A broken heart is abso-
lutely crucial to any working of the Kabbalistic paths
or ascent of the Tree of Life in safety. If you cannot
access your broken heart you are not blissfully un-
aware, you are unconscious.
· Let the saltwater point to the tears that we have
shed to earn our seat at this Seder table.
· Let the salt point to the eternal bond of God's
covenant with Abraham and us.
· Let the saltwater point to the profoundest spiri-
tual longing, the element of water, the ocean. It is the
clutching sensation in our stomach that we experi-
ence in our longing for fulfillment. It is this, which
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has been driving us onwards.
(But here we meet with the technical problems of audio-visual education so

far removed from the historical source. Taking food and dipping it in condiments is
itself an expression of wealth Only people enjoying abundance, with quantities of
food and the time to enjoy it, indulge in such practices - fiddling with bits of food. Is
it not contradictory then to pretend we are poor slaves whilst playing with food?  Are
we pretending to be slaves tonight?  Are we playing? Can we learn empathy, can we
be taught? Is it possible to identify with the feelings we had when we were slaves?)

The Text in English:
Blessed  are  You,  Adonai,  our  God,  Sovereign  of  the  Universe  who

creates the fruits of the earth.

The Karpas is eaten without reclining to the left.
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4. YACHATZ
BREAK THE MIDDLE

MATZAH
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Tower Flying Through The Air.
The letter Lamed

The Hebrew letter/word snk - Lamed translates as ‘learn’ and ‘teach.’ k -
Lamed  connects two of humanity’s most important intangibles: imagination and
intuition. It is known as the “Tower Flying Through The Air” because it is the only
Hebrew letter to stick its head up above the line. To walk the path of the k - Lamed
is to become ready to learn.

In Hebrew, as in Yiddish, ‘learning’ means both studying and teaching.
In order to teach, the master must condense the teaching from infinity down

to byte-sized information. The student must empty the mind and make it a vessel
capable of receiving the learning.

The deepest learning is that which connects the heart to the knowledge in the
brain, forming a synthesis of internalized and external knowledge.

The ultimate path of the k - Lamed is to be a student of God. That is to say,
both to learn from God and to learn of God. God’s students are the real k - Lameds.
This is the path between Hod - Beauty and Yesod - Fundament, where all our les-
sons have to be learned.
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4. YACHATZ
BREAK THE MIDDLE MATZAH

THE PATH THROUGH LAMED - k BETWEEN HOD - BEAUTY
AND YESOD – FUNDAMENT

We break the middle Matzah, the one called Levi. The smaller portion goes
back into the Seder Plate, the larger is placed into a
pillowcase and hidden somewhere during the meal,
for children to seek and find. According to the Kab-
balah  when  breaking  the  Matzah  one  should  try  to
break it into two pieces, with the smaller resembling
the Hebrew letter Daleth - s and the larger piece
resembling the Hebrew letter Vav - u. Together, the
Daleth - s and Vav - u make the letter Heh - v. The
symbolism will be explained at greater length in the
commentaries to the 8th and 12th Simanim - Sta-
tions.

Is Matzah poor man's bread or the food of free
men? Can it be both? If we regard it as the Bread of
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Affliction why did we carry dough on our backs out of Egypt, to let it bake in the hot
sun without leavening and rising? Can one Matzah be both a symbol of wretchedness
and deliverance?

Matzah is a paradox. It is at once a symbol of everything we despise and every-
thing we respect. There is a certain symmetry about this paradox. In fact it is usually
thought that the Sephirah of Yesod – Fundament is itself the paradigm of Symmetry.
Yesod – Fundament is the perfect balance between the two opposing forces of
charge and discharge. Between purest chastity and orgasmic effulgence, between
passion and indifference.

We do not have to decide at this point whether Matzah is a symbol of this or
that, for we are about to expand upon the paradox. Not only is it at once so and not
so, but in breaking the middle Matzah we are also about to split the metaphor, and
make a break with all the different forms of known symmetry. There is, impossibly, a
‘bigger half’ and a ‘smaller half’.

A ‘bigger’ and ‘smaller’ half, you say?
The Universe is not fair. This unpalatable truth is almost a preamble to the

Haggadah. The universe is not symmetrical; all is not evenly divided. There is a
richer and poorer half. The distribution of assets is not equal. This is one of the mys-
teries that persist, omnipresent, throughout time. Life the universe and everything is
not fair. We cannot balance this sorry scheme of things entire, and so it goes. What
then was our response as children to the dawning realization that the universe was
not fair? Did we have coping mechanisms? We survived, we are here so we must
have coped, but did we sacrifice our health or sanity in order to do so? Are we aware
how badly we are split? How have we internalized the lop-sidedness of the universe?
Or do we see asymmetry as symmetry, the ultimate insanity?

Most probably, as infants, as children we split. We broke into pieces. We hid
ourselves away. And this is how we prepared ourselves for life.

Like the hungriest of paupers eating only what we absolutely must, laying aside
the greater part for later - when ‘time is riper’ - we compromised. We accepted this
imbalance, bowing to the 'Law of Unfairness ' which we were told, must prevail.

Instead of admitting how sad this made us we found ways to rationalize the
horrible  state  of  things.  We  explained  our  place  in  Egypt  as  a  natural  event.  Our
alienation and self-loathing was all seen as perfectly natural. The Exile of Da’at -
Knowing was exactly that. We didn’t trust our own reading of things as unfair, so
instead we rationalized the world our parents presented as the only possible world.
Rather than believe their world insane we accepted our own internal world as flawed.
Eventually we too began to accept that things were as they ought to be. We didn’t
know any more that we didn’t know any more. We grew satisfied with the expression
of a mere fraction of our personalities. We went into 'survival mode', subsisting on
crumbs  of  humanness,  hiding  the  greater  part  of  ourselves  from ourselves.  This  is
exactly we do with the Afikomen.

But spiritual hungers have ways of expressing themselves disallowing the body
to ignore them. If I do not acknowledge the God shaped hole in me, I will end up
with some ravenous soul and body destroying habit, an addiction to some behavior
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instead. And so it was in Egypt. The focus of our lives grew narrower as our preoccu-
pation  with  gnawing  hunger  grew stronger.  We had nothing  to  spare  for  our  emo-
tional or spiritual growth when all we had went to feed our selfish habits. There were
fewer and fewer opportunities to do any fixing, as we chased the ‘fix’  with growing
desperation. In the end it became obvious that we had developed a pathological
relationship with the 'bread of our affliction'

We break the middle Matzah because the middle Matzah represents the
Great Mothering Principle of the Kabbalistic Sephirah of Binah -- Understanding.
We break it  to show that in Egypt we had lost the ability to take care of our most
basic needs, to ‘mother’ ourselves.

So, why now? The answer is heartbreaking. The reason this happens before
the Haggadah is recited, is because the splitting of the self almost always occurs when
we are still in a pre-verbal state. The disorder of our personalities, the shaming and
abandonment of ourselves happens when we are still babies, infants. What follows is
the story of our lives after the rupture. Since words cannot adequately describe our
inevitable, inexorable descent into the blast furnace that was our Egypt, we act it out
in this short ritual, we simply break the Matzah, leaving the smaller section on the
Seder Plate; we wrap the larger piece in a pillowcase and put it away for Afikomen.

Redemption is a lifelong process, but tonight we are gifted with Mochin
D’Gadlut -  Large Mindedness, we are able to take giant steps in our recovery. We
have the opportunity to realize, actualize and integrate the whole of ourselves into
ourselves. We can do this by eating the Afikomen as a symbolic ‘last-act’ of the Se-
der. When it is all over we will have achieved reclamation of the ‘Self’ we aban-
doned.

Now, we take the Afikomen we have wrapped in a pillowcase, and slinging it
over our shoulder we explain to our children:

This is what our parents did when they came out of Egypt; as it is
written ‘Their dough slung over their shoulders in sheets. The sun shone
so hot that it was baked, without the opportunity to leaven as dough left
alone will do. And so they continued to eat the unleavened bread even
when they came out of Egypt.’

Why did we continue eating this bread after we had left Egypt? Why is this a
point worth mentioning?

In a sense we are reminding ourselves of those times early on in our spiritual
recovery journeys when we found ourselves in very painful situations, eating what
seemed identical to the bread of our affliction. We can only see with hindsight that
we were eating bread of freedom. In our haste to leave Egypt we were prepared to go
to  any  lengths;  even mothers  with  tiny  children walked away  from the  only  homes
they had. They were walking into the wilderness with nothing to eat but unfinished
pastry dough and trust in their Higher Power.

It is customary to hide the Afikomen, allowing children the excitement of the
search. A deeper explanation will be given at the appropriate place in the Haggadah.
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5. MAGID
TELL THE STORY
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Poorest of the poor - The Letter Raish

The Hebrew letter/word ahr - Raish translates as ‘poverty,’ but it also means
‘head.’ To walk the path of the r - Raish is to achieve real humility. Real appreciation
of one’s poverty is the key to appreciating one’s divinity. When the moon realizes it
has no light of its own, but what the sun shines upon it, the moon realizes that its light
is in fact sunlight. When I realize that I have neither light nor life nor will of my own,
I can begin to appreciate that all these things in me are Godly.

r - Raish is the pathway between Yesod – Fundament and Tiffereth - Glory,
seemingly a huge gap. Yesod – Fundament represents the moon while Tiffereth –
Glory represents the sun. On this, the path of the letter r - Raish, the head must first
be bowed in humility and self examination before it may be raised in joy heaven-
ward.

Some say the r - Raish is an upside-down version of the Hebrew letter b -

Nun, If so, it is teaching me that I need to empty myself of the notion that I am the
vessel for the divine. Only when I when I no longer pretend I am a vessel for the
divine do I become fit to be a vessel for the divine. To walk this path is truly to feel
one’s poverty.

eabcdabf
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5. MAGID - TELL THE STORY

THE PATH THROUGH RAISH - r
BETWEEN YESOD - FUNDAMENT AND TIFFERETH - GLORY

The Second of the Four Cups

The biggest lesson Judaism has to teach the modern world is the secret of this
journey from the Sephirah of Yesod - Fundament to
Tiffereth - Glory, from the genitals to the heart. It
is the secret of Jacob’s transformation into Israel. So
many  people  come  to  the  study  of  Kabbalah  in
search of power and other imagined benefits. In this
as in all the other branches of Jewish mysticism you
will encounter only powerlessness.
It is no exaggeration to say that this is the most pain-
ful lesson we have ever had to learn. And many of us
have had to learn it again and again, each in our own
time. Some of us have taken a lifetime without fully
internalizing these lessons. We cannot expect mira-
cles  to  happen  in  our  lives  as  long  as  we  refuse  to
relinquish the controls. Our lives cannot improve if
we insist on remaining in charge. When we are ready
to admit we have made a mess of things and that we
are powerless, then the message of Passover be-
comes intelligible.
What  so  precious  was  it  we  brought  out  of  Egypt
with us on the first night of Passover that was so pre-
cious? What could possibly have been worth those
hundreds of tormented years, the slavery, the pain or
the degradation?
First of all we realized that we could not manage our
own lives. Intelligent and well meaning though we
were, children of the holy patriarchs and matriarchs,
twelve tribes of God, alone we were not enough.
Nothing  we  ourselves  were  capable  of  was  going  to
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stop our descent to the lowest depths of defilement.
This may seem at first glance like a very unpretentious truth. Until you realize

that many a civilization has gone from evolution to extinction with no inkling of its
ramifications.

Secondly,  we  in  Egypt  came to  believe  that  a  only  a  power  infinitely  greater
than ourselves was capable of managing, maintaining a sane balance and governing
our life's affairs. Throughout the year that revealed the Ten Plagues, we became im-
bued with the profound awareness that the God of our Fathers is the Creator of the
World, and no one else. We realized that we had failed in all our attempts to control
our  Egyptianization.  Even  though  it  was  true  that  we  had  not  intermarried,  we'd
maintained our identity as the Children of Israel, we spoke Hebrew and we dressed
as Jews, we were nonetheless in all respects a nation of idolaters bent upon assimila-
tion into the prevailing culture.

At most, at best we were Jewish Egyptians, and it was not enough to feed our
spirits. If there are 50 disgusting ways to live, we had tried 49 of them. We could not
escape our insane lifestyle on our own; we were powerless. In order to be delivered
out of Egypt we would need the Almighty to act as midwife. To have our Jewish gold
separated from the dross that was Egypt we would need an omnipotent, caring and
loving God. What priceless knowledge this was.

The only path into Tiffereth - Glory is an admission of powerlessness and
recognition of the unmanageability of my own life.  Strangely though, the longer we
work at this path the trickier and subtler grows the craziness. Here is an example:
Once there was a man who walked out of his house and fell into an open manhole
in the street. Once the cast was off his leg and he could walk once more, he left his
house and promptly fell into the very same manhole again. Rehabilitation was long
and pain-filled. The man persevered though and recovered his strength. After falling
into  the  manhole  a  third  time  he  begged  a  friend  to  tell  him  what  he  was  doing
wrong…

eabcdabf

THIS IS THE POOR BREAD - HA LACHMA ANYA

The first  Seder in its modern form was conducted on the road into Babylo-
nian exile some 2500 years ago. We had reached the nadir of our resources. Our
homes were wrecked, our families torn apart, we had been stripped of all our pride.
Nebuchadnezar was uprooting whole peoples, dispersing an entire Jewish popula-
tion, dragging us into slavery. Bondage seemed to dog our steps, it was history repeat-
ing itself. We felt powerless.

Our leaders however, made us aware in our despair that this was not a repeti-
tion  of  the  Egyptian  story.  In  tents  open to  weary  travelers  they  prepared a  Seder.
Inviting anyone who cared to join, they prepared the Seder we are following now.
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The experience, hope and faith they had
acquired since leaving Egypt, was shared
with us then on the road. Using the sym-
bols  on the  Seder  Plate,  they  showed us
how different were the circumstances of
our  present  from  our  past.  In  Egypt  we
had  no  plans  for  a  future.  Now  we  had
tools  to  fashion  the  raw  material  of  our
lives into a journey of the spirit. They
taught  us  that  we  had  the  right  to  reject
the mythology of all propaganda. We can
give them the lie to their faces, for we are

free people, we have the choices to choose and to change. We cannot be enslaved
without our consent.

So we begin our recitation with an invitation in the dialect of common man.
The Aramaic tongue was for thousands of years the Yiddish language of Diaspora
Jews. As English is to the reader of this Haggadah, so was the Ha-Lachma-Anya of
yesteryear.

' This then is bread of poverty that our ancestors ate in the land of
Egypt.....'

Lest there be those amongst us who feel trapped in the present, enslaved to a
substance or destructive behavior. The message is crystal clear: We have been there
and this is our story.

There is an interesting play on words in the text, and a hint implicit in the
invitation. First and foremost, if the miracle is to happen in our life, we have to hun-
ger for freedom. We have to want it more than anything. Only then, the Haggadah
tells us, 'All who need may come and celebrate Passover.'

You can have freedom if you want it.  Do you want it? Needing it  is  just not
enough. Are you ready to go to any lengths to achieve it?

The text in English:
This  is  poor  man’s  bread  that  our  ancestors  ate  in  the  land  of

Egypt. Whoever is hungry come and eat; let whoever is needy come and
join in this Passover Seder. This year here, next year in the land of Israel.
This year as slaves, next year as free people.

eabcdabf

THE FOUR QUESTIONS - MA NISHTANA

The Ma Nishtana—Four Questions in the text of the Haggadah arise out of
various readings in the Five Books of Moses. In four different places in the Torah,
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God, through Moses told us to speak directly to our children, to teach them about
the  Exodus  from  Egypt.  Each  of  the  four  quotes  varies  slightly  in  its  wording,  as
though each were referring to a different sort of child with a different mentality. It is
most unusual to have a Torah commandment instructing us to ask questions. As
though the very Mitzvah - Commandment to celebrate Passover depended upon our
asking questions.

The first line is usually translated as: Why is this night different from all other
nights?

As a translation this is incorrect. The Hebrew for such a question would have
to be the word, Lamah - vnk - Why, or Eich - lht - How. The word we have in our
text is, Ma - vn - What.

In fact, the first line of the Ma Nishtana is not a question at all but a statement
of fact. Ma - vn - ‘What’ is different this night from all other nights. Ma - vn - ‘What’
always refers to the Sephirah of Chokhma - Wisdom, the highest of the Sephiroth of
Mochin - Minds, the part of our brains connected to the source of all knowledge in
the universe.

Generally speaking, the Sephirah of Chokhma - Wisdom can only be opened
in us through the power of the question. The Hebrew word for Wisdom, Chokhma
- vnfj, may be split into two words, Koach Ma - vn jf,  the  Power  of  What.   If  a
question can be verbalized, then the question comes from the Sephirah of Binah -
Understanding. But very often a verbalized question will trigger a more profound,
inexpressible question, a sense of wonderment and perplexity. If it is just the right
question it will trigger a sense of mystery and send the questioner reaching and grop-
ing for something new to explain the mystery and answer the question. It will impel a
connection to the Sephirah of Chokhma - Wisdom and something entirely new may
come into the world. Something from nothing, a new piece of information, hitherto
unexpected and undiscovered. We tend to think of such flashes of pure enlighten-
ment and inspiration as being expressions of genius, and restricted to the experience
of the gifted few.

Tonight, though, it is Seder night. All the Gates of Wisdom are open. Every-
one, anyone may experience Mochin D’Gadlut - Large Mindedness. Whereas nor-
mally, on every other night of the year, such exalted states are strictly the domain of
gifted individuals, tonight, Ma - vn - ‘What’ is different. Hence the opening line of the
Ma Nishtana.

Kabbalists of every era and epoch have addressed themselves to the Ma Nish-
tana, to explain the questions in a meaningful and personal way. The most general
question is this. What is it about the Mitzvah - Commandment to eat Matzah and
Marror, and the other rituals of this Seder night, that is so crucial to the Giluy Shechi-
nah - Divine Revelation and healing and restoration of intimacy that we are promised
as a reward for celebrating the Seder? Why should the experience of Mochin
D’Gadlut - Large Mindedness require all these small details and minute distinctions?
Why are we still so fixated on the Exodus from Egypt at all?

 Of people on this spiritual path, working towards the recovery of intimacy,
others sometimes ask the following:
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'Why can’t you just leave your past behind
you, why must you process, process, proc-
ess  all  the  time?   Why  go  back  and  visit
with the past?  Is it healthy to live in the
horror  story?   Look to  the  future.   Don't
talk  about  the  past  as  though  you  had  a
miraculous  healing  from  some  kind  of
disease. You glorify the Exodus, treating it
like a Dialysis machine or Iron Lung with-
out  which  you  could  not  live.  Why  can't
you be like a normal person?'
The youngest person sitting at the table is
expected  to  be  the  one  to  ask  the  four
questions. The youngest is essentially the
newcomer, and these questions are natural
to the newcomer.

1. Was our madness in Egypt so all-encompassing, so all-excluding? Per-
haps we are making the mistake of judging another culture and another era by stan-
dards appropriate only to our own? Surely it wasn’t that bad, we could not have been
that bad?

2. You say the Egyptian Exile was so bitter, but why could we find no pleas-
ure in what we were doing?  Everyone has to bear some degree of pain in life, but
who says pain has to be experienced as suffering?

3.  The  relaxed  attitude  we  adopt  at  the  Seder,  symbolized  by  the
condiments, dipping food into food, begs the question; If we are working at spiri-
tual growth, then why don't we just get on with life? Why pay so much attention
the way we feel? Surely a little more discipline, more will-power, a tougher daily
regimen, all would work more efficiently than this extended Seder-feast?

4. Why do we take the journey so slowly?  Surely we ought to be rushing to
get where we want to be?  We need fixing now!  The pace at which we expect
changes to occur, is symbolized by the leaning. Sprawling and reclining as though we
were 'in our cups'. Why does all this take so long?

The text in English:
What makes this night different from all nights?
1. On all nights we eat Chometz or Matzah, tonight only Matzah.
2. On all nights we eat any kind of vegetables, tonight Marror!
3. On all nights we need not dip even once, tonight we do so twice!
4. On all nights we eat sitting upright or reclining, tonight we all

  recline!

eabcdabf
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WE WERE SLAVES - AVADIM
HAYINU

The answer is simple and we keep it
simple.

We weren't just being made to work
very hard in Egypt, we were slaves! And we
were  powerless.  It  took  the  power  of  the
Omnipotent Almighty to extract us from
there. Which He did this with a mighty
hand and an outstretched arm. So severely
were we addicted to our own slavery and
shame that if God had not taken our parents out of Egypt then we would still be
hopelessly enmeshed in that sickness and slavery. We, our children and grandchil-
dren would be without honor. And such is the nature of this slavery disease that we
must constantly treat it by talking about it.  It doesn't matter whether we are clever,
intuitive, experienced or whether we know the whole Torah backwards, whether we
can recite the Talmud by heart. We are still commanded to share with others our
journey. And the more processing we do the more praiseworthy we will be.

The metaphor of the ‘strong hand and outstretched arm’ refers to the behav-
ior  or  activity  to  which  we  were  enslaved.  The  strong  hand  as  explained  later  at
greater length, is the breaking of the habit, breaking the pattern of acting out our
shame. This is the first and most difficult step to take.

The outstretched arm refers to the gradual separation and the distance we put
between ourselves and the paraphernalia of shame based behavior; the escape from
people, places, and things.

The text in English:
We were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt. Then Adonai our God, took

us out  of  there with a  strong hand and with an outstretched arm. If  the
Holy, blessed One, had not taken our fathers out of Egypt, then we, our
children and our children's children, would have remained enslaved to
Pharaoh in Egypt. Even if all of us are wise, all of us understanding, all of
us knowing the Torah, we would still be obliged to discuss the exodus
from Egypt. Anyone who discusses the exodus from Egypt at length is
praiseworthy.

eabcdabf

A STORY - MAASEH

The Talmud, (Gittin 43a) considers it axiomatic that no one is given insights
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into Torah unless they have stumbled in that very field. The five Rabbis mentioned
in this story are very famous. Many details of their public and private lives were re-
corded  in  contemporary  literature.  Even  the  most  cursory  reading  will  reveal  they
had this in common, they were struggling with their personal character defects, their
shortcomings, behaviors and personal life patterns.

Rabbi Eliezer is quoted often in the Mishna  and Talmud, and this is one of
the ways through which we learn of his personal struggles.  The following four quotes
are from the Mishna Avoth, (2:3)

1. Respect your friends as you respect yourself.
2. Avoid rage.
3. Repent a day before you die.
4. Bask in the glow of the wise but beware lest you get too close and burn

    yourself.
All are quotes attributed to R. Eliezer, but he of course, had trouble following

his own advice. His own life was a shambles, particularly in areas touched by those
aspects of his personality which made him such a good advice-giver.  He argued with
his friends, trying to impress his will upon them by force. He stubbornly refused to
accept the majority ruling, rationalized his disrespectful treatment of colleagues  and
ended up excommunicated by them, dying in total isolation.

Rabbi Yehoshua was wont to say, (Ibid. 11)
1. Meanness
2. Selfishness
3. Hatred of people, these three things destroy a person’s life.
 Rabbi Elazar ben Azaria was wont to say, (Ibid 3:17) One whose knowledge

is not matched by deeds, that is to say, one who 'talks the talk without walking the
walk' is like a big tree with lots of leaves but no roots.  The first strong wind to blow
will uproot it and throw it on its face. One whose deeds more than match his knowl-
edge,  is like a tree with few leaves but deep roots.  All the ill winds in the universe
won't move it from its place.

Rabbi Akiba described himself as recovering former Jew hater. Up to the age
of  40  his  anger  at  religious  Jews  was  murderous  and fanatical.  It  was  the  uncondi-
tional  love  of  his  friend,  later  his  wife  Rachel,  that  restored him to  sanity.  The pa-
tience of his gentle teacher Nachum Ish-Gamzu, turned this bellicose, belligerent
ignoramus into an intellectual giant. Still, he retained his tendency to militancy all his
life. 24,000 of his disciples died of 'disrespect', and he was arrested, imprisoned and
martyred by the Romans.

Rabbi Tarphon , the Talmud tells us, while on a dangerous stretch of road
frequented by robbers and cutthroats, lay on the ground one night, in order to recite
the Sh'ma according to the ruling of Shammai. Boasting to his friends of the danger
he had braved in order to fulfill the ruling according to Shammai, they told him he
needed help.  They warned him that what he was doing was not religious but com-
pulsive and if he died he wouldn't be a martyr, just another O.D. [overdose].

These then are the Rabbis who sat all night talking about the Exodus and their
own healing journeys.

Magid - Tell The Story - We Were Slaves
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Careful examination of the test
reveals a superfluous word. Instead of
saying 'all that night'  it  could simply have
read 'all night' the Hebrew word for that,
Oto - u,ut,  means  Him.  Each  spoke  for
himself, of his personal journey, and so
they  passed  the  whole  night  away  until
their disciples came and said, 'Surely,
Rabbis, by now you're all cured? Enough,
already.'

The text in English:
It happened that Rabbi Eliezer, Rabbi Yehoshua, Rabbi Elazar ben

Azariah, Rabbi Akiba and Rabbi Tarphon were reclining [at a Seder] in
B'nei B’rak. They were discussing the exodus from Egypt all that night,
until their students came and told them: ' Masters! The time has come to
recite the morning Sh’ma!'

eabcdabf

RABBI ELAZAR BEN AZARIA

Rabbi Elazar said, 'I am like seventy years old.' Various reasons are proposed
to explain the way he looked.  He was after all only 16 or 18 years old at the time he
is quoted in this Mishna. Maimonides suggests Rabbi Elazar destroyed his physical
health with compulsive study of the Torah. Grueling stretches of non-stop study,
indifferent nutrition, appalling conditions, insufficient rest and recreation, all of which
accelerated the aging process.

Others claim it was a miracle!  When he was appointed to head the Academy
at this early age, he was granted instant distinction as all his hair turned white over-
night.

Or perhaps it was simply his response to being loaded with heavy responsibili-
ties at such a young age.  Whatever the reason, Rabbi Elazar said, 'Even though I
look the way I do I couldn't convince the sages that talking about the Exodus from
Egypt is mandatory at night as well as during the day. When Ben Zoma introduced
his exegesis of the verse, etc.'

We of course avoid projecting our legislation onto the post-Messianic era.
Even though the ruling might normally have been decided as the majority of Rabbis
suggested. Nevertheless, in this instance we accept the minority ruling because it is so
important that we take one day at a time, one night at a time, and not project onto
the future. We say the Sh'ma at night, according to Ben Zoma.

The text in English:
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Rabbi Elazar ben Azariah said: 'I
am like a man seventy years old, yet
I have not succeeded in establishing
that the exodus from Egypt must be
mentioned at night. Then Ben
Zoma explained it: 'It is said, `That
you may remember the day you left
Egypt all the days of your life;' now
`the  days  of  your  life'  refers  to  the
days, [and the additional word] `all'

indicates the inclusion of the nights!'  The sages, however, said: '`The
days of your life' refers to the present-day world; and `all' indicates the
inclusion of the days of the Messiah'

eabcdabf

BLESSED IS GOD - BORUCH HAMAKOM

In this paragraph we bless and thank God, but we refer to Him as, Hama-
kom,  'The Place', or The Omnipresent'

God is the Lord of People, Places and Things.
· First we bless Him for being there when we need Him and giving us some-

where else to be instead of that place, Egypt.
· Second,  we  bless  Him  for  being  God  and  giving  us  Himself  instead  of

those people and gods of the Egyptians.
· Third, we bless Him for giving us what we need to replace all the destruc-

tive things in our lives; we thank Him for giving us the Torah. And then again, we
thank Him for being God.

When addressing  our  primary  duty  to  teach and give  away  the  gift  so  freely
given to us, and in so doing to become symbols and witnesses of God’s power and
purpose, The Torah makes reference to four kinds of children. These are the four
personality types to whom we carry the message.

1.  The Cleverdik. He is fiercely intellectual, much too smart for his own
good, an incessant debater and ‘terminally unique’.

2. The Wicked. With grandiosity matched only by his low self-esteem,
he thinks he's too wicked for any miracle to ‘work for’ him.

3. The Simpleton. He’s the newcomer, barely coherent, and ready to
admit powerlessness.

4. The Ignoramus. He cannot stop running and doesn’t know how to ask
for help.

The text in English:
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Blessed is the [Place] Omni-
present, blessed be He! Blessed is
He who gave the Torah to His  peo-
ple Israel, blessed be He! The To-
rah speaks of four children: A clever
one, a wicked one, a simple one and
one who does not know how to ask.

 
eabcdabf

THE CLEVER ONE SAYS MAH! ‘WHAT’

He uses the word ‘What’ in the deprecatory way that Moses used it when he
and his brother Aaron were being called to task by the Jewish People for not provid-
ing adequately for them. Moses asked, ''And what are we that you rebel against us?'

'So what's the big deal?' asks the Cleverdik. 'What are all these complicated
legislations, statutes and laws that God has commanded you?'

From his use of the word 'you' in the question, we can infer his real, if unspo-
ken argument. He would most prefer to keep distance between himself and the
process, either by pretending he can master it all so easily he does not need to devote
all his attention to it. Or by pretending such tedious lengths won’t be required for
him to recover from his spiritual crisis. Underneath it all, he's scared.

Grandiose in his fear, he makes two big mistakes. He thinks he's too clever for
such simple solutions to work in his life, and he thinks he can do it on his own.

The Haggadah tells us 'You should also say to him.'   The word 'also'  seems
superfluous. The Hebrew word for also Af - ;t,  has another, emotional, meaning.
Af — ;t means heavy-nasal-breathing-anger. The Cleverdik’s attitude is extremely
provoking; he will often infuriate, frustrate and provoke anger in us. But we have all
been in his position.

In response the Haggadah warns us to be gentle in our response. The He-
brew word for 'say', Emor - runt is the softest, lightest form of address as opposed to
the harsher 'speak' or 'tell'. Gently is the only way to carry the message.

And the Message is?

We throw the book at him. We tell him, 'You can’t take the course without
the book. Here, learn all the laws of Passover, from beginning to end, including what
happens after the Seder is over.' The underlying message we are trying to get him to
internalize is this, 'You can't do it on your own.'  Almost the first law of Passover is
that you require a group. One person alone can't  eat the Paschal lamb; it  must be
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celebrated en masse. Groups of people
whose only requirement is a desire to join
may come together in the ritual of Sharing.
You  cannot  bake  Matzah  on  your  own.
You cannot escape from Egypt on your
own. So don't say 'You' say 'Us'.
Finally we tell him; the reason this works is

because we take it with us wherever we go. Even when the Seder is over we don't eat
anything else, so that the taste of the miracle we have shared remains with us until we
meet again. This is why we eat no dessert after the Afikomen - Paschal lamb.

The text in English:
The clever one says 'What!' “What are the testimonies, the statutes

and the laws which Adonai, our God, has commanded you?” You, also,
say to him: Like the laws of Passover. ‘One is not to eat any dessert after
the Passover-lamb’.

eabcdabf

THE WICKED ONE  SAYS MAH!  ‘WHAT’

He  uses  the  word  ‘What’  in  the  exclamatory  way  that  Jacob  used  it  when,
upon  waking  from  his  dream  of  the  celestial  ladder  and  God’s  pact  with  him,  he
exclaimed, 'What an awesome place this is.'

' What a staggeringly difficult path is this you walk.' says the wicked son.  He
thinks everyone sitting at the Seder Table, every observant Jew with a smile on his or
her face must be adhering to some impossible program of perfection. (From which
he  is  excluded  by  virtue  of  his  irredeemable  nature)   With  his  grandiose  low-self-
esteem, the Wicked one is no less annoying than the Cleverdik was. He asks, in his
wickedness, 'Am I not more unique than anyone else?' When you attempt to reas-
sure  him he  is  no  worse  than others  who have  recovered,  he  thinks  you must  be
mistaken. For surely, however redeemable you think a person remains, he's sure he’s
beyond help.

In essence our response is to identify with him. Yes! We too felt that way. In
fact we all felt the same way, unsalvageable and despicable. In those days when we
cut great swaths through people’s lives as though we were gods, we acted as though
we thought we were God, so if we couldn't fix things, who could?

That's why God brought us out of Egypt, doing for us what we couldn't do for
ourselves. We blunt his argument; we take the bite out of his snarl, telling him

' Because of this ' The Seder we're having now. ' God did for us.'  The reason
He did for us was that we might carry the message to you, not because we were any
better than you were.
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'What does he think? '  we ask '  For
us and not for him?'  Does he really believe
God would have left  him in Egypt?  Does
he think he's irredeemable?  He obviously
never met us before we began out spiritual
journeys.

In the quote that we put to him,
'Because  of  this,  God  did  for  me  when  I
came  out  of  Egypt.'  the  word  'Did'  is  am-
biguous.  The Hebrew for 'Did' is Asa - vag. In the world of Kabbalah Asiya - vhag is
the world of Tikkun, it suggests fixing. That God fixed me.

The word, Asa - vag also refers to the final act of creation, that which God did
when He breathed the spirit of speech into Adam and Eve. God’s last act is the crea-
tion  of  our  world,  the  world  of  words,  of  speech.  Words  can  change  everything.
Words can give meaning and redeem an act previously thought to have been irre-
deemable. Because, my words can add or explain the Kavanah - Intention of the act
I have already performed. Therefore, speech can put the very final stamp upon an
act. In this situation, at the Seder while we are telling the story of our personal Exo-
dus from slavery, it is God putting words in our mouths, teaching us how to verbalize
all the pain that we could not speak for ourselves.  This, we tell the so-called Wicked
one, is what God did for me. He taught me the words with which to express my feel-
ings.

The text in English:
The wicked one says 'What!' “What is this work you do?” He says

‘you,’ not him! He is excluding himself from the community. And be-
cause he has denied that which is fundamental, you therefore also, blunt
his teeth and say to him: “It is because of this that the God did for me
when  I  left  Egypt:;  ‘for  me’  -  but  not  for  him?  If  he  had  been  there,
would he not have been redeemed?'

eabcdabf

THE SIMPLE ONE SAYS MAH! ‘WHAT’

The Simple one uses ‘What!’ in the bewildered, confounded sense that
Jeremiah used it when he lamented, after the destruction of Jerusalem and the Holy
Temple, 'Remember, Oh God, What has happened to us'

'Just what is this? ' asks the simple son. Compared to his two brothers, the
simple one is open-minded, willing to listen and to learn.

The ‘simple’ one is ready to hear the simple message, as his name implies.
Tam - o,, the Hebrew word meaning simple has another translation. It means 'The
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End',  an  unequivocal  finality.  He  is  not  in  two  minds  about  things.  He  is  sure  of
where he is and the simplicity of these spiritual truths are now apparent to him.

Tam , the simple one says, 'What's this?' Mah-Zos. The Hebrew word, ,tz -
Zos - ‘This’, is one of the most often used Zoharic references to the Shechinah –
God’s Dwelling Presence. The simple son asking, Mah Zos – ‘what’s this’, has
reached deep into the heart of the matter. Like the innocent child in the story of the
emperor’s new clothes the simple son sees what’s really there.

The  very  first  word  ascribed  to  Adam,  in  the  Torah,  (Genesis  2:23)  is  the
word, ,tz - Zos - ‘This’.

'This time,' said Adam, 'It is bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh.'
Because God breathed into Adam the spirit  of speech, the first  word Adam

spoke was an exhalation of God’s Shechinah - Dwelling Presence. ,tz - Zos - ‘This’ is
thus understood as being Adam’s expression of the Divine Breath in himself. The
rule in Kabbalah is that when a word first appears in the Torah, it  remains the head-
quarters of that word and concept. Forever after, the word, ,tz - Zos - ‘This’ carries
something of the same meaning.

 Describing the entry into the Holy of Holies by the High Priest on the day of
Yom  Kippur,  the  Bible  text  (Leviticus  16:3)  uses  the  word Zos. 'With Zos -  This
shall Aaron enter the sanctuary'. There too the word Zos is  understood  to  mean
more than just simply ‘this’. It is said to refer to T’shuva more commonly translated
as Fixing.

The three elements in the classic description of T’shuva are Repentance,
Prayer and Charity.

These are the building blocks of the spiritual journey.
1. We confess, admit and come to believe in the possibility of our healing.
2. We become willing, grow humble and make restitution.
3. We pray and meditate, and we become vehicles for the divine message.
Another description of T’shuva uses word’s Gematria - Numerical Equiva-

lence.
1. T’shuva -  T'ZOM FASTING = oum    =136
2. T’filla -     KOL VOICE      = kue   =136
3. Tz’daka - MAMON   MONEY    = iunn  =136

ZOS THIS       = ,tz   = 408
If we think of the High priest entering the Holy of Holies, we are picturing an

approach to the center of ultimate intimacy. In order to be prepared for the Revela-
tion of Divine Presence, an encounter with the Holy Shechinah, the Cohen - Priest
was required to make sure the three aspects of intimacy were whole. The intimacy
between himself and the Jewish People, between himself and himself and finally,
between himself and God.

1) T’shuva - Repentance, is associated with Tzom - Fasting. T’shuva covers the
relationship a person has with himself. Fasting is one way of creating the emotional
and spiritual space required for examination of all the aspects of the damaged self.
Achieving  intimacy  with  the  self  through the  use  of  a  period of  fasting  is  part  and
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parcel of the Yom Kippur service.

2) T’filla -  Prayer,  is  associated  with
Kol - Voice. T’filla covers the relationship a
person has with God. Confession and sup-
plication are among the aspects of the Yom
Kippur service in a person’s attempt to achieve intimacy with God.

3) Tz’daka - Charity, is associated with Mamon - Money. Tz’daka covers the
relationship a person has with other people. Reaching out and being vulnerable to
people are among the aspects of the Yom Kippur service a person may practice in
order to achieve intimacy with others.

All three are necessary if the goal of achieving real intimacy is to be reached.
The Simple one has put his finger on the great question of the night.  How can we
possibly go from this state of unpreparedness to the attainment of intimacy in a sud-
den flash of Giluy Shechinah - Divine Revelation?

Mah-Zos - What's this? Asks the simple one. Can we enter the Holy of Ho-
lies, without preparing ourselves as High Priests did?

In answer, we tell him that it is not we who are about to do anything. That it is
always God who performs the miraculous. One minute we may be stuck in the pit of
despair, and suddenly, without exertion on our part we have been fixed, our world
has  been fixed,  the  people  around us  are  healed  and fixed.  Why not  do what  we
need to do and leave the results up to God?

The text in English:
The simple one says 'What.' 'What is this?' So, say to him: 'With a

strong hand God took us out of Egypt, from the house of slaves.'

eabcdabf

THE ONE WHO CAN'T ASK - SH'EYNO YODAYA LISHOL

You must carry the message to the one who can't ask for help.
That is actually our primary purpose as it  is  written; 'You shall  tell  it  to your

child  on  that  day,  saying:  'Because  of  this,  God  did  for  me,  when  I  came  out  of
Egypt.'

This is exactly what we told the wicked one when he asked his question, the
message to the one who can’t ask is identical: ' It works!  Look at me, I'm not a slave,
I am free. You too can be free. This is why God brought me all this way, so that I
could bring this message to you.'

In fact we tell him the Haggadah.
The text in English:
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As for  the one who does not  know
how to ask, you must initiate him,
as it is said: 'You shall tell your
child on that day, `It is because of
this that God did for me when I left
Egypt.''

eabcdabf

I MIGHT HAVE THOUGHT  - YOCHOIL

Since it is written, 'You shall tell the Haggadah to your child' I might have
thought any time in the spring around Passover time is a good opportunity to
talk about the miracle of Healing. Therefore the Torah states specifically, 'On
that day.' So now I know the Torah is referring to a more specific period.

However, I might have thought that day-time, while going about the busi-
ness of preparing for the Festival -Yom-Tov would be a good opportunity to say
the  Haggadah,  to  talk  about  the  Seder  and  the  spiritual  journey,  while  we  are
cleaning the house for Passover. Therefore the Torah states precisely; You shall
tell the Haggadah to your child, on that day, saying, 'Because of this God did for
me when I came out of Egypt.'

I  can  only  say  'Because  of  this'  at  the  formal  Seder  when the  symbols  of
the Seder, Matzah and Marror,  the  symbols  of  slavery  and freedom are  clearly
visible.  We need to stay in touch with the basics. 'We must keep it green.' The
subject of our discourse must not become some abstract journey we talk about.
We need to keep it real and tangible to all our senses.

The text in English:
I might have thought [the discussion of the exodus] should begin

on  the  first  of  the  month.  The  Torah  therefore  says,  `On  that  day.'
Now, that day,' could mean during the daytime; So, the Torah tells us to
say, `because of this.' The expression `because of this' can only be said
when Matzah and Marror are placed before you.

eabcdabf
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FROM THE BEGINNING - MITCHILO

When we were commanded to tell the Haggadah to our children this was
the reference. The actual Haggadah begins here. The word Haggadah means
tough talk. Hard words to swallow: The Talmud refers to Haggadah as '  words,
hard as sinews '

What could be so unpalatable and indigestible about the Haggadah story?
More than just the admission of powerlessness it must be the level of our

depravity,  a  major  component  of  the  story  that  embarrasses  us.  This  isn't  the
noble story of our struggle to get out of Egypt. The Exodus was not a civil rights
march. We weren't fighting anyone. This is not our struggle for the right to
equality or freedom of religion. This is a retelling of events as they really oc-
curred. Our contribution to the whole saga was not a valiant or gallant one.

To understand anything about our history, put it in the context of daily
commerce  in  a  civilization  of  Bronze-age  Mesopotamia  and  Egypt  1800-1300
BCE. What did people do for ‘kicks’? The overwhelming mood and mind-
altering experience of ancient times was paganism, idol worship in all its multi-
farious forms. Without going into sordid detail, suffice it to say that most sane,
healthy, ‘modern’ people would be disgusted by most forms of ancient idol wor-
ship.

What is worse is that humanity had developed powerfully pathological
relationships  with  it.  That  is  to  say,  they  persisted  in  practicing  idolatry  in  the
face of all evidence that it was harmful to their physical, mental and spiritual
health.

High on our list of contemptible people are the panderers and purveyors
of death-dealing habits, be they crack dealers, tobacco houses, sugar barons,
propagandists, polluters or televangelists.

Well,  the bad news, the unpleasant truth the Haggadah reminds us of,  is
that we were up there on the list of exploiters. Our family business was the mak-
ing and distribution of idols and fetishes.  We had the local franchise dealership
in Ur of the Chaldees.

The good news  is  that  now God has  attached us  to  His  worship,  as  it  is
written.  'Joshua said to all the people etc. etc.'

The text in English:
In the beginning our fathers served idols; but now the Omnipresent

One has drawn us into His service. As it is written; 'Joshua said to all the
people: Thus says Adonai, God of Israel, `Your fathers lived on the
other side of the river for ages - Terach, father of Abraham and father of
Nachor, when they worshipped idols.  'Now, I took your father Abraham
from beyond the river,  and I  led him throughout  the land of  Canaan.  I
increased his seed and gave him Isaac, and to Isaac I gave Jacob and
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Esau. To Esau I gave Mount Seir as a possession, and Jacob and his sons
went down to Egypt.'

eabcdabf

BLESSED IS THE KEEPER OF PROMISES - BORUCH SHOMER

The text reads: ‘Blessed is the keeper of His promises to Israel!’  Is there
some suggestion here that God doesn't always keep His promises? Is the text
implying that He deserves validation for keeping this one? The next line of text
reads: ‘Because the Holy, blessed One calculated the end, to do’. What is the
connection between this and the previous statement?

What promise to Israel is being referred to here in the text? Nowhere in
the  recorded  history  of  Israel  before  the  Exodus,  do  we  find  such  a  promise
made to them. To who then was the promise made, and what is the meaning of
the phrase; ‘calculated the end, to do’?

To do what?
The Haggadah is referring to mysteries spoken about in whispers even by

the Kabbalists. Mysteries included in the phrase, 'The last action is already im-
plicit in the first thought' - meaning, the end is already recorded before the be-
ginning happens.

An example  of  how Jewish  history  sees  itself  in  the  context  of  the  evolu-
tion of the world is the following statement. The last act on the stage of classical
history was the appearance of Israel.

Even in antiquity Israel was a newcomer. By Jewish tradition, we were, in
fact, the last of the ‘nations’ to evolve. Israel was the end, as it were, of the evolu-
tionary process of creation, of nationhood, of language and culture. According to
the historical development described in the book of Genesis, there was a great
deluge, after which seventy nations and tongues spread out upon the face of the
Earth. Thereafter begins the story of one man, Abram and his wife Sarai and
their relationship to God, upon which the text focuses. Everything preceding the
election of Abram is The Beginning.
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The promise to Israel, is the promise God made to Himself to cre-
ate Israel.

The  final  act  of  God,  so  to  speak,  in  the  creation  of  everything  was  the
election/evolution of Israel, but in context, it was also the primary purpose.

What was the great wealth promised to our father Abraham?

'The Children of Israel came through the sea on dry land' (Exodus 14:22).
Were they in the sea or were they on dry land? asks the Midrash. It goes on to
say,  from  here  we  learn  that  each  individual  had  to  throw  himself  into  the  sea
before it parted.

The Midrash  tells  us  that  Nachshon b.  Aminadav,  prince  of  the  tribe  of
Judah was  first  to  jump into  the  sea,  which  reached his  nostrils  before  splitting
for him. Did Nachshon know what would happen or was he committing suicide?
And  all  those  who  followed,  the  six  hundred  thousand,  did  they  know  the  sea
would split or did they expect to drown? Were they expecting some sort of mira-
cle to occur?

It is well known that when the Jewish people left Egypt, they emptied it of
treasure and booty, leaving it like an ocean without fish. There was nothing left
in Egypt for them to borrow or take. Yet we are told that seven days later Moses
had to drive them away from the scene of the Splitting of the Red Sea, because
they were so busy plundering the booty, stripping the corpses of the Egyptian
dead,  that  they  could  not  move  on.  Furthermore  we  are  told:  the  value  of  the
spoil picked at the seashore was hundreds of times greater than the loot hauled
out of Egypt. The Midrash makes a ratio comparison as that of dots of silver to
lines of gold. How empty could Egypt have been, if there yet remained the vast
treasure carried by the pursuing army, which later drowned in the sea?

The answer is of course that there is treasure and then there is Treasure!

So, what exactly happened at the sea?

Knowing intellectually that something is true is only the first step of the
learning process. Internalizing that knowledge is crucial before we become capa-
ble of acting on it. When beset by fears, acting on faith is difficult and challeng-
ing. Doing an act of faith in spite of all one’s fears is the first real step towards a
free life. Practicing one’s faith regularly reduces the fears created by the un-
known to lesser and lesser obstacles.

There we were at the Red Sea, the Egyptian cavalry and army bearing
down on us; there was nowhere to run.

Moses said, 'God has said, ‘Be quiet. He will do the fighting for you. Why
are you crying at me?  Tell the children of Israel to begin moving.’'

This was the first moment in history when our collective fear and our col-
lective faith were tested against each other. It was a triumphant moment because
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we made the decision to turn our will and life over to the care of God.
To answer the question did Nachshon know the sea was going to split for

him? He didn't stop to ask.
Turning one’s life over to the care of God precludes such meaningless

speculation. When I know I'm being taken care of, what does it matter whether
I'm being told to walk or stand still, to jump into the sea or into the flames?

When it was all over, when we understood what had happened to us, the
jump we had made, the quantum leap, the purest act of faith; we couldn't get
over it. We sat together on the seashore going over it, again and again. This was
wealth beyond anything we had dreamed. That we could give up managing our
own lives  and turn  them over  to  the  care  of  a  kind,  caring,  loving  God? It  was
totally unprecedented. It was revolutionary. It was even greater wealth than that
which we had brought out of Egypt with us. Moses had to get us moving, urging
us  away  from there.  He knew it  was  not  the  end of  our  spiritual  journey;  there
was more to come.

It is said that the riches we brought out of Egypt were given us in the merit
of the women, while the riches we acquired at the Red Sea were in the merit of
the men. In Kabbalistic terminology to take action is a masculine trait, to receive
is a feminine trait. This then is the meaning of that statement.

1. Jewish women in Egypt began fixing the exile of Da’at - Knowing when
they created intimacy with their husbands. They brought about a general realiza-
tion that we needed help and that God would help us if we only made ourselves
available to Him. In a sense the pioneering work they did in fixing Da’at - Know-
ing made us available and open to the possibilities of God working in our lives.
Later we did no more than watch the plagues as they befell the Egyptians. The
unfolding of this part of the drama required no participation on our part. While
not entirely passive, the experience was vicarious. The plagues served, if any-
thing, to highlight aspects of our own existence that required scrutiny. Watching
our hosts, the Egyptians suffer the complete collapse of their civilization forced
us to examine our own.

2. The subsequent realization that we could make leaps of faith requiring
bold  action  on our  part  was  a  lesson we learned from Nachshon b.  Aminadav
and his friends. We ourselves had to do the jumping; intellectualizing about faith
in God wouldn't save us.

The first  gift  of knowledge is known as the Plunder of Egypt. It  refers to
our  realization  that  we  are  powerless  and there  exists  a  greater  power  than our
own; that we have lost our sanity and it will require divine intervention if we are
to be restored to sanity. These two realizations were the fruit of the Field of Holy
Apples.

The second gift  of knowledge and riches is referred to as the Plunder of
the Red Sea. It  refers to a fixing of the relationship between our selves and our
soul.  Intimacy  with  the  Self  is  one  of  the  three  steps  in  the  healing  of Da’at-
Knowing. We were faced with the Egyptian army whose only thought was our
annihilation. Behind us was the sea. We felt trapped and desperate. We cried to
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Moses; he cried to God.
God told Moses to tell us not to worry, 'Just let go worrying about the out-

come. All you have to do is start walking.'  Now, we might have cried out again,
'where shall we walk to?' Instead, we had a profound insight. We turned our will
and life over to the care of God and started walking into the sea. We walked
without looking back until the water came up to our nostrils. And the waters
parted. It became obvious that there was another principle operating in our lives.
A revelation had occurred. We each had a personal breakthrough, a Giluy
Shechinah - Divine Revelation.

According to the Zohar, when Moses began crying to God on our behalf,
he  was  told:  'Why  are  you  crying  to  me?  The  matter  depends  on Atika - The
Ancient One.'

God has another name: The Holy Ancient One. If the Field of Holy Ap-
ples represents the idea of God present at every moment in history, The Holy
Ancient One represents the idea of God outside time and history. This brings us
back to the concept mentioned earlier: The end is implicit in the beginning.

There are many different types of salvation, but the ultimate salvation is to
discover that you were never in any danger at all.

In the words of the Midrash, before creating the world, God made a con-
dition with the Sea that when the day would come that the Jews needed the sea
to split for them, the sea would do so. While we may have been terrified by the
danger we thought we were in, the truth was we were never in danger at all.

Some doorways must be passed through, but the ultimate door can only
be opened from the other side, from the inside. If you’ve opened the door it
means you were already through it, you were inside to begin with. The revelation
at the Red Sea was that we were saved. It was all already history.

We are told that the Plunder of the Sea was more valuable than the Plun-
der of Egypt. The requirement for bringing about salvation on the order of the
Splitting of the Red Sea is to make decisions to let go and then to ‘jump in’. To
discover that you already possess the wherewithal to make such a leap of faith is
to be given tremendous wealth.

The text  tells  us,  'God calculated  the  end,  to  do what  He had promised
Abraham.' The word used for ‘end’ is the Hebrew word Kaitz - .e. It  has a Ge-
matria - Numerical Value of 190. One hundred and ninety years before the Jew-
ish  People  descended into  Egypt,  the  exile  of Da’at - Knowing had already be-
gun. It began with the birth of Isaac. Abraham divorced Hagar and sent her and
their son Ishmael away from home. This was a great kindness, for if God had
not so 'calculated the end to do', we would have had to spend a full 400 years in
Egypt.

Exile and the loss of intimacy have three manifestations:
1. Exile from the self,
2. Exile among friends and family, and
3. Exile among strangers
In each form of exile there is a corresponding loss of intimacy. The first
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loss of intimacy and exile,  discussed earlier,  occurred as a result  of eating from
the Tree  of  Knowledge  of  Good and Evil,   and involved our  banishment  from
the Garden of Eden. This was the exile of self from Self. Adam and Eve lost
their intimacy with each other, with God and themselves.

The second exile began with the birth of Isaac, because, that is when our
family began to display its first signs of dysfunction. The exile of Hagar and Ish-
mael foreshadowed the breakdown in the family of Abraham and Sarah, and the
struggles and failures to communicate and care that erupted between their chil-
dren and among their grandchildren. This was the beginning of the second sort
of exile, that of a person among friends and family.

Our  descent  into  Egypt  completed  the  triplet  of  exiles.  So,  even  though
Abraham had been told that his descendants would be in exile for four hundred
years, the count began at Isaac’s birth, because the second type of exile, that of a
person among their own family, began with the birth of Isaac. The Jewish People
were thus only required to be in Egypt for two hundred and ten years. 400 - 190
= 210.

This then is the meaning of the reference in the text to God’s calculations.
At  that  time,  when  God  was  making  a  covenant  with  Abraham,  He  told

Abraham 'They will be slaves to them. They will oppress them four hundred
years.' The text fails to make clear who will oppress whom, and who will suffer
the most. At the end of that passage in Genesis (15:14), recounting the details
the pact with Abraham, the text quotes God saying, 'And also the nation they
serve  I  will  judge,'  as  though God promised to  be  judgmental  of  the  Egyptians.
Apparently, God  was most judgmental about us. According to tradition, the vast
majority  of  us  never  made it  out  of  Egypt.  Four-fifths  of  us  died  in  the  days  of
darkness during the Plague of Darkness. The percentages don’t seem to have
changed much over the millennia.

The Haggadah tells us that ‘God calculated the end to do’.
In the world of the Kabbalah, words have meanings within meanings. The

Hebrew word, Asa - vag - 'to do', appears a number of times in the story of the
Exodus. It refers to the fourth and final stage of development in the creation,
Asiya  – Doing.  ‘Doing’  in  Hebrew  is  a  euphemism  for  ‘Fixing’.  The  world  of
Asiya is the world of Fixing. It is the ultimate purpose and meaning of the crea-
tion. Now, the order of creation is formalized corresponding to the four stages of
thought into speech: 1) Unconscious thought, inspirational out of nothing. 2)
Conscious creative thought out of ideas. 3) Rational, reflective, selective thought,
and 4) finally speech, words and inflections.  These four stages correspond to
the four worlds or stages of creation:

1. Atziluth, Archetypes,
2. B’riyah, Creation,
3. Yetzira, Formation,
4. Asiya, Doing.
Each is a stage of creation but Asiya -  Doing,  is  the  most  tangible,  as

speech is the most tangible thought.

Magid - Tell The Story - The Keeper of Promises
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Corresponding to this are four
stages of our journey:

1. We are relieved of behavior
patterns preventing our achieving inti-
macy.

2. We make decisions and begin
to make different choices.

3. We take steps towards honesty
and openness.

4. We teach others what we have
learned.

The phrase: 'When God did for
me' hints at these processes.

The text in English:
Blessed is the keeper of His promise to Israel, blessed be He! For

the Holy, blessed One, calculated the end, to do as He had promised
our father Abraham at the 'Covenant between the Portions.' As it is writ-
ten;  'He  said  to  Abraham,  `Know  then  surely,  that  your  seed  will  be
strangers  in  a  land  that  is  not  theirs.  They  will  enslave  them and  make
them suffer four hundred years. But that also the nation whom they
serve, will I judge, and thereafter will they leave with great wealth.''

eabcdabf

THIS IS WHAT STOOD - V'HEE SH'OMDO

The  promise  to  Israel  that  the  'Keeper  of  Promises'  made  is  what  has
stood as a beacon for us, a guarantee of our continuity.

We raise the cup of wine in our hands to remind us of the second term of
redemption '[I will] free you from their slavery'.  The Holy, Blessed One frees us
again and again. In this context, Hatzala - Freedom refers to the intimacy we
enjoy with God, our intimates and our own soul. We need keep no secrets. For,
it wasn't only in Egypt that we were slaves. After leaving Egypt we relapsed again
and again. Each time our enemies rejoiced in our slavery and each time they saw
us recover.

Every time this happens, and we stumble back into old behaviors and
patterns, our enemies think they hold us in the palm of their hands. But before
they can squeeze and crush us we are gone, for God holds us in the palm of His
hand.

(We lift the cup and hold it in the palm of our hand as we recite this para-
graph.)
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The text in English:
This is what has stood by our fathers
and  us!  For  it  is  not  just  one  who
arose to destroy us, but in every sin-
gle generation there rise up enemies
intent on destroying us. But the
Holy, blessed One, saves us from
their hand!

eabcdabf

GO OUT AND LEARN - TZAY U'LMAD

Go  out  and  learn  what  Laban  the  Aramean  plotted  to  do  to  Jacob  our
father. Pharaoh only wanted to kill the males whereas Laban tried to uproot us
completely. Pharaoh hated us as a people; Laban hated us as an idea. To
glimpse  how  profound  such  hatred  can  be  it  is  necessary  to  project  ourselves
beyond the present moment and imagine the world devoid of the possibility of
redemption, for this is the world of Laban.

Laban was the brother of Rebecca who was the wife of Isaac. When
Eliezer, Abraham's loyal servant, went to Mesopotamia to betroth Rebecca as a
bride  for  Isaac,  Laban  tried  to  poison  him  so  that  no  Jewish  nation  could  be
born.

Later Jacob (Laban's nephew, son of his sister Rebecca) came to Mesopo-
tamia looking for a wife for himself. He fell in love with Rachel, Laban's daugh-
ter, but was tricked into marrying Leah. Laban was desperate to prevent the mar-
riage of Jacob and Rachel,  for they would give birth to Joseph, the archetype of
Holiness and perfection of Yesod - Fundament, the hope of sexual intimacy and
the redemption from Egypt.

Laban tried a hundred ways to cheat Jacob out of every possible joy and
profit, but he never succeeded, because Jacob was such a straightforward man,
and  because  God  took  charge  of  his  affairs,  causing  them  to  prosper.  Laban
hated  Jacob  and  everything  he  stood  for;  as  it  is  written,  (Deuteronomy  26:5):
'the Aramean loathed my father.' It was only the promise that God has made to
Himself regarding Israel that stood us in good stead.

The rest of this verse quoted in the text segues neatly into the Haggadah
and  the  story  of  the  Exile  into  Egypt,  as  it  continues:  '[Jacob]  went  down  into
Egypt, and he sojourned there, small in number. There he became a great na-
tion, powerful and numerous.'

Laban’s hatred of his son-in-law Jacob and his own daughters and grand-
children was so great, that when there was a famine in the land of Canaan, Jacob
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never contemplated for a moment send-
ing to his father-in-law in Mesopotamia
for succor. Instead he sent down to Egypt
for food and fodder to sustain his family.

What follows is a note on how we
came to be in Egypt.  Don't think we went
willingly. Oh No!  We were forced down
by the word of the Almighty. Don't think
we went down into Egypt intending to
stay there. No! We went down merely to
sojourn as it is written...etc.

Did all this hesitation and reticence
prevent us becoming enmeshed in the
experience of Egypt and the subsequent
slavery?  The answer is history. Those of
us traveling spiritual paths, healing from
multifarious obstacles to intimacy, each
have a different story. The feelings how-
ever are all identical. We began, like drug addicts using a medication prescribed
by a medical practitioner, thinking we could control our selves, our behaviors
and our environment. In the early days some of us were simply eating to assuage
a ravening spiritual hunger.  Others were genuinely angry at something in our
lives  that  needed  change.   The  end  result  though,  was  always  the  same.   The
medication became a habit, the meal became a binge, the anger became abusive
rage, friendship became obsession, the rules changed as we were playing and we
never noticed.

The text in English:
Go  out  and  learn  what  Laban  the  Aramean  wanted  to  do  to  our

father Jacob. Pharaoh had issued a decree against the male children only,
but  Laban  wanted  to  uproot  everyone  -  as  it  is  written;  'The  Aramean
wished  to  destroy  my  father,  who  went  down  to  Egypt  and  sojourned
there, few in number. There he became a nation – great, mighty and nu-
merous.'

He went down to Egypt, forced by Divine decree. He sojourned there;
this teaches that our father Jacob did not go down to Egypt to settle, but only
to live there temporarily. Thus it is written; They said to Pharaoh, 'We have
come to sojourn in the land, for there is no pasture for your servants' flocks
because the famine in the land of Canaan is severe. Now, please, let your
servants dwell in the land of Goshen.'

eabcdabf
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FEW  IN NUMBER - B’MSAY
M’AT

As it is written; Seventy souls were your
fathers who went down into Egypt.
Seventy seems to be a pivotal number in the
Jewish story. Seventy years is a lifespan.
Seventy Elders or Judges sat on the Sanhed-
rin. There are seventy interpretations to
each facet of the Torah. A Judge had to be
familiar with 70 languages. There are 70
nations, as there are 70 names of God. The

Hebrew word for mystery is Sod - sux. It too has a Gematria—numerical value of 70.
Significantly, Yocheved, mother of Miriam, Aaron and Moses, was neither

born in  Egypt  nor  in  Canaan,  she  was  actually  born  during  the  journey  down into
Exile, as Jacob and his the family was passing through the walls of the city, into Egypt.
Yocheved was the last of the 70 who descended into Egypt, and Yocheved was the
first  woman  to  take  her  husband  into  the  Field  of  Holy  Apples.  She  had  to  have
existed before the Exile began, for, as we are taught, when an illness comes to the
world, it will be found that God has already prepared the remedy in advance.

Text in English:
'Few in number' as it is written; ' Seventy persons went your fathers

down to Egypt, and now, Adonai, your God, has made you numerous as
the stars of heaven.'

AND BECAME A NATION - VAYHI  SHOM

We didn't quite fit into the Egyptian lifestyle.  Try as we might we could never
quite get comfortable, always feeling outside the mainstream. The story that follows
depicts the beginning of our slavery. We may have tried to assimilate by doing things
contrary to our nature simply to be more like the Egyptians. We experimented with
their ideas, trying to absorb and be absorbed by their culture. All we got was the poi-
sonous propaganda and none of the benefits. They denied us citizenship and as so
many anti-Semitic countries since then have done, they ended up giving birth to us.
Instead of melting us down they showcased us. As a grain of irritating sand in the
stomach of the oyster, we became a pearl. We stuck out. Egypt became the womb
that carried us, it became the crucible of our shaping.

The text in English:
'And became a nation there.' This teaches that the Israelites stood

out there.

eabcdabf
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GREAT AND MIGHTY - GADOL
ATZUM

'I saw you wallowing in your blood
and I said to you, ‘By your blood shall
you  live.’  And  I  said  to  you,  'By  your
blood shall you live.'’ (Ezekiel 16:6-7)

This is the all-important rule of the
spiritual path we walk. Are we prepared to
go to any lengths? Will we live by it? Can
we chase the wholeness and balance of our
forces as hard as once we chased our pain-
killer of choice? Are we prepared to carry
the message to others the way it was carried to us?

'The message is clear,' says God. 'Either you invest your blood in this mission I
give you, or else you'll live by your blood.'

The text in English:
Great, mighty, as it is written, 'The children of Israel were fruitful,

increasing abundantly, multiplying and becoming very, very mighty. The
land was filled with them.'

NUMEROUS - V’ROV

And numerous, as it is written, 'I caused you to thrive like the plants of
the field, and you increased and grew becoming very beautiful, your breasts
full formed and your hair was grown long, but you were naked and bare. I
passed over you and saw you wallowing in your blood, and I said to you ‘By
your blood you shall live,’ and I said to you ‘By your blood you shall live!’'

eabcdabf

THE EGYPTIANS PLOTTED EVIL – VAYOREIYU

As it is written, 'Let us deal craftily, lest they multiply. For it may happen if the
opportunity arises,  a war will  break out and they will  join our enemies and fight us
and leave the land.'

This is the description of the first manifestations of the forgetfulness. Here we
find  the  onset  of  the  Exile  of Da’at – Knowing, when the destructive behavior or
habit itself takes on a guile and cunning as though it were part of a master plan. Pow-
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erful and baffling!
So  it  was  with  the  Egyptians.  They  did
whatever was necessary to beguile us, mak-
ing sure not to ‘spook’ us into refusing the
bait.  Once  we  were  hooked,  they  led  us
gently by the nose down the path to the
point where we no longer had a choice but
to do as we were told. They gave us impor-
tant tasks to perform, granaries and treasur-
ies to build, told us how well  we were do-
ing, how much they needed us. They told
us that what we were paying them in labor
was just taxes. As it is written; 'They ap-
pointed tax collectors over them.' Then it is
written,  'They  gave  us  hard  work.'  And

then, 'The Egyptians worked the Children of Israel with rigor.'
The Midrash describes the skill with which the plan was conceived. First all

Egyptians gathered to make bricks, Pharaoh himself rolled up his sleeves and played
in the mud with us, making bricks. We thought we were doing no more than our
patriotic duty.

The actual Hebrew word for, rigor, is Parech - lrp, which is made up of two
separate words, Peh-Rach - lr vp, meaning 'soft mouth'. This is how it always begins.
It feels good. Softly we were seduced into a life that became increasingly harsh and
oppressive. Then we were on a treadmill from which there was no relief.

The text in English:
'The Egyptians treated us badly, making us suffer, and forcing hard

work upon us.'
The Egyptians treated us badly, as it is written, Pharaoh said,

'Come,  let  us  act  cunningly  with  them  lest  they  multiply.  For  if  there
should be a war they will join our enemies, fight against us and leave the
land.'

They  made  us  suffer,  as  it  is  written,  'They  set  task-masters  over
them, making them suffer beneath their burdens. Then they built storage
cities for Pharaoh, Pithom and Rameses.'

They put hard work upon us, as it is written; 'The Egyptians forced
the children of Israel work rigorously, making their lives bitter with hard
work, with mortar and with bricks, and all manner of service in the field.
All their work they made them do was with rigor.'

eabcdabf
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WE CRIED - VANITZAK

'We cried  to  God,  God of  our  Fa-
thers.' You may notice how the text avoids
the assumption that we ourselves were
believers. We did not cry to our own per-
sonal  God.  We  had  no  God.  We  were
devoid of any conscious contact with God.
We  had  no  interior  vision  and  faith  in  a
Higher Power. The spiritual path of prayer
and meditation was not yet open to us.

The closest we could get was to cry
to the God of our Fathers.  We knew that
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob had a very per-
sonal relationship with God. They tried to
pass that information on to us, but we had to go the long way around and make our
own journey.

Most of us are familiar with ‘foxhole prayers’, in which we promise all manner
of things to God if only He will save us this one more time.

'And God heard our voices.' It does not say; 'He heard our prayers' since they
were hardly that. We were incoherent, in great pain. We did the most we could do,
reaching out and asking for help.

The text in English:
We cried out  to  Adonai,  God of  our fathers,  and God heard our

voices, He saw our suffering, our labor and our oppression.
We cried out to the Adonai, God of our fathers, as it is written, 'It

was during those many, long days, the king of Egypt died; and the chil-
dren of Israel groaned beneath their servitude, crying out, and the cry for
help from their servitude rose up to God.'

Then God heard our voices,  as  it  written;  'God heard their  groan-
ing, and God remembered His covenant with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.'

eabcdabf

HE SAW OUR PAIN – VAYAR ES ONYANU

This is the loss of intimacy as it is written; 'God saw the Children of Israel and
God knew.' (Exodus 2:25)

The word 'know' has sexual connotations as it is written, (Genesis 4:1) 'Adam
knew his wife and she conceived and bore him a son.' God’s Knowing, in this con-
text, is the first direct reference in the Biblical text to the single essential component
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of  the  Egyptian  exile,  the  exile  of Da’at –
Knowing. If God knows then the universe
knows. If everyone knows then the exile of
Da’at – Knowing is already ending.
The inability to be intimate leads to the
place where ultimately nothing remains of
the joys and pleasures we are given as gifts
of our nature. Intimacy and self- obsession
are mutually exclusive, for excessively high
levels of core soul-shame usually accom-
pany self-obsession. Intimacy sets the stage
for risking exposure and nakedness, expo-
sure the person suffering toxic shame
seeks to avoid at all cost.

Intimacy uncovers the core self, a degree of exposure we in Egypt could never
risk for fear of rejection. That was the whole of our pain, which God saw.

We were cut off from our closest loved ones: husbands from wives, brothers
from sisters. The next intimacies we lost were those with our children. We mirrored
no one and no one mirrored us.

God also saw the pressure we were under, for who like a person self-obsessed,
an addict in search of a fix, an adult child desperately searching for validation, com-
fort or relief, knows the meaning of pressure. The hunger is a ravenous beast to be
kept sedated. The sheer energy expenditure involved in remaining trapped in one’s
self-obsession far exceeds the most arduous challenges we work at in the spiritual life.

The text in English:
He saw our suffering,  this  refers  to  the separation of  husband and

wife, as it is written; 'God saw the children of Israel, and God knew.'
Our labor, this refers to the children, as it is written, 'Every boy that

is born, you shall throw into the river and every girl you shall keep alive.'
And  our  oppression,  this  refers  to  the  pressure,  as  it  is  written,  'I

have also seen the oppression with which the Egyptians oppress them.'

eabcdabf

GOD BROUGHT US OUT - VAYOITZIAYNU

In His glory and solitary majesty He brought us out of Egypt. As it is written;
· I passed through the Land of Egypt this night. Egypt, the seduction of self-

abandonment to the world of slavery is the Place, which we now had the power to
resist.

· I smote every firstborn in the land of Egypt. Firstborn, refers to the glitter-
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ing pantheon of illusory hyped-up irresisti-
ble People, whom we now had the power to
resist.

· All the idols of Egypt I judged and
executed. Idols, refers to all the ephemeral
objects of our obsession, Things to which
we imagined ourselves eternally enslaved.

· I  am  God.  I  can  restore  you  to
sanity, no one else.

God brought us out of Egypt with:
1. A mighty hand.
2. An outstretched arm.
3. Awesome greatness.
4. Signs.
5. Wonders.
The text in English:
God brought us out of Egypt

with  a  strong  hand  and  an  out-
stretched arm, with awesome greatness, with signs and wonders.

God brought us out of Egypt, not by an angel’s hand, not by a ser-
aph’s hand, nor through a messenger.

The Holy, blessed One, did it in His glory, Himself!
Thus it is written, 'On that night will I pass through the land of

Egypt.  I  will  smite  every  first-born  in  the  land  of  Egypt,  from  man  to
beast,  and I  will  carry  out  judgments  against  all  the gods of  Egypt,  I  am
God.'

I will pass through the land of Egypt, - I and not an angel.  I will
smite  every  first-born  in  the  land  of  Egypt,  -  I  and  not  a  seraph.   I  will
carry out judgments against all the gods of Egypt, - I and not a messenger.
I- God, - It is I, and none other!

eabcdabf

WITH A MIGHTY HAND – B’YOD CHAZOKO

This is the pestilence. Pestilence was real in Egypt, for us now let it be a meta-
phor.

The five descriptions of God’s power mentioned above correspond to the five
stages we had to go through in order to put distance between us and our former slav-
ery. The plagues that befell the Egyptians were designed to shake us out of our com-
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fortable acquiescence to our spiritual mal-
aise.
Redemption from our personal slavery first
required  the  Mighty  Hand  of  God.  This  is
the  mighty  hand  referred  to  in  the  Hag-
gadah. For, just saying, I will do better, I will
try harder and make more effort, will not
achieve a cure for what ails us. Willpower
will not do it. We need divine intervention.
As  symbol  of  just  how difficult  this  was  in

Egypt,  we  are  given  the  image  of  the  pestilence,  the  sudden loss  of  all  support.
Everything we relied upon died or was jerked out from beneath us. In an age
where everything from running water to agriculture to transportation and
clothing depended on beasts of burden and domestic animals, the instantaneous
death of cattle, livestock, horses, asses, camels, sheep and goats, was
catastrophic.  This  is  what  we  needed  in  order  to  become  aware  of  how  much
was wrong in our thinking.

The second metaphor, the Outstretched Arm, symbolized by the cutting
sword, was how we saw cutting ourselves off from the people, places and things asso-
ciated with our previous life. This is a crucial step, too. For, as history demonstrated,
when the break with the past is not complete and without reservation the ‘relapse’
follows soon; and so, we found ourselves worshipping the golden calf at the foot of
Mount Sinai.

God provided us with the greatest gift of all, Awesome Greatness, Giluy
Shechinah - Divine Revelation. We were given a taste of the rewards of intimacy.
The Exile of Da’at - Knowing meant we had  tremendous fear of intimacy, the fear
of displaying our vulnerability. We discovered that the whole fabric of our lives had
been shot through with fear. With Giluy Shechinah - Divine Revelation, we were
given a taste of the rewards of intimacy.

Then we were given The Sign, the image of something protecting us from
hurting ourselves, an almost tangible, visible, physical guarantee of safety, The Staff.

The Hebrew word is Mateh - Staff, which besides meaning staff, also means
tribe, and also means the lowest point. The meanings are interchangeable since the
staff is actually a symbol of belonging to a gathering of people in a certain place.

The  fifth  symbol  we  were  shown  was  The  Miracle,  the  wonder,  the  new
course  our lives were taking. Earlier we referred to God’s condition for healing us,
'By your blood you shall live. [or else] By your blood shall you live.'

The text in English:
With a strong hand, this refers to the pestilence, as it is written,

'Behold, the hand of God will be upon your livestock in the field, upon
the horses,  the donkeys,  the camels,  the herds and flocks,  a  very  severe
pestilence.'

With an outstretched arm, this refers to the sword, as it is written,
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'His sword was drawn, in his hand,
stretched out over Jerusalem.'

With awesome greatness, this
refers to Giluy Shechinah - Divine
Revelation, as it is written, 'Has any
god  ever  tried  to  take  for  himself  a
nation from within another nation,
with trials, signs and wonders, with
war  and  with  a  strong  hand  and  an
outstretched arm, and awesome fear,
like all that Adonai your God, did for
you in Egypt before your eyes?'

With signs, this refers to the
staff,  as  it  is  written,  'Take  into  your
hand this staff with which you shall
perform the signs.

It is customary to splash three
drops  of  wine  from  the  cup  into  the  plate
while pronouncing: Blood, Fire and Smoke.

Wonders, this refers to the blood, as it is written, 'I will show won-
ders in heaven and earth; Blood, and fire, and pillars of smoke.'

Another opinion:  'Strong hand' suggests two [plagues];
'Outstretched arm,' another two; 'Awesome greatness,' another two;
'Signs,' another two; and 'Wonders,' another two.

eabcdabf

THE TEN PLAGUES – ESER  MAKOT

It is customary when announcing the ten plagues to splash ten drops of wine
from the cup into the plate, to indicate our lack of joy in the punishment of our ene-
mies. It  is  never the right time to gloat at the downfall  of others, and this ritual re-
minds us of that.

There is also a deeper significance. In the description of Adam  Kadmon  -
Primordial Man upon whom the Ten Sephiroth are modeled, the Sephiroth of the
left  hand side  are  known as Gevuroth - Con/Restrictions (Gevuroth,  plural  of Ge-
vurah) while those on the right are Hasadim - Loving-kindnesses (Chasadim, plural
of Chesed ).  What  this  means  is  that  the Sephiroth have been divided by time-
honored custom and convention into categories such as reds and blues, with mascu-
line generally taking on the blue aspects, leaving femininity in the red. Positive and
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negative, good and bad, kind and harsh, soft and hard, one could go on and on.
We encounter this dichotomy in every facet of modern life. With blue and

pink colors for boys and girls being only a small example. Another, more subtle ex-
ample is the red and green of traffic signals with red being the withholding, stop, dan-
ger sign and its opposite, green color representing permission to go. Red and green
of course, are the international colors designating the left and right respectively of air
and seagoing traffic. Green is associated with the planet Venus, love and growth,
whose metal is copper, which turns green as it oxidizes. Red is the metal iron, which
turns red as it  oxidizes. Mars the red planet is associated with war, iron and blood-
shed.

Wine is red and so takes on all the connotations of that color. Wine, as men-
tioned earlier, represents the left side, the Sephirah of Gevurah - Judgment. The
redness of meat and wine are seen as important aspects of Simcha - Joy always asso-
ciated with them. Prophecy requires Simcha - Joy and gratitude that are associated
with wine.

Fear has its roots in the future, for there are many possible futures. Because
fear is our response to an event imagined to happen in the future, the Sephirah
of Gevurah - Judgment is also known as the Sephirah of Pachad - Terror. The
future is feminine, and like a woman may give birth to many possibilities. Fears and
joys are colored red.

The past is masculine; there is only one past. It is in the past that our resent-
ments have their source. Resentments, jealousies and loving kindnesses are colored
blue and green.

Just as a drop of wine on the end of our fingertip is attached to the entire cup
of  wine.  So  too,  a  drop of  anger  caused by  something  trivial  may  be  connected  to
every wrong we have ever felt.

Fears and hatreds have similar dynamics.
At this point in the Seder when we announce the anguish suffered vicariously

on our behalf by the Egyptians in the Haggadah, we spill our emotions over the edge,
recognizing for a moment the primal nature of our rage and how it resembles a cup
filled to the brim. What remains afterwards is thus our cup of joy and gratitude.

These are the ten plagues that the Holy, blessed One brought upon the Egyp-
tians in Egypt. Each of us has suffered the plagues in all  their variety of forms and
richness of diversity. The order of manifestation as they occurred to the Egyptians in
Egypt was particular to them. Rather than compare our own stories,  let us identify.
The plagues reveal 1) the fantasy of omnipotence, 2) denial, 3) defiance, 4) ambiva-
lence, 5) capitulation.

THE FANTASY OF OMNIPOTENCE

1. BLOOD:  To understand the significance of the first plague we must first
understand the importance attached to the River Nile in Ancient Egypt. God’s to
striking at the Nile, turning its water into blood, was to strike directly at the heart of
political, cultural, religious and economic life. It was much more than just a classic
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military tactic. Cut off their water!
When swollen by rains in the mountains at its source, the Nile irrigates the

whole of Egypt by inundation . Heavy with organic sediment, it overflows its banks,
irrigating as it fertilizes. It is the source of life, wealth and art. It is a god. Ceremonies
associated with the inundation, rituals and sacrifices comprised a large part of Egyp-
tian  daily  life.  The  priesthood,  centering  upon  Pharaoh,  King  of  Egypt,  and  his
Queen, was dedicated to the perpetuation of the links between the royal family and
the Nile. As Pharaoh walked down to the water, it would rise to meet him. Pharaoh
by association became a god. The Nile was not just a symbol; it was a reality.

Some of us have had similar relationships, that were just as difficult  to aban-
don.

Suddenly, after millennia of being their most trustworthy, reliable friend, the
river turned into a putrid filthy morass of blood, an enemy. But the Egyptians were
unable to forsake the Nile; just because it had turned to blood didn't mean that their
habits or thinking changed. They wanted to continue believing it  was a god as it  is
written; 'The Egyptians continued to dig beside the river looking for water to drink,
because they could not drink the river water.' (Exodus 7:24)

2. FROGS: This plague reduced Pharaoh from a proud, vain tyrant to a ri-
diculous figure, butt of a divine joke. When God warned that He would mock Phar-
aoh and his institutions, that He would playfully dismember the instruments of gov-
ernment, this plague of frogs must surely have been planned already. It certainly
fulfilled all that promise.

A frog appeared in Pharaoh's palace, in his bedchamber, in his bed.  When it
was crushed, two live frogs appeared in place of the dead one. They multiplied when
crushed and spread like vermin. Croaking, they hopped out of Pharaoh’s bedroom,
making their way through the palace. They invaded the ministry buildings surround-
ing the royal palace. From the government departments they split, multiplied and
spread like tendrils of the bureaucracy itself into every corner of Egypt, into people's
kitchens, their kneading troughs, even into their ovens.

The government of Egypt was being held up to ridicule. The Hebrew word
for frog; Tz’far’dea also translates as ‘bird-witted’. Frogs establish territory and attract
mates by croaking. They perform this rite as loudly as they possibly can. So do politi-
cians. All this could not fail to be interpreted by the Egyptian civilian as a humiliation
of their monarchy by a greater power.

Whenever we try controlling our world our efforts come to naught. When we
attempt to get the cosmos to dance to our tune, and all its creatures to act the parts
we assign to them, we appear no less ridiculous than Egypt with its frogs.

DENIAL

3. LICE: This plague was an attack on the Pharaoh’s most powerful weapon;
denial. Denial is the mechanism whereby the most outrageous manifestations of
insanity can be explained without admitting the least necessity for change. An exam-
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ple would be someone with lung cancer blaming automobile emissions for the illness
whilst smoking three packets of cigarettes every day. The Egyptians had a similar
attitude. When the plagues began to strike, the Royal Egyptian College of Wizards
produced experts who could simulate these effects with their magical arts. The result
of their successful ability to copy Moses enabled Egypt to prolong its agony. It  was
business as usual; which is the function of denial. The mere fact that they could prod-
uct similar results with magic meant somehow that their lives were not as unmanage-
able as Moses was attempting to point out. Pharaoh didn't feel quite powerless over
events as long as someone close to him was murmuring into his ear, 'It's only a ma-
nipulation of natural forces, your majesty. It can all be explained'.

But as with all illusion, there is a natural upper limit to the intricacy of the web
a person can spin.

When first we lie or deny the truth to ourselves or to others, we have to com-
pensate. The ripples spread outward from the event of the first untruth or denial.
Each lie produces fresh ripple-like effects, ramifications that then also need to be
explained away. If I deny the effect of the cigarettes on my lungs I have to redefine
the meaning of the term carcinogenic. If I want to insist on maintaining a rational
basis for that denial, I have to redefine the definitions of phenomena such as mela-
noma, asbestosis, Onco-genes and other things. If I want to continue in my denial, I
have to find new scientific explanations of enzyme activity and then of amino acids
and a thousand other facts.

Inevitably, there comes a point where lies and evasion can no longer explain
events fast enough to avoid the momentum of the truth. Magic and illusion have
their own, ‘event horizon’. In Egyptian magic the illusion could not be sustained if it
required the denial of something smaller than a grain of barley. There are simply too
many details to take care of in order to maintain the illusion. This was the wonder of
the plague of lice. Lice are smaller than a grain of barley. It was at this stage of events
that the wizards of Egypt began to lose face and ultimately their power. They tried to
duplicate the lice but were unable to. At which point, they broke through their first
level  of  denial  and admitted  a  Higher  Power.  As  it  is  written;  The wizards  said  to
Pharaoh, 'It is a finger of God.' (Ibid 8:15)

4. WILD BEASTS: Maintaining His attack on Pharaoh's denial, God in-
structed  Moses  to  confront  Pharaoh in  the  morning,  when Pharaoh went  down to
the water. Pharaoh relieved himself every morning privately by the water in order to
maintain  the  illusion  that  he  was  a  god  who  did  not  need  the  toilet.  Moses  con-
fronted Pharaoh at his most vulnerable and private moment, warning him it was time
to change, but Pharaoh would not budge.

Suddenly like some monstrous, collective delirium tremens, Egypt was filled
with marauding animals. Crocodiles emerged from the river; jackals and other carni-
vores came out of the wild; snakes and scorpions appeared. Even domestic cattle
began showing characteristics of wild, feral and dangerous animals. But the land of
Goshen where the Children of Israel lived was free and peaceful.

At  this  point  Pharaoh's  denial  began  to  crumble  slightly,  and  so,  like  every
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power  -  junkie,  alcoholic  or  substance  -  addict  ever  to  be  confronted  with  the  full
enormity of their reality, proceeded to the next stage of his defeat. He tried to negoti-
ate.

We have all at one time or another tried negotiating with our weakness. 'Oh,
please. If I switch brands, add water, change machines, substances, quantities or
partners; if  I promise to do it  only on weekends, can’t  I just continue?'  We will  at-
tempt anything from geographic relocations to radical surgery to avoid doing what
needs doing; to be allowed to carry on as we were. And all this effort is expended just
to maintain the fantasy of omnipotence.

Pharaoh called Moses and Aaron and told them they might begin public wor-
ship of God in the land of Goshen, hoping thereby to placate Moses while maintain-
ing control. Moses demanded the right to travel three days into the wilderness, Phar-
aoh agreed on condition they went no further. The plague was lifted, so Pharaoh
changed his mind and once again refused to let them go.

DEFIANCE

5. PESTILENCE:  The plague referred to earlier in the Haggadah as the
mighty hand was the sudden death of all  the livestock in the fields. The domestic
animal in Egypt was food, clothing, transportation, status symbol, idol and war
materiel. It was culture, commerce and art. The Egyptian people were suddenly
and forcibly struck with the undeniable fact that life could not go on as before.
Pharaoh's reaction to these events is not so strange; we’ve either seen it or done
it ourselves. He became defiant. As it is written; 'Pharaoh sent inspectors, and
behold not a single one of the animals belonging to Israel had died in the plague.
But Pharaoh hardened his heart and refused to send out the People.' (Ibid 9:6-7)

6. BOILS: At the point where their very bodies rebelled and broke into hun-
dreds of suppurating boils, illusion and denial gave way completely, as it is written;
''The wizards could not stand before Moses because of the boils. The boils afflicted
the wizards and the Egyptians.' (Ibid 9:11)

The wizards lost all their credibility at this point in history. In fact they are
never heard of or referred to again in the Torah.

Why boils? Because self esteem in Egypt, as it is in our times, was based so
much on body image, and they were so proud of their physical culture. They were
smug and self-satisfied, safe in the knowledge that whatever hardships would have to
be endured as a result of their obstinacy and defiance, it could always be deflected
upon the slaves and lower orders of society. So they were themselves smitten. Their
bodies became disgusting, repulsive and painful.

Even  the  small  domestic  and  household  pets  of  which  the  Egyptians  were
worshipfully reverent, the dog and cat, were equally subject to the plague of boils,
though they had been immune to the pestilence.

The plagues of Egypt, their sequence, their targets and all the details of their
execution were purposeful. Even though the Egyptians refused their salutary lessons,
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we did take note and learn from them. Experiences, however painful and humiliat-
ing, are always of benefit to someone.

AMBIVALENCE

7. HAIL: Before this plague occurred, God, through Moses warned Pharaoh
very specifically about what was to come, adding: 'And this  time I  will  send all  my
plagues to your heart.'

In the  Biblical description of the falling hail, we are told that it was accompa-
nied by very loud thunder. The hail was not the frozen rain with which we are famil-
iar. It most closely resembled molten lava spewing in droplets from an erupting vol-
cano in droplets. Yet damaging as the hail was, its impact was not as great as the thun-
der. The thunder was far more frightening. It was more than just symbolic. Very
loud noise  by  itself  is  a  form of  torture  against  which  the  body  is  not  equipped to
defend itself. Very loud noise is disorienting, and in order to hang on to illusions we
must be able to fixate on them without distraction. When we are forced into an ut-
terly disorienting situation, our whole world collapses. Pharaoh bore the lice and the
boils without demur. He was not afraid of pain. Yet when the noise of the thunder
filled his head, cutting him off from his defense mechanism, he was just as frightened
as any other human would be. When Pharaoh appealed to Moses to beg God to lift
the plague, he referred to God’s thunder and the hail. Moses told him, 'I will pray,
the plague will be lifted but you are not ready to let the people go.'

It  was  clear  to  Moses  that  Pharaoh  had  no  intention  of  letting  go.  He  was
ready  to  die  and  bring  the  entire  world  down  with  him.  Now,  Pharaoh  was  not  a
coward, he was not weak,  but he was also not smart. He was challenging the Al-
mighty to do His worst. And God was saying to Pharaoh, 'In order that all the world
might see that I am the only Power and that ultimately there is hope, that prayer and
faith are worthwhile, I will let you live.'

8. LOCUSTS:  The locust was also preceded by negotiation. Pharaoh, urged
by his people who were losing heart, tried to bargain with Moses. But when he was
told that Moses intended leaving with young and old, men and women, he balked.
One of the unusual things about locusts according to our Rabbis is that they have a
collective mind and do without any form of leadership. Unlike other creatures that
swarm, locusts have no Queen. They don’t communicate by passing hormones to
one another. The have only one instruction in their brain it seems, ‘eat!!’

For reasons that are not entirely clear, the numberless, implacable locust
horde scared Pharaoh at a very profound level. He panicked, and calling Moses and
Aaron, confessed to having sinned against their God and them, and begged them to
forgive him again and to beg God to remove 'only this death'.

But the truth is that as much as he wanted to let them go, he wanted to hold
on to them.
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CAPITULATION

9. DARKNESS: The significance of
this plague was the isolation it imposed
upon the Egyptians. As it is written; No one
could see his brother and no one could get
up for three days.

The darkness,  we  are  told,  was  pal-
pable. But the greatest darkness is when we
cannot hear what our brothers are saying. ‘Seeing’ is analogous to all communication
between friends. All meetings of the mind are called ‘seeing.’ If we continue deter-
minedly down the path of self-obsession we must eventually reach that point of pal-
pable darkness where all communication breaks down. If insanity is defined as mak-
ing the same mistakes again and again while yet expecting different results, then Phar-
aoh of Egypt must by this time have been insane. Again he tried negotiating and sav-
ing face. He could not admit his powerlessness. He tried to salvage something from
the situation. Eventually he took refuge in rage and forbade Moses from setting foot
in his palace again. Moses agreed saying, 'Yes, let it be just as you have spoken. I will
not see your face again.' (Ibid 10:29)

Note: During the three days of darkness, four-fifths of the Children of Israel
died and were quietly buried by relatives and friends. Even with all they had seen,
most slaves didn't believe in salvation.

SLAYING THE FIRSTBORN: We tend to blame providence, karma, fate,
the  stars  and bad luck  for  the  losses  we  suffer  as  a  consequence  of  our  behaviors.
The price is the same whether we learn our lesson or not. There is no way to avoid
reality, and death is always the ultimate price for failure to change. Pharaoh and all
his people, every Egyptian regardless of race, caste or rank - all lost a loved one, child
or sibling. The anguish was great. The capitulation was total: no more deals or nego-
tiations, no more stipulation or clauses, no more conditions or half measures. They
suddenly became aware of their own mortality. Sometimes it requires the death of
someone close to make people ready to change. It is impossible to scare a self-
delusionist since all the denial mechanisms forbid it. Sometimes though, a moment
spent thinking about the state of life as it is, especially when a major tragedy has oc-
curred, is sufficient for the seed of doubt to take root and grow.

The text in English:
These then are the Ten Plagues which the Holy, blessed One,

brought upon the Egyptians in Egypt, namely: 1. Blood. 2. Frogs. 3. Lice.
4. Wild Beasts. 5. Pestilence. 5. Boils. 6. Hail. 7. Locust. 8. Darkness.
10. Slaying of the First-born.
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RABBI YEHUDA GAVE ABBREVIATIONS - SIMANIM

(It is customary to splash three drops of wine from the cup into the plate while
reciting the three words made up of the abbreviated plagues.)

As though Rabbi Yehuda had written - BF”L WP”B HLD”F.
Aaron, Moses' brother brought about the first three plagues: BF”L, (blood,

frogs, lice). Moses would have played no part in smiting the Nile or the earth and
dust of Egypt. When he was a baby and placed in a basket and left to drift in the Nile
amongst the reeds and bulrushes, the Nile was his refuge. It would have been an act
of grossest ingratitude for him to make it turn into blood or frogs. After Moses killed
an Egyptian whom he saw beating a Hebrew slave, he hid the corpse in the earth and
dust of Egypt. To turn the dust into lice would also have been ingratitude. This, the
Torah teaches us, is a measure of the responsibility on one who owes gratitude. The
second three WP”B, (wild beasts, pestilence, boils) were performed by Moses and
Aaron together. The last plagues HLD”F, ( hail, locusts, darkness, firstborn) were
brought on by Moses himself.

The first three plagues happened at the lowest possible physical level (i.e., sea
level and ground level). The second three were above ground level. The final
plagues came from successively higher levels.

A lengthy Kabbalistic treatment of these acronyms entitled ‘Mystery of the
Finger of God’, by R. Shimshon Ostropoli appears, in translation, at the end of this
Haggadah.

The text in English:
Rabbi Yehudah referred to them by acronyms: DeTzaCh AdaSh,

BeAChaB.

eabcdabf
RABBI YOSI HAGLILI

What possible difference can it make to know that the Egyptians suffered
three times as much at the crossing of the Red Sea?

It is written (Ex. 15.26):  [Moses] said, If you listen well to the voice of God
your God. If you do what is right in His eyes, if you hearken to His commandments
and guard His statues, all  the illness which I brought upon Egypt I will  never bring
upon you, for I am God your Healer.

This is perhaps the clearest indication of the salutary nature of events in Egypt.
The verse  does  not  refer  to  plagues  brought  upon Egyptians  as  a  people,  rather  it
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speaks of weakness and illness upon Egypt, the country.  It also introduces the con-
cept of God the Healer. During the plague of lice the wizards referred to the 'Finger
of God'. We explained there that this was a breakthrough in their denial. It was a
crack in the apparently seamless wall of rationalization they had built to explain
events that pointed at the need for a change in their lifestyle. What was their life-
style?

Egyptians, we are told, had passed through the fiftieth gate of vtnuy - Tuma.
There is no specific translation into any language of the word vtnuy -Tuma.  It  is
however always associated with death. In this context it appears to mean the self-
centered, self-deceptive, self-abusive, self-destructive and self-obsessive lifestyle which
amounted to the soul-suicide of life in Egypt; it was soul destroying. The Children of
Israel, we are told, had reached the portals of the fiftieth gate of vtnuy - Tuma. They
had already passed through forty-nine. One moment of hesitation and it would have
been too late. God rushed them out of Egypt just in time to prevent them stepping
through that final, fiftieth  gate.

The experience in Egypt was a journey into sickness and enslavement. We
went all the way. There was very little difference between our weakness and that of
our slave drivers. The plagues which happened to the Egyptians was meant for us.
God could have destroyed them instantaneously. The slaughter of the firstborn
could have been extended to everyone.

We, Children of Israel, had to learn the lesson. We had to see before our
eyes fifty kinds of denial stripped away. We had to come out of fifty kinds of excuses.
Our attention had to be skewered and riveted for a lasting impression to be made.
So the whole panoply of the Exodus unfolded. And Rabbi Yosi Haglili tells us that in
fact;  the Children of Israel saw the Hand of God, and they came to believe in God
and His servant Moses.

Yet their enthusiasm lasted no more than three days as it is written: (Ibid
15:22) ‘They went three days into the wilderness and found no water and com-
plained to Moses.…’

Here, Rabbi Yosi Haglili is reminding us of all the misery we need not suffer.
If we only keep doing the right thing, God promises that all the misery He brought
upon Egypt will not befall us, because He is our Healer. Rabbi Eliezer said: 'Each
plague  was  in  fact  four  plagues.' Rabbi Akiba said:  'Each plague was in fact five
plagues.'

They argue over the nature of anger itself. What are the differences between
anger and rage? Is it appropriate to describe God as having such feelings? What
happens when God expresses feelings of anger or rage?

Rabbi Eliezer maintains that God may be angry in the descriptive sense of
Being, without necessarily acting.

Rabbi Akiva says No!  God’s anger is not simply a phenomenon, it is a condi-
tion that affects the whole world.

The text in English:
Rabbi Yosi Haglili says: How do you know that the Egyptians were

stricken with ten plagues in Egypt, and then by fifty plagues at the sea?
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In  Egypt  it  says  of  them:  The  wiz-
ards said to Pharaoh ‘This is the
finger  of  God.’  At  the  sea  it  says:
Israel  saw  the  great  hand  that  God
laid against Egypt; and the people
feared God. They believed in God
and in His servant Moses.
Now, with ‘the finger’ how many
plagues did they get? Ten plagues!
You must conclude therefore, that
if in Egypt they were smitten with
ten  plagues,  at  the  sea  they  were
smitten with fifty plagues!
Rabbi  Eliezer  says:  How  do  we
know that each plague, brought
upon the Egyptians in Egypt by the
Holy, blessed One, consisted of
four plagues?
It is written: He sent against them
His fierce anger, fury, indignation,
and trouble, a discharge of evil mes-
s e n g e r s .  ‘ F u r y , ’  i s  o n e ;
‘ Ind igna t ion , ' ’  makes  two ;
‘Trouble,’ makes three; ‘Discharge
of evil messengers,'’ makes four.
Thus you must conclude that if in
Egypt they were struck by forty

plagues, then at the sea they were stricken with two hundred plagues.
Rabbi Akiba says: How do we know that each plague brought upon

the Egyptians in Egypt by the Holy, blessed One, consisted of five
plagues?

It is written: He sent against them his fierce anger, fury, indignation,
and trouble, a discharge of evil messengers. ‘His fierce anger,'’is one;
‘fury,’ makes two; ‘indignation,’ makes three; ‘trouble,’ makes four;
‘discharge of evil messengers,’ makes five. Thus you must now conclude
that if in Egypt they were struck by fifty plagues, then at the sea they were
stricken with two hundred and fifty plagues.

eabcdabf
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IT WOULD HAVE BEEN ENOUGH - DAYAINU

Dayainu does not simply mean ‘it would have been enough.’ Rather: it would
have been more than we deserved.

If we count our blessings here, we find fifteen reasons for being grateful.
1. God brought us out of Egypt. Obviously our first gratitude is for the fact

that we are no longer trapped or enslaved. There could be no growth so long as we
were in Egypt.

2. It does not say God judged them, rather, He did judgments among them.
As has been noted previously, the Hebrew word, vag - Asa - Did, refers to the most
tangible form of creativity the ultimate unfolding of God's plans. It refers to the Fix-
ing. God is not judgmental simply for judgments own sake. His judgments are very
creative. God’s judgments of Egypt were designed to show us the nature of our own
illness and the power of the slavery to which we were bound. In order to make things
perfectly clear to us, God ‘did’ the Egyptians.

3. God also ‘Did’ their gods. The creativity inferred by the use of the He-
brew word, Asa - Did, refers to the humor and irony involved in God’s humiliation
of the Egyptian gods.

4. God killed their firstborn. This is the culmination of the first lesson. Slav-
ery means death. The worship of un-gods means death. Let this be clear and un-
equivocal.

5. God gave us their money. It does not say gave us their wealth, rather their
money. A medium of exchange, the dollar is a piece of green paper of little value.
But it represents agreement amongst people to maintain a monetary system and all
the cultural ramifications implied in that agreement. For the system to be successful,
a stable balance of forces must exist in the marketplace. We had enough on our
hands without a forced return to the primitive barter system. The whole structure of
economics that worked so well for the Egyptians now came to work for us. It was a
sane, peaceful, rewarding system. The word chosen here to describe money Mam-
mon — Money, is unusual in this context.  One might have expected the word Ke-
seph — Silver  to  be  used. Mammon does  not  appear  in  the  story  of  the  Exodus,
whereas Keseph - Silver is mentioned often. Keseph — Silver is the metal of the Se-
phirah of Yesod -  Fundament  whose  planet  is  the  Moon. Keseph in Hebrew also
translates as ‘longing’ and ‘desire.’ The moon has no light of its own. Without the
sun it would be invisible. Yet the moon has an obvious presence. It affects tides on
earth in ways that are obvious. It affects men and women in ways that are not so obvi-
ous. Jewish people are connected, spiritually to the moon. The Egyptians had the
Mammon we needed. We had quite enough of our own Keseph - Silver - Longing.

6. God split the Sea for us. We might have had to fight a pitched battle with
them the way we did weeks later with the Amalekites. The Egyptians might have
found themselves drawn away to fight elsewhere against marauders, or any number
of other possibilities. Instead we were taught to surrender and turn our will over to
God. That was good for us.

7. God passed us through it on dry land. We are not merely remarking that
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God took care of the details. When the
Red  Sea  split  and  we  passed  through  it,
we  did  not  walk  through  mud  and
swamp.  Everything  was  as  dry  as  a  bone
and  the  walk  was  comfortable.  We  are
really pointing out that God is loving and
caring. The ungods we worshipped in
Egypt may have been many things, but
no  one  would  accuse  of  them  of  being
loving  and  caring  or  anticipating  of  peo-
ple’s needs.
8. God drowned our oppressors in it.
Apparently it was very important to us to
see the Egyptians dead and destroyed.
Perhaps we were afraid that so long as
they could chase us they were incapable
of letting go and we would have to battle

endlessly with them. Perhaps we ourselves could never let go until we saw them ut-
terly defeated. Whatever the reason, God did drown them all in the Red Sea.

9. God took care of our needs, forty years in the wilderness. Protected us
from sun and wind, snow and rain, snakes and scorpions. We were surrounded by
‘Clouds of Glory’ and never really lacked material things. We had our needs met.

10. God fed us manna. This was not just plain or normal food, it was an en-
tirely new and miraculous creation. The Manna gave a whole new meaning to the
phrase 'Living by the word of God'.

11. He gave us Shabbes - The Sabbath. It is not simply a public day of rest.
To describe it is impossible. A marble statue has as much resemblance to a real per-
son as the description of Sabbath has to the true experience of Shabbes. The Tal-
mud describes it as the pearl of God's treasury.

12. God brought us to Mount Sinai. We had the most extraordinary experi-
ence there, before the Torah was given us. We found ourselves entirely unified, as
one person with one heart. Everyone felt all there needs were being taken cared of,
and was free top take care of everyone else’s needs.

13. God gave us the Torah. Not merely a jewel out of His treasury, God gave
us the whole treasury.

14. He brought us into the Land of Israel.
15. God built us the 'Chosen House' (Temple) to atone for our sins. Now

wait a minute, who mentioned sins? God knows that we aren't angels. We aren't
expected to get it right the first time or even the second time. We are going to keep
on failing again and again. What matters is progress, not perfection. The Hebrew
words chosen here to mean Temple are, vrhjcv ,hc - Beit Habechira, which trans-
lates as ‘House of Choice.’ This is an allusion to the real meaning of the Exodus. We
are no longer slaves because we have a choice. The real distinction between us in
Egypt and now is the power of choice, freedom requires choices. And so our grati-
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tude list ends with thanks for the gift of what is
more commonly referred to as Free Will, freedom
to choose.

The text in English:
How many levels of favors has the Om-

nipresent One bestowed upon us:
1. If He had brought us out from

Egypt, and had not executed judgments
against them, it would have sufficed us!

2. If He had carried out judgments
against them, and not against their idols, it
would have sufficed us!

3. If He had destroyed their idols,
and had not smitten their first-born, it
would have sufficed us!

4. If He had smitten their first-born,
and had not  given us  their  money,  it  would
have sufficed us!

5. If He had given us their wealth,
and had not split the sea for us, it would
have sufficed us!

6. If He had split the sea for us, and
had  not  taken  us  through  it  on  dry  land,  it
would have sufficed us!

7. If He had taken us through the
sea on dry land, and had not drowned our
oppressors in it, it would have sufficed us!

8. If He had drowned our oppres-
sors in it, and had not supplied our needs in
the desert for forty years, it would have suf-
ficed us!

9. If He had supplied our needs in
the desert for forty years, and had not fed us
the manna, it would have sufficed us!

10. If He had fed us the manna, and
had not given us the Shabbat, it would have
sufficed us!

11.  If  He  had  given  us  the  Shabbat,
and had not brought us before Mount Sinai,
it would have sufficed us!
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12. If He had brought us before Mount Si-
nai, and had not given us the Torah, it would
have sufficed us!
13.  If  He  had  given  us  the  Torah,  and  had
not brought us into the land of Israel, it
would have sufficed us!
14.  If  He  had  brought  us  into  the  land  of
Israel, and had not built for us the House of
Choice, it would have sufficed us!

How  much  more  so  must  we  be  grateful  to
the  Omnipresent  One  for  the  doubled  and
redoubled goodness that He bestowed upon
us.  He  brought  us  out  of  Egypt  and  carried
out judgments against them, and against their
idols, and smote their first-born, and gave us
their  money,  and  split  the  sea  for  us,  and
took us through it on dry land, and drowned

our oppressors in it, and supplied our needs in the desert for forty years,
and fed us the manna, and gave us the Shabbat, and brought us before
Mount Sinai, and gave us the Torah, and brought us into the land of Is-
rael and built for us the House of Choice to atone for all our sins.

eabcdabf
The  Talmud,  (Pesachim 116a) describes the Magid -  Tell  the  Story  section  of
the Haggadah as a narrative beginning with shame and ending with praise. There
is shame in our historical involvement with paganism, we were idol worshippers
and slaves. Now, however, there is gladness because we are servants of God. Up
to this point the Haggadah has fulfilled the requirement to ‘begin with shame’.
The mood now undergoes a marked change as we move into the ‘praise’ section
of Magid - Tell the Story.

eabcdabf
RABBAN GAMLIEL

We are generally taught to believe that actions are the ultimate, final, ir-
revocable form of events; that events narrate the acts from which they spring.
We are told that actions are facts shaping the world, that whatever has been
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done is done, that all acts are final.
Rabban Gamliel reminds us that

speech  has  the  last  word.  Ultimately  it  is
what I say that shapes events in the world.
Even the past can be shaped by what I say
now. In Kabbalistic parlance Malkhuth -
Sovereignty reveals Tiffereth -  Glory, be-
cause Malkhuth - Sovereignty is associated
with speech and speech is the vehicle
whereby we reveal our heart. Even an act
that  once  seemed  utterly  final  may  yet  be  changed  by  the  words  I  utter  in  the
future. For when you learn what was in my heart, what motivated my act, you will
have seen a completely different event.

 When God said to Adam, 'Did you eat of the tree from which I forbade
you?' God was inviting Adam to admit, explain, mitigate or interpret his trans-
gression.   Adam took the  opportunity  to  blame both  God for  Eve  and Eve  for
his own act of eating, and the stage was set for the rupture of intimacy. Instead of
revealing the humility, longing and prayer in his heart, Adam used his mouth to
express his defensive thoughts.

The Passover Seder is a blueprint for the fixing of this rupture. Every
mouthful is an indispensable component of an elaborate ritual staged to re-enact
the original drama with a different outcome. It  is not sufficient to eat or not eat
as commanded or as the ritual dictates. Every mouthful demands verbal ac-
knowledgment. It is not enough to name each item on the menu, there are
Kavanot - Intentions in the act of eating. Our explicitly stated intentions can
change everything. They express what we have in our hearts.

This far into the Seder we have fulfilled our obligation to recite the Hag-
gadah, 'words tough as sinews'. We have described the process whereby we came
to be in this place, we made no excuses and put up no defenses. Rabban Gam-
liel informs us that it is not enough. The promise of Seder Night is our own indi-
vidual Giluy Shechinah - Divine Revelation. For that to happen we will  have to
change our perceptions. Changing perceptions happen in the Sephirah of Malk-
huth - Sovereignty. Whether eating or talking, on Seder night we become adepts
journeying through the Sephirah of Malkhuth - Sovereignty

As we will see, three aspects of divine revelation are displayed together in
this ritual of Rabban Gamliel’s: The mouth, the words and the sounds.

The text in English:
Rabban Gamliel used to say: Whoever has not uttered these three

words on Passover has not fulfilled his obligations.
1. Pesach - Passover,
2. Matzah - Unleavened Bread
3. Marror - Bitter Herbs.
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1. THE MEANING OF PESACH - PASSOVER

The  first  thing  we  talk  about  is  the  Paschal  lamb,  the  Pesach  itself.  The
Hebrew word, Pesach, translates as ‘Passover’, as becomes obvious from the
text. God passed over our dwellings as He moved through Egypt slaying every
firstborn.  The reason it is so important to mention it here; important enough to
name the entire festival after this detail of a huge tapestry; important enough to
invalidate the entire Seder if it is not explicitly acknowledged, demands some
explanation.

It is yet another metaphor.
Giluy Shechinah -  Divine  Revelation,  the  fixing  of  intimacy  may  some-

times be had as a gift from God without our first having learned all we need to
know about it. While as a general rule spirituality requires we take steps, on oc-
casion  spiritual  evolution  can  come  as  a  flash  of  insight.  Moments  of  intimacy
may be had amid the ruins of one’s life. Blinding enlightenment may be enjoyed
by the most unworthy, with one caveat. It is no more than a flash, a momentary
and  fleeting  gift,  soon  gone  and  lost.  While  as  a  rule,  the  steps  one  must  take
before achieving  enlightenment are many, there also exists an exception to this
rule. It is called, Pesach - Passover.

When the first step towards healing the rupture of intimacy is taken with
absolute integrity and utter fearlessness there may be a sudden and gratuitous
revelation of the last step. In Twelve Step parlance this would be the equivalent
of saying a really honest and thorough first  step is of itself  the best twelfth step.
Admitting one’s powerlessness and accepting full awareness of the unmanage-
ability of one’s life may be rewarded with Giluy Shechinah - Divine Revelation.

The entire  experience  of  our  exodus  from Egypt  was  an  example  of  this
principle. Spiritually we were at the lowest levels of awareness and evolution as
has been described at length in the earlier sections of the Haggadah. At God’s
behest we made a tremendous effort to abstain from idolatry for a few days, we
made public sacrifice to God of an Egyptian sacred symbol, painting its blood on
our doors and lintels,  roasting its meat over open fires and eating it  in a public
act of ritual worship. All of a sudden, at midnight, there was Giluy Shechinah -
Divine Revelation. Every single person was revealed to every other in his or her
group and family in all  their vulnerability.  For one moment, each of our hearts
was opened and shining, free to love and be loved, revealed to the deepest
depths, to the inside of the inside. Everyone in every room was free to reveal
themself, to own and admit to their true self without fear of rejection or shame.
For that one moment, as each person exposed their heart it became obvious that
God is  the  heart  of  the  Jewish  people  in  the Giluy Shechinah - Divine Revela-
tion.

The mouth  is  the  seat  of  the Sephirah of Malkhuth - Sovereignty. It has
five components, throat, palate, tongue, teeth and lips. The Hebrew word
Pesach also hints at the idea of Peh Sach, ‘the mouth that talks.’ Rabban Gamliel
emphasizes the three indivisible aspects of speech collected in these three com-
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mandments. The first aspect is shaped by
Peh Sach the speaking mouth.

The text in English:
The Pesach that our forefathers

used  to  eat  when  the  Temple  [in  Je-
rusalem] still stood, what was it
meant  to  symbolize?  It  was  because
God passed over the dwellings of our
ancestors in Egypt as it is written;
'Say, it is a Passover offering to God Who passed over the houses of the
children  of  Israel  in  Egypt  when  He  smote  Egypt,  when  He  saved  our
houses. The nation knelt and bowed down.'

eabcdabf

2. THE MEANING OF MATZAH

The essential metaphor expressed by Matzah is the need for speed and inter-
vention to prevent the normal leavening process from occurring. What became obvi-
ous in Egypt was that our thoughts, behaviors and social patterns would only lead us
further down the path to slavery and self-destruction.  We could not stop ourselves;
our wounds had become chronic, acute, and pathological. Our souls were no longer
capable of healing themselves. Our whole existence as a people, as family and as
individuals  was  facing   the  certainty  of  imminent  collapse.   We could  not  wait  for
ourselves to heal ourselves. Our situation required intervention at every level. Just as
the presence of yeast in the dough is a virtual guarantee of leavening, so was the mal-
aise of Egypt in us a virtual guarantee of destruction. Just as dough displays symp-
toms of its progress, a whitening across its face, the development of fissures over its
surface and the smell of fermentation, so did we Jewish people display all the signs of
our process.

Some degenerative diseases can be arrested, some may even be reversed.
Most, though, reach a point after which they can neither be arrested nor reversed. So
it was with us in Egypt. We had reached that point. Notwithstanding the spiritual
awakening we had undergone that night, regardless of the fact we had glimpsed sanity
and tasted  intimacy,  we  were  very  ill  and could  not  wait  for  intervention,  it  had to
come immediately.

One  of  the  great  miracles  we  still  remark  upon  is  this:  Though  the Giluy
Shechinah -  Divine  Revelation  was  given  to  us  for  a  moment,  disappearing  al-
most immediately, it only disappeared in the sense that we ourselves could no
longer access it. We no longer felt capable of the intimacy and the open hearted-
ness we had experienced at midnight of Passover. But we were not really bereft.
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An intervention was taking place. God
was acting upon us, setting in motion the
process  of  our  healing.  That  the  dough
remained Matzah and did not become
Chometz -  Leavened  was  itself  proof
positive of divine intervention. So, while
we no longer  felt  the Giluy Shechinah -
Divine Revelation, one look at the Mat-
zah we carried on our back was enough
to  show  that  God  was  present.  As
though  the  Matzah  itself  was  a Giluy

Shechinah - Divine Revelation.
The second aspect of Malkhuth -  Sovereignty  is  in  the  words,  strings  of

consonants bearing meaning, telling stories. The Talmud suggests that the Bibli-
cal text calls Matzah hbug ojk - Lechem Oni -  ‘Bread  of  Poverty  and  Affliction’
because  the  Hebrew  word, hbug - Oni - Poverty can also be translated as
‘Answering.’  So, the Talmud says, Matzah - hbug ojk - Lechem Oni is bread over
which many words are spoken.

The text in English:
This  Matzah we eat,  what  is  it  meant  to  symbolize? It  is  because the

dough of our ancestors in Egypt was given no time to leaven before the King
of Kings, the Holy, blessed One was revealed upon them, redeeming them.
As it  is  written;  They baked the dough they had brought  with them out  of
Egypt into Matzah cakes because they had not leavened. Because they had
been expelled from Egypt, and could not wait. They had also not prepared
any food for the journey.

eabcdabf

3. THE  MEANING OF MARROR - BITTER HERBS

How is the bitterness of the herb we eat now at the Seder connected to events
that occurred thousands of years ago? If the purpose is to re-enact the original drama
then why not enact it in a more realistic way? On the festival of Sukkot we leave the
comfort of our house and home to dwell eight days in a temporary dwelling house, a
Sukkah. Why are we not commanded to make some symbolic act of slavery or hard
work of bricks and mortar or fieldwork?

Perhaps it is because bitterness is already a metaphor for itself. When we taste
something bitter we screw and twist our face into a grimace of distaste. Distaste! The
word says it all.
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The Egyptians taught us three
forms of bitterness:

1. Hard Work,
2. Bricks and Mortar, and
3. Fieldwork.

1.  Hard  work  referred  to  in  this
context refers to unnatural work. Work
that makes a slave bitter because, e.g. it is
unnecessary work, which involves a person being forced to do things for which he
has no talent simply in order to torture him, while not permitting him to do the work
to which he may be suited.

2. Bricks and mortar refers to the bitterness caused by being forced to do
work from which the slave will derive neither pleasure nor benefit. He has to watch
the work of his hands go unacknowledged and unappreciated.

3. Fieldwork refers to the bitterness caused by being forced to work at tasks
that have no foreseeable end or completion. The slave is faced with an unending,
unremitting series of tasks whose number grows exponentially. Even as one task is
completed it is shown only to be the precursor to a myriad others of ever increasing
urgency. Nothing is ever enough, sufficient or adequate. The more work the slave
does, the more successfully he completes his task, the more pressured and stressed
he is made to become.

The only commandment in the Torah, in Jewish religion, tradition and cul-
ture dealing specifically with taste, is this of Marror –Bitter Herbs. The Hebrew word
for taste, ogy - Taam, is identical to the word for reason, ogy -Taam, and identical to
the word for a musical note, ogy -Taam. Marror - Bitter Herbs are the Mitzvah -
Commandment associated with taste, reason and music.

The speaking mouth (Pesach) whose five utterances shape every spoken
word, together with declarative bread (Matzah - Lechem Oni) combine with sound,
reason and taste (Marror - Taam) to comprise the seat for Giluy Shechinah - Divine
Revelation.

The text in English:
This Marror we eat, what does it symbolize? It is because the Egyp-

tians embittered the lives of our ancestors in Egypt. As it is written; They
made their lives bitter with bricks and mortar, with all types of work in
fields and all manner of rigorous tasks to which they enslaved them.

eabcdabf
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IN EVERY GENERATION -
B’CHOL DOR V’DOR

Let us summarize the Haggadah to this
point. The recitation and exegesis of the
text that we have narrated to this point
in  the  Passover  Seder  is  not  simply  a
tradition but the fulfillment of a per-
sonal commandment to identify our-
selves as and with those who underwent
the experiences described in the text.  If
we cannot recognize ourselves in the

story as protagonists then we have failed in our duty to ourselves. We have not
begun upon our personal redemption and are no bit closer to Giluy Shechinah -
Divine Revelation.

The text in English:
In every single generation each person has to see himself as having

come out of Egypt. As it is written; Tell your children on that day, saying:
It was because of this that God did for me when He brought me out of
Egypt.

It  wasn’t  just  our  ancestors  whom  the  Blessed  Holy  One  re-
deemed. We were redeemed together with them. As it is written; And we
were brought forth from there in order to bring us, to give us the land
sworn unto our ancestors.

eabcdabf

THIS IS WHY - L’FICOCH

With the end of the Haggadah recitation comes an awareness of our need
to feel and express our gratitude. The paragraph begins with the phrase: This is
why  we  need  to  give  thanks.  It’s  obvious  though  that  few  posess  the  words  to
match an event such as the Haggadah describes. How could we, sitting at the
Seder table, formulate an adequate response to the exodus, to our own redemp-
tion and the Giluy Shechinah - Divine Revelation without going into a deep and
joyous meditation lasting some time?

For most of us a clear articulation of our awareness of what the hour de-
mands will have to suffice. Aloud we speak of all the creativity, the oratory, the
rhetoric and epic poetry such an endeavor would require. In the face of such an
overwhelming debt of gratitude we can do no more than sketch the outline of a
magnum opus. And nothing less than a whole new song will serve.

Magid - Tell The Story - The Egyptian Hallel
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(We lift  the  cup and hold  it  in  the
palm  of  our  hand  as  we  recite  this  para-
graph.)

The text in English:
This is why we need to give

thanks, praise, laud, glorify, exalt,
honor, bless, acclaim and applaud
Him who worked all these miracles
for our ancestors and us. He brought
forth from slavery to freedom, from woe to joy, from grief to celebration,
from profound darkness to great light and from bondage to redemption.
Let us therefore sing a new song to Him, Hallelujah!

THE EGYPTIAN HALLEL

Psalms 113 and 114 are known as the Egyptian Hallel. Hallelujah is a translit-
eration of the Hebrew word, vhukkv . It has three components. Hallel - U - Jah.  The
singing of Hallel is an obvious response to such a journey as we have just taken. The
desire to burst out in an expression of joy and thanks is only natural given the magni-
tude of the miracle we experienced.

1. Whether Hallel is  sung  with  the  mouth  or  danced  with  the  feet  it  is
rooted in the Sephirah of Malkhuth — Sovereignty, where all creativity finally ends.
Numerically, Hallel - kkv - which equals 65 - is the Gematria of Adonoy  - hbst - Lord,
the four lettered name of God associated specifically with the Sephirah of Malkhuth -
Sovereignty.

2. The sixth Hebrew letter, Vav - u, the U in the word Hallelujah points to
the six Sephiroth surrounding Tiffereth –Glory, the heart of all things which connect
all things holy to all things mundane.

3. Jah, comprising the Hebrew letters, Yod - h and Heh -  v represents the
Sephiroth  of Chokhma - Wisdom  and Binah - Understanding, also known as Mo-
chin - Mentalities, while the point on top of the letter Yod - h represents the Sephirah
of Keter - Crown, the highest and most mysterious of all the Sephiroth. The word,
Hallelujah therefore is a linguistic formula describing the connection between proph-
ecy, the lowest manifestation of God-consciousness and the highest, most hidden
protrusion into this world of God and His creativity, Yod - h and Heh -  v.

The text in English:
Psalm 113

Hallelujah! Give thanks! Servants of God praise the name of God.
May the name of God be Blessed from now and forever. Whence  the sun
rises to where it sets, God’s name is praised. High above all nations, God,
His glory upon the heavens; who is there like God, enthroned on high who
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yet bends to look through heaven and
earth..  Who  raises;  from  dust,  the
poor; from dirt, the beggar to seat him
among nobles, between the nation’s
princes.. Who turns the barren
housewife  into  a  joyous   mother  of
children. Hallelujah!

Psalm 114
When  Israel  came  out  of  Egypt,
House of Jacob from among the for-
eign speakers, then Judah became
His consecrated, Israel His empire.
The sea looked and fled, the Jordan
turned to flow back. Mountains
skipped like rams, peaks like lambs.
What  is  it  with  you,  O  sea,  that  you
flee,  Jordan  why  turn  you  to  flow
back, mountains skipping like rams,

peaks like lambs? In the presence of the Master the earth trembles, before
the God of Jacob, Who turns rocks into pools and flint-stones into water-
wells.

THE CLOSING BENEDICTION - ASHER GO’OLONU

Here we see clearly spelled out the proper order of thanksgiving. It should
never be a simple expression of thanks for favors granted but an open acknowledg-
ment that every spiritual, physical and emotional awakening is itself a call to prayer.
While it is proper to say thank you, it is crucial to ask for further blessings, for more
strength and greater inspiration. Even when giving thanks upon receiving physical
abundance  it  is  vital  to  ask  for  more.  For  if  it  comes  from the  heart,  it  must  be  a
prayer, it could be nothing else, for the heart knows nothing else but prayer. If it is
truly from the heart then thanksgiving is also prayer.

Because this closing paragraph of the Magid - Tell The Story section of the
Seder is a prayer for further revelation it takes the form of a benediction, ending with
a blessing, lauding God for being the Redeemer of Israel.

The text in English:
Blessed  are  you  Adonai,  our  God,  Sovereign  of  the  universe  Who

redeemed  us  and  redeemed  our  ancestors  from Egypt,  bringing  us  to  this
night to eat Matzah and Marror. Please, Adonai our God, God of our ances-
tors, bring us similarly to other festivals and other occasions that come our
way in peace. May they be a rejoicing in the rebuilding of Your city, a delight
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in  Your worship,  and may we partake
there of the festival and paschal sacri-
fices whose blood will be sprinkled on
the wall of your altar for acceptance.
Then will we thank You, singing a new
song upon our deliverance and spiri-
tual salvation. Blessed are You,
Adonai, Redeemer of Israel.

DRINKING THE  SECOND CUP
OF WINE

Before drinking the second cup of
wine a moment is taken to meditate
upon the Shechinah - Divine Presence.

To receive  the  gift  of  the  Shechinah I  must  first  internalize  the  lesson of
Magid. I  was  created  to  be  known.  I  will  be  known totally,  intimately  and still  be
accepted.

The text in English:
Blessed are You, Adonai, our God, Sovereign of the universe, who

creates the fruit of the vine.

Drink the cup of wine while seated, reclining to the left.

eabcdabf
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6. ROCHTZAH
WASH HANDS
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The Miraculous in Everyday Life
The letter Samech

The Hebrew letter/word lnx -Samech translates as ‘support,’ and ’closeness.’
Most specifically Samech supports the preceding  letter b - Nun: The Hebrew
letter, x - Samech, is the perfect circle. x - Samech incorporates past and future,
represented by the sisters Rachel and Leah, whose only hope is the fusion of end
and beginning. The end of history is thrust into its beginning like the serpent
swallowing its own tail.

x - Samech is the wedding ring symbolizing the everyday miracle of infinite
unpredictable possibilities.

To walk the path of x - Samech, whose Gematria - Numerical Value 60, is to
be conscious of the disappearance of myself in the presence of mySelf where the
ratio of selfish to Self is 1:60. Here dreams are unripe Prophecies - 1:60, and sleep is
an  unripe  version  of  death  -  1:60.  To  walk  this  path  is  remain  aware  of  flowing
abundance long after the priests have ended their blessing, comprised of 60 Hebrew
letters, to be attuned to the everflowing divine essence that is the miracle of everyday
life.
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6. ROCHTZAH - WASH HANDS

THE PATH  THROUGH SAMECH - x
BETWEEN TIFFERETH - GLORY AND HOD -BEAUTY

Whereas the second symbol of the Seder, Urchatz - Wash Hands, required
no benediction and was solely the duty of the Ba’al HaSeder - Leader of the Seder,
this sixth symbol, Rochtzah - Wash Hands is a ritual performed by all participants at
the Seder.

In the first instance washing hands was a preparation
before dipping food into water, and was accompa-
nied by  a silent meditation on the phrase, 'I wash my
hands of…'
This time we are meditating on the phrase, 'I wash
my  hands  for…'  this  time  the  washing  of  hands  re-
quires  a deeper level of consciousness, greater
awareness of our hands; where they’ve been, what
they’ve touched and how they’ve held things. Wash-
ing hands before eating bread is a uniquely  Jewish
ritual. But though the text of the benediction con-
tains the phrase, 'Blessed are you, God, … who com-
manded us to wash our hands', it is a rabbinical com-
mandment of relatively late origin. It is not Biblical
but Rabbinical, and that is the key to understanding
its significance. The journey from Tiffereth - Glory to
Hod -  Beauty  is  the  journey  from  the  heart  to  the
kidney. According to the Kabbalah, the left kidney
represents Moses who was unwilling: unwilling to act
as God’s messenger to Egypt, unwilling to speak,
then unwilling to accept the outcome. Moses was
unwilling to accept gifts, to accept no for an answer
or to accept the Torah for himself. Moses never
accepted anything in his life for himself. He only
took what he might give away to someone else, and
that is the true meaning of the Sephirah of Hod -
Beauty. Although Moses is the first rabbi in recorded
history, he was not the first in fact. Our kidneys are,
according to tradition, our first rabbis. Many genera-
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tions of rabbis tried to implement the commandment to wash hands before eating
bread but we Jews, refused to accept it  as an obligation. Somehow in spite of our-
selves, in spite of our resistance we have integrated the hand washing ritual into our
culture as a part of our heritage, as an obligation and privilege. Even our propensity
for non-acceptance has to be accepted before we move on, before we can heal. The
Hebrew letter x - Samech  brings us full circle to where even non acceptance is ac-
ceptable, because the circle contains everything, even diametric opposites.

A  flat  rimmed  jug  of  water  is  poured,  first  over  the  right  then  over  the  left
hand. The hands are raised and the blessing is recited.

The text in English:
Blessed  are  you,  Adonai,  our  God,  Sovereign  of  the  universe  Who

sanctified us with His commandments and commanded us to wash hands.
Hands should be thoroughly dried on a towel before proceeding.
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7. MOTZI - BREAD
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The Explosion of Life
 The letters Chaf and Peh

The Hebrew letter/word ;f -Chaf translates as ‘palm of the hand.’ The
most primary definition of a living organism is that it gives birth in its own image
and likeness again and again.  The Hebrew letter pointing to this fact of life is
the letter Chaf - lf. It has two forms - the rounded form - f when it appears at
the beginning or middle of the word, and an elongated form - l when it appears
to end the word. According to tradition, Adam was created by God in the shape
of the palms of God’s hands. This can be understood to mean that the helical
shape of DNA corresponds to the lines on palms of God’s hands. If you might
read the palms of God, Adam would be written there. Adam is endowed with
the power to procreate in likeness of himself. The Hebrew word ;f -Chaf  has
two other meanings growing out of the first. ;f -Chaf  is  a  crown  or  cap.  It
covers us when we are in God’s hands. ;f -Chaf   is also an imperative force, an
urge we cannot ignore, an impulse we have to obey. When I am in walking the
path of the Chaf I cannot refrain from acting as a force in the universe.

The Hebrew letter/word vp - Peh translates as ‘mouth.’ Passage,
transition and change all come through the Sephirah of Malkhuth - Sovereignty
represented by the mouth, Everything having existence has had to change to
come into being. vp - Peh has  two  forms  --  the  rounded  form  - p when it
appears at the beginning or middle of the word, and an elongated form  - ; 
when it appears to end the word. In fact the Peh - ;p is a Chaf - lf into which a
protrusion has grown like a tooth extruded from  an upper jaw. If theChaf - lf
represents the written word, the human genome written in nucleic acids, the
Torah written in black fire upon white fire, the letter ;p - Peh represents the
spoken word. As such vp - Peh is the final word, the oral Torah, the human
species.When I am walking the path of vp - Peh, I allow only the most divinely
human and benign forces to flow and act through me.
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7. MOTZI - BREAD

THE PATH THROUGH CHAF - lf
BETWEEN CHESED - LOVING-KINDNESS AND NETZACH - VICTORY

AND THROUGH PEH - ;p  
BETWEEN GEVURAH - JUDGEMENT AND HOD - BEAUTY

At first glance the benediction over bread appears to be a paradoxical one. It
contains the phrase, '… Who brings bread out of the
ground.' But it does not grow out of the ground; for
bread  to  appear  on  our  table  it  has  to  go  through
many  processes.  It  has  to  go  from  grain  berries  on
the stalk of a grass-like plant, through harvesting,
threshing, winnowing, grinding, kneading, rolling and
baking to become bread. Hardly bread out of the
ground! But it is the very fact that the blessing does
not mention any of the processes between ground
and bread that draws our attention to the underlying
truth.
Lifting the bread up in the palms, the Chaf of  our
hands, we utter this blessing with our mouth, our
Peh, because bread is the 'Staff of Life.' Bread is what
makes civilization as we know it possible.
As mentioned in the preface to this Haggadah, bread
is almost the 'Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil.'
The agriculture that goes into the cultivation of grains
for bread, the chemistry which goes into the prepara-
tion  of  bread  from  flour,  the  technology  that  goes
into all these processes comprise the story, the very
history of humankind. Bread-making is a defining
human endeavor. But bread-making is also a meta-
phor for the creation of Adam. The creation of man
is often described as a gathering, winnowing, knead-
ing, rolling and baking process in clay.
It exemplifies the meaning on the Hebrew letter/
word Chaf as  outlined  above.  When,  therefore,  we
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lift the bread in the palms of our hands and utter the benediction with our mouths,
Peh, we are meditating on the verse, (Deut 8:3)

For it is not by bread alone that man lives, but by that which comes
out of God’s mouth that man lives.

Picking up the top and bottom Matzah, with the broken half Matzah between
them, this blessing is recited.

The text in English:
Blessed  are  you,  Adonai,  our  God,  Sovereign  of  the  universe  Who

brings bread out of the ground.
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The balancing act - The letter Alef

The Hebrew letter/word ;kt -Alef translates as ‘teaching,’ or ‘lord,’  or
‘thousand’ or ‘cattle.’ The Hebrew letter t -Alef, symbolizes the element of air di-
viding and connecting the other two elements - those of fire and water - the way the
thorax in the human body separates the head from the abdomen.  In its shape, the
letter t -Alef  has a main dividing line resembling the Hebrew letter, u -Vav running
diagonally  from  top  to  bottom,  on  either  side  of  which  depend  two  small  figures
made of the Hebrew letter, h -Yod. The essence of spirituality is a balance of priori-
ties, which at times it may be summed up as, more other less self. At other times it
may be, more self less other. The Hebrew word, t -Alef can be translated a num-
ber of ways. It can mean master, teacher or beast of burden. Each depends on bal-
ance for effect.

In walking the path of t -Alef we  must  balance  the  demands  of  stomach -
water against the imperatives of head - fire. It is in the path of t -Alef that the voice
of the heart can be heard loud above the plaintive voice of stomach or the shrill de-
mands of head. t -Alef describes the cardiovascular system. Aerobics are also the
domain of t -Alef. The most important lesson of t -Alef is the awareness that it is
neither in our thoughts nor in our emotions that the heart has its seat.
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8. MATZAH - UNLEAVENED BREAD

THE PATH THROUGH ALEF - t
BETWEEN

CHESED - LOVING - KINDNESS AND GEVURAH - JUDGEMENT

A tremendous effort has gone into balancing the exigencies of baking the Mat-
zah you hold in your hands. Through kneading, rolling and docking processes from
dough to Matzah, against the clock dictating the onset of leavening, the Matzah has

not been left alone for a moment. It has been
guarded at every stage in  its existence from the mo-
ment the wheat was harvested until its shipping to the
store where you purchased it. From the moment
water was poured upon the flour until it went into the
fire  of  the  oven,  this  Matzah was  in  'air'.  It  is  in  air
that dough can become leavened. It is the action of
air on the chemicals released by the water that will
precipitate Chimutz - leavening. The difference be-
tween Matzah - Unleavened Bread and Chometz -
Leavened Bread is the balance of time between
kneading and baking, between water and fire. Timing
is everything. The Alef representing the element of
air expresses this balance.
As the benediction is made over the Matzah, particu-
larly  the  broken  piece  of  Poor  Man’s  Bread,  the
middle Matzah, it is the time to meditate upon the
following.  'This  is  the  bread  of  faith...'  We  have
waited faithfully to eat this bread at the appropriate
time and not a moment before. It is a symbol of our
faith in our own redemption, our faith that things
happen as promised by God through His prophets.
We have faith that eating this bread is an act of faith,
that it is unleavened. And finally, eating this Matzah
declares our belief that God has faith in us.
The Talmud compares someone who eats Matzah
before the Seder, during the day on the eve of Pass-
over  to  someone  who  cannot  wait  but  has  sexual
relations with his betrothed in her father’s house
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before their wedding. Presumably then, eating Matzah at the this, the designated
moment is as someone who has sexual relations with his married wife on their wed-
ding night after all the ceremonies are over. Needless to say marriage is a very public
declaration of a very private intention. The Seder to this point has been a very public
ceremony. But the piece of Matzah I put in my mouth is a very private thing.

Nonetheless, if I choose to open myself to see it, there is Giluy Shechinah -
Divine Revelation upon this very piece of Matzah that I am about to swallow.

Allow the lower Matzah to drop and remain holding only the broken mid-
dle and upper Matzah while saying the blessing. Bear in mind that tha broken
piece of Matzah over which this special blessing is recited is the s -Daleth -
Bread of Poverty. s -Daleth is one of the Hebrew letters that cannot stand on its
own. Its balance is poor and it tends to topple on its face if unsupported. That’s
why one of the meanings of the Hebrew word s -Daleth is poverty.

The text in English:
Blessed are you Adonai, our God, Sovereign of the universe Who

sanctified with His commandments and commanded us to eat Matzah.

The Matzah should be eaten while leaning to the left. It should be eaten
quickly and without interruption. (Before swallowing Matzah the first time, as
much Matzah as can be comfortably contained in the mouth should be chewed
so that the first gulp passes as large a quantity as is required under the obligation
to eat Matzah through the gullet. The requirement is to eat the equivalent of the
size of an olive in biblical times, which is about 1/3 of a large egg at this time, or
1oz. of Matzah. The time within which it should be eaten completely is 2 min-
utes. This is the equivalent of a whole machine made Matzah, or a half a hand
baked Matzah.)

It is worth beaing in mind that this is the Matzah of Brokenness, the Mat-
zah of Faith. Few things we will eat in during the whole course of our lives hold
such promise of joy as this mouthful of Matzah. Even in the most broken heart
there is an unshakeable foundation of faith. Sometimes it is only by exercising
our faith that we get to feel it at all. In eating this Matzah we awaken and nourish
the faith buried deep in our soul.
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9. MARROR
BITTER HERBS
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The infinite smallness - The letter Yod

The Hebrew letter/word sh -Yod translates as ‘hand.’ The h -Yod  hangs
suspended in midair and is comprised of three main features: 1) the comma at the
bottom where the body tapers off; 2) the main body of the letter resembling a simple
point  in  space;  and 3)  the  crown,  a  thorn-like  protrusion on top of  the  body.  The
entire Hebrew alphabet is constructed of various permutations of these three features
of the h -Yod. The writing of any letter in the Hebrew alphabet begins and ends with
the letter h -Yod. The person most representative of the h -Yod is the Jew. Any Jew,
every Jew. In Kabbalisitc literature it has been noted that of all the features in the
Kabbalah of the Hebrew alphabet, it is only this crown on the letter h -Yod  whose
secrets may not be probed by mortal. It is the paradigm of a classic paradox. ‘There
is no place devoid of Him [God]  nor is there any way to think about Him [God] at
all.’ This is precisely because it represents the infinitesimally small point where
'something from nothing' comes into being. The letter h -Yod is also known as the
Hand of God. In the Kabbalah it symbolizes something from nothing.

To walk the path of the h -Yod  is to become conscious of one’s divinity.
When I realize I am nothing less than a projection of God in the world I am filled
with joy. When I realize how few moments I spend cognizant of this fact I am filled
with bitter regret. When I realize how great I am I am filled with humility, trepidation
and desire to be of service to God.
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9. MARROR - BITTER HERBS

THE PATH THROUGH YOD - h 
BETWEEN TIFFERETH - GLORY AND NETZACH - VICTORY .

Of all the many, many commandments a Jew must fulfill and the thousands of
laws, customs and usages to which he or she must adapt, this, the eating of Marror is
the only one designed to be unpleasant or bitter. Even such strictures and constraints
as  fast  days  and prohibitions  against  this  or  that,  all  can  be  enjoyed given the  right

frame  of  mind.  Quoting  the  verse,  (Proverbs  3:17):
'Her ways are sweet ways' the Talmud often empha-
sizes the absence of Torah commandments requir-
ing distasteful, wounding or harmful practices. Mar-
ror is the obvious exception. Even the customary
blessing before eating vegetables is omitted because
eating Marror is unhealthy.
This then is the secret of Marror,  the  secret  of  the
letter h -Yod the secret of being a Jew. Some things,
sometimes the smallest of things are infinitely huge.
Sometimes the lowest , coarsest most alienated Jew is
the brightest, shining vehicle for the divine. Some-
times the bitterest vegetable has the sweetest taste. If
you chew on a piece of horseradish, if you persevere
beyond the tears and the violated sinuses, if you con-
tinue chewing it will eventually turn sweet in your
mouth. And that is the secret of this spiritual path,
the Yod - h between Tiffereth -  Glory and Netzach -
Victory.
Patience and perseverance, fortitude and courage,
endless faith and the appreciation that the I, Yod -h  

the  Jew,  the  'Hand  of  God'   I  am  an  infinite  being
and it is through me that God’s power and govern-
ance are visible in the world.
Though negligible in size and bereft of any power of
my own, at my head is the crown connecting this
whole world with the infinite, unknowable, unimagin-
able Creator. I am bitter, but I am all sweetness. I am
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the smallest h -Yod,  but I am connected above to God and below to all of creation.
Approximately three-quarters of an ounce of Marror should be dipped into

the Charoseth and eaten as quickly as possible after making the following benedic-
tion.

The text in English:
Blessed are You,  Adonai,  our  God,  Sovereign of  the universe,  Who

sanctifies us with His commandments and commanded us to eat Marror.

The Marror is eaten without  reclining to the left.
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10. KORAICH
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Mistakes are Human Rights - The letter Cheth

The Hebrew letter, j -Cheth is  shaped like  a  gateway  for  that  is  what  it  is.
The two Hebrew words which come naturally to mind when thinking about this
letter are, tyj - Chet, which translates as ‘sin’ and sxj - Chesed, which translates as
‘loving-kindness’. Strictly speaking a tyj - Chet is an arrow that misses the mark, a
mistake, an accident. Why is it a sin? Perhaps it is because sins can be a whole vari-
ety of acts on a broad spectrum from mistakes through negligence, through criminal
negligence, through malicious intent. We may remain unaware consciously of the
subconscious and unconscious motives for our behaviors. It is often only upon see-
ing the results of our actions that we are made aware of our imperfections, our mis-
takes. If there is one feature defining the person walking the path of the j -Cheth it
is a broken heart. The gate to all spirituality is a broken heart, not in response to
some tragedy or event, but a permanent state of brokenness. Chesed -  Loving-
kindness is not an act of charity in response to some pitiful sight that touches the
viewer. Chesed is total compassion, a permanent openness of heart. A master of
Chesed is always looking for the opportunity to perform an act of Chesed. The per-
son walking the path of j -Cheth is always mindful of all the people around him, of
the pain and loss and brokenness that abounds. Compassion and brokenness are
mirror images of the letter j -Cheth.
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10. KORAICH  - SANDWICH

THE PATH THROUGH CHETH - j  
BETWEEN TIFFERETH - GLORY AND CHESED - LOVING-KINDNESS

In the Torah when the commandment to eat the Paschal Lamb is spelled out
in detail it is made clear that the lamb is to be eaten together with Matzah and bitter
herbs. Now that there is no temple in Jerusalem, the duty to offer the Paschal sacri-
fice no longer obtains. Today we are only able to eat Matzah and Marror. Neverthe-

less we wrap them together as though the lamb were
also present and eat them thus in memory of ancient
days.
More specifically we recall one man, Hillel, a rabbi
of the first century B.C.E. who instituted the practice
of wrapping the three ingredients together before
eating them.
There are two unusual features of this ritual. First, it
is done in memory, in that food is eaten in a certain
symbolic  way  as  a  reminder  of  times  past.  Second,
the ritual is specifically the design of one man, Hillel.
It stems from another debate recorded in the Tal-
mud, concerning the debate: Does the taste of one
commandment nullify the taste of another com-
mandment. If we are commanded to eat both Mat-
zah and Marror, doesn’t the overpowering taste of
the Marror completely nullify the taste of the Mat-
zah? If we agree that the taste of a particular food is
the  main  ingredient  of  the  food,  how  can  we  fulfill
our obligation to eat Matzah if it is wrapped in Mar-
ror, doesn’t the taste of the Marror in effect cancel
our Matzah eating experience altogether?
Hillel’s  answer  to  that  question  is  an  emphatic,  no!
Tastes may indeed overwhelm one another as ex-
perience shows, but commandments don’t.
We are about to embark upon the third stage of our
process, the festival meal where symbolically we have
all our needs met, which will only be finished when
we drink the third cup of wine. This is the moment
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to reflect on the major reason why we are still in exile.
The Second Temple in Jerusalem was destroyed because we had focused on

our  differences  over  our  similarities.  We  grew  to  be  incapable  of  identifying  our-
selves  with  our  own neighbors,  our  friends,  and even with  our  families.  Jerusalem
was torn apart by schism. Everyone was afraid that their tastes could not survive in a
world  where  tastes  have  to  mingle,  coexist  or  adapt.  No one had sufficient  faith  in
their own experience to risk accommodating the experiences of others. Everyone felt
threatened by the opinions, beliefs and practices of others.

The unwillingness of Jews in Jerusalem to surmount their own prejudices and
hatreds kept them arguing with each other even as the Romans were sacking the city
and burning the Temple.

Hillel is famous, among other things, for his refusal to take a literal and funda-
mentalist approach to any reading of the Bible text. It is all the more unusual there-
fore to find him doing precisely that with regard to the obligations of Passover. None
of his colleagues felt it necessary to make a sandwich of lamb, Matzah and Marror in
order to fulfill a commandment implicit in the following phrase: (Numbers 9:11)

‘He shall prepare it  the afternoon of the 14th of the second month and eat
it with Matzah and bitter herbs.’

The key to understanding Hillel and this Koraich - Sandwich ritual lies in
Hillel’s choice of text. The text he quotes to proves his point comes from the book
of Numbers , Chapter 9. Beginning at verse 1, the text reads thus:

God spoke to Moses in the Sinai Desert in the second year of the
Exodus from Egypt, in the first month, saying, The Children of Israel shall
prepare the Paschal sacrifice at its proper time. The proper time for its
preparation shall be on the 14th day of this month in the afternoon. They
must prepare it in accordance with all its decrees and laws.

Moses told the Children of Israel to prepare the Paschal sacrifice.
They prepared the Paschal sacrifice in the Sinai Desert on the 14th of the
first, in the afternoon. The Children of Israel did exactly as God had com-
manded Moses.

There were, however, men who had come in contact with the dead
and were therefore Tamay, and therefore, unable to prepare the Paschal
sacrifice on that day. During the course of the day they approached Moses
and Aaron.

“We are Tamay as a result of contact with the dead,” the men said.
“But why should we lose out and not be able to offer God’s sacrifice at the
right time together with all other Children of Israel?”

“Wait here,” replied Moses, “and I will hear what God commands
regarding your case.”

God spoke to Moses, telling him to speak to the Children of Israel
saying: ‘If anybody be Tamay  through contact with the dead, or traveling
on a distant road, whether now or in future generations, he shall still have
the opportunity to prepare God’s Paschal sacrifice . He shall prepare it the
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afternoon of the 14th of the second month, and eat it with Matzah and
bitter herbs.’

Now, had Hillel’s intention simply been to prove a point, he would have been
just as well served using the text of the original commandment to make the Paschal
sacrifice, the text from Exodus 12:8. The text reads:

 Eat the [Paschal sacrifice] meat during the night, roasted over fire. Eat it
with Matzah and bitter herbs.

Hillel  chose  the  quote  from  the  book  of  Numbers,  the  text  quoted  in  our
Haggadah for a particular reason. The Paschal sacrifice described in the book of
Numbers is the Pesach Sheni -  Passover  of  the  Second Chance.  Nowhere  else  in
Jewish  law  is  there  an  example  of  an  enactment  whose  purpose  is  solely  to  help
make up a festival commandment in the case where something prevented its celebra-
tion on-time. In the normal course of events once an opportunity has been missed it
cannot be made up. If someone did not celebrate Yom Kippur with fasting or could
not hear the Shofar blown on Rosh Hashana, or could not sit in a Sukkah on Suk-
koth or light the Menorah on Chanukah, once the festival is over and done there is
no way to make up the loss.

The Paschal sacrifice is a unique exception to the rule. It came about because
the men mentioned in the text had absolute faith that there is nothing that cannot be
fixed. The universe is not mechanistic. Commandments, even time-bound festivals
are not events on a fixed cosmic timetable. Being prevented from celebrating the
Exodus at the proper time, at Passover, does not mean some cosmic train has left the
platform and cannot be recalled.

There is no such thing as too late.
There  cannot  be  any  wound  in  the  universe  for  which  God  has  no  balm.

Most people understand that the mistakes of the past can be fixed, for that, after all,
is what T’shuvah - Penitence is about. But what these men with their faith brought
about was the ability to change the future. They said to Moses, 'We see the festival
approaching while we are still Tamay  as a result of contact with the dead. We under-
stand that no blame will be attached to our inability to make the Paschal sacrifice.
Still, we feel we will be scarred nonetheless by our inability to participate in the na-
tional celebrations of the Passover festival. Our wives, children and neighbors will
make Passover while we can only watch? God must surely have a way, a mechanism
by which to fix this imminent threat to our spiritual equilibrium.'

Hillel, as chief rabbi of the Sanhedrin in the Temple, saw the schism and rifts
that would eventually destroy the Jewish civilization in the Land of Israel. His life’s
work is summed up in the phrase attributed to him, 'What is hateful to you, do not
unto your friend.' He was not alarmed at the way we treated our enemies, he was
terrified because of the way we treated friends. He himself never tired of giving peo-
ple  the  benefit  of  the  doubt.  He  never  lost  his  patience  or  his  compassion  or  his
good humor.  But  Hillel  knew a  time would  come when the  very  existence  of  the
Jewish people would hang in the balance, a time when our Sinat Chinam - Hatred of
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Nothing, of pointless, petty  trivialities would jeopardize not only Jews but Judaism.
He foresaw a time when the traitorous thought passing through our mind might sug-
gest; it’s too late to start again, the chance has been missed, I’m too old for recovery,
I’ve been left behind by events, history has moved onwards, I might as well accept
that I’m scarred for life.

Even as Hillel was eating his Paschal lamb, on time, on Passover in the first
month, he instituted this ritual. Even in his own day, while the Temple was still stand-
ing it was eaten 'In Memory of the Temple,' because Hillel knew that the real temple
had already been destroyed. The real temple is the one that brings us together to
help meet each other’s needs in the presence of God. That was already a memory in
Hillel’s time.

The Hebrew word for a commandment is vumn - Mitzvah. The word has more
than a single meaning, for besides being a commandment, a way of obeying and
worshipping God, a Mizvah is also something that brings people together, binding
them to one another in interdependence and mutuality. When Mitzvahs come to-
gether, claims Hillel, they could never cancel one another out as other rabbis pro-
posed.  This  was  no  more  possible  that  the  possibility  of  Jews  who  come  together
canceling  one  another  out.  The whole  purpose  of  the  Mitzvah is  to  bring  Jews  to-
gether, how could commingling one Mitzvah with another negate either Mitzvah?
Even if one is much tastier, more sharply flavored, more pungent than the other,
both maintain integrity.

Hillel  goes  a  step  further.  Rather  than using  horseradish  as  Marror  he  used
leafy Romaine Lettuce, so that he might take the Matzah and wrap it completely in a
leaf of Marror. The Aramaic word for lettuce is, txj - Chasa, which also means com-
passion.

'Take your Matzah,' he said. 'The very bottom Matzah of the three on the
Seder Plate, the one called Israel, the Matzah holding up the whole Seder, and wrap
it in your broken heart, fold it into your compassion and connect inside to the tiny
Yod - h whose spark lights the whole world. Don’t look for balance or insist on equal-
ity. Bite into it and chew on it and you will see that all tastes are clearly present.
Tastes may cancel each other in the cooking pot, but nothing cancels anything in the
mouth. For in the mouth is Giluy Shechinah - Divine Presence. In the presence of
God nothing is greater, nothing smaller.

Hillel goes still a step further, saying: Remember that you are never too late.
Even as you see this Holy Temple in the early throes of destruction, even if the writ-
ing is clearly written on the wall, even if you know you will not succeed, you can still
find the trust inside you, the faith that God can heal even the future. Even as you
mess up right now, you may be sure that there is another chance, that being a Jew is
not an all or nothing, do or die, make or break proposition. Acknowledge only the
power of your broken heart.

Take a piece of the bottom Matzah, approx 1 oz. of the one called Israel and
wrap  it  in  a  piece  of  Lettuce  leaf.  A  whole  lettuce  leaf  is  about  an  ounce.  The
Koraich - Sandwich is not dipped in Charoseth as was the Marror previously. The
Marror in Marror was sweetened in the memory of the Field of Holy Apples etc, an
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amazing story from our past. The Marror
in this Koraich is sweetened in the mem-
ory of the future, the next chance.

The text in English:
In memory of the Temple,

according to Hillel. This is what Hil-
lel did at the time the Temple still
stood.  He  would  wrap  Matzah  in
Marror and eat them together to fulfill the words of the text. As it is written:
Eat it with Matzah and bitter herbs.

Two ounces of The Koraich - Sandwich is eaten while leaning to the left.
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11. SHULCHAN ORAICH
WE ALLOW OUR-

SELVES EXPANSIVE
RELAXATION
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Hunched over and carrying someone on its back
The letter Tzadik

The Hebrew letter/word ehsm -Tzadik, translates as ‘righteous person.’ The
letter .m -Tzadik has two forms: the closed form - m when it appears at the beginning
or in the middle of a word, and the open expansive form - . when it appears at the
end of a word.

The letter  is comprised of two Hebrew letters, b -Nun  and h -Yod. If the
letters ib -Nun  represents those fundamental vessels containing creation, the matri-
archs, Rachel in the microcosmic and Leah in the macrocosmic universe,  (Siman  6,
Urchatz)  the letter h -Yod represents Joseph, child of the former, and Jacob, hus-
band of the latter.

If the m - Tzadik has a purpose it is to represent both Knesseth Israel - Com-
munity of Israel and its leader, as one and the same person and entity. Moses, as
Tzadik - m of his generation was the h -Yod sitting on the b -Nun. Together, Moses
and the Children of Israel comprise the lower, closed Tzadik, while God and Chil-
dren of Israel comprise the upper, open Tzadik - ..

To walk the path of the Tzadik, I must first carry another Jew, whether on my
back or in my heart. Next, I must be carried by another Jew, on his back or in his
heart.. To carry a Jew on your back you must be ready to live for him. To carry him
in your heart you must be ready to die for him.

eabcdabf
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11. SHULCHAN-ORAICH - WE ALLOW
OURSELVES EXPANSIVE RELAXATION

THE PATH THROUGH TZADIK  - .m
BETWEEN TIFFERETH - GLORY AND GEVURAH  - JUDGMENT

The Hebrew letter, m -Tzadik is associated with eating, more specifically with
swallowing. Most particularly it refers to the kind of eating where one person directly
feeds the other. And that, in a nutshell, is the secret of this station in the Seder.

Unless you are lost in a wilderness, castaway on a
desert island, incarcerated in jail or confined to a
hospital bed, you are celebrating the Seder with oth-
ers. When we pray that God meet our needs we ask
not only that we be given clothes to wear, but that
God clothe us. Not that God simply provide us with
sustenance but that God feed us.
When God asked Adam whether he had eaten of
the forbidden tree, Adam’s response was, (Genesis
3:12): ‘The woman You gave to me, she fed me of it
and I ate.’ Adam was answering the question, why if
he wanted to be fed by God did he eat what Eve gave
him? His reply, ‘the woman You gave to me,’ is un-
derstood in the Kabbalah to signify Adam’s apprecia-
tion for Eve as God’s proxy. Adam understood Eve
to be his rabbi, his advisor and counselor. If she gave
it him to eat it was as though it were being fed to him
by God, or so Adam insinuated.
Adam’s argument though, was specious. He knew of
the serpent’s role in 'advising' Eve. He knew it was
not God feeding him the fruit of the Tree of Knowl-
edge  of  Good  and  Evil.  He  knew  exactly  who  the
serpent was, for it  was Adam himself who named it
Nachash - ajb - Sorcery.
In one Hasidic story, the Hasid asks his Rebbe for a
glimpse of the world to come. He is shown a room
with people starving to death amidst an abundance of
food.  The  food  cooking  in  a  cauldron  can  only  be
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reached with the long spoon each person in the room has attached to their arm. The
spoon and arm both are too long to be brought to the mouth. People try every which
way to pour, spill  and throw the food into their mouths, in vain. 'This is Hell,'  the
Rebbe tells his Hasid. The Rebbe then takes his Hasid into an identical room where
every person feeds another with the long arm and spoon he has attached to it. 'This
is Heaven.'

Now that we have opened ourselves to being seen, to being heard in our at-
tempt at intimacy, to letting others see the parts we had so desperately hidden for
fear of rejection -  inside of who we are - now we are ready to replace the third great
delusion, that we can never have our needs met by others. We had told ourselves
that because we are unacceptable as we are, because we are basically flawed and
worthless  we  will  never  find  others  to  meet  our  needs.  We thought  that  we  would
have to grab what we could and steal what we could not obtain righteously. This was
a re-enactment of Adam and Eve’s original sin. They had attempted to fill needs they
thought they would not have met any other way.

The  meal during the Seder is like no other in the Jewish calendar. As you can
see it is listed with the other 14 Simanim - Stations of the Seder. Its  place in the or-
der of things is official, without in itself comprising any Passover Mitzvah – Com-
mandment. Having fulfilled the obligation to eat Matzah and Marror individually and
together, there is nothing to prevent a person finishing the meal at this juncture with-
out eating anything else. Nevertheless the Seder prescribes a meal here. It has a Si-
man - Station all its own.

The proper Kavanah - Intent of this meal is expressed in the phrase, Derech
Eretz Kodma L’Torah - The Proper Way Preceding Torah. Here we have to stop
and take a look at ourselves. The next step of the Seder is going to rocket us right out
of this world into the world of Mochin - Mentalities, where mind replaces matter,
where Giluy Shechinah -  Divine  Revelation  begins  to  sound less  like  a  concept
and more like an experience. It behooves us to prepare ourselves by examining
our interactions with the world of people sitting around us at the Seder table.

It is customary to begin this meal with a simple hard boiled egg dipped in
saltwater. The egg has neither stem nor roots nor joints nor stalk. It has no
mouth, no beginning and no apparent end. If we contemplate the spiritual jour-
ney  we  have  made  this  far,  we  see  we  have  come  from  just  such  a  place.  We
began without words, without a leg to stand on, we began as though without a
mouth to speak. We have read the story of the Exodus, how we were given the
tools to process the experiences of Exile and how the Seder represents the gift of
recollection, identification and transmission. Now we sit at the meal and must
prepare for further revelation.

The message of Shulchan Oraich - Passover Meal is that we can receive,
we may be given things we need, we can enjoy them, we can be loved and we can
be cared for. Those of us who have -  at  one time or another -  experienced the
rejection of the self know how difficult it can be to internalize this truth.

It has been said that there are three types of exile:
1.  The  exile  of  the  Jew  among  gentiles,  the  Jewish  People
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among the Nations of the World.
2. The exile of a Jew among friends and family, the alienation

of the individual among friends.
3. The exile of the Jew from himself, the person severed from

connection with the Self within.
The first  sort of exile is dealt  with in the Haggadah and the Seder to this

point. The second is what we deal with here, at the meal. The third will be
treated when we eat the Afikomen, (Siman 12. Tzafon).

Historically the Exodus also came in three stages.

First  came the Exodus from Egypt culminating in the splitting of the Red
Sea. The second stage came with the merging of the Children of Israel into one
body.  A description  of  their  arrival  at  Mount  Sinai  in  the  verse,  (Exodus  19:2)
reads:

They  traveled  from  Refidim  and  came  to  the  Sinai  Desert;  they
camped there in the wilderness, and Israel made camp there opposite
the mountain.

Commentators point out the significant uses of the word, they, in the be-
ginning of the verse and its obvious avoidance at the end. (Rashi ibid. and Tana
D’Vay Eliyahu) This is telling us something of importance, they note: When
they  made camp at  the  foot  of  Sinai,  the  Jewish  People  were  as  one  man with
one  heart.  It  is  only  when  we  are  already  as  one  man  with  one  heart  that  it  is
possible to receive the Torah. Receiving the Torah is the third stage of Exodus
for it requires acceptance and integration of the self. (Mishna, Avoth 6:2) Among
the quotes from rabbis, authors of the Mishna, Talmud and Midrash concerning
the freedoms bestowed at Sinai, are the following: Freedom from bondage, free-
dom from pain and freedom from self.

So, now during the meal our task is to come out of exile among family, and
escape any alienation we feel among our friends. If, sitting at the Seder, we do
no more than become aware of how many secrets we keep from our friends,
how much of ourselves we feel we need to hide, how afraid we are of being seen
totally revealed, we may at least develop a readiness to move beyond our current
exile and become open to the possibility for redemption from our exile in soci-
ety.

eabcdabf
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12. TZAFON
WE EAT THE
AFIKOMEN

Tzafon - We Eat The Afikomen
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Humblest of the humble - The letter Daleth

            The Hebrew letter/word ,ks -Daleth translates as ‘neediness,’ ‘poverty’ and
‘want.’ But it also has the opposite meaning; it may be translated as ‘elevation,’ ‘being
drawn upward, ’ and it also translates as ‘door’.

Humility is not a state of despair, destitution or depravation. Humility is the
full awareness of my own humanity and my appreciation for my dependence on
others. Moses is the most humble of the humble. He thinks he is chosen because
God wants to show the world how even the least-gifted, least-special and least-
deserving human may be the vessel for all divinity.

Humility requires that I accept myself as I was created with all my character
flaws and defects.  That I accept I am placed on earth to fulfill  God’s purpose and
that I fit in with the divine plan in every tiny detail. I am not a mistake, an oversight
or the result of God’s poor quality control. I am in all my manifold frailties a master-
piece of God’s creativity.

To walk the path of the s -Daleth, I  must accept that no matter how uncom-
fortable it is betimes, being me, I am the s -Daleth. 

I know I cannot stand alone or, like a s -Daleth I will  topple. I am bent to
bear the will of my Creator. I face forward to accept what the future brings and I put
out my hand behind me to accept help from those who would give it.

eabcdabf
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12. TZAFON - WE EAT THE AFIKOMEN

THE PATH THROUGH DALETH - s
BETWEEN TIFFERETH - GLORY AND KETER - CROWN

The Hebrew word iupm - Tzafon, translates as ‘hidden’. Indeed it is custom-
ary to put the Afikomen in a hiding place allowing children the excitement of looking
for it. Hiding and finding the Afikomen reminds us of the ways in which we hid to
escape intimacy, and how our journey required finding ourselves. Originally we took
the middle Matzah, the one called Levi and broke it into two parts. The Matzah

called  Levi  symbolized  the  second of  the Sephiroth
of Opposites, Binah - Understanding.
The letter in the Tetragrammaton, the four-letter
name of God, YHVH corresponding  to  the Se-
phirah of Binah  - Understanding is the first of its
letters v -Heh. The Letter v -Heh is comprised of a
s -Daleth  with a u -Vav  tucked inside it. When we
originally  broke the Matzah we formed these two
letters. As was stated previously, the letter s -Daleth
means poverty, and in fact, the smaller piece repre-
senting s -Daleth  was eaten as Poor Man’s Bread in
the eighth Siman -  Station,  to  fulfill  the  command-
ment to eat Matzah as Bread of Poverty. Now we are
eating the piece that has been
Tzafon - ‘hidden away,’ the
piece of Matzah shaped to
resemble a letter u -Vav. The
act of hiding, as we said earlier,
was the way we tried surviving
in  a  world  we  could  not  con-
trol. The u -Vav is the connect-
ing letter for the Hebrew language, the way the word
‘and’ is for the English language. In this instance it is
going to connect the Daleth - s to its source.
By putting the u -Vav, the Afikomen, and the s -

Daleth, the path connecting Tiffereth -  Glory  and
Keter -  Crown  together,  we  are  putting  the  broken
middle Matzah together again. We are fixing the
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original rupture within ourselves which caused us to break and split; which caused us
to live our lives as spiritual and emotional paupers, hiding and hoarding and with-
holding.

Eating of the Afikomen represents a massive leap of faith and an equivalent
boost  on  our  spiritual  journey.  We  go,  in  one  single  leap,  from Tiffereth - The
Heart, to Keter -  Crown,  the  highest  most  exalted  and awesome place  in  the  uni-
verse. To be granted access to the Sephirah of Keter - Crown is to be given immedi-
ate and tangible Giluy Shechinah - Divine Revelation. The eating of the Afikomen
takes the place of the traditional Paschal Sacrifice. It would have been here, at this
juncture of the Seder, that we would be eating the Lamb of the Pesach Offering in
times when the Temple in Jerusalem still stood. That ritual mirrored the Paschal
Lamb we ate in Egypt on the night of the Exodus. It was the cause and vehicle for the
Giluy Shechinah - Divine Revelation we experienced that night. The Afikomen we
are about to eat signals that the moment is about to repeat itself.  We are being in-
vited to open ourselves to Giluy Shechinah - Divine Revelation.

To take the journey between Tiffereth - Glory and Keter - Crown is to under-
stand  the  form  and  function  of  one’s  own  will  and  desire.  The  two Sephiroth of
Tiffereth - Glory and Keter - Crown are essentially comprised of the same compo-
nent  —  desire.  The  heart,  the  symbolic  embodiment  of  the Sephirah of Tifferet -
Glory speaks but a single word during its whole life. The heart prays, “Please!”

The Sephirah of Keter - Crown is best understood as a symbol for God’s de-
sire. God’s desire is also known as Ratzon Hapashut - The Simple Will. In order for
human will to mirror the Divine Will in any way at all it must be free-will. God’s will
is free, so ours must also be free-will, in order to resemble His. Free-will is centered
and housed in the Sephirah of Tiffereth - Glory, that is, in fact, its glory. The ulti-
mate, most glorious, divine gift is the bestowal of free-will on humans. But in order to
access it, humans have to be centered. If we are too focused on the aspects of Che-
sed - Loving-kindness in our interactions with the world we will become very willing
but not at all discerning. Chesed - Loving-kindness does not discriminate or distin-
guish among the deserving and undeserving. It has poor or few boundaries or none
at all.

If we are too focused on the aspects of Gevurah - Judgment in our interactions
with the world we will become most unwilling and not at all available. Gevurah -
Judgment does not discriminate or distinguish among the deserving and undeserving,
either. It makes no allowances for the dictates or demands of humanity. Gevurah -
Judgment responds with overwhelming force in every situation. Unbridled Chesed -
Loving-kindness can justify adultery. Unbridled Gevurah - Judgment can justify mur-
der.

Tiffereth - Glory is the bridle and synthesis of the other two Sephiroth. To be
focused in the aspects of Tiffereth - Glory is to be in control, to display free-will and
responsiveness, to act without constraint, without compulsion and without reactivity.
In order to access our free-will we must be free of addictions and compulsive obses-
sive behavior. In order for that to happen we have to be integrated as individuals.
Every part of us has to be given an equal voice, no part of us may be oppressed. The
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decision making process can only be overseen by the heart if the heart is at liberty,
unfettered by exile, unconstrained by crippling disabilities and free of anguish. In
finding and eating the Afikomen we re-enact the revelation at Sinai, the bestowal of
freedom upon humankind, freedom from death and fear of death, freedom from
pain and fear of pain, and freedom from compulsion.

In moving from Tiffereth - Glory into Keter - Crown through s -Daleth we
may catch a glimpse of ourselves as whole and undamaged people. A glimpse into
Keter - Crown allows us knowledge of ourselves. Tiffereth - Glory is an open heart,
which is the physical manifestation of Da’at - Knowing. The exile of Da’at - Knowing
meant the closing of our hearts. We became incapable of intimacy because our
hearts were closed off and blocked by shame. Da’at - Knowing is the inside of Keter
-  Crown.  It  is  the  place  where  our  knowledge  becomes  desire  for  God and where
God’s knowledge of us becomes His desire for us.

Absolute and total self acceptance is crucial to this step. There can be no part
of us left out. We must be whole before we are granted this wholeness, this totality of
vision. We don’t necessarily have to like ourselves but we must love ourselves. Lov-
ing is caring.

Taking  a  piece  of  the Afikomen about 1 oz. in size we meditate upon the
following.

The text in English:
I am about to fulfill the commandment to eat the Afikomen, in order

to unify The Holy, blessed One and His divine presence, with awe and in
love,  bringing together the Name letters h -Yod v -Heh  with u -Vav and v -
Heh, in the name of All Israel, through the mystery hidden and concealed in
the name of All Israel.

The Afikomen should be eaten quickly while leaning to the left side. No food
or flavored beverages may be taken after the Afikomen until morning, other than the
last two of the four cups of wine. Plain water may be taken at any time.
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13. BAIRACH
GRACE AFTER MEALS
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Black fire on white fire - The letter Shin

The Hebrew letter/word iha -Shin, translates variously as ‘change,’ ‘tooth,’
‘year,’ ‘two,’ ‘sharp,’ ‘scarlet’ and ‘sleep.’ It is the richest in meaning, and  all its mean-
ings grow out of the profound appreciation of changes happening in world round us.
The Hebrew letter a - Shin  represents the element Fire, the vector of change. The
number two epitomizes all change in the universe. God is one. Everything not God is
more than one, so the translations of the word iha -Shin  mentioned above, are all
connected in some way to the concept of change and secondary nature.

To walk the path of a - Shin  is to be aware of the underlying symmetry in
the letters themselves. Letters are symbols written in black on a blank, white page. If
the page is pure whiteness, pure light, it has only the potential to carry information.
Looking at the white page will tell me nothing useful. In order to use the light to con-
vey meaning or information I have to obscure the light in certain ways. By writing,
using letter symbols, shapes written in black ink while obscuring the light coming
from the white paper I  convey information to you, the reader.

Paradoxically, the more I am prepared to obscure the light with these dark
symbols the more I can teach you about the light itself.

eabcdabf
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13. BAIRACH - GRACE AFTER MEALS

THE PATH THROUGH SHIN - a
BETWEEN CHOKHMA - WISDOM  AND BINAH - UNDERSTANDING,

The Third of the Four Cups

Grace after meals comprises four blessings corresponding to the four letters in
the Tetragrammaton, the four-letter name of God,
YHVH. The first letter, the h -Yod  corresponds to
the first blessing and to the Sephirah of Chokhma -
Wisdom. The second letter, the v -Heh corre-
sponds to the Sephirah of Binah  and the second
blessing. The first blessing refers to sustenance, satis-
faction and abundance rather than the physical as-
pects of eating, and is attributed to Moses. The sec-
ond blessing refers to the land, the earth and the
food we take from its bounty, and is attributed to
Joshua, Moses’ successor. These two approaches to
the subject of eating and food reflect the very differ-
ent aspects of blessing emanating from the Sephiroth
of Chokhma - Wisdom and Binah - Understanding
 The Hebrew word for blessing vfrc - Bracha,  has
as  its  root  the  word for  pool  or  reservoir  or  spring.
The Sephirah of Binah - Understanding is the arche-
typal feminine and acts as the pool holding the water
that flows from the Sephirah of Chokhma - Wis-
dom, the archetypal masculine. These two Sephiroth
are also referred to as Abba and Imma - Father and
Mother.  

To walk the path of the a - Shin  is to give voice to
both sides of the brain, to the Sephiroth of Chokhma
- Wisdom and Binah - Understanding, right brain
and left brain respectively, to allow for the flow of
blessings into and through the world. Most impor-
tantly, walking this path requires that we feel inte-
grated in the blessings, that we are part and parcel of
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and with the flow of abundance into this
world. We ourselves are part of the abun-
dance, we are God’s gift to the world. We
are Earth’s treasures.
Now is the time to wash one’s hands with
Mayim Acharonim - Final Waters. The
ends of the fingers are washed with plain
water, which is then removed from the
table.
The text in English:
When the Grace after Meal is said with
a quorum of three or more partici-
pants, the leader begins:
Colleagues, let us say Grace!
               The others respond:
May the name, Adonai, be blessed
from now and forever.
               The Leader, after repeating
the response, continues:
With the permission of Masters,
Teachers and my Colleagues let us
bless  Him  of  whose  bounty  we
have eaten.
               The others respond:
Blessed is  He of  whose bounty  we
have eaten.
               [The leader repeats this re-
sponse.]

The First Blessing
Blessed are You, Adonai, our God,
Sovereign of the universe, who
feeds the whole world with His
goodness, grace, loving-kindness
and mercy. He feeds all flesh, for
His loving-kindness extends to the
whole world. For the sake of His

great Name, and with His great, consistent goodness we lack nothing, nor
will  we  lack  food  forever.   For  He  is  God  the  Sustainer,  who  feeds  all,
does good to all and prepares food for all creatures, His creations.

 Blessed are You, Adonai, who sustains everything.
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Ubh�°ḧv iIH�m ,�ch¦J ,¤t ²h±h cUJ�C ,Ik�g©N©v rh¦J 

v²B¦r Ub�¯bIJ�kU Ubh��P eIj§G t�k̈N°h z̈t :oh¦n�k«j�F 

:v�K�¥t o�g ,IG�g�k ²h±h kh¦S±d¦v o°hID�c Ur§nt«h z̈t 

²h±h v�cUJ :oh¦j¥n§G Ubh�°ḧv Ub�¨N�g ,IG�g�k ²h±h kh¦S±d¦v 

v�g§n¦s�C oh�g§r«Z©v :c®d�®B�C oh¦eh�p£t�F Ub�¥,h�c§J ,¤t 

Q¤J�¤n t¥G«b v«f�cU Q�k̄h QIk̈v :Ur�«m§e°h v²B¦r�C 

 :uh¨,«N�k£t t¥G«b v²B¦r�c t«c²h t«C g©r�²Z©v 

 

!Q¥r�c±b h©,IC©r :inznv 

/o�kIg s�g±u v̈T�g¥n Q̈r«c§n ²h±h o¥J h¦v±h :ihcuxnv 

/o�kIg s�g±u v̈T�g¥n Q̈r«c§n ²h±h o¥J h¦v±h :inznv 

(Ubh�¥vO¡t) Q¥r�c±b 'h©,IC©r±u i²b�C©r±u i²b̈r̈n ,UG§r�C 

/IK¤¦n Ub�k��f̈t¤J 

IK¤¦n Ub�k��f̈t¤J (Ubh�¥vO¡t) QUr�C :ihcuxnv 

/Ubh�°ḧj IcUy�cU 

IK¤¦n Ub�k��f̈t¤J (Ubh�¥vO¡t) QUr�C :inznv 

/Ubh�°ḧj IcUy�cU 

 :In§J QUr�cU tUv QUr�C  
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If there are ten participants the
leader begins: Colleagues, let us say
Grace!

The others respond: May the
name, Adonai be blessed from now
and forever.

The Leader, after repeating the
response, continues: With the per-
mission of Masters, Teachers and
my Colleagues, let us give blessings
to our God, of whose bounty we
have eaten.

The others respond: Blessed is
our God, of whose bounty we have
eaten.

[The leader repeats this response.]



The Second Blessing
We  thank  You,  Adonai,  our

God, for bestowing upon our ances-
tors a desirable, good and spacious
land as an inheritance; for having,
Adonai our God, brought us out of
the land of Egypt and redeemed us
from the house of bondage; for
Your covenant which You sealed in
our flesh; for Your Torah which
You  taught  us;  for  Your  statutes
with which You  informed us; for
the life, favor and loving-kindness
that  You  have  so  graciously  be-
stowed upon us; and for the food
we eat with which You feed and
sustain us constantly, every day, at
all times, and in every hour.

For all this, Adonai our God,
we  thank  You  and  bless  You.  May
Your Name be blessed in the
mouth of every living creature, con-
stantly and forever. As it is written:
Eat, be satisfied and bless Adonai
your  God,  for  the  good  land  He
has given you.

Blessed are You, Adonai, for
the land and the food.

The Third Blessing
Have  mercy,  Adonai  our

God, on Israel Your people, on
Jerusalem Your city, on Zion the
dwelling place of Your glory, upon
the  Royal  House  of  David  Your
anointed, and upon the great, sa-
cred temple named in Your Name.
Our God, our Father, shepherd us,
feed us, sustain us, nourish us and
give us ease. Speedily, Adonai our
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,¤t i²Z©v 'o�kIg̈v l�k�¤n Ubh�¥vO¡t '²h±h v̈T©t QUr�C 

tUv oh¦n£j©r�cU s¤x�¤j�C i¥j�C IcUy�C IK�F o�kIg̈v 

IcUy�cU /IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F r̈G�c k�f�k o¤j��k i¥,Ib 

Ub��k r©x§j®h k©t±u 'Ub��k r©x�¨j tO sh¦n¨T kIs²D©v 

tUv h�F 'kIs²D©v In§J rUc�g�C /s�g²u o�kIg�k iIz̈n 

iIz̈n ih�f¥nU 'k«F�k ch¦y¥nU k«F�k x̄b§r�p§nU i²z k¥t 

i²Z©v '²h±h v̈T©t QUr�C /ẗr�C r¤J£t uḧ,IH¦r�C k«f�k 

:k«F©v ,¤t 

 

'Ubh�¥,Ic£t�k ̈T�k�©j±b¦v¤J k�g Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h W�K v¤sIb 

²h±h Ub�¨,t�mIv¤J k�g±u 'v�c̈j§rU v�cIy v̈S§n¤j .¤r�¤t 

'oh¦s�c�g ,h�C¦n 'Ub�¨,h¦s�pU 'oh�©r�m¦n .¤r�¤t¥n Ubh�¥vO¡t 

W§,̈rIT k�g±u 'Ub�¥r̈G�c�C ̈T§n�©,̈j¤J W§,h¦r�C k�g±u 

i¥j oh°H©j k�g±u Ub�¨T�g©sIv¤J Wh�¤Eªj k�g±u 'Ub�¨T§s©N�K¤J 

i²z v̈T©ẗJ iIz̈n ,�kh�f£t k�g±u 'Ub�¨T±b³bIj¤J s¤x�¤j²u 

,�g k�f�cU oIh k�f�C 'sh¦n̈T Ub�¨,It x̄b§r�p§nU 

:v�g̈J k�f�cU 

 

'Q�k oh¦sIn Ub§j�³b£t Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h k«F©v k�g±u 

h©j k�F h�p�C W§n¦J Q©r�C§,°h 'Q̈,It oh�f§r�c§nU 

'̈T�g��c§¨G±u ̈T�k�f̈t±u 'cU,�F�F /s�g²u o�kIg�k sh¦n̈T 

r¤J£t v�c«Y©v .¤r�¨ẗv k�g Wh�¤vO¡t ²h±h ,¤t ̈T�f©r�cU 

:iIz̈N©v k�g±u .¤r�¨ẗv k�g '²h±h v̈T©t QUr�C /Q�k i©,�±²b 

 

k�g±u 'W�¤N�g k¥ẗr§G°h k�g 'Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h t²b o¥j©r 

k�g±u 'W�¤sIc�F i�F§J¦n iIH�m k�g±u 'W�¤rh�g o°h��k̈JUr±h 

kIs²D©v ,°h��C©v k�g±u 'W�¤jh¦J§n s°üS ,h�C ,Uf�k©n 

'Ubh��c̈t 'Ubh�¥vO¡t /uh�k�g W§n¦J ẗr§e°B¤J JIs̈E©v±u 

'Ub�¥jh°u§r©v±u 'Ub��k�F�k�f±u 'Ub�¥x±b§r�P 'Ub�¯bUz 'Ub��g§r 

'Ubh�¥,Ir�m k�F¦n v̈r¥v§n Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h Ub��k j³u§r©v±u 

,³b§T©n h¥sh�k tO 'Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h Ub��fh¦r�m©©T k©t 't²b±u 

W§s²h�k o¦t h�F /ö,̈t²u�k©v h¥sh�k tO±u 'ös²u r̈G�C 

t�¤J 'v�c̈j§r̈v±u v̈JIs§E©v 'v̈jU,�P©v 'v̈t�k§N©v 

:s�g²u o�kIg�k o�k�F°b tO±u JIc̄b 

 

Wh�¤,I�m¦n�C Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h Ub��mh�k£j©v±u v�m§r :,cak) 

JIs̈E©v±u kIs²D©v ,�C©©v h�gh�c§©v oIh ,³u�m¦n�cU 

'Wh�®b�p�k tUv aIs̈e±u kIs²D v®z oIh h�F /v®z©v 

W�®bIm§r ,³u�m¦n�F v�c£v©t�C IC ©jU�b�k±u IC ,�C§J�k 

v̈r�m t¥v§, t�¤J 'Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h Ub��k ©jh�°b̈v W±bIm§r�cU 

Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h Ub�¥t§r©v±u /Ub�¥,̈jUb§n oIh�C v̈j²b£t³u iId²h±u 

rh�g o°h��k̈JUr±h i³h±b�c�cU 'W�¤rh�g iIH�m ,©n̈j®b�C 

k�g��cU ,IgUJ±h©v k�g��C tUv v̈T©t h�F 'W�¤J§s̈e 

(:,In̈j®B©v 

  



God, grant us relief from all our
afflictions.  Adonai, our God,
please  let  us  not  have  need  of  the
gifts of mortals of flesh and blood,
nor for loans. Let us depend only
upon Your full, open, holy and gen-
erous  hand,  that  we  may  not  be
shamed nor disgraced forever and
ever.
On the Sabbath add:
[May  it  please  You,  Adonai,  our
God, to strengthen us with Your
commandments, and with the pre-
cept of the Seventh Day, this great

and holy Sabbath. For this day is great and holy before You, to rest and
take ease thereon with love, in accordance with the dictate of Your de-
sire. In Your desire, Adonai our God, bestow upon us tranquility, that
there be neither trouble, sadness nor grief on this day of our rest. Show
us, Adonai, our God, the comforting of Zion Your city, and the rebuild-
ing of Jerusalem Your holy city, for You are Him, Lord of salvations and
the Lord of consolations.]

Our God and God of  our fathers,  let  there arise,  reach and touch
You, let there be seen and welcomed by You, let there be heard, recalled
and remembered before You, memories and recollection of us, memo-
ries of our ancestors, memories of Messiah son of David Your servant,
memories  of  Jerusalem  Your  holy  city,  and  memories   of  Your  entire
nation the House of Israel, for liberation, well-being, grace, loving-
kindness,  mercy,  good  life  and  peace,  on  this   Festival  of  Matzah  day.
Evoke us today, Adonai, our God, to help us; recall us today to bless us;
deliver us today into a good life. With the promise of liberation and com-
passion, rescue us and be gracious to us; have mercy upon us and deliver
us; for we look to You, because You, God, are a gracious and merciful
King.

Rebuild Jerusalem the holy city swiftly in our time.
Blessed are You, Adonai, who in His mercy rebuilds Jerusalem.

Amen.

The Fourth Blessing
Blessed are You, Adonai, our God, Sovereign of the universe,

Gentle God, our Father, King, Champion, Creator, Redeemer, Maker,
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'�gh�°D³h±u t«c²h±u v�k�g³h 'Ubh�¥,Ic£t h¥vOt̄u Ubh�¥vO¡t 

Ub�b̄Ir�f°z r�f²Z°h±u 's¥e�P°h±u 'g©n̈°h±u 'v�m̈r̄h±u 'v¤ẗr̄h±u 

i�C ©jh�¦J̈n iIr�f°z±u 'Ubh�¥,Ic£t iIr�f°z±u 'Ub�¯bIS§e�pU 

iIr�f°z±u 'W�¤J§s̈e rh�g o°h��k̈JUr±h iIr�f°z±u 'W¤S�c�g süS 

v�cIy�k v̈yh�k�p�k 'Wh�®b�p�k k¥ẗr§G°h ,h�C W§N�g k�F 

oIh�C oIk̈J�kU oh°H©j�k 'oh¦n£j©r�kU s¤x�¤j�kU i¥j�k 

/v�cIy�k IC Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h Ub�¥r�f²z /v®Z©v ,IM©n©v d©j 

'oh°H©j�k Ic Ub��gh¦JIv±u /v�f̈r�c�k Ic Ub�¥s§e�pU 

o¥j©r±u 'Ub�¯B̈j±u xUj 'oh¦n£j©r±u v�gUJ±h r�c§s�cU 

Q�k�¤n k¥t h�F 'Ubh�¯bh�g Wh��k¥t h�F 'Ub��gh¦aIv±u Ubh��k�g 

:v̈T�¨t oUj©r±u iUB©j 

 

/Ubh�¥n²h�c v̈r¥v§n�C J¤s�«E©v rh�g o°h��k̈JUr±h v̄b�cU 

i¥n̈t /o°h��k̈JUr±h uḧn£j©r�C v̄bIC '²h±h v̈T©t QUr�C 
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our Holy One, Holy One of Jacob,
our Shepherd, Shepherd of Israel,
the benevolent King who is kind to
everyone. For, each and every day
He has been kind, still is kind and
will always be kind to us. He has
bestowed, bestows, and will forever
bestow grace upon us, loving-
kindness and mercy, relief, salva-
tion and success, blessings and res-
cue, consolation, sustenance and
nourishment, compassion, life,
peace and all good things; and may
He never cause us to lack anything
good.

May the Merciful One reign
over us forever and ever.

May the Merciful One be
blessed in heaven and on earth.

May the Merciful One be
praised for all generations, and be
glorified in us forever and all eter-
nity,  and  honored   in  us  forever
and ever.

May the Merciful One sustain
us honorably.

May the Merciful One break
the yoke of exile from our neck and
lead us proudly to our land.

May the Merciful One bless
abundance upon this house and
upon the table at which we have
eaten.

May the Merciful One send
us Elijah the Prophet, of blessed
memory, to bring us good news,
salvation and consolation.

May the Merciful One bless
my father and teacher, (master of
this  house,)  and  my  mother  and
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k¥ẗv 'o�kIg̈v Q�k�¤n Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h v̈T©t QUr�C 

'Ub�¥r�mIh 'Ub��k£tID 'Ub�¥t§rIC Ub�¥rh¦s©t 'Ub��F�k©n 'Ubh��c̈t 

/k¥ẗr§G°h v�gIr Ub��gIr 'c«e�g³h JIs§e Ub�¥JIs§e 

oIh²u oIh k�f�C¤J 'k«F�k ch¦y¥N©v±u 'cIY©v Q�k�¤N©v 

tUv /ub��k ch¦yh̄h tUv 'ch¦y¥n tUv 'ch¦y¥v tUv 

i¥j�k s�g�k Ub��k§n±d°h tUv 'Ub��k§nId tUv 'Ub��k̈n±d 

v̈j�k�m©v±u v�k�M©v j³u�¤r�kU oh¦n£j©r�kU s¤x�¤j�kU 

'v�k�F�k�f±u v̈x²b§r�P 'v̈n̈j®b 'v�gUJh°u v�f̈r�C 

cUy k�F¦nU 'cIy k�f±u 'oIk̈J±u oh°H©j±u 'oh¦n£j©r±u 

:Ub�¥r§X©j±h k©t o�kIg�k 

 

/s�g²u o�kIg�k Ubh��k�g QIk§n°h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v 

/.¤r�¨t�cU o°h�©n̈J�C Q©r�C§,°h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v 

r©t��P§,°h±u 'oh¦rIS rIs�k j�C©T§J°h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v 

s�g�k Ub��C r©S©v§,°h±u 'oh¦j�m±b j�m�¯b�kU s�g�k Ub��C 

/oh¦n�kIg h¥n�kIg�kU 

/sIc�f�C Ub�¥x±b§r�p±h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v 

tUv±u Ub�¥rt²U�m k�g¥n Ub��K�g rIC§J°h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v 

/Ub��m§r©t�k ,UH¦n§nIe Ub��fh�kIh 

,°h��C�C v�Cªr§n v�f̈r�C Ub��k j�k§J°h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v 

/uh�k�g Ub�k��f¨t¤J v®z i¨j�kªJ k�g±u 'v®Z©v 

th�c²B©v Uv�²H�k¥t ,¤t Ub��k j�k§J°h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v 

,IcIy ,IrIG�C Ub��k r¤¬�ch°u 'cIY�k rUf²z 

/,In̈j®b±u ,IgUJ±h 

 

,°h��C©v k�g��C (h¦rIn h�c̈t) ,¤t Q¥r�c±h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v 

'v®Z©v ,°h��C©v ,�k�g�C (h¦,̈rIn h¦N¦t) ,¤t±u 'v®Z©v 

 

h¦T§J¦t±u h¦N¦t±u h�c̈t±u) h¦,It Q¥r�c±h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v 

(h�k r¤J©t k�F ,¤t±u h�g§r³z±u 

 

,¤t±u 'v®Z©v ,°h��C©v k�g�C ,¤t Q¥r�c±h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v 

/v®Z©v ,°h��C©v ,�k�g�C IT§J¦t 

 

r¤J©t k�F ,¤t±u o�g§r³z ,¤t±u ö,h�C ,¤t±u ö,It 

In�F 'Ub��k r¤J£t k�F  ,¤t±u Ub�¨,It o¤v�k 

:c«e�g³h±u ëj�m°h öv̈r�c©t 'Ubh�¥,Ic£t Uf§r�C§,°b¤J 

/s©j�³h Ub�K�F Ub�¨,It Q¥r�c±h i�F /k«F 'k«F¦n 'k«F�C 

:i¥n̈t r©nt«b±u 'v̈n�k§J v�f̈r�c�C 

 

t¥v§T¤J ',Uf±z Ubh��k�g±u o¤vh�k�g Us§N�k±h oIr̈N�C 

v̈ës�mU ²h±h ,¥t¥n v�f̈r�c ẗ¬°b±u 'oIk̈J ,¤r�¤n§J¦n�k 

h¯bh�g�C cIy k�f�¥G±u i¥j t�m§n°b±u 'Ub��g§J°h h¥vO¡t¥n 

:o¨s̈t±u oh¦vO¡t 

 



teacher, (mistress of this house);
them, their household, their off-
spring, and everything they own;
us,  and  all  we  own,  just  as  He
blessed our ancestors, Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob, completely, en-
tirely  and  altogether,  so  may  He
bless all of us, as one, with the per-
fect blessing, and let us say, Amen.
Let there be advocates on our be-
half  in  heaven  who  secure  a  guar-
antee  of  peace.   May  we  bear  the
blessings of Adonai and the charity
of God our Redeemer, and may
we find favor and understanding in
the eyes of God and human.
(On Sabbath add: May the Merci-
ful One give us that day which is all
Sabbath and calm for life everlast-

ing.)
May the Merciful One give us the day that is completely good.
May the Merciful One grant us the privilege of living in messianic

times and to life in the world to come. A citadel for His king, [God] be-
stows loving-kindness upon His anointed, for David and his descendants
forever. Who makes peace in heaven, may He grant peace to us and all
Israel; and say, Amen.

Fear  Adonai,  you,  His  saints,  for  those  who  fear  Him  suffer  no
want. Young lions may want and go hungry, but those who seek Adonai
lack nothing. Give thanks to Adonai for He is good, His loving-kindness
is universal. Open Your hand and satisfy every living thing with desire.
Blessed is the man with faith in Adonai. Adonai will be his hope. I have
been  young,  now  I  am  old  but  I  have  never  seen  the  righteous  aban-
doned nor their offspring looking for bread. God gives strength to His
people, He blesses his nation with peace.

eabcdabf
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,�C©J IK�F¤J oIh Ub��kh¦j±b³h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v :,cak) 

(/oh¦n�kIg̈v h̄H©j�k v̈jUb§nU 

 

/cIy IK�F¤J oIh Ub��kh¦j±b³h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v  

 

h̄H©j�kU ©jh�¦J̈N©v ,Inh�k Ub��F³z±h tUv 'ïn£j©r̈v  

/t�C©v o�kIg̈v 

Ijh¦J§n�k s¤x�¤j v¤G�«g±u 'IF�k©n ,IgUJ±h kIS±d¦n 

'uh¨nIr§n�C oIk̈J v¤G«g :o�kIg s�g Ig§r³z�kU s°üs�k 

'k¥ẗr§G°h k�F k�g±u Ubh��k�g 'oIk̈J v¤G�g³h tUv 

:i¥n̈t Ur§n¦t±u 

 

:uḧt¥rh�k rIx§j©n ih¥t h�F 'uḧa«s§e ²h±h ,¤t Utr±h 

k�f Ur§x§j³h tO ²h±h h¥J§rIs±u 'Uc��g̈r±u UJ̈r oh¦rh�p�F 

©j�¥,IP :IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'cIy h�F h²h�k UsIv :cIy 

r�c�®D©v QUr�C :iIm̈r h©j k�f�k �gh��C§G©nU 'W�¤s²h ,¤t 

h¦,h�°ḧv r�g�³b :Ij©y�c¦n ²h±h v²ḧv±u '²h±h�C j©y�c°h r¤J£t 

Ig§r³z±u 'c²z�g®b eh¦S�m h¦,h�¦ẗr tO±u h¦T±b�©e²z o³d 

IN�g ,¤t Q¥r�c±h ²h±h 'i¥T°h IN�g�k z«g ²h±h :o¤j��k J¥e�c§n 

:oIk̈�c 
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DRINKING THE THIRD CUP OF WINE

Before drinking the third cup of wine a moment is taken to meditate upon
the Shechinah - Divine Presence.

To receive  the  gift  of  the  Shechinah I  must  first  internalize  the  lesson of
the meal I have eaten. I was created to have my needs met. I can have my needs
met by others. I do not have to grab or steal or pretend.

The text in English:
Blessed are You, Adonai, our God, Sovereign of the universe, who

creates the fruit of the vine.

Drink the wine while seated and reclining to the left.

eabcdabf
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:i�p�²D©v h¦r�P t¥rIC 'o�kIg̈v Q�k�¤n Ubh�¥vO¡t '²h±h v̈T©t QUr�C 

 

 



14. HALLEL
SINGING PRAISES

Hallel - Singing Praises
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Divine Breath and And - The letters Heh and Vav

The Hebrew letter/word hv -Heh means an ‘opening’, an ‘opportunity’, a
‘beginning’. If Hebrew had a hierarchy of letters, v -Heh would surely be sovereign.
This is the letter requiring the least manipulation of the mouth, throat or lips . Its
sound is the sound of breath issuing from the chest - the simplest sound. v -Heh is
the breath issuing from the mouth of God as it forms the universe and everything in
it. v -Heh is the first gift.

The person most representative of the letter, v -Heh is Judah, patriarch of
the Royal tribe of Israel, the first and most gifted of all. To walk the path of v -Heh
is to remain open to possibilities no matter how closed things seem.

The Hebrew letter/word uu -Vav -  means  ‘hook’.  Although  in  the  Hebrew
language u -Vav   is the most commonly used letter, the fewest Hebrew words begin
with the letter u -Vav . It’s use is almost primarily conjunctive. As the word ‘and’ is to
the English language, the letter u -Vav  is  to  Hebrew.  It  hooks  letters,  words  and
sentences to each other. Because it connects things it is also the letter representing
the spine and central nervous system in humans. It alludes to the connection be-
tween the mind and the sexual organ in men.

The person most representative of the letter u -Vav is  Issachar,  patriarch  of
the scholar tribe of Israel. To walk the path of the u -Vav  is to be diligent, available
and to know which time is the right time. To master time requires skill on the path of
the u -Vav,  it means always living in the ‘here and now’. In order to master time one
must become adept at ‘knowing’, which is to say one must be on the road to fixing
the Sephirah of ,gs - Da’at - Knowing.

The Hebrew word, ,gs - Da’at comprises two shorter words, ,g gs - Know
Time. Someone who has mastered the art of living in the now, will  have mastered
their sexual self too.

eabcdabf
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14 - HALLEL  - SINGING PRAISES

THE PATH THROUGH HEH v 

BETWEEN KETER - CROWN AND CHOKHMA - WISDOM

AND THROUGH VAV - u
BETWEEN KETER - CROWN AND BINAH - UNDERSTANDING

The Fourth of the Four Cups

Hallel -  Praises begins where it  left  off at the end of
Magid - Tell the Story in the fifth Siman - Station of
the Seder. We had sung the Egyptian Hallel, Psalms
113 and 114. Now it is time to sing the whole of Hal-
lel, Psalms 115, 116 , 117 and 118.
First, though, the fourth cup of wine is poured, and
the doors to the street are opened in honor of Elijah
the Prophet, Baal Hahaggadah -  author or master of
the Haggadah. According to our tradition, Elijah
visits every home to check whether the Seder is being
celebrated, to partake of the cup prepared in his
honor and to return to heaven to tell of what he has
witnessed.
Wherever Jews gather there are stories told about
Elijah  the  Prophet.  He is  the  herald  of  the  final  re-
demption. He is the messenger and the witness.
Throughout the interminable exile which is now two
thousand years long, Jews have reported meeting
him, seeing him and listening to him whisper
through the cracks in the cosmic wall separating
heaven from earth. In his youth he made the mistake
of telling God that Jews had abandoned the cove-
nant, now he spends eternity telling God how the are
Jews keeping their faiths, their promises and their
traditions. He is the Baal Hahaggadah — author of
the Haggadah - Master of Telling.
Hallel is preceded with a number of seemingly out of
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context phrases quoted from Psalms, 79:6-7, 69:25 and Lamentations 3:66, inviting
God to pour out His divine wrath against the nations of the world who do not ac-
knowledge Him. No reason is given for the insertion of this short and violent prayer
here at this time.

This is the path between Keter - Crown and Binah - Understanding through u 

-Vav. The letter, u -Vav, the hook, is used in the place of the English word ‘and’.
The Kabbalistic rule states that whenever the Tetragrammaton, YHVH is preceded
by the letter u -Vav indicating ‘and God’, it refers to the Sephiroth of Binah - Under-
standing and all six lower Sephiroth known as Midoth. “And God” means God and
His Beth Din - Court of Law.

We  are  about  to  drink  the  fourth  cup  of  wine.  As  has  been  discussed,  the
fourth cup dispels the fourth painful myth and underscores the core truth that what
we need now and always, what we only, ever needed is unconditional love. At this
point in the Seder we move beyond the Exodus from Egypt to the ultimate Exodus,
from singing the Egyptian Hallel to the Great Hallel. The redemption henceforth
referred to in the text is the future, final redemption, the redemption of the individ-
ual, and of the whole world and the redemption of the Shechinah –Divine Presence.
All these aspects depend on one another because the ultimate redemption is all-
inclusive. But no sooner does the redemption -- the revelation of  unconditional love
— start to make itself felt, than the reservoirs of hatred and resentment in the world
awake  to  the  imminence  of  their  demise.  In  the  world  of  love  and  serenity,  New
York, Paris and Tokyo are merely large cities. In the world of Shabbes and Shalom,
Jerusalem is the capital of the world. When divine revelation starts resonating in the
universe, something is bound to happen — the world built around the denial of un-
conditional love is bound to react violently.

There are many example of this in the Torah, but here is the one most ger-
mane to our Seder. (Genesis 27:22-34)

22. Jacob drew closer to his father Isaac and Isaac touched him. He said,
'The voice is the voice of Jacob, but the hands are Esau’s hands.'
23. He did not recognize him because his arms were (hairy) like Esau his
brother’s. He blessed him.
24. 'But are you really my son Esau?'
'I am.'
25. 'Then serve me. I will eat the game my son has hunted, so that my soul
may bless you.'
Jacob served it and Isaac ate. He then brought Isaac some wine and he
drank it.
26. Isaac his father said to him, 'Come closer and kiss me, my son.'
27. Jacob approached and kissed him. Isaac smelled the fragrance of his
clothing and blessed him.
He said. 'See, my son’s fragrance is the fragrance of a meadow blessed by
God.
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28. And, may God grant you the dew of heaven and the fat of the earth,
much grain and wine.
29. Nations will serve you and sovereigns will bow before you. You will be
lord to your brother, and your mother’s children with prostrate themselves
at your feet. They who curse you are cursed and those who bless you are
blessed.'
30. Isaac had just finished blessing Jacob and Jacob was just about to leave
his father Isaac when his brother Esau came back from his hunt.
31. He had also prepared a delicacy and brought it to his father.
'Let my father get up and eat his son’s venison,'  he said, 'so that your soul
may bless me.'
32. 'Who are you?' asked his father Isaac.
'I am your firstborn, Esau.' he replied.
33. Isaac was seized with fits of violent trembling. 'Who… where… is the
one who trapped game and just served it to me? I ate it all before you came
and I blessed him. The blessing will remain his.'
34. When Esau heard his father’s words he shrieked a most loud and bitter
scream.
'Bless me too, father.' he pleaded.

According to our tradition this event happened on Passover. To this day the
Prayers for Dew commence on the first day of Passover, with a liturgical introduction
reflecting Isaac’s blessing of Jacob with dew of heaven. The tradition maintains that
the meal served to Isaac was the Passover Seder. According to this tradition, Jacob
went to open the door at his father’s behest so that Isaac could sing the Hallel -
Praises to God for the ultimate redemption, with the door wide open to the world, as
we do today.

Instead of the redeemer, Jacob sees Esau coming towards him bearing arms,
ready  to  kill  him.  Jacob  throws  the  door  wide  open  and  hides  behind  it  until  his
brother Esau leaves in search of him.

Up to the middle of the Twentieth Century there have been Jews all over the
world who opened their doors on Passover night only to find Esau coming towards
them bearing  arms,  ready  to  kill.  All  the  Jews  of  Paris,  men women and children
were rounded up from their Seder tables on the Night of Passover 1941 and mur-
dered.

The suicide bomber who came to the Seder table in the Park Hotel, Netanya,
Israel, killing 29 and wounding 140 Jews in the year 2002, merely reminds us of the
arrival of Esau bearing arms. It can only be otherwise if God puts an end to it.

Interestingly, in the text from Genesis above, verse number 28 begins with the
word 'And', a letter u -Vav  where none was necessary. Many commentaries have
been written about the superfluous u -Vav.  Here it is being suggested that Isaac and
Jacob had reached this place in their Seder, they were walking the path of the u -Vav
— attempting to make all the connections which need making before the world is
fixed — and all that remained was for Jacob to open the door, as we have said.
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There are those who translate the
first line of the prayer somewhat differ-
ently. Instead of ‘heat’ or ‘wrath’ being
the translation of the Hebrew word, vnj -
Chama, in the text, the word is translated
as, warmth. Perhaps, God pouring out
his  warmth  upon  the  nations  who  deny
Him would solve the problem. Until that
day, we will translate it in the traditional
form.

The fourth cup of wine is poured. For those whose custom dictates,  here is
the appropriate time to pour the cup for Elijah the Prophet in its place of honor in
the middle of the Seder table. The front door is opened and Elijah is welcomed.

The cup is held but not lifted as the text is recited.
Calling  wrath  down  upon  the  world  is  no  small  matter.  At  this  juncture  we

take a moment to meditate upon the letter u -Vav. Here, between Keter -  Crown
and Binah - Understanding is where the letter u -Vav  invokes Din - Judgment. We
acknowledge the source of all Judgment, all violence and punishment and turn it
back over to the One in whom violence and unconditional love have a single exis-
tence.

The text in English:
Pour out Your wrath upon the nations that do not acknowledge You

and  upon  those  sovereigns  who  call  not  upon  Your  name.  For  they  have
devoured Jacob and laid waste  his  sanctuary.  Pour Your anger  upon them
and let  Your rage overtake them. Chase them in Your rage and obliterate
them from beneath the heavens of Adonai.

The door is closed without being locked and it remains so all night, a symbol
of our faith that tonight God guards His people with special providence and love.

eabcdabf

Hallel -  Praises  should  be  recited  joyfully  and  tunefully.  Though  we  have
prayed out  loud that  God strike  and obliterate  our  enemies,  it  was  never  for  our-
selves, on behalf of ourselves and with our interests in mind that we uttered such a
thought. Thus begins the Hallel text: Not for our sakes, but for God’s sake.

The text in English:
Psalm 115:1-11

Not  for  our  sakes,  Adonai,  not  for  our  sakes.  Honor  Your  name
for the sake of Your loving-kindness and truth. Why should the nations
say, 'Where, pray, is this people’s God,' when our God is in heaven and
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works His every will? Their fetishes
are silver and gold, human artifacts
with mouths that cannot speak; they
have eyes but see nothing; ears that
hear nothing; a nose but that cannot
smell. They have hands with which
they cannot touch; feet with which
they cannot walk; they utter nothing
with their throats. Their artisans
should be like them and everyone
who  has  faith  in  them.  Israel,  trust
in Adonai! He is their salvation and
protector. House of Aaron, trust in
Adonai! He is their salvation and
protector. You who fear Adonai,
trust in Adonai!  He is their salva-
tion and protector.

Ibid 12-18
Adonai, Who remembered us, will
bless; will bless the House of Israel;

will bless the House of Aaron; will bless those who fear Adonai, young
and old. Adonai will bestow increase upon you, upon you and upon your
children. You are blessed of Adonai, Maker of heaven and earth. The
heavens are Adonai’s  heavens, and the earth He gave to the children of
man. The dead cannot praise God, nor those that plunge in silence. But
we bless God from now to eternity, Hallelujah!

In  the  first  half  of  this  psalm,  David  the  psalmist  talks  of  his  experience
with powerlessness. How he loves it  that God is the answer to impotence. How
being a fool is no obstacle to the enjoyment of God’s providence. Of how little
importance it is to be in charge of the details of one’s life. How unimportant it is
to be capable of walking alone. That adulthood is only really fun when you can
still be a child in the family of God. The psalmist tells his soul to relax, that its
need for hyper-vigilance was exaggerated. God is in charge of the world and
that’s enough.

Psalm 116:1-11
I have loved that Adonai hears my voice, my plea. He turns His ear

to me those days I call. When huddled death surrounds me and the con-
fines of the crypt reach for me, when I encounter trouble and sorrow I
call upon the Name, Adonai: Please, Adonai, rescue my soul! Adonai is
gracious and kind, our God is merciful. Adonai watches over fools; I was
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tO 'Uf��K©v±h tO±u o¤vh�k±d©r 'iUJh¦n±h tO±u o¤vh¥s±h 

r¤J£t k«F 'o¤vh¥G«g Uh§v°h o¤vIn�F /o²bIr±d�C UD§v®h 

o²B°d̈nU ör±z�g 'h²h�C j©y�C k¥ẗr§G°h :o¤v�C ©j�¥y«C 

/tUv o²B°d̈nU ör±z�g '²h±h�c Uj§y�C i«r£v©t ,h�C /tUv 

:tUv o²B°d̈nU ör±z�g '²h±h�c Uj§y�C ²h±h h¥t§r°h 
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destitute and He saved me. Return,
my soul, relax again for Adonai is
nursing you. You protected my soul
from death, my eyes from tears, my
legs from faltering. I will walk be-
fore  Adonai  in  the  countries  of
Life. I had faith even when I said, 'I
am really miserable,' when I said in
my haste, 'All men are deceitful.'

In the second half of this psalm,
King David, the author states explicitly
that  his  desire  for  closeness  with  God
expresses itself in the declaration of his
slavery to God. 'You have sculpted my
shackles,' he says. Chains and manacles
around wrist, ankles and neck can be
precious jewelry or the violation of
deepest humanity, depending, not on
the material of their manufacture but
upon the sentiment of the wearer.
David’s genius is his creative surrender.
Only those individuals who practice
total submission, who surrender their
self, without reservation, absolutely,
daily and consistently in their lives
know  the  joys  of  this  state.  It  is  the
highest spiritual path.

Ibid. 12-19
How can I respond to Adonai for all His nurturing to me? I will

raise a cup of salvation and call upon the name, Adonai. I will pay my
vows to Adonai, if you please, in front of all His people. Costly in the
eyes of Adonai is the killing of His pious ones. I thank you, Adonai, for I
am  Your  slave,  Your  slave,  son  of  Your  handmaid,  You  have  sculpted
my shackles. I will bring an offering of thanksgiving to You, and call on
the name, Adonai. I will pay my vows to Adonai, if you please, in front of
all His people, in the courtyards of the House of Adonai, in your midst
O Jerusalem, Hallelujah!

Psalm 117
Praise Adonai, all nations! Extol Him, all folk! His loving-kindness

overwhelms us, and Adonai is true for ever. Hallelujah.
Psalm 118
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Thank Adonai, for He is good, His
loving-kindness is universal.
Say it, Israel; His loving-kindness is
universal.
Say  it,  Aaron’s  House,  His  loving-
kindness is universal.
Say it, those who fear Adonai, His
loving-kindness is universal.

From my straits I call upon God;
God answer me with relief. Adonai
is with me, I fear not, what can man
do to me? Adonai is with me, help-
ing  my  helpers,  I  face  down  my
enemies. It is better to trust Adonai,
than to rely on man. It is better to
trust  Adonai,  than  to  rely  on  no-
bles. All nations besiege me, but I
trust in the name, Adonai, they will
be cut down. They besiege me, they
envelope me, but I trust in the
name, Adonai, they will be cut
down. They besiege me like bees,
surging like a thorn-bush fire, but I

trust  in  the  name,  Adonai,  they  will  be  cut  down.  You  may  push  me
again,  and  again  to  make  me  fall,  but  Adonai  rescues  me.  Singing  the
saga of  God has  been my salvation.  There is  the jubilant  sound of  song
and salvation in the homes of the righteous: Adonai’s right hand makes
power, Adonai’s right hand is raised high, Adonai’s right hand makes
power. I will not die, but live and relate the stories of God. God has
sorely punished me but I was not put to death. Open the gates of right-
eousness for me; I will enter and give thanks to God. This is the gate to
Adonai, the righteous enter here.

I thank You for answering me, You were my salvation.
I thank You for answering me, You were my salvation.
The builders scorned this rock but it has become the keystone.
The builders scorned this rock but it has become the keystone.
Adonai made it happen, though it is too miraculous to see how.
Adonai made it happen, though it is too miraculous to see how.
Adonai made the day, so we can really rejoice in it.
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Adonai  made  the  day,  so  we
can really rejoice in it.

O please, Adonai, please help
us now!

O please, Adonai, please help
us now!

O Adonai, please triumph
now!

O Adonai, please triumph
now!

Blessed is the one who comes in Adonai’s name; we give you bless-
ings of Adonai’s house.

Blessed is the one who comes in Adonai’s name; we give you bless-
ings of Adonai’s house.

Almighty Adonai gives us radiance; bind the festival with coils to
the horns of the altar.

Almighty Adonai gives us radiance; bind the festival with coils to
the horns of the altar.

You are my God and I thank You; my God, and I will laud You.
You are my God and I thank You; my God, and I will laud You.
Thank Adonai, for He is good, His loving-kindness is universal.
Thank Adonai, for He is good, His loving-kindness is universal.

Psalm 136, the Great Hallel has 26 verses. The Tetragrammaton, YHVH,
the name of God comprised of the four letters h -Yod, v -Heh, u -Vav and v -

Heh hints at the timeless essence of God. It comprises three Hebrew words,
HAYA - vhv - Past, HOVEH - vuv - Present, and YIHIYEH - vhvh - Future. At
its most basic level its total Gematria - numerical value equals 26. h -Yod =10, v 
-Heh =5, u -Vav =6, v -Heh =5. This sacred name of God is associated with
infinite loving-kindness. The connection between the passage of time, past, pre-
sent and future and God’s infinite loving-kindness springs from our understand-
ing of the way in which time was supposed to operate as opposed to the way we
currently experience time. The original blueprints for the universe contained
provisions for time that flows in a circle, where all  events take place on a seam-
less circle of time that exists simultaneously everywhere. In such a universe the
basic  unit  of  time  is  defined  by  the  progression  of  human  consciousness.  One
thousand generations of humankind moving towards appreciation of God and
the universe He created would perfect themselves to the point of being ready for
revelation, the giving of the Torah. These blueprints for the universe were
scrapped and discarded when humans ate of the Tree of Knowledge of Good
and Evil. God had to intervene to protect humans from destroying themselves
and the world a number of times - first with the Deluge in Noah’s age and then
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QUr�C /²h±h ,h�C¦n o�fUb�f©r�C '²h±h o¥J�C t�C©v QUr�C 

r¤t�²H³u ²h±h k¥t /²h±h ,h�C¦n o�fUb�f©r�C '²h±h o¥J�C t�C©v 

/©j��C±z¦N©v ,Ib§r©e s�g oh¦,«c�g�C d©j Ur§x¦t 'Ub��k 

,Ib§r©e s�g 'oh¦,«c�g�C d©j Ur§x¦t 'Ub��k r¤t�²H³u ²h±h k¥t 

h�k¥t /��¤n§nIr£t h©vO¡t ²L�¤sIt±u v̈T©t h�k¥t /©j��C±z¦N©v 

'cIy h�F h²h�k UsIv :��¤n§nIr£t h©vO¡t ��¤sIt±u v̈T©t 

o�kIg�k h�F 'cIy h�F h²h�k UsIv :IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 

/IS§x©j 



with the Dispersal after the attempt to
build  the  Great  Tower  of  Babel  in
Abraham’s  day.  The  Exodus  from
Egypt was another such intervention. It
culminated in the revelation at Sinai 49
days  after  the  Exodus.  The  plan  to
reveal the Torah after one thousand
generations had to be replaced with an
unripe version of the Torah revealed
after only twenty six generations. Ten
generations from Adam to Noah. Ten
generations from Noah to Abraham.
Six generations from Abraham to
Moses. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Levi,
Amram, Moses. In an emergency
measure designed to provide a  patch
to hold the universe together, God gave
the Torah to the twenty sixth genera-
tion. The name of God associated with
time has the numerical value of twenty
six. The Great Hallel has twenty six
verses.

Psalm 136
1. Thank Adonai, for He is good,
His loving-kindness is universal.
2. Thank the Lord of lords, His
loving-kindness is universal.

3. Thank the Master of masters, His loving-kindness is universal.
4. Who alone does great miracles, His loving-kindness is univer-

sal.
5. Who fixed the heaven with understanding His loving-kindness

is universal.
6. Who arrayed earth over water, His loving-kindness is universal.
7. Who established great luminaries, His loving-kindness is uni-

versal.
8. The sun, to rule the day, His loving-kindness is universal.
9. The moon and stars, to rule the night, His loving-kindness is

universal.
10. Who struck Egypt with their first-born, His loving-kindness is

universal.
11. Who brought Israel out of their midst, His loving-kindness is

universal.

Hallel - Singing Praises

 

 :IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'cIy h�F h²h�k UsIv 

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'oh¦vO¡ẗv h¥vOt�k UsIv 

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'oh°b«s£ẗv h̄b«s£t�k UsIv 

 :IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'IS�c�k ,Ik«s±D ,It�k�p°b v¥G«g�k  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'v²bUc§,�C o°h�©n̈©v v¥G«g�k 

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'o°h�¨N©v k�g .¤r�¨ẗv g©eIr�k 

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'oh�k«s±D oh¦rIt v¥G«g�k 

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'oIH�C ,�k�¤J§n¤n�k J¤n�¤©v ,¤t  

'v�k±h��K�C ,Ik§J§n¤n�k oh�c�fIf±u ©j�¥r²H©v ,¤t  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F  

 :IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'o¤vh¥rIf�c�C o°h�©r�m¦n v�F©n�k  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'o�fIT¦n k¥ẗr§G°h t�mIH³u  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'v²hUy±b �gI�r±z�cU v̈e²z£j s²h�C  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'oh¦r²z±d�k ;Ux o³h r̄z«d�k 

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'IfI,�C k¥ẗr§G°h rh�c�g¤v±u 

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F ';Ux o³h�c Ikh¥j±u v«g§r�P r�g°b±u  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'r�C§s¦N�c IN�g Qh�kIn�k 

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'oh�k«s±D oh�f�k§n v�F©n�k  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'oh¦rh¦S©t oh�f�k§n d«r£v³H³u  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'h¦r«n¡ẗv Q�k�¤n iIjh¦x�k  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'ïJ�C©v Q�k�¤n dIg�kU  

:«uS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'v�k£j³b�k o�m§r©t i©,²b±u  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'IS�c�g k¥ẗr§G°h�k v�k£j³b  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'Ub��k r�f�²z Ub��k�p¦J�C¤J  

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'Ubh�¥r�M¦n Ub�¥e§r�p°H³u 

:IS§x©j o�kIg�k h�F 'r̈G�C k�f�k o¤j��k i¥,Ib  
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12. With a strong hand and outstretched arm, His loving-kindness
is universal.

13. Who slashed the Red Sea into pieces, His loving-kindness is
universal.

14. Who led Israel through it, His loving-kindness is universal.
15. Who drowned Pharaoh and his army in the Red Sea, His lov-

ing-kindness is universal.
16. Who led His people in the desert, His loving-kindness is uni-

versal.
17. Who destroyed great kingdoms, His loving-kindness is univer-

sal.
18. And slew powerful kings, His loving-kindness is universal.
19. Sichon, King of the Emorites, His loving-kindness is universal.
20. And Og, King of Bashan, His loving-kindness is universal.
21. Who gave us their land to inherit, His loving-kindness is uni-

versal.
22. A legacy for His servant, Israel, His loving-kindness is univer-

sal.
23. Who remembers us in our poverty, His loving-kindness is uni-

versal.
24. And delivers us from our oppressors, His loving-kindness is

universal.
25. Who feeds all flesh, His loving-kindness is universal.
26. Thank the God of heaven, His loving-kindness is everlasting.

eabcdabf
The following passage in the text is ancient. Its provenance is uncertain.

We  cannot  be  sure  exactly  when  it  was  composed  or  by  whom.  While  it  may
appear to have more than one theme — a multifaceted approach to the whole
subject  of  praising  God,  a  summary  of  the  causes  for  our  appreciation  and  a
comprehensive  annunciation  of  our  desire  to  thank  God  —  in  fact  it  has  but  a
single theme. The human body is a metaphor. It is a microcosm of the universe
and a symbol for the indescribable magnificence of God. By using every part of
our microcosmic bodies to sing God’s praises we are doing no more than imitat-
ing the macrocosmic universe as it sings God’s praises. The human body is not
an obstacle in the worship of God. To the contrary it is the ultimate vehicle. De-
signed by God as a miniature universe, it can do everything the universe can.
The fact that each of us owns such an incredible microcosm is sufficient in itself
to make us burst into song. It is important to note that Jewish worship, even
those forms considered rapturous and euphoric, such as singing and dancing,
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chanting and fervent prolonged prayer,
even fasting and self denial, all of them
are  designed to  avoid  ecstasy.  Ex  -  sta-
sis,  to  stand outside  the  self,  is  not  the
way of the Jewish mystic. When I stand
outside  my body,  my body  is  not  a  ve-
hicle for the divine. True worship de-
mands I stay with my body, to worship
with my body. That every bone and
fiber in my body shout, 'God! There is
no one like You!'
This then is the path between Keter -
Crown and Chokhma - Wisdom through
v -Heh. This universe was created with
the v -Heh. It is as though God breathed
out  of  Himself  to  create  everything  we
see in the world. The sound of the letter
v -Heh is the sound of breathing out-
wards  from  the  heart.  According  to  the
Kabbalah, the World to Come was cre-
ated with the letter h -Yod, while this
physical world in which we live was cre-
ated with the letter v -Heh. To walk this
path is to remain utterly attuned to the
physical, to the body we inhabit, while
being acutely conscious that it is some-

thing from nothing. Our physical bodies as our physical world spring from the Infi-
nite Nothing in a never-ending, never repeating miracle of creation. How could we
not feel the compulsion to sing and dance?

The breath of every living thing will bless Your name, Adonai, our
God. The spirit of all flesh glorifies and exalts every recollection of You,
Your Majesty. From this world to the next and forever, You are Almighty
God. Without You we have no sovereign, helper and rescuer to redeem,
save, support, respond and sympathize at every instance of trouble and
distress. We have no monarch but You, God of beginnings and endings,
God of all creation, Master of all history, extolled with every tribute,
Who controls His world with loving-kindness and His creatures with
compassion. Adonai neither slumbers nor sleeps. He rouses the sleeper
and wakens the drowsy, revives the dead, heals the sick, gives sight to the
blind, speech to the mute, unties the bound, carries the failing, straight-
ens the stooped and recovers the vanished. We thank You, alone.

Even if our mouths were packed with melody as the ocean, our

Hallel - The Breath Of Every Living Thing

,©n§J°b 
 

/Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h W§n¦J ,¤t Q¥r�c§T 'h©j k�F ,©n§J°b 

Ub��F�k©n W§r�f°z o¥nIr§,U r¥t�p§T 'r̈G�C k�F ©jU�r±u 

/k¥t v̈T©t o�kIg̈v s�g±u o�kIg̈v i¦n 'sh¦n̈T 

v¤sIP '�gh�¦JInU k¥tID Q�k�¤n Ub��k ih¥t Wh�¤s�g�k�C¦nU 

/v̈eUm±u v̈r�m ,�g k�f�C 'o¥j©r§nU x̄b§r�p§nU kh�M©nU 

oh°bIJt¦r̈v h¥vO¡t :v̈T�¨t t�K¤t Q�k�¤n Ub��k ih¥t 

k�F iIs£t ',IH¦r�C k�F ©VI�k¡t 'oh°bIr£j©ẗv±u 

d¥v³b§n©v ',Ij�C§J¦T©v c«r�C k�Kªv§n©v ',Is�kIT 

oUb²h tO ²h±h³u /oh¦n£j©r�C uḧ,IH¦r�cU 's¤x�¤j�C In�kIg 

'oh¦n̈S§r°°b .h¦e¥N©v±u oh°b¥J±h r¥rIg§n©v 'ïJh°h tO±u 

Q¥nIX©v±u 'oh¦rUx£t rh¦T©N©v±u 'oh¦n�K¦t ©jh�¦G¥N©v±u 

Ub§j�³b£t W§S�c�k W�k 'oh�pUp�F ;¥eIZ©v±u 'oh�k�pIb 

Ub�b̄IJ�kU 'o²H�F v̈rh¦J t�k̈n Ubh��p UK¦t /oh¦sIn 

h�c£j§r¤n�F j�c�¤J Ubh�¥,I,�p¦G±u 'uh�K³D iIn£v�F v²B¦r 

Ubh�¥s²h±u '©j�¥r²H�f±u J¤n�¤�F ,Irh¦t§n Ubh�¯bh�g±u '�gh��¦ër 

',Ik²H©t�F ,IK©e Ubh��k±d©r±u 'o°h�¨n̈J h¥r§J°b�F ,IGUr�p 

Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h W�k ,IsIv�k 'oh¦eh�P§x©n Ub§j�³b£t ih¥t 

,©j©t k�g W�¤n§J ,¤t Q¥r�c�kU 'Ubh�¥,Ic£t h¥vOt̄u 

'oh¦n�g�P ,Ic�c§r h�C¦r±u oh�p�k£t h�p�k©t ;�k�¤t ;�k�¨t¥n 

/Ub�N̈�g±u Ubh�¥,Ic£t o�g ̈,h�¦G�g¤J ,IcIY©v 

oh¦s�c�g ,h�C¦nU 'Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h Ub�¨T�k©t±D o°h�©r�m¦N¦n 

c¤r�¤j¥n 'Ub�¨T�k�F�k�F g�c̈G�cU 'Ub�¨T±b³z c�g̈r�C 'Ub�¨,h¦s�P 

oh�g̈r o°h�k¢j¥nU 'Ub�¨T§y�K¦n r�c�¤S¦nU 'Ub�T̈�k�M¦v 

tO±u 'Wh�¤n£j©r UbU�r²z�g v²B�¥v s�g :Ub�¨,h�K¦S oh°b̈n¡t®b±u 
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tongues  with  song  as  its  crowded
waves, if our lips chanted like the
galaxies of heaven, with eyes blazing
like  sun  and  moon;  if  our  hands
could spread like the eagles of
skies, and our feet tripped light as
the antelope, we could not thank
You Adonai, our God, God of our
ancestors, or bless Your name, for
even  one  of  the  thousands  of  mil-
lions and billions and trillions of
favors, miracles and wonders that
You have done for our ancestors
and us.

Earlier, Adonai, our God,
You  saved  us  from  Egypt,  re-
deemed  us  from the  house  of  slav-
ery,  fed  us  through  famine  and
nourished us with abundance. You
protected us from the sword and
delivered us from plague, snatched
us out of evil and harm’s way. Your
compassion still safeguards us,
Your loving-kindnesses, Adonai our
God,  have  never  forsaken  us.
Please, don’t ever abandon us!

And that is why all the organs You apportioned within us, the soul
and breath You breathed into our nostrils, the tongue You planted in our
mouths, all of them thank, bless, praise , glorify, exalt, adore, sanctify and
proclaim the sovereignty of Your name, Your Majesty. Every mouth
thanks You,  every  tongue swears  by You,  every  eye looks to You,  every
knee bends to You, and all who stand erect, bend before You. Every
hearts fears You, and all entrails and kidneys rhapsodize to Your name,
as it is written: All my bones say, 'Adonai, there is no one like You.'

You protect the poor from the powerful, the indigent and the pau-
per from exploiters. You hear the pleas of the destitute. You are the One
who listens and responds to the cries of the impoverished. Who com-
pares  to  You,  who  matches  You,  who  equals  You,  God,  great,  mighty
and awesome, Towering God, Controller of heaven and earth!

We  laud  You,  praise  You  and  glorify  You.  We  bless  Your  holy
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/j�m�®b�k Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h Ub�¥J§Y¦T k©t±u Wh�¤s̈x£j UbU�c²z�g 

v̈n̈J±bU ©jU�r±u 'Ub��C ̈T±d��K�P¤J oh¦r�c¥t i�F k�g 

i¥v 'Ubh��p�C ̈T§n�©G r¤J£t iIJ�k±u 'Ubh��P©t�C ̈T§j��p²B¤J 

Un§nIrh°u Ur£t�ph°u Uj�C©Jh°u Uf§r�ch°u UsIh o¥v 

h�F 'Ub��F�k©n W§n¦J ,¤t Ufh��k§n³h±u UJh�¦S§e³h±u Umh�¦r�g³h±u 

k�f±u 'g�c̈¦, W�k iIJ�k k�f±u 'v¤sIh W�k v�P k�f 

'v®u£j©T§J¦, Wh�®b�p�k v̈nIe k�f±u 'g©r�f¦, W�k Q¤r��C 

Ur§N³z±h ,Ih�k�fU c¤r�¤e k�f±u 'WU�ẗrh°h ,Ic�c�k k�f±u 

v²b§r�©nt«T h©,In�m�g k�F 'cU,�F¤J r�c̈S�F /W�¤n§J�k 

h°b�g±u 'UB�¤N¦n e²z̈j¥n h°b�g kh�M©n /WI�n�f h¦n ²h±h 

h¦nU Q�K v®u§J°h h¦nU 'Q�K v¤n§s°h h¦n :Ik±z«D¦n iIh�c¤t±u 

k¥t 'ẗrIB©v±u rIC°D©v kIs²D©v k¥ẗv :Q�k Q̈r�g³h 

W£j�C©J±bU W�k�K©v±b :.¤r�¨t²u o°h�©n̈J v̄b«e iIh�k�g 

's°üs�k 'rUn̈t�F /W�¤J§s̈e o¥J�,¤t Q¥r�c±bU W§r¤t�p±bU 

:Ia§s̈e o¥J ,¤t h�c̈r§e k�f±u '²h±h ,¤t h¦J�p³b h�f§r�C 

 

/W�¤n§J sIc�f�C kIs²D©v 'W�®Z�g ,In�m�g©,�C k¥ẗv 

Q�k�¤N©v /Wh�¤,It§rIb�C ẗrIB©v±u j�m�®b�k rIC°D©v 

:ẗ¬°b±u ör t¥X�F k�g c¥JIH©v 

 

Ub±B©r 'cU,�f±u :In§J aIs̈e±u oIr̈n 's�g i�fIJ 

 /v�K¦v§, v²ut²b oh¦r̈J±h�k '²h±h�C oh¦eh¦S�m 

 

/önIr§,¦T    oh¦r̈J±h h�p�C  

   /Q©r�C§,¦T   oh¦eh¦S�m h¥r�c¦s�cU  

   J̈S©e§,¦T   oh¦sh¦x£j iIJ�k�cU  

   :k�K©v§,¦T   oh¦JIs§e c¤r�¤e�cU  



Name. It says: Unto David;
Bless Adonai, O my soul, and
all my innards His holy name.
You, Almighty God, Intense in
Power; Great, Glorious in
name; Omnipotent forever,
Awesome in Terrifying Splen-
dor; Majesty seated upon soar-
ing and noble throne. Who
dwells eternal; Towering and
Holy  in   name.  It  is  written:
Rhapsodize upon Adonai, you
blameless. The saints had prop-
erly praise Him.
You are exalted in the mouth
of saints,
Blessed by the lips of the right-
eous,
Sanctified on the tongue of the
pious

And praised among the holiest.
Your  name,  Your  Majesty,  is  glorified  with  song  in  all  congrega-

tions of the myriads of Your people, the House of Israel, in every genera-
tion. It is the obligation of all creation to You, Adonai, our God and God
of our ancestors, to thank, laud, praise, glorify, exalt, adore, bless, elevate
and to honor You, beyond all words of song and praise, those of David
son of Jesse, Your anointed slave.

The following wraps the Hallel in a final coda. A short prayer; it is known
as Yishtabach -  Future  Praise.  It  summarizes  our  fervent  hope and wish  to  see
the Messiah, God’s anointed, lead the world once in again in praise and song. A
new, joyous rhapsody, one that will continue, ever new, for all eternity.

So,   may  Your  name  be  praised  forever,  Your  Majesty,  great  and
holy God, sovereign in heaven and earth. It befits only You, Adonai, our
God, God of our ancestors; the song, praise, applause, acclaim, cheer
and victory; the magnificence and power,  the glory and splendor, the
holiness and sovereignty. Blessings and tributes belong to Your great and
holy name. From this world to the next, You are Almighty God.

The following is a summation, a promise, as it were, for the future; for us
and for God. We believe God will save us and save the whole world. We believe
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v²B¦r�C 'k¥ẗr§G°h ,h�C W§N�g ,Ic�c¦r ,Ik£v§e©n�cU 

i�F¤J 'rIs²u rIS k�f�C 'Ub��F�k©n W§n¦J r©t�P§,°h 

h¥vOt̄u 'Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h Wh�®b�p�k 'oh¦rUm±h©v k�F ,�cIj 

o¥nIr�k r¥t�p�k ©j��C©a�k k�K©v�k ,IsIv�k 'Ubh�¥,Ic£t 

h¥r�c¦S k�F k�g 'x�K©e�kU v�K�g�k Q¥r�c�k r¥S©v�k 

:W�¤jh¦J§n W§S�c�g h©J°h i�C s°üS ,Ij�C§J¦,±u ,Irh¦J 

 

kIs²D©v Q�k�¤N©v k¥ẗv 'Ub�F�k©n s�g�k W§n¦J j�C©T§J°h 

²h±h 'v¤t²b W�k h�F /.¤r�¨t�cU o°h©n̈�C JIs̈E©v±u 

k�K©v 'v̈j�c§JU rh¦J :Ubh�¥,Ic£t h¥vOt̄u Ubh�¥vO¡t 

'v̈©rUc±dU v�Kªs±D 'j�m�®b 'v�k̈J§n¤nU z«g 'v̈r§n°z±u 

,«uf̈r�C /,Uf�k©nU v̈ªs§e ',¤r�¤t�p¦,±u v�K¦v§T 

/o�kIg s�g±u v̈T�g¥n ,IẗsIv±u 

 

Wh�¤sh¦x£j³u 'Wh�¤G�g©n k�F Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h WU�k�k©v±h 

k¥ẗr§G°h ,h�C W§N�g k�f±u 'W�®bIm§r h¥GIg oh¦eh¦S�m 

Un§nIrh°u Ur£t�ph°u Uj�C©Jh°u Uf§r�ch°u UsIh v²B¦r�C 

h�F 'Ub��F�k©n W§n¦J ,¤t Ufh��k§n³h±u UJh�¦S§e³h±u Umh�¦r�g³h±u 

h�F 'r¥N³z�k v¤t²b W§n¦J�kU ,IsIv�k cIy W�k 

'²h±h v̈T©t QUr�C /k¥t v̈T©t o�kIg s�g±u o�kIg¥n 

/,Ij�C§J¦T�C k�Kªv§n Q�k�¤n 
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in the coming of the Messiah. The psalms of David we have just sung resonate
with the promise of future redemption. Now we say it in our own, somewhat less
poetic words. We spell it out plainly. This is what we believe we will do when the
final redemption comes.

All Your works will sing Your praises, Adonai, our God; Your
saints, the righteous who do Your will, and all Your people, the House of
Israel, will thank and bless with joyous song, laud and glorify, exalt and
adore, sanctify and proclaim the sovereignty of Your name, our Sover-
eign. It is so good to thank You, and so right to sing Your name, because,
from the world’s beginning to eternity You are Almighty God. Blessed
are You, Adonai, Sovereign lauded in praises.

DRINKING THE  FOURTH CUP OF WINE
Before drinking the fourth cup of wine a moment is taken to meditate

upon the Shechinah - Divine Presence.
To receive  the  gift  of  the  Shechinah I  must  first  internalize  the  lesson of

the Hallel I have just sung. I am receiving God’s unconditional love. I am God’s
unconditional love. I must feel it in every movement of my body and pulse of
my blood. I am something from nothing. I am God’s breath. I am God’s pres-
ence in the universe.

The text in English:
Blessed are You, Adonai, our God, Sovereign of the universe, who

creates the fruit of the vine.

Drink the wine while seated, and reclining to the left.

eabcdabf

Concluding Grace for the Wine

The text in English:
Blessed are You, Adonai our God, Sovereign of the universe for

the  vine  and  fruit  of  the  vine,  for  the  abundance  of  crops,  and  for  the
earth, prized, bountiful and generous that You approved and gave our
ancestors to inherit;  to enjoy its fruit and be happy with its bounty. Have
mercy, Adonai our God; on Israel Your people, on Jerusalem Your city,
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on Zion the Temple of Your glory;
on  Your  altar  and  on  Your  sanctu-
ary. Rebuild Jerusalem, the holy
city, soon, in our time, raise us in-
side it and delight us with its recon-
struction,  that  we  may  eat  of  its
fruits  and  enjoy  its  bounty.  Then
will we bless You for it in holiness
and  purity.  (On the Sabbath, add:
May it  please You to strengthen us
on  this  Sabbath  day  and)  Cheer  us
this  Festival  of  Matzah  day.   For
You, Adonai, are good and kind to
all, and we thank You for the earth
and for the fruit of the vine.
Blessed are You, Adonai, for the
earth and for the fruit of the vine.

eabcdabf

Hallel - Concluding Grace

 

i�p�®D©v k�g  
 

i�p�®D©v k�g o�kIg̈v Q�k�¤n Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h v̈T©t QUr�C 

/i�p�®D©v h¦r�P k�g±u 

v�cIy v̈S§n¤j .¤r�¤t k�g±u 'v¤s̈¬©v ,�cUb§T k�g±u 

kIf¡t�k 'Ubh�¥,Ic£t�k ̈T�k�©j±b¦v±u ̈,h��m̈r¤J 'v�c̈j§rU 

Ubh�¥vO¡t ²h±h t²b o¥j©r /V�cUY¦n �gI�C§G�k±u V²h§r�P¦n 

iIH�m k�g±u 'W�¤rh�g o°h��k̈JUr±h k�g±u 'W¤N�g k¥ẗr§G°h k�g 

v̄b�cU /W��k�fh¥v k�g±u W�¤j�C±z¦n k�g±u 'W�¤sIc�F i�F§J¦n 

Ub��k�g©v±u 'Ubh�¥n²h�c v̈r¥v§n�C J¤s�«E©v rh�g o°h��k̈aUr±h 

V²h§r�P¦n k�ft«b±u V²b²h±b�c�C Ub�¥j§N©G±u 'V�fI,�k 

v̈ªs§e�C ̈vh��k�g W�f¤r�c±bU 'V�cUY¦n g�C§G°b±u 

v̈r¢v̈y�cU 

(/v®Z©v ,�C©©v oIh�C Ub��mh�k£j©v±u v�m§rU :,cac) 

²h±h v̈T©t h�F /v®Z©v ,IM©N©v d©j oIh�C Ub�¥j§N©G±u  

h¦r�P k�g±u .¤r�¨ẗv k�g W�K v¤sIb±u 'k«F�k ch¦y¥nU cIy 

:i�p�²D©v h¦r�P k�g±u .¤r�¨ẗv k�g '²h±h v̈T©t QUr�C /i�p�²D©v 
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15 - NIRTZAH
IT HAS ALL

BEEN DESIRED
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egyzdcegyzdc  
Something for nothing - The letter Beth

The Hebrew letter/word, ,hc -Beth or Bayit  translates as ‘inside’ and ‘house’.
When it appears at the beginning of a word, the letter c -Beth  constitutes the prefix
‘in the.’ Hence the Torah beginning with the letter, Beth - c, begins with the words
‘In the beginning’.

Beth forms the bridge between the Sephiroth of Chokhma - Wisdom and
Chesed - Loving-kindness. Loving-kindness manifests itself in the world when we are
prepared to give something without expecting recompense, and if we give even when
the recipient is undeserving. The highest level of this attribute is Chokhma - Wis-
dom, representing something from nothing.

Between receiving something from nothing and giving something for nothing
there is the letter c -Beth, representing the humble awareness that I am both some-
thing and nothing.

Something from something - The letter Gimel

The Hebrew letter/word knd -Gimel or Gamal, translates as ‘giving’,
‘weaning’, and ‘camel’. The letter d -Gimel is shaped like a letter u -Vav with a spe-
cial foot to help it walk. The animal with the most specialized walking foot is the
camel. The d -Gimel  is understood to need the foot in order to fulfill its specialized
role, to give to the needy. To walk, to run if necessary, to give to those in need.

d -Gimel forms the bridge between the Sephiroth of Binah - Understanding
and Gevurah - Judgment. Judgment manifests itself in the world when we are pre-
pared to withhold something until all debts have been paid, if we withhold even
when the recipient is deserving. The highest level of this attribute is Binah - Under-
standing, representing something from something. Between receiving something for
something and giving something for something there is the letter d -Gimel, repre-
senting calculating awareness that there is no such thing as a free lunch and I am it.

Nirtzah - Has All Been Desired
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Inside the inside - The letter Zayin

The Hebrew letter/word, ihz -Zayin translates as ‘weapon’. As the seventh
letter of the Hebrew alphabet, z -Zayin also represents everything most feminine.
The Sabbath, the seventh day is known as ‘the queen’. The seventh of the lower
Sephiroth is known as Malkhuth - Sovereignty and is considered the ultimate and
most feminine Sephirah. The seventh point in space is the innermost within the six
points of three-dimensional space. A cube has six sides. The seventh point in the
cube is exactly in the center of everything.

z -Zayin straddles the path between the Sephiroth of Chokhma - Wisdom
and Gevurah - Judgment. It represents the necessity of taking one’s gifts and hiding
them inside as though in the womb, instead of using them outright.

Walking the path of z -Zayin, I allow the energy to store and build inside me,
to burst forth in its own time when its power is at its peak.

Nurturing the goodness - The letter Teth

The Hebrew letter y -Teth  is one of the few letters without any translation or
use as a word. ,hy -Teth is  not  a  Hebrew  word. y -Teth the letter is simply the
source, the headquarters of everything good. The first time the Hebrew letter, y -
Teth  appears in the Torah is at the beginning of the Hebrew word, cuy -Tov, mean-
ing, good. 'God saw the light was cuy -Tov, good.'

The shape of the letter y -Teth, represents something essential held in the
heart, the goodness hidden inside, the promise of a brighter future unfolding. Its
position on the Tree of Life between the Sephiroth of Chokhma -  Wisdom  and
Tifferert - Glory is identical to the in-folding of the shape of the letter Teth - y itself.

To walk the path of y -Teth, is to nurture the goodness inside allowing it to
flow between heart and mind as one might nurture an idea, the way Jacob held Ra-
chel in his heart and mind during the seven years he worked to pay for her before
being allowed to marry her.

I of the beholder - The letter Ayin

The Hebrew letter/word ihg -Ayin translates as ‘eye’ and ‘fountain’. Every
spring of water welling up from the ground has an ‘eye’. The eye in the human body
is understood also to be a source and not merely an organ of vision. Hence the con-
cept of Good Eye and Evil Eye. g -Ayin  is the letter representing the path between
the Sephiroth of Binah - Understanding and Tiffereth -  Glory,  Walking  this  path
requires the profoundest understanding of the need to fix and be fixed. Our actions
in this world may open wounds or destroy harmonies or create chaos and destruc-
tion, and while we may not always be capable of repairing the things we have broken
we nevertheless continue to believe that fixing is possible. ‘The heart understands
and returns.’ Tiffereth is  the  heart  while Binah is understanding. When the Heart
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Understands, the two Sephiroth of Binah and Tiffereth unite and a fixing of the
body,  mind  and  soul  may  occur.  This  is  the  path  of Teshuvah - Repentance and
fixing.

Penetrating to below - The letter Kof

The Hebrew letter/word ;ue -Kof translates as ‘ape’. No matter how human
an action appears, if it is performed by an ape it is not a human act. The very word
‘ape’ is a verb whose meaning is, to imitate or copy. And, vice-versa, no matter how
thoughtless or inhumane, no human act is simply an event in the animal world.

In its shape, the e -Kof  is the only normative Hebrew letter to penetrate into
the world below the line. The concept of a lower world reflects the reality that the
human mind is housed in a brain, shaped like the Hebrew letter, r -Raish, con-
nected to the lower body by a spine shaped like the Hebrew letter, z -Zayin. The
letter, e -Kof,  is constructed using these two Hebrew letters, the z -Zayin  and r -

Raish. In the letter e -Kof, the z -Zayin has the potential to transmit the heavenly
message down to earth or transmit the earthly message upward.

To walk the path of the e -Kof requires constant awareness of this difference.

eabcdabf
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15 - NIRTZAH
IT HAS ALL BEEN DESIRED

THE PATH THROUGH BETH - c
BETWEEN CHOKHMA  -WISDOM AND CHESED - LOVING-KINDNESS

AND THROUGH TETH - y 
BETWEEN CHOKHMA  -WISDOM AND TIFFERETH  - GLORY

AND THROUGH ZAYIN - z
BETWEEN CHOKHMA  - WISDOM AND GEVURAH  - JUDGMENT

AND THROUGH GIMEL - d  
BETWEEN BINAH   -UNDERSTANDING AND GEVURAH  - JUDGMENT

AND THROUGH AYIN - g
BETWEEN BINAH  -  UNDERSTANDING AND TIFFERETH  - GLORY

AND THROUGH KOF - e  
BETWEEN BINAH  - UNDERSTANDING AND CHESED - LOVING-

KINDNESS

CHASAL SIDUR PESACH - A  POEM

Nirtzah in its present form is a relatively late addition to the Haggadah. It  is
not referred to or included in the texts of authoritative Haggadahs, such as that of
Maimonides, as late as the 13th century. Nirtzah begins  with  a  short  poem  taken
from a longer liturgical piece written for the service of the Sabbath before Passover in
the 11th century. The poem ends with a prayer that we be granted the merit of per-
forming this Seder next year in Jerusalem. The song contains an interesting mne-
monic. The first three words in the Hebrew begin with the letters j -Cheth, x -
Samech and p -Peh respectively. They spell  the Hebrew word, jxp - Pesach - Pass-
over, backwards.  The secret of all the Sephiroth is the same: Their end is embed-
ded in the beginning, and their beginning in the end.

As we stand at the point in time and space where the end is in sight, we must
be reminded that the end is merely another starting point. That the journey will be
familiar even if the terrain is not. That no matter how far we travel we travel in a cir-
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cle. Time is circular, history is circular. Even life itself is circular.
The text in English:

Passover Seder is made and soon ended
we have walked it to the end of every line

absorbed every detail and feature depended
on every tiny instruction and every design.

Just as we have successfully brought it here
this ordered this completely, devotedly done
so may we succeed in the forthcoming year

to make it and do it and fix it and some.

God of crystal clarity , first, the purest sensation
 dwell serene in the highest in Your holiest room
nurture Your community Your only congregation

stars without number,  myriads, uncounted by whom.

Close bring them, high lead them, love them their choices
sweet coax them, soft train them, gently and strong

redeem them and save them and liberate their voices
to Zion, in freedom, in joy,  in dance and in song.

Next year in Jerusalem!
Next year in Jerusalem!
Next year in Jerusalem!

eabcdabf
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Nirtzah - It Has All Been Desired, reflects a higher truth, one revealed only at
those special times when the Giluy Shechinah - Divine Revelation is unopposed. At
this point in the Seder all the gates of abundance and radiance - all the gates of divine
flow - are wide open. Everything can be fixed. Nothing is irredeemable. It is a time of
such positive approval, of such open giving, of such clear and precious revelation, it is
a time when even original blunders, primal mistakes and cosmic sins can be healed
and forgiven. In essence, this last Siman - Station  of the Seder is a fixing of the Eat-
ing of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil - the very act which led to the ruptur-
ing of the intimacy between Adam and Eve, and subsequently, the whole of human-
kind. The Exile of Da’at - Knowing began there. The ends are all embedded in their
beginnings. The end of the Seder is embedded in the beginning of all history. Essen-
tially a thing is fixed when God says, 'This is act you did, the one you thought was so
bad, well, it’s what I wanted to happen in the first place. Thank you.'

This is meaning of the final Siman - Station of the Seder. God says, 'It has all
been desired. It was my will and desire that you eat of the Tree of Knowledge of
Good and Evil. I thank you.'

eabcdabf
VAYHI BACHATZI HALAYLAH

 IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT

Nirtzah has six components. The first, a liturgical poem dating back to the 5th
century is embellished with acrostics and filled with erudite Midrashic and Aggadic
references in the style common to most of these exquisite compositions. As a genre,
the Qerovot, of which this is an example, deserve an overview beyond the scope of
this Haggadah. We will have to make do with a cursory introduction.

The poem has  a  refrain:  'It  was  in  the  middle  of  the  night.'  This  refrain  or
chorus introduces the piece and is repeated at the end of each verse. The first six
verses each have three lines beginning with a letter of the Hebrew alphabet. But,
because there are 22 letters in the Hebrew alphabet, the seventh and final verse has
four lines to accommodate the final, 22nd letter. The fifth verse uses a a -Shin in-
stead of a x -Samech, for the same reason that it is often used as a substitute in other
acrostic, Kabbalistic poetry. x -Samech, is the first letter in the name of the archan-
gel/serpent mentioned in the Genesis story who led Eve astray and talked her into
eating  from  the  Tree  of  Knowledge  of  Good  and  Evil.  On  this  night  of  Passover
even the most destructive forces may find a place in God’s universe. That’s the
meaning of this Siman - Station, Nirtzah - It Has All Been Desired. Even the serpent
has its moment of acceptance. Now as we approach that moment of fixing we refrain
from drawing attention to the serpent, we don’t even refer to it by name. We avoid
the Hebrew letter x -Samech altogether. The seven verses parallel the seven lower
Sephiroth, using hints and allusions rather than direct references to the Sephiroth.
The first verse mentions Abraham whose chief characteristic is the attribute of Che-
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sed - Loving-kindness, the first of the seven lower Sephiroth in the downward flow.
He is referred to as the holy convert. He waged war against four armies in his bid to
rescue his nephew Lot. Lot fathered Moab, from whose line descended our ancest-
ress  Ruth,  great  grandmother  of  King  David.  So  this  verse  also  alludes  to  the Se-
phirah of Malkhuth - Sovereignty, the last of the seven Sephiroth, the first in the up-
ward flow.

The second verse begins with a reference to Abimelech, King of Grar - Philis-
tia who took our mother Sarah captive when he was smitten with her beauty. That
night God revealed Himself to the king, ordering him to restore the woman to her
husband. The trauma of being forced to spend a night separated from her husband
Abraham is what completed the circle in Sarah’s life. On being reunited, Sarah and
Abraham immediately conceived their son, Isaac, who, in his personality and spiri-
tual qualities represents the embodiment of the second of the seven Sephiroth, Ge-
vurah -  Judgment  in  the  downward  flow.  The  middle  of  the  verse  evokes  Laban
whose sister Isaac marries and whose daughters Jacob marries. The end of the verse
evokes Jacob in the struggle with the angel in the night. Laban and the angel are both
adversaries of Jacob in his role as the embodiment of the second to last Sephirah of
Yesod - Fundament. The Sephirah associated with sexuality, second in the upward
flow.

The third verse mentions the slaying of the firstborn of Egypt. As has been
said earlier in the Haggadah, Giluy Shechinah—Divine Revelation is associated with
the Sephirah of Tiffereth - Glory, the third of the seven lower Sephiroth in the down-
ward flow. The slaying of the firstborn was associated with the revelation of God’s
heart, which is Tiffereth - Glory. We the Jewish People are God’s heart. When God
opens His heart to reveal us there, the enemies of God simply die. They find them-
selves bereft of power. The end of the verse refers to Sisera who was defeated by the
prophetess Deborah and killed by Yael with a stake through his temple. The stars
themselves came down out of the sky to engage Sisera’s army in the night. Deborah
wrote a song after the victory from which we learn all the laws of the blowing of the
Shofar for Rosh Hashana. Songs, sounds and Shofar all belong in the realm of the
Sephirah of Hod - Beauty, third Sephirah in the upward flow.

The fourth verse is where the fourth of the Sephiroth flowing downward and
the fourth of the Sephiroth flowing  upward  are  identical.  This  verse  is  given  over
entirely to the Sephirah of Netzach - Victory. The first line refers to Sennacherib,
King of Assyria, the blasphemer, who sent a letter to Hezekiah King of Judah chal-
lenging God Almighty to prevent him laying waste to the City of Jerusalem and the
Holy Temple in it. Netzach - Victory in this context is a victory for God over a boast-
ful soldier. The second line conjures King Nebuchadnezar and the Empire of Baby-
lon with its much vaunted pagan idol worship. Isaiah describes the scene in Babylon
as Bel, the greatest of the Babylonian gods fell off its pedestal and squatted on the
ground like a man caught with unstoppable diarrhea. Instead of dominating the
Babylonian skyline, the massive unmovable cast-iron idol became the laughingstock
of the market place. This manifestation of Netzach - Victory is a victory for God over
the pagan world. The final line of the verse recalls Daniel, gentlest and most beloved
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of the prophets. He was given the prophecies concerning the ultimate victory, the
end of days and the revelation of eternity. Eternity is another translation of the word,
Netzach.

The fifth verse begins with downfall of Nebuchadnezar’s successor, his grand-
son Balthaszar, who calculated the seventy years after which the prophets had pre-
dicted the rebuilding of the Temple in Jerusalem. Once the seventy years had passed
without the Temple being rebuilt, Balthaszar reckoned there was nothing to fear
from the God of the Jews. He assembled a great multitude of revelers to a bacchanal
feast at which vessels , previously plundered from the Holy Temple in Jerusalem
were used as drinking goblets. His calculations were erroneous. During the feast a
divine hand was seen writing on the wall. ‘Mene Mene Tekel Ufarsin’ Once again it
was Daniel the prophet who was brought in to explain the meaning of the writing on
the  wall.  His  prediction  that  Balthaszar  would  be  murdered  at  midnight  and  that
Babylon would fall to the Persians came to pass. This is Daniel of lion’s den fame as
mentioned in the second verse. The Sephirah of Hod - Beauty through which these
miracles came about is the fifth of the Sephiroth on the downward flow. The fifth of
the upward flowing Sephiroth is Tiffereth - Glory. Haman the great hater of the Jews
is busy writing books at night. Text books and how-to-do-it manuals on the destruc-
tion of the Jews, manuals to be copied and disseminated among all the many lands in
the Persian-Median empire. But we are Jews and we are written into books each and
every Rosh Hashana. The Books of Life and Death are all  in the same place. We
are all  written in the same place. We are written together in the heart of God, the
Sephirah of Tiffereth - Glory.

The sixth verse is concerns Ahasuerus and his role in the drama of Haman,
Mordechai and Esther. Ahasuerus has married Esther who is the embodiment of the
Sephirah of Malkhuth - Sovereignty. In his attempts to be intimate with Esther,
Ahasuerus, the Emperor who brings together in his person the conglomeration of all
the countries under his dominion, is the paradigm of the unholy consort attempting
to seduce the Shechinah. As such he is representative of the sixth of the Sephiroth in
the downward flow, the Sephirah of Yesod - Fundament. The latter part of this verse
describes God treading His enemies, our enemies like grapes in the winepress. In
the end it will be obvious that God was awake and watching all through the night of
exile. The references are directly connected to the sixth of the upward flowing Sephi-
roth, the Sephirah of Gevurah - Judgment.

The seventh and final verse has two couplets. The first two lines describe the
Messianic era, the last of the seven downward flowing Sephiroth, the Sephirah of
Malkhuth - Sovereignty. The Messiah is a king, and represents God’s majesty and
sovereignty on earth. The second two verses connected to the last of the upward
flowing Sephiroth, the Sephirah of Chesed - Loving-kindness talk of the eternal
peace and serenity which will prevail in Jerusalem. Thus are the ends embedded in
their beginnings. The fifty gates of wisdom are flung open wide. Of the twenty paths
of the Hebrew letters, each has a large signpost, each is connected to one of the ten
Sephiroth. Now is the time to connect heart and mind for now are the gifts of Mo-
chin D’Gadlut - Large Mindedness, freely dispensed. We may live our whole lives
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during the year in Mochin D’Katnut -
Small Mindedness, but tonight, on Pass-
over,  there  is  no  excuse  for  this.  This  is
the path of the Hebrew letter, g -Ayin.
The fountain is flowing abundant. It is up
to us to lean over and drink. No one can
force us to drink.

The text in English:
And so it was the middle of the night.

1.
Then with a thousand miracles did

You astound in the night
At the top of the hour as the watch

unwound in the night
The holy convert prevailed as victory

was found in the night
And it was in the middle of the night.

2.
You indicted Philistines’ king it was

in a dream in the night
Laban the Aramean was frightened to

scream in the night
Israel vanquished the angel crossing

the stream in the night
And it was in the middle of the night.

3.
The seed of Egypt’s firstborn You

halved quartered in the night
Their power was vanished when they

woke thwarted in the night
Elite troops of Prince Sisera star-struck and slaughtered in the night

And it was in the middle of the night.
4.

The corpse of the warmongering blasphemer putrefying in the night
Proud pagan Bel humiliated into squatting no denying in the night

To beloved Daniel You gave a secrets-laden prophecy satisfying in the night
And it was in the middle of the night.

5.
Drunken usurper from holy goblets Balthaszar dead in the night

Daniel from the lions’ den interpreting dreams of dread in the night
Spiteful heart of sleepless Haman writing books instead in the night
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v�k±h�K©v h�m£j�C h¦v±h³u 

 
/"v�k±h�K©v h�m£j�C h¦v±h³u" i�f�cU  

Jt«r�C 'v�k±h�K�C ̈,t�k�p¦v oh¦X°b cIr z̈t 

e�k¤j®b�F IT§j�M°b e¤s�m r̄D 'v�k±h�K©v v®z ,IrUn§J©t 

/v�k±h�K©v h�m£j�C h¦v±h³u 'v�k±h�k Ik 

 

h¦N©r£t ̈T§s©j�p¦v 'v�k±h�K©v oIk£j�C r̈r±D Q�k¤n ̈T±b©S 

Ik k�fUH³u Q̈t�k©n�k  k¥ẗr§G°h r©J²H³u 'v�k±h�k J¤n¤t�C 

/v�k±h�K©v h�m£j�C h¦v±h³u 'v�k±h�k 

 

o�kh¥j 'v�k±h�K©v h�m£j�C ̈T�m©j̈n xIr§,�p h¥rIf�C g©r®z 

,¤J«r£j sh°d±b ,©xh¦y 'v�k±h�K�C önUe�C Ut�m̈n tO 

/v�k±h�K©v h�m£j�C h¦v±h³u 'v�k±h�k h�c�fIf�c ̈,h�K¦x 

 

'v�k±h�K�C uḧr²d�p ̈T§J�cIv 'hUU¦t ;�pIb�k ;¥r̈j§n .�g²h 

,IsUn£j Jh¦t�k 'v�k±h�k iIJh¦t�C Ic�M©nU k�C g©r�F 

/v�k±h�K©v h�m£j�C h¦v±h³u 'v�k±h�k ,Iz£j z̈r v�k±d°b 

 

g©JIb 'v�k±h�K�C IC d©r¡v®b J¤s«e h�k�f�C r�F©T§J¦n 

r©y²b v̈t±b¦G /v�k±h�k h¥,U,�g�C r¥,IP ,Iḧr£t rIC¦n 

/v�k±h�K©v h�m£j�C h¦v±h³u 'v�k±h�k oh¦r�p§x c©,�f±u h°d²d£t 

 

v̈rUP 'v�k±h�k ,³b§J s¤s®b�C uh�k�g W£j�m°b ̈T§r©rIg 

j̈G±u r¥n«�F j©r�m 'v�k±h�K¦N v©n r¥nIJ�k QIr§s¦, 

/v�k±h�K©v h�m£j�C h¦v±h³u 'v�k±h�k o³d±u r¤e«c ẗ,̈t 

 

o¨r 'v�k±h�k tO±u oIh tO tUv r¤J£t oIh c¥r̈e 

oh¦r§nIJ 'v�k±h�K©v W�k ;©t oIH©v W�k h�F g©sIv 

rh¦ẗT 'v�k±h�K©v k�f±u oIh©v k�F W§rh�g�k s¥e�p©v 

:v�k±h�K©v h�m£j�C h¦v±h³u 'v�k±h�k ,�F§J¤j oIh rIt�F 



And it was in the middle of the night.
6.

You awakened eternity when you disturbed Ahasuerus’ sleep in the night
Crushing the enemies of those whose guard the watch keep in the night

Loud like watchman crying: Day’s a coming, no longer so deep in the night
And it was in the middle of the night

7.
Bring close the day of days a time neither in the day nor in the night

Most High let them see you as Creator of all days
and even more in the night

Appoint guardians for your city all the day and protect it
to be sure in the night

Let the sun shine forever brilliant remove all its veils
let daylight pour in the night

And it was in the middle of the night.

eabcdabf
VA’AMARTEM ZEVACH PESACH

AND SO TELL THEM IT IS THE PASSOVER OFFERING

The second night of Passover has a slightly different focus, and traditionally,
this second hymn was said on the second night. The second Seder is unique to the
Diaspora. It is not celebrated  in the Land of Israel at all. Interestingly this second
liturgical poem uses as its refrain a reference to the Paschal lamb, an offering which
could only be brought in the Holy Temple in Jerusalem, which is probably the rea-
son the custom these days is to recite both hymns on both night. The author, R.
Eleazar the Kalir is a somewhat mysterious figure. He probably lived sometime be-
tween the 6th and 10th centuries, probably in Palestine and was an extremely prolific
writer. Older authorities consider him to have been a Tanna/teacher of the Mish-
nah and identify him either with Eleazar b. Arakh of the 1st century, or with
Eleazar b. Simeon of the 2nd century. While some of his hymns have been lost,
more than 200 of them have been embodied in the prayer-books for Rosh Ha-
shanah and Yom Kippur. Kalir's hymns early became an object of study and of
Kabbalistic exegesis. His personality was a mystery. It is related that heavenly fire
surrounded  him  when  he  wrote  the  ‘Kedushtah’;  that  he  himself  ascended  to
heaven and there learned from the angels the secret of writing alphabetical
hymns; and that his teacher Yannai, author of the previously discussed poem,
‘And It Was In The Middle Of The Night,’ jealous of his superior knowledge,
placed a scorpion in his shoe, and caused his death.

This poem from the Festival liturgy for the second day of Passover is in-
troduced with the words from Exodus 12:26-27:
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And when your children ask you, what is this service you are perform-
ing? Tell them, It is a Passover Offering for God who passed over our
Jewish  houses  in  Egypt  when  he  slew  the  Egyptians  and  spared  our
homes.

This  poem,  similar  in  construction  to  the  one  discussed  above,  also  has
seven stanzas with three Hebrew acrostic lines in each of the first six and four in
the final, seventh verse, to accommodate the 22nd letter of the alphabet. As in
the previous poem, the fifth verse uses a a -Shin  instead of a x - Samech, and for
the same reason. There is, though, at least one radical difference. Where Yan-
nai’s verses are laden with meaning, the Kalir’s individual syllables are laden with
double, treble and more layers of meaning. Assuming its allusions were all pene-
trable and we were in possession of all the Aggadic material around which the
Kalir wove his compositions; and assuming we were able to assemble all the fif-
teen centuries of scholarship accruing to this hymn, it would still require a Kab-
balist of a different order than this writer to edit, translate and then condense it
for reading here.

A cursory example of its complexity will have to suffice. I have chosen to
provide  an  overview of  the  first  stanza  and an  in-depth  exegesis  of  the  first  two
words in the second stanza. It  is  no exaggeration to say that a proper treatment
of the hymn would require a whole book of its own.

The first stanza deals with the supernal, upper Sephiroth of Keter -
Crown, Chokhma - Wisdom, Binah - Understanding and Da’at - Knowledge.
The first three words of the first line translate as, ‘You wondrously juxtapose the
intensity of Your might’. At the most obvious, P’shat - Literal level of meaning,
the poet is acknowledging the wondrous way in which God contrasts His use of
power with the Egyptians’ use of their power on the night of Passover. Pharaoh
considered  himself  a  very  powerful  man.  But  ultimately  his  power  was  only  in
the commands he gave. God, unlike Pharaoh or any mortal king, is free to act.
Pharaoh’s power diminished with the degree of his removal from the scene of
the action. God’s power is undiminished whether it is expressed through a mes-
senger or through direct action. The juxtaposition of God’s power against Phar-
aoh’s power climaxed on the night of Passover.

The  three  Hebrew  words  chosen  by  the  Kalir  to  describe  this  contrast,
however, have more suggested meanings. The three Hebrew words are:

Ometz - .nt - Intensity,
Gevurotecha - lh,urcd - Your might,
Hiflaita - ,tkpv - You did wondrously display.
The Hebrew word, Ometz - .nt - ‘Intensity’, appears but once in Scrip-

ture, in Job 17:9. There is a discussion in the Pesikta D’Rav Kahana, Piska 25:1,
as to whether the Ometz - .nt - Intensity, mentioned in this verse, is the power
God imbues  in  His  worshippers  enabling  them to  serve  Him,  or  whether  it  re-
fers to the power God’s worshippers give Him with their worship. Either way,
Ometz - .nt - Intensity, refers to the sort of power one receives from God or
one gives God. This type of flowing energy, the sort calculated to enhance some-
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one’s power, to strengthen and empower them, always flows from the Sephirah
of Binah - Understanding. All channeling of primal energies is done through this
Sephirah.

The Hebrew word, Gevurotecha - lh,urcd - ‘Your might’, refers to the Five
Gevuroth - Powers associated with the Sephirah of Binah - Understanding. The
five drops of Gevurah - Power, alluded to are the five droplets of Longing, De-
sire, Prayer, Hope and Faith flowing from God into the world through the five
Sephiroth of:

1. Binah -Understanding - Longing
2. Gevurah - Judgment - Desire
3. Hod - Beauty - Prayer
4. Yesod - Fundament - Hope
5. Malkhuth - Sovereignty - Faith

The concept of God’s Prayers to us, God’s Faith in us, God’s Longing for
us and other, similar, attributes associated with the Sephirah of Binah - Under-
standing may at first seem alien. But the Midrash and Aggadah are replete with
references to these ideas.

Hiflaita - ,tkpv -  ‘You did  wondrously  display’.  The root  of  the  Hebrew
word, tkp -Peleh - Wonder, consists of three Hebrew letters t -Alef, k -Lamed
and p -Peh. Together they spell ;kt -Alef. Both Alef and Peleh are associated
with the Sephirah of Chokhma - Wisdom.

(Incidentally, the previous poem, written by R. Yannai, also has the word,
Hiflaita - ,tkpv - ‘You did wondrously display’, in the identical spot on the first
line of the composition. If the Kalir was indeed in some sort of competition with
his teacher, R Yannai,  he could have found no more flamboyant way of under-
scoring it than by using the word, Hiflaita - ,tkpv - You did wondrously display,
to juxtapose his own composition against that of his mentor.)

It now becomes evident that the first line invokes God’s miraculous rela-
tionship with us, and celebrates the way God made his relationship with us unde-
niable to the world on Passover. How we were empowered to face the Egyptians
and sacrifice the Paschal Lamb, painting its blood on our doorposts without fear
of reprisal for breaking the Egyptian taboo against slaughtering the lamb. To
circumcise ourselves without fear, to walk into the desert, homeless and unpre-
pared without fear. How we empowered God to come down out of the heavens
to  interfere  in  Pharaoh’s  life  down  to  its  minutest  detail.  How  God  made  a
mockery  of  Egypt  in  order  to  teach  us  and  all  of  humankind  a  salutary  lesson
through Chokhma - Wisdom and Binah - Understanding.

The second line of the poem concentrates on different forms of the Se-
phirah of Keter - Crown and Malkhuth - Sovereignty. The month of Nisan is the
new year for Malkhuth - Sovereignty because of Passover which occurs during
this month. The month is governed by the Hebrew letter v -Heh, the letter of
Malkhuth -  Sovereignty and belongs to the Tribe of Judah for the same reason.
The three Hebrew words of the line, in the poem, Rosh - Head, Moed - Holy-
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day and Nisaita - You Ennobled, all allude directly to the Sephiroth of Keter -
Crown and Malkhuth - Sovereignty.

The third line of the poem introduces Abraham, calling him the Ezrach -
‘Citizen’. Ezrach -  may  also  translate  as  ‘Easterner’,  or  ‘The one for  whom the
sun shines’, alluding to the  revelation of secrets and mysteries. Here we also
find an allusion to the virtual Sephirah of Da’at -  Knowing is alluded to. As the
five droplets of Hasadim - Loving-kindnesses flow upward, as reflected light,
thorough the Sephiroth of Netzach - Victory, Tiffereth - Glory, Chesed - Loving-
kindness, Chokhma - Wisdom through Keter - Crown, they unite all the upper
Sephiroth to  pour  light  into  the  worlds  below,  light  that  reveals  the  secret  es-
sences of things. This is light that reveals things as they are supposed to look.

It was Abraham who made the first covenant in the flesh of his body with
God; at the point of the connection of Da’at - Knowing where male and female
join  in  intimate  knowing.  It  is  therefore  to  Abraham that  the  first  revelation  of
the mysteries is freely given. Abraham is given the Sefer Yetzitrah - Book of For-
mation. He was the first  real citizen, because he was the first  to be given all  the
paperwork, so to speak, the blueprints for the world. 

The second verse continues with the theme of Abraham. It refers to God
knocking at Abraham’s door on the third day after his circumcision. The second
line describes Abraham’s treatment of the three strangers/angels upon whom he
waited. The poet uses the word, ‘sparks’ as a euphemism for angels. The third
line alludes to the bullock he slaughtered in honor of the guests, whose sacrifice
was mirrored in the Temple sacrifice later initiated for the first day of Passover.

The first word in the stanza translates as ‘his door’. Now, considering how
the  text  of  Genesis  has  Abraham living  in  a  tent,  the  poet’s  use  of  a  door  as  a
metaphor begs the question, why?

The second word on the  line  translates  as  ‘You knocked at’.  The use  of
the word, knocked at,  solves the riddle posed by the previous use of the word,
door as will be explained.

In Hebrew the word for ‘door’, is ,ks -Deleth.  As was discussed earlier
before we ate the Afikomen, in Tzafon, the twelfth Siman - Station, the Hebrew
letter ,ks -Daleth translates as ‘neediness’, ‘poverty’ and ‘want’, it also has the oppo-
site meaning; it may be translated as ‘elevation’, ‘being drawn upward’ and ‘raised’. It
also translates as ‘door’. The ‘door’ explains and encompasses all of the other mean-
ings.  A door  swings  this  way  and that.  It  may  be  open or  shut.  It  may  be  a  strong
barrier or a weak one.

Abraham was  99  years  old  when he  circumcised himself.  On the  third  day
after the circumcision he was quite sick. Sickness is an example of the Hebrew letter
,ks -Daleth translating as 'neediness’, ‘poverty’ and ‘want’; swinging this way and that,
sickness is all of those things.

There is yet another layer of meaning to the Hebrew word for ‘his door’. uh,ks
 -D’latav. According to the kabbalisitc reading of the text, God’s visit to Abraham is
meant to teach all the mysteries surrounding the Mitzvah - Commandment to visit
the sick. Sickness comes about through damage to the Hebrew letter h -Yod, in the
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Tetragrammatron, the four lettered name of God, YHVH directly associated with
the soul of the sick person.

Written out in full, the Hebrew letter/word suh consist of three letters, h -Yod, u
 -Vav  and s -Daleth. When a person is sick the three letters of the suh -Yod, are
overturned. The new word now reads, hus -D’voy - Sickness.

A look at the first word of the stanza, uh,ks -D’latav, shows how the poet inte-
grated the kabbalisitc understanding of Abraham’s sickness in the word. There is the
,ks - Daleth - ‘Door’, at which God knocked. Then there are the two Hebrew letters,
uh -Vav  and Yod,  used as  a  suffix  to  make the  word read,  ‘His  door’.  In  fact  the
word, uh,ks -D’latav, has a damaged h -Yod  in it. The ,ks -Daleth should  be
placed after the letters, uh -  Vav  and Yod, to read a healthy suh -Yod, Vav  and
Daleth. Instead it reads backwards, with the ,ks -Daleth coming at the beginning of
the word and the uh -Vav and Yod  at the end. No wonder Abraham is feeling poorly.

Then, says the poet, God knocked at his door. The Hebrew word for knock-
ing is, eps -Defek. All the mysteries of healing are hidden in the letters and vowels of
the word, Knock - eps -Defek, because the eps -Defek is the pulse. A healthy per-
son’s pulse is different from a sick person’s pulse. Almost the first thing the doctor
will check is the pulse of his patient. The vowels in the word for knocking, eps -
Defek , chosen by the poet in this stanza are the vowels OO, AA, OO, in the word, ¨
Te�p̈s -Dofakto. Abraham, by performing the circumcision in a completely self-
sacrificing manner generated an imbalance in the Sephiroth of Keter–  Crown and
Chokhma - Wisdom. The vowels, Komatz - OO and Patach - AA represent the
Sephiroth of Keter - Crown and Chokhma - Wisdom, respectively. The damage to
Keter– Crown refers to the revelation brought about by the circumcision itself expos-
ing the Keter -  Crown of the flesh. The disturbance, the inundation of divine light
spread to disturb Chokhma - Wisdom, because that is where Life force in the pulse
is contained. The message among others, is that a Mitzvah - Commandment per-
formed in a totally dedicated way may result in sickness, just as a misdeed may cause
sickness. A fuller exposition of these ideas can be found in the Writings of the Ari -
Lurianic Kabbalah. (Ta’amei Hamitzvoth, Likutei Torah - Vayera) Feeling the pulse
and becoming sensitive to the pattern of the pulse informs the doctor which vowels -
pulses require healing or alignment. By knocking on Abraham’s door; realigning the
eps -Defek  - Pulse, God healed the ,ks -Deleth - Door in Abraham.

The third stanza describes the destruction of Sodom and the cities occupying
the land where the Dead Sea is now. This includes the rescue of Abraham’s nephew
Lot who carries the seed of the Messiah.

The fourth stanza is devoted in its entirety to the Slaying of the Firstborn.
The fifth stanza discusses the Jews and their relationship with the Land of

Israel.
The sixth stanza examines the destruction of the Jewish Kingdoms and their
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subsequent exile into Babylon.
The seventh, final stanza intro-

duces Queen Esther as Hadassah -  Myr-
tle, the personification of Malkhuth -
Sovereignty, and her struggle to bring
down Amalek the Malkhuth -  Sover-
eignty  of  the  dark  side,  the  side  of  the
Klippoth - Husks, representing the Origi-
nal  Serpent  in  the  story  of  Adam  and
Eve.

The Roman Empire - Western
Civilization - Christianity receive fair
warning  in  the  third  line  of  the  final
stanza. The last line invokes the Giluy
Shechinah -  Divine  Revelation  of  the
original Passover night, and the end of
things is once again embedded firmly in
their beginning.

The text in English:

And so tell them it is an Offering
for Passover

1.
You wondrously juxtapose the in-
tensity of Your might against Pass-

over
To preside over every festival and
holiday You ennoble the rite of

Passover
Revealing to the first citizen the
secrets of midnight on Passover

And so tell them it’s an offering for Passover

2.
In the heat of the day You knocked at his tent’s door on Passover

While to the angels sparking he fed Matzah cakes and more on Passover
To cattle running as for a bullock of the Temple he sent for on Passover

And so tell them it’s an offering for Passover
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j©x�P j�c®z o¤T§r©n£t³u  
 

k�F Jt«r�C 'j©x�P�C ̈,t�k�p¦v Wh¤,IrUc±D .¤n«t 

kh�k ,Im£j h¦j̈r±z¤t�k ̈,h�K°D 'j©x�P ̈,t¥¬°b ,Is�gIn 

 /j©x�P j�c®z o¤T§r©n£t³u 'j©x�P 

 

sh�g§x¦v 'j©x�P�C oIH©v o«j�F ̈T§e�p̈S uḧ,�k§S 

.̈r r̈e�C©v k¤t±u 'j©x�P�C ,IM©n ,Id�g oh�m�mIb 

 /j©x�P j�c®z o¤T§r©n£t³u 'j©x�P Q¤r�g rIJ�k r�f̄z 

 

yIk .�Kªj 'j©x�P�C J¥t�C Uy£vO±u oh¦nIs§x Un�g«z 

¨,t¥yt¦y 'j©x�P .¥e�C v�p̈t ,IM©nU 'o¤v¥n 

j�c®z o¤T§r©n£t³u 'j©x�P�C W§r�c�g�C ;«b±u ;«n ,©n§s©t 

 /j©x�P 

 

'j©x�P rUN¦J kh�k�C ̈T�m©j̈n iIt k�F Jt«r 'V²h 

h¦T�k�c�k 'j©x�P o©s�C ̈T§j©x�P rIf�C i�C k�g 'rh�C�F 

o¤T§r©n£t³u 'j©x�P�C h©j̈,�p�c t«c�k ,h¦j§J©n ,¥, 

 /j©x�P j�c®z 

 

i²h§s¦n v̈s§n§J°b 'j©x�P h¥,IT�g�C v̈r²Dªx ,¤r®dªx§n 

kUP h̄B©n§J¦n Up§rG 'j©x�P r¤n«g h¥rIg§G kh�k�m�C 

 /j©x�P j�c®z o¤T§r©n£t³u 'j©x�P sIe±h s©eh�C sUk±u 

 

'j©x�P ,³bIg v�g²D s�g 'sIn�g�k c«b�C oIH©v sIg 

v«p�m 'j©x�P�C kUm �g¥e�g©e�k v�c§,�F s²h x�P 

j�c®z o¤T§r©n£t³u 'j©x�P�C 'ïj�kª©v QIr�g ,h�p�M©v 

 /j©x�P 

 

Jt«r 'j©x�P�C J�K©J�k oIm v̈X©s£v v̈x±B�F k̈v̈e 

h¥T§J 'j©x�P�C oh¦¦n£j .�g�C ̈T�m©j̈n g̈J̈r ,h�C¦n 

W§s²h zIg̈T 'j©x�P�C ,h�mUg�k th�c̈T 'g³d¤r v�K¥t 

'j©x�P d©j J¥S©e§,¦v kh�k�F 'W±bh¦n±h oUr̈,±u 

 /j©x�P j�c®z o¤T§r©n£t³u 



3.
Consumed by wrath the Sodomites blazed in the fire-brand of Passover

Lot saved from them baking Matzah during time’s last stand on Passover
Sweeping Moph and Noph in Your passing from the land on Passover

And so tell them it’s an offering for Passover

4.
Oh Lord! You crushed firstborn in the night you await for Passover
Almighty, You skipped my firstborn during Your first great Passover

Not to allow the destroyer to gain entry into my gate on Passover
And so tell them it’s an offering for Passover

5.
Jericho the city besieged, surrounded and razed on Passover

Midian with a bushel of barley awed, smashed and dazed on Passover
The Assyrians of Pul and Lud, routed, confused, and crazed on Passover

And so tell them it’s an offering for Passover

6.
Sennacherib’s army overlooking Your Temple encamps at the incline of

Passover
The hand writes lines on the Babylonian wall to extirpate their line on

Passover
With guard, watches and lookouts alert at the banquet they recline all at

Passover
And so tell them it’s an offering for Passover

7.
Assembled by the myrtle fasting three days the whole congregation on

Passover
The House of Evil’s head on a fifty foot gallows hanging in celebration of

Passover
Two will You bring to pass in a flash upon Roman Empire nation on

Passover
Empower Your right hand let it be prevail in the night of sanctification

on Passover
And so tell them it’s an offering for Passover

eabcdabf
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KI LO NAEH KI LO YAEH - IT SUITS HIM, IT FITS HIM

The authorship  of  this  poem,  together  with  the  following  two poems,   is
unknown.  This  poem first  appears  in  the  13th  century  Siddur  -  Prayer  Book -
Etz Chaim, used by Yaacov b. Yehuda, Rabbi of Londres, (London), England.
Its place in the Haggadah is attributable to the fact that its themes match those of
Nirtzah - It  Has All Been Desired. The connections, though, are not obvious or
straightforward because the poem is filled with complexities. Unlike the earlier
liturgical poems, this poet does uses the Hebrew letter, x -Samech.

The poem has three primary elements. The first,  introductory element is
its title: ‘It suits Him, it fits Him.’ The phrase reappears throughout the poem to
close  each refrain.  Referring  to  God in  the  third  person,  the  poet  suggests  that
whatever character God dons, it suits Him like a well designed and appropriate
suit of clothing. Of course, the poet’s first assumption is that the reader under-
stands the concept of God dressed in clothing. The poet’s second assumption is
that it  is  permissible to express an opinion as to whether God’s clothing is well
suited or ill. Both assumptions are based on Midrashic precedents as will be
explained.

The second element of the poem is the acrostic triplet. The author of this
poem solves the problem of Hebrew acrostics by dividing the Hebrew alphabet
of 22 letters into 8 stanzas. The final letter, , -Tav, is repeated three times to
complete the rhythmic phrasing. The triplet refers first to a remarkable aspect of
God’s sovereignty; second, to a sympathetic aspect of God’s essence; and third,
to  the  fact  that  either  God’s  angels  or  His  Jewish  People  are  always  reminding
Him of the third element of the poem

The third element of the poem is a chorus: ‘To You and to You. To You
for to You. To You only to You. To You, Adonai, belongs all Majesty.’ The
word ‘You’, referring to God repeats seven times.

To explain these apparently disparate elements it is first necessary to ex-
amine the idea of majesty or sovereignty in Kabbalah. The tenth, last and lowest
of the Sephiroth is the Sephirah of Malkhuth - Sovereignty. It  is  last  and lowest
because it receives from all Sephiroth above  it.   In  Kabbalistic  terms, Sephirah
of Malkhuth - Sovereignty is therefore feminine to all higher Sephiroth, precisely
because it  receives from them all.  Even though all  authority invested in an indi-
vidual citizen derives from the authority invested by the people in their sover-
eign, nevertheless, in physical terms the king receives and gives nothing. In the
Kabbalah, giving and receiving are usually designated masculine and feminine
activities respectively. Hence, the most feminine or receptive or passive of the
Sephiroth is the Sephirah of Malkhuth - Sovereignty. Why is the sovereign femi-
nine or passive or receptive? Because, while sovereignty can be claimed on be-
half of someone or something or somewhere, it can only be bestowed by some-
one other than the claimant. A king does not become king because he claims the
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throne but because others crown him king and bow to him. Unless sovereignty is
acknowledged by others, a person may claim and proclaim it in vain.

We, the Jewish People were the first to proclaim God King of the World,
when we said, (Exodus 15:18) ‘Adonai will reign forever’. The Midrash notes,
(Leviticus Rabba 2:4)

R. Abin gave the example of a King who owned a favorite robe and was
constantly reminding a servant to air it and fold it properly.
'Your  majesty  owns  so  many  royal  robes,'  asked  the  servant  one  day.
'Why do you only remind me to care for this one?'
'Because this is the robe I wore to my coronation.' answered the king.
So, Moses asked of the Holy blessed One, 'Master of the universe, You
have seventy authentic nations in your world, how come You command
me only to convey Your instructions to one of them: ‘Command the
Jewish People’: ‘Tell the Jewish People’?'
'They crowned me first at the Red Sea when they said to me, ‘Adonai
will reign forever’.'

The Midrashic idea expressed here is that without our proclaiming God
King  of  the  World  there  would  be  something  missing  in  His  sovereignty.  That
by donning the mantle of sovereignty God, as it were, makes Himself vulnerable.
For, as has been stated, sovereignty cannot be claimed, it has to be bestowed.
But what of the idea, often repeated in Jewish liturgy that God was King before
the world came into being and needs nothing from us? The idea of God as sov-
ereign regardless of human existence is also addressed in the Midrash. (Exodus
Rabba 3:1):

(Psalms 93) Your throne was prepared from when, You have been
forever.
R. Berachiah said in the name of R. Abuhu: Even though You are eter-
nal,  God, Your throne was not established and You were unknown in
Your  own world  until  Your  children sang  the  Song  of  the  Sea.  That’s
why it  says: ‘Your throne was prepared from When’. Like a king who
went  to  war  and  won  the  war.  His  subjects  then  proclaimed  him  em-
peror. 'Until now,' they said to him. 'You were a king, but now we have
made you an emperor.'
What is the difference between the honor of a king and that of an em-
peror? The king is always depicted, in his royal portrait, standing, while
the  emperor  is  depicted  seated.  So  do the  Jewish  People  say  to  God:
'In truth You were You before You created Your world. Since creating
the world You are You, nevertheless, You have been standing. But,
since  taking  a  stand at  the  Red Sea  where  we  sang  our  Song   to  You,
beginning with the word, When, Your sovereignty has been seated and
Your throne is established.'

At this point in the Seder we are moving beyond any parochial aspects of
worship. All the pathways are opened. It is the revelation of Mochin D’Gadlut -
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Large Mindedness, a time for universal worship of God. How can we maintain
our  feelings  of  uniqueness  as  Jewish  worshippers  of  God,  though,  when at  any
moment we anticipate the proclamation of God as Sovereign of the whole
world? This tension, between our urge to see God reveal Himself and become
the  sole  object  of  worship  in  the  world  and  our  need  to  remain  special  is  the
thread  informing  every  word  in  this  poem.  The  concept  of  God  in  clothing  is
tied to the concept of God king of all nations. All the poem’s themes are thus
born in the same vortex of ideas.

The prophet Jeremiah first introduced the concept that our God, King of
Israel is also King of all nations. (Jer. 10:7) The verse reads:

Who  is  not  afraid  of  You,  King  of  Nations,  and  it  suits  You  thus.  For
among all the sages of the nations and among all their kingdoms there is no one
like You.

When Jeremiah’s prophet friends reproached him for enfranchising the
Jewish God, for internationalizing God this way, claiming, 'Have we not referred
to Him as, Israel’s King, since Moses’ time'? Jeremiah retorted, 'Was it not God
who appointed me ‘prophet to the nations’? (ibid 1:5) Of course I am bound to
call Him, King of Nations.'

The Midrash, (Yalkut, Psalms 847) picks up on the prophet’s introduc-
tion of the concept  of ‘suitability’ vis-à-vis God.

R.  Hanina  said:  Sometimes  a  man  looks  good  in  his  clothing  but  his
clothing  isn’t  appropriate  to  him.  Or  his  clothing  may  be  appropriate
but doesn’t suit him. God, however, suits His clothing and His clothing
suits Him, as it  is  written, (Psalms 73:1) God rules, clothed in hauteur
etc. God wears seven styles of clothing.

1. In the war at the Red Sea He wore Pride, as it  is  written, God rules,
clothed in hauteur. We know this refers to the War at the Red Sea,
since  the  Song  of  the  Sea  (Exodus  16:1)  says:  I  will  sing  to  God for
He is Proud and Haughty.

2. He wore different clothing at Sinai, as it is written, (Psalms ibid) God
dressed,  girdled  in  Power.  This  refers  to  the  power  God  gave  His
people at Sinai, as it is written, (ibid 29:11) God empowers His peo-
ple.

3. He wore different clothing for Babylon, as it is written, (Isaiah 59:17)
He dressed Himself in Revenge. It  refers to Babylon, as it  is  written,
(Jer. 51:11) God has plans for the destruction of Babylon, for God’s
revenge is vengeance for His Sanctuary.

4. He wore different clothing for Persia-Media, as it is written, (Isaiah
ibid) He dressed in charity like Armor. This refers to Persia-Media,
as it is written, (Esther 8:15) Mordechai walked out of the king’s pres-
ence  dressed  in  royal  clothing,  blue  and  white  with  a  huge  gold
crown, wrapped in finest linen and purple.

5. He wore different clothing for Greece, as it is written, (Isaiah ibid) He
is cloaked in a coat of Jealousy. This refers to the Hasmoneans who
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cloaked themselves in jealousy to war against the Greeks.
6. He will wear different clothing for Edom-Rome, as it is written,

(Isaiah 63:1) Who is this coming from Edom in (bloody) red clothing
from Botztra?

7. And God will wear different clothing in Messianic times, as it is writ-
ten, (Daniel 7:9) His clothing is snow white and the hair on His head
like purest wool.

The final elements in the poem push the envelope still further.
First,  according  to  R.  Shmuel  of  Sochatshov,  (Haggadah - Shem Mish-

muel) the poet has here introduced one of the most obscure Midrashic ideas,
obscure not least because it blurs the line between Midrash and Kabbalah. The
names  of  the  protagonists  in  the  anecdote  should  alert  the  reader  to  the  cross-
over between Midrashic and Kabbalisitic terrain. (Cant. Rabbah 3:2)

R. Yochanan retold the following. R. Shimon b. Yochai asked R. Elazar
b. R. Yosi, he said, 'Is it possible you heard something from your father
concerning the phrase, 'the crown with which his mother crowned
him'? [The phrase is part of the verse, (Song of Songs 3:11) Go out and
look,  O daughters  of  Zion,  upon King  Solomon and upon the  crown
with which his mother crowned him on the day of his wedding and his
heart’s delight. Tr.]
'Yes,' he answered.
'What was it?'
'There was a king who loved his only daughter more than enough. He
used  to  call  her  ‘my  daughter’.  But,  he  could  not  stop  embracing  her
until he called her, ‘my sister’, and he still could not stop embracing her
until  he  called  her  ‘mother’.  So  it  was,  God  loved  the  Jewish  People
more than enough, calling them ‘My daughter’, as it is written, (Psalms
45) ‘Listen, daughter and look.’
But He did not stop loving them until He called them, ‘My sister’, as it
is written, (Song of Songs 5:2) ‘Open for me, my sister, my lover.’
He did not stop loving them until He called them, ‘My mother’ as it is
written, (Isaiah 51:4) Listen to Me My people, pay attention to Me My
nation… Don’t read the word, Oomi -  ‘my  nation’,  but Eemi - ‘my
mother’.
R.  Shimon b.  Yochai  rose  and kissed  him on his  head,  saying,  'Had I
only come to this world to hear this explanation from your mouth it
would have sufficed.'

Basing  his  understanding  of  the  poem  on  this  Midrash,  R.  Shmuel  of
Sochatshov interprets the triple phrasing of the stanza, ‘To You and to You. To
You for to You. To You only to You. To You, Adonai, belongs all Majesty,’
thus:

1. ‘To You and to You’ is said by Israel, God’s daughter. If the Se-
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phirah of Malkhuth - the King or Sovereignty is feminine and without power of
its own, how much more so is the princess, daughter of the king is powerless and
devoid of the ability to give. Thus, we say to God, 'While You may take pride in
the fact that we, the Jewish People crowned You, we acknowledge that we are in
fact devoid of any power of our own. To You and to You is thus understood to
mean, That power was Yours alone.

2. ‘To You for to You’ is said by Israel, God’s sister. Even when we are
blessed by God and the Sephirah of Chokhma - Wisdom is opened to us, we do
not own the Chokhma -  Wisdom.  Even  though  for  a  moment  one  might  sup-
pose that God gave us something and we now own it outright as a gift, neverthe-
less we still  acknowledge God as its sole owner. To You for to You is thus un-
derstood to mean, because everything is Yours, God, even those gifts You
shared with us are Yours alone.

3. ‘To You only to You’ is said by Israel, God’s mother. The simplest
way  to  explain  this  concept  would  be  to  examine  this  process  in  which  we  are
currently engaged. The Seder has reached a point where God has opened all the
gates  for  us.  Anything  we  want  to  know  about  God  is  revealed.  In  return  we
open all our gates to God and reveal that all our deepest knowledge of Him is as
nothing. 'But, it was you who described Me so brilliantly and lovingly,' says God.
'You,  my  people,  made  me  such  beautiful  things,  it  is  as  though  you  were  my
mother.'   The only answer we have to give is the phrase, 'To You only to You;
even when it seems we have something to give You, God, it too is Yours.

 This is the path of the Hebrew letter, e -Kof. The serpent straddles this path
in opposition. With this song we invite a rectification even for the sin of the serpent.
In the Hebrew text of this song, interwoven with refrain are the seven repetitions of
the  word,  You.  When we ate  from the  Tree  of  Knowledge  of  Good and Evil  we
chased, so to speak, God out of His abode on earth and forced Him to retreat into
the seventh and highest of the heavens. Our process of Exodus from Egypt, out ac-
ceptance of the Torah at Sinai, our building of the Tabernacle in the wilderness and
subsequently the Temple in Jerusalem, were each in their way, a preparation and
invitation for God to come down out His lofty retreat and take up residence in this
lowest and most physical world.

In talking of God’s majesty we must also talk of its opposite. In mentioning
God clothed in pride, we must acknowledge the existence of its opposite. Chapter 3
of the Book of Genesis begins thus:

Now, the serpent was more cunning than all the other wild creatures God
had made. The serpent said to the woman, ‘So what if God said not to eat
from all the trees of the garden?’

In  fact  the  opening  words  of  the  serpent  display  the  most chutzpah of  any
statement in the whole of Scripture. The Hebrew words in the question asked by the
serpent are the words, hf ;t -Af Ki, they are part of the chorus in our poem.

To You for to You, contains the words, lk hf lk -L’cha Ki L’cha  

To You only to You, contains the words, lk ;t lk -L’cha Af L’cha 

As was  said  at  the  outset,  the  meaning  of Nirtzah -  It  Has  All  Been De-
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sired, means precisely that even the
serpent finds its fixing in the scheme of
things tonight at the Seder.

The text in English:
It suit Him, it fits Him!

Mighty in Majesty, Choice in Es-
sence, His Hosts say to Him,

To You and to You. To You for to
You. To You only to You. To You,

Adonai, belongs all Majesty.
It suit Him, it fits Him!

Heralded in Majesty, Beautiful in
Essence, His Sweetest say to Him,
To You and to You. To You for to
You. To You only to You. To You,

Adonai, belongs all Majesty.
It suit Him, it fits Him!

Innocent in Majesty, Faithful in
Essence, His Lords say to Him,

To You and to You. To You for to
You. To You only to You. To You,

Adonai, belongs all Majesty.
It suit Him, it fits Him!

Singular in Majesty, Powerful in
Essence, His Students say to Him,
To You and to You. To You for to
You. To You only to You. To You,

Adonai, belongs all Majesty.
It suit Him, it fits Him!

Ruler in Majesty, Awesome in Es-
sence, His Circle say to Him,

To You and to You. To You for to
You. To You only to You. To You,

Adonai, belongs all Majesty.
It suit Him, it fits Him!
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Humble in Majesty, Redeemer in
Essence, His Saints say to Him,

To You and to You. To You for to
You. To You only to You. To You,

Adonai, belongs all Majesty.
It suit Him, it fits Him!

Holy in Majesty, Merciful in Essence, His Angels say to Him,
To You and to You. To You for to You. To You only to You. To You,

Adonai, belongs all Majesty.
It suit Him, it fits Him!

Bold in Majesty, Supportive in Essence, His Faithful say to Him,
To You and to You. To You for to You. To You only to You. To You,

Adonai, belongs all Majesty.
It suit Him, it fits Him!

eabcdabf
ADIR HU - MIGHTY IS HE

The author of this hymn is unknown. It has appeared in all Ashkenazic
versions of the Haggadah since the 14th century and is part of the Festival liturgy
according to the rites of the Avingnon Siddur. It has long been the custom to
read this hymn in the vernacular. A German - Yiddish version of this song which
first appeared in print in the 17th century Siddur Ha’Shlah, was included in the
Seder when I was growing up. The German - Yiddish version is slightly altered
from the Hebrew original.

This is the path of the Hebrew letter d -Gimel. The operative word here is
hurry.  Soon,  swiftly,  in  our  days,  hurry,  says  the  text  of  the  poem.  As  has  already
been stated, the path of the Hebrew letter d -Gimel is one that involves hurrying.
That is why the letter d -Gimel was given a specialized foot. The Jewish People can
hardly be accused of impatience, but if they feel any need to hector God into bring-
ing about the redemption, it is expressed in this poem.

This poem is similar in construction to the previous one. There are differ-
ent versions. One has eight stanzas. The first, introductory line has only one
Hebrew letter, while each of the other seven have three, thus accommodating
the 22 letters of the alphabet. Unlike the earlier liturgical poems, our poet uses a
x -Samech.

Another version has one letter on the first line, three on the second line, four
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on the  third,  ten  on the  fourth  and four
on the fifth. This seems to be the kabbal-
istic version.

The text in English:
Mighty is He and will build His

house soon.
Swiftly, swiftly in our days and

soon.
Build, O God, build, O God, build

Your house soon.

Outstanding is He, Great is He,
Heralded is He and will build His

house soon.
Swiftly, swiftly in our days and

soon.
Build, O God, build, O God, build

Your house soon.

Beautiful is He, Sweet is He, Inno-
cent is He, Saintly is He and will

build His house soon.
Swiftly, swiftly in our days and

soon.
Build, O God, build, O God, build Your house soon.

Pure is He, Singular is He, Powerful is He, Practiced is He, Sovereign is
He, Awesome is He, Exalted is He, Bold is He, Redemptive is He,

Saintly is He and will build His house soon.
Swiftly, swiftly in our days and soon.

Build, O God, build, O God, build Your house soon.

Holy is He, Merciful is He, Almighty is He, Strong is He and will build
His house soon.

Swiftly, swiftly in our days and soon.
Build, O God, build, O God, build Your house soon.

eabcdabf
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ECHAD MI YODEYA - WHO KNOWS ONE?

While this poem and the next have a tradition of being old, they are not
found in the Haggadah before the 15th century. It deals with the nature of reality
and the meaning of truth. Because it deals primarily with the theory of numbers
and sets, the path of this poem is The Hebrew letter, Zayin - z, the seventh letter
and the number seven.

What  is  true?  R.  Kalonymos  Kalmish  Shapira  of  Piacezna  wrote  the  fol-
lowing in the Warsaw Ghetto, October 1941.

The Jewish people, say repeatedly in the liturgy of the High Holy
Days, 'You, God, are true.'  God, blessed be He, is true, and nothing else is
true. Any truth that exists in the world is only true because God com-
manded it so, and wanted it so. Because God, blessed be He, is true, there-
fore  it,  also,  is  true.  We  are  forbidden  to  steal  because  God,  who  is  the
Truth, so commanded. And because of God’s commandment, it became
the truth. And when God commands the opposite, and the Jewish court
declares property owner-less, making it legally owner-less and removing a
person's title to his own property, then this also becomes true. When He
commanded our father Abraham to sacrifice his son Isaac, then the bind-
ing of Isaac became the truth, and if He had not later commanded Abra-
ham not to harm him, then the truth would have been to slaughter him…

The will of God, blessed be He, is true and right, and even when we
are God forbid, tortured, we do not deliberate, God forbid. What is hap-
pening may not meet our approval,  but it  does not depend upon our ap-
proval, and so we do not merely dismiss the problem as unanswerable,
explaining that we cannot reconcile it because it is beyond our grasp. On
the contrary, we know that nothing is true or right unless it is what God
wants, and commands, and does.

The author  of  our  poem takes  the  idea  a  step  further.  It  is  being  proposed
that the physical and mathematical rules governing the universe at large are merely
projections into reality of a meta-reality, a greater truth. That numbers are concepts
with metaphorical meaning whose existence is what creates the possibility for that
number to exist in the universe. In cosmology this would be known as a super-dense
anthropic principle.

The first stanza states: Who knows one? I know one! One is our God, Who
is in heaven and on earth.

The song specifies God in heaven and earth to differentiate between God as
God and God as Creator of heaven and earth. That this is an important distinction
is clear from the introduction to the book, Tikkunay Zohar. This passage is attrib-
uted to the Prophet Elijah, which says something about its importance, conceptually.
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Elijah opens this discourse with: Master of all the worlds, that You are
One.

The Aramaic Ribon Almin – Master of all the worlds - translates into He-
brew as Adon Olam. In Gematria - Numerical Equivalence, Adon Olam equals
is 207, which is the identical Gematria - Numerical Equivalence of the words Ein
Sof, which is a mystical name, meaning 'Without End'. The word Ein Sof –
Without End – doesn’t have only one meaning. God is also Ein- the No Thing.
God is also Sof – the End. And God is also Ein Sof – There Is No End.

Elijah the prophet says, That You are One, and not a mathematical One.
When we say One in reference to God, we don’t mean a mathematical One that
is made up of an infinity of fractions. The Oneness of God precedes numbers.

Here in the Haggadah as opposed to the Tikkunay Zohar, we want to take
Elijah’s thought one step further and suggest that by allowing Himself to be num-
ber  One  in  the  world  of  our  reality,  in  the  world  of  mathematics  and  physics,
God is allowing number to exist at all.

The second stanza states: Who knows two? I know two! Two are the tab-
lets of the covenant. The distinction between the tablets as stone tablets, two in
number, and the commandments inscribed on them, which are ten in number,
is based on a Midrash. (Pesikta Rabati 11) It begs the question, why did the ten
commandments need to be written on two separate stones? Obviously the two
tablets form a set and that is what is important. Two is a set.

The final stanza states the meaning of the number thirteen, not because
the  theory  ends  at  thirteen,  but  because  there  is  a  certain  symmetry  here.  13  is
the Gematria -Numerical Value of the Hebrew word sjt -Echad, which trans-
lates  as  the  number  ‘one’.  So  we  are  back  to  one  again.  Also,
13+12+11+10+9+8+7+6+5+4+3+2+1=91. 91 is the Gematria -Numerical value  of
the word, int -Amen. It is also the Gematria -Numerical value of the two names
of God, YHVH =  26  and ADONAI =  65.  There  is  another  symmetry  in  the
number 13. It puts the number seven at the center. Seven if the number of the
Hebrew letter, z -Zayin, whose path this poem walks.

The text in English:
Who knows one? I know one! One is our God, Who is in heaven and

on earth.

Who knows two? I know two! Two are the tablets of the covenant. One
is our God, Who is in heaven and on earth.

Who knows three? I know three! Three are the patriarchs. Two are the
tablets of the covenant. One is our God, Who is in heaven and on earth.

Who knows four? I know four! Four are the matriarchs. Three are the
patriarchs. Two are the tablets of the covenant. One is our God, Who is

in heaven and on earth.
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Who knows five? I know five! Five
are the Books of the Torah. Four
are the matriarchs. Three are the
patriarchs. Two are the tablets of
the covenant. One is our God,
Who is in heaven and on earth.

Who knows six? I know six! Six are
the Orders of the Mishna. Five are
the Books of the Torah. Four are

the matriarchs. Three are the patri-
archs. Two are the tablets of the

covenant. One is our God, Who is
in heaven and on earth.

Who knows seven? I know seven!
Seven are the days of the Sabbath.
Six are the Orders of the Mishna.
Five are the Books of the Torah.

Four are the matriarchs. Three are
the patriarchs. Two are the tablets
of the covenant. One is our God,
Who is in heaven and on earth.

Who knows eight? I know eight!
Eight are the days of circumcision.
Seven are the days of the Sabbath.
Six are the Orders of the Mishna.
Five are the Books of the Torah.

Four are the matriarchs. Three are
the patriarchs. Two are the tablets
of the covenant. One is our God,
Who is in heaven and on earth.

Who knows nine? I know nine!
Nine are the months of birthing.

Eight are the days of circumcision.
Seven are the days of the Sabbath.
Six are the Orders of the Mishna.
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Five are the Books of the Torah.
Four are the matriarchs. Three are
the patriarchs. Two are the tablets
of the covenant. One is our God,
Who is in heaven and on earth.

Who knows ten? I know ten! Ten
are the Commandments. Nine are
the months of birthing. Eight are

the days of circumcision. Seven are
the days of the Sabbath. Six are the
Orders of the Mishna. Five are the
Books of the Torah. Four are the
matriarchs. Three are the patri-
archs. Two are the tablets of the

covenant. One is our God, Who is
in heaven and on earth.

Who knows eleven? I know eleven!
Eleven are the stars (in Joseph’s
dream). Ten are the Command-
ments. Nine are the months of

birthing. Eight are the days of cir-
cumcision. Seven are the days of

the Sabbath. Six are the Orders of the Mishna. Five are the Books of the
Torah. Four are the matriarchs. Three are the patriarchs. Two are the

tablets of the covenant. One is our God, Who is in heaven and on earth.

Who knows twelve? I know twelve! Twelve are the tribes. Eleven are the
stars (in Joseph’s dream). Ten are the Commandments. Nine are the
months of birthing. Eight are the days of circumcision. Seven are the
days of the Sabbath. Six are the Orders of the Mishna. Five are the

Books of the Torah. Four are the matriarchs. Three are the patriarchs.
Two are the tablets of the covenant. One is our God, Who is in heaven

and on earth.

Who knows thirteen? I know thirteen! Thirteen are the Measures (of
God’s compassion). Twelve are the tribes. Eleven are the stars (in Jo-
seph’s dream). Ten are the Commandments. Nine are the months of
birthing. Eight are the days of circumcision. Seven are the days of the
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Sabbath. Six are the Orders of the Mishna. Five are the Books of the
Torah. Four are the matriarchs. Three are the patriarchs. Two are the

tablets of the covenant. One is our God, Who is in heaven and on earth.

eabcdabf
CHAD GADYA CHAD GADYA  - JUST ONE KID, JUST ONE KID

There have been many commentaries written to this poem. That of the
Vilna  Gaon  (1720-1797)  interprets  the  song  as  a  metaphor  for  Jewish  history,
while  R.  Jacob  Emden  (1697-1776)  sees  it  as  a  metaphor  for  the  various  chal-
lenges and pitfalls in the life of every man. R. Chaim Yosef David Azulai,  The
Chida (1724-1806) reports (Chaim Shaul 1:28) seeing and hearing of many com-
mentaries on this poem from some of the greatest Kabbalists of his and earlier
generations. One particular Kabbalist, he does not mention by name, wrote
more  than ten  different  commentaries  around it,  involving  the  various  levels  of
Pardes - Kabbalistic Exegesis.

Just one kid my father bought for two Zuz.

Who is the kid? I am the kid, of course.
Who is my father? In Kabbalistic parlance, Father always refers to the

Sephirah of Chokhma - Wisdom. All blessings stem from the Sephirah of Chok-
hma - Wisdom, because this is the Sephirah of Yesh Me’Ayin - Something from
Nothing.

What  is  it  to  bless  and to  be  blessed?  What  is  so  special  about  blessing;
why  is  it  different  from  praying  on  that  person’s  behalf?  This  Torah  I  heard
from my Rebbe, R. Shlomo Carlebach. When I pray for someone I am asking
God to bless that person. It may be with health, or with prosperity or to find
their  soul-mate  or  to  succeed  in  some  endeavor,  etc.  The  prayer  I  utter  is  not
conditional. I make my request to God and leave the result to Him. It is differ-
ent  when  I  give  someone  my  blessing.  When  I  bless  someone  I  am  saying  to
God,  I  cannot  continue  living  like  this  unless  the  blessing  I  give  this  person  is
fulfilled. When I bless someone I am putting my life on the line for them. That
is  what  my  blessing  means,  it  is  a  loud  statement  tying  me  to  the  person  I  am
blessing in a bond of responsiveness. I cannot be happy with my prosperity
unless the person I have blessed will also be prosperous. When I bless some-
one, I am willing to go to the end of the world for them.

The Talmud, (Chagigah 9b), records the following dialogue.
B. Heheh asked Hillel, 'Why is the following verse so repetitious? The
verse, (Malachi 3:18) says:

‘Then You will turn and distinguish among the saintly and the
wicked, between those who worship God and those who do
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not worship Him.’
Surely the saint is he who worships God and the wicked is he who does
not; why repeat it?'
Hillel answered. 'No. The phrase, ‘Those who worship God and those
who do not worship Him,’ in the verse above, both refer to saintly peo-
ple.  But  you  cannot  compare  someone  who  studies  his  chapter  one
hundred times to someone who does so one hundred and one times.'
B. Heheh said. 'Surely, for the sake of a single repetition the Torah is
not going to include him among those who do not worship God?'
Hillel retorted, 'Absolutely! Go check it out for yourself in the donkey
market. See what they charge you for carrying a package: Ten Parsangs
- One Zuz. Eleven Parsangs - Two Zuz!'

That  is  the  meaning  of  the  metaphor  used  in  the  song:  That  my  Father
bought with two Zuz. The two Zuz represent the blessing, the selflessness my
‘father’ was happy to give me. Two Zuz, in Talmudic terms are an order of mag-
nitude, a quantum leap beyond One Zuz. All the difference in the world.
There’s no comparison at all between them. They are the willingness to put the
effort into the blessing  to make it come true.

I am the kid purchased with Two Zuz.

Now comes the cat and devours the kid.

Who or what is the cat?
The Talmud (Berachoth 56b) has a section on the interpretation of dream

symbols.
If  someone  dreams  he  has  seen  a  cat,  whether  the  dream  is  a  good
omen or bad one depends on the local vernacular word for cat.  Some
call cats, Shunra, others  pronounce  it Shinra.  If  he  lives  in  a  place
where cats are called Shunra, it is a good dream, because the cat in the
dream is  merely  a  mnemonic  of  the  word Shunra. The word, Shunra
comprises two words, Shirah Noeh -  Beautiful  Song.  So  it  is  a  good
dream.
If the local slang for cat is, Shinra, it is a bad dream. Shinra comprises
two words, Shinui Ra - Change for the Worse. So it is a bad dream.

Our Haggadah has the word Shunra to describe the cat that devoured our
kid. How does a beautiful song devour the blessing in our Chokhma - Wisdom?

All singing stems from the Sephirah of Binah - Understanding. Let us
think of these two components, then, the kid and the cat, the Sephiroth of Chok-
hma -Wisdom and Binah -Understanding as right brain hemisphere and left
brain hemisphere. There is a tendency on the part of the left hemisphere to
consume and subsume the creativity of the right hemisphere. The result may be,
Beautiful Song, but the blessing and infinite creativity in our Chokhma - Wis-
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dom consciousness may have been devoured.
Instead of acting as the conduit for the blessing of Chokhma -Wisdom to

flow into the world of my soul, Binah -Understanding attempts to hang on to the
blessing, to retain, to encompass, to enclose and constrain the infinite creative,
life-force flowing into the world from Chokhma -Wisdom. Instead of balance,
instead of my masculine and feminine sides flowing back and forth in sympathy,
as and when necessary, instead there is an effort to dominate and supersede.

Now comes the dog and bites the cat.

What  is  the  dog?  According  to  the  basic  teachings  of  Lurianic  Kabbalah
(Likutei Torah, Psalms 18) the dog represents the essence of longing. To under-
stand the importance of longing, a word must be said about the concept of Tsim-
tsum - Divine Constriction. (Of necessity it will be brief and therefore, probably
insufficient.)

In order for there to be space in which the physical world we inhabit
might  exist,  God,  so  to  speak,  constricted  His  Divine  Self  to  the  sides  and cre-
ated a space devoid of Him, a place of darkness in which the creation of a uni-
verse devoid of infinities might happen.

One way of understanding the Tzimtzum - Divine Constriction is with the
proposal that God has a Desire. As we know from our experience, having desire
is the same as feeling an empty space inside the self. Talking of the Tzimtzum -
Divine Constriction of God, the Kabbalists propose that God had the desire to
have a desire to have a desire to have a desire and so on ad infinitum. Depend-
ing on how you look at it, God’s desire is infinitely large or infinitely small. That
God allowed or  desired  His  Divine  Self  to  have  any  desire  at  all  amounts  to  a
cosmic constriction, almost a cosmic damage to the Divine Self. God allowed
Himself to have a Need. This in itself  is a concept that defies understanding or
explanation.

The important bit of information we take from this Kabbalistic teaching is
that the place devoid of God, so to speak, the empty space in which the physical
universe was brought into existence - Creatio-Ex-Nihilo - Something Created
Out Of Nothing, is the emptiness created of God’s Desire.

All desire therefore is a reflection of God’s Desire.
Now, according to the teachings of the Kabbalah, there are two aspects to

God’s Desire. There is the Divine Desire flowing downward, representing God’s
Desire for the world, His Desire for you and me. This is known in Kabbalistic
parlance as Mayin Duchrin - Positive Desire. There is another aspect, the desire
flowing upward, representing the desire in the universe for Divine Desire. This
is known as Mayin Nukvin - Negative Desire. Mayin Duchrin - Positive Desire,
as we said, is God’s Desire for you and me, so it is the purest, most impeccable,
irreducible and holiest desire. Mayin Nukvin - Negative Desire on the other
hand is mundane desire for Divine Desire, and, as such, is vulnerable to corrup-
tion.
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Now, to be human is to be connected at the very core of one’s existence
to  God’s  Desire.  If  the  desire  I  experience  in  my  soul  has  its  source  in  God’s
Desire for the world, I am human. If, on the other hand, the desire I experience
at the very depths of my soul has as its source only desire for Desire, I am a dog.

When the kid has been devoured by the cat, when the Sephirah of Binah
-Understanding has swallowed Chokhma -Wisdom and the balance between the
creative, intuitive and the verbal dominant is skewed, then the desire for desire,
Mayin Nukvin - Negative Desire starts nipping at the heels of holiness and unity.
The dog will take a bite out of the cat if it can.

Now comes the stick and beats the dog.

What  is  the  stick?  Once desire  for  Desire  is  unleashed in  a  person,  and
the dog is biting the cat, then the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil provides
the  wooden  stick  with  which  to  beat  the  dog.  What  is  knowledge  of  evil?  It  is
connection to evil. All connection is in the Sephirah of Yesod -Fundament.
Sexuality is the stick. Think of the stick, here in this metaphoric representation
of the Sephirah of Yesod -Fundament as the spine connecting the brain with the
genitals.  It  does  not  take  long  before  a  desire  for  Desire  becomes  a  desire  for
itself. Soon the desire is experienced as a vast cosmic emptiness that must be
filled again and again. This is the road to slavery with which our descent into the
Exile in Egypt began. Slavery to desire is the ultimate slavery.

Now comes the fire and burns the stick.

What is the fire? Fire is passion. What is passion? Passion is not lust. It is
not rage. Passion is not cold, calculating imperious or jealous desire. Passion is
the answer to the stick in this poem, because passion is a total, body-mind-soul-
heart experience. Passion brings together all the functions of the endocrinal sys-
tem, hormones and other components of the blood, together with the powers of
the rational mind, decisions made in the brain and the heart in conjunction with
the soul to do something. Passion is the answer to all the questions raised so far.
Passion demands all the bodily systems be brought into alignment in a manner
consistent with worship. In fact, worship is the yardstick against which a person’s
passion can be measured. Here the stick representing the connection between
mind and genitals is set on fire. Setting the stick on fire means kindling the Se-
phiroth through which the stick passes on its way from mind to genitals.  Those
Sephiroth are the Sephirah of Da’at - Knowledge and Tiffereth -Glory.

The Sephirah of Da’at - Knowledge is a synthesis of the two supernal Se-
phiroth, Chokhma -Wisdom and Binah - Understanding, also known as Aba
and Ima, Father and Mother. When they come together in a way that balances
them, like two lovers who cannot be separated, then they represent the inside of
the Sephirah of Keter - Crown, the unKnowable.

The Sephirah of Tiffereth - Glory represents the heart. It is a synthesis of
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the two Sephiroth, Chesed - Loving-kindness and Gevurah - Judgment. When
they are in harmony and balance, then Tiffereth - Glory rules everything like the
Sun ruling the solar system. For then, Yesod - Fundament is merely the Moon
reflecting  the  Sun’s  light.  When the  fire  of  true,  honest  passion burns  the  stick
representing the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil  it  turns into the Tree of
Life

Now comes the water and quenches the fire

What  is  water?  In  the  Kabbalah,  water  is  the  lower  third  of  the  human
body. Nothing destroys passion as fast as the exigencies of the human body, hun-
ger, thirst and fatigue. Next to these sensations are the emotions often accompa-
nying them, anger, loneliness, frustration and disappointment. Depression, de-
spair,  shame and other  toxic  conditions  all  destroy  and prevent  passion.  If  evil
takes root in the heart of a human, passion is its worst nightmare. Because genu-
ine passion is worshipful and worship is holy.

Pouring  water  on  the  fire  of  passion  is  the  very  last  resort  of  the  self-
destructive Self. It is a last resort because it may have the opposite effect. True
passion, healthy human function, the ability to love and work can act as a healing
medicine on all the most negative aspects of the sick personality. Instead of de-
pression destroying passion, passion may heal depression. Instead of apathy
damping and squashing enthusiasm, enthusiasm may eliminate apathy.

In our poem, though, water has quenched the fire. Passion had been ex-
tinguished. Puddles of water lie around. All the most negative aspects of the per-
sonality are exposed and untreated.

Now comes the ox and drinks the water.

What is the ox?
Esau represents the Klippah - Dark Side of Isaac, his father. Isaac repre-

sents the Sephirah of Gevurah - Judgment for his ability to restrain himself. Isaac
is the holy manifestation of restraint and unwillingness - unwillingness to act con-
trary to the Will of God and the capacity for tremendous internal tension.

Esau  manifests  the  same  abilities  in  an  unholy  way,  as  rage  without
boundaries, mayhem and murder. Hating the saint as much as the wicked, Esau
is unwilling to forgive the slightest slight.

Similarly, Ishmael represents the Klippah -  Dark  Side  of  Abraham,  his
father. He is love without boundaries, loving the perpetrator as much as the vic-
tim, and unable to withhold goodness even from the wicked. Ishmael represents
the willingness to do anything, absolutely anything to fulfill one’s desire.

In the Mercava - Celestial Chariot described by Ezekiel the prophet,
(Ezekiel  1:1)  the  Throne  of  Glory  is  emblazoned  with  four  faces:  Lion,  Eagle,
Ox and Man.

Lion  and  Ox  represent  the  Sephiroth  of Chesed - Loving-kindness and
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Gevurah - Judgment respectively. Love and Fear manifest the holy Sephiroth,
while Lust and Rage manifest the unholy Klippah - Dark Side.

The ox drinking the water is the dark side of the soul stoking itself and
feeding itself with more and greater toxicity, taking Gevurah - Judgment and dos-
ing it with feelings of despair, depression and self-obsession and integrating them
in the pursuit of rage-gratification. The result is murder, incest and rapine.

Now comes the slaughterer and slaughters the ox.

Who  is  the  slaughterer?  Abraham  the  patriarch  is  the  first  to  pick  up  a
knife to do an act of Shechitah - Slaughter, as it is written, (Gen 22:10) Abraham
stretched out his hand and picked up the blade to slaughter his son. Slaughtering
according to the Kabbalah is an act of fixing.

Abraham  is  the  paradigm  of Chesed -  Loving-kindness.  How  could  he
bring  himself  to  do  such  a  thing?  When  loving-kindness  picks  up  the  knife  to
slaughter something it must be a positive act, a double negative, destroying the
destroyer. Is Abraham ready to slaughter Isaac to prevent Esau coming into the
world, Esau the Ox, the rage filled murderer?

Rage,  says  Abraham,  has  no place  in  the  world  of  holiness,  murder  can-
not, must not be made an act of worship, a holy act. The world has tried through
the relaxation of the barriers against loving to deflect the power of rage and mur-
der. It was thought for a time that free sex was the answer to war. Make Love not
War,  was  a  popular  slogan  throughout  the  world  during  the  1960s.  It  was  an
attempt by the slaughterer - Chesed - Loving-kindness, the paradigm of free-love,
to slaughter the ox of rage.

He does not kill the ox, he slaughters it. When the slaughterer slaughters
the ox he is attempting a Tikkun - Fixing. One way of fixing rage is to direct it at
evil. Making sure that it is aimed solely at idolaters, for instance.

Now comes the Angel of Death and slaughters the slaughterer.

Who is the Angel of Death? The Angel of Death, Satan and the Evil De-
sire are one and the same thing.

Can  rage  be  fixed,  or  will  it  turn  on  its  fixer?  In  our  poem  we  see  the
drama played out  to  its  very  last  degree.  As  we  observe  in  the  world  about  us,
murderous rage takes every kindness for weakness and every act of love as an
opportunity for greater rage.

Now comes the Holy Blessed One and slaughters the Angel of Death.

The following  quote  from the Zohar, (Vol.I 128:b) essentially deals with
issue of evil and the place it plays in our lives. The point it makes is that evil is
tied  to  desire  and desire  is  tied  to  life,  thus  it  cannot  and should  not  be  elimi-
nated.
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R. Yitzchak b. R. Yosi, was coming from Capadocia to Lydda, when he
encountered R. Yehuda. 'Assure me,' R. Yitzchak said. 'That our
group, the sages of the oral law, have decided to address this matter of
the  Evil  Desire,  to  rid  the  world  of  it  other  than  the  sexual  desire
needed for reproduction.'
'Upon your life!' replied R. Yehuda. 'The world needs the Evil Desire
as much as it needs rain. For without Evil Desire there would be no joy
of learning.'

When we talk of the promise to remove evil from the world, or as we do
in this poem, depict God slaughtering the Angel of Death, we are asking for
those elements of desire that corrupt us to be removed. The Zohar, thus contin-
ues:

What  we  want  is  to  prevent  it  corrupting  the  world  as  it  has  till  now,  to
stop  it  from  distracting  people.  As  it  is  written,  (Isaiah  11:9)  'They  will  neither
harm nor destroy anywhere on My holy mountain.'

R. Shimon said, 'My holy mountain, refers to the heart, because evil
desire tends to dwell there.'
R. Eliezer said, 'A good heart is the structure of body and soul. Hence,
it  is  written,  (Deut  6:5)  ‘Love  Adonai  your  God  with  all  your  heart,’
because the heart is the most important thing.'

So,  God  slaughters  the  Angel  of  Death.  Not  to  kill  it,  but  to  fix  it.  And
now  we  have  come  full  circle.  Even  the  serpent  is  fixed.  Adam  and  Eve  may
once again look at each other and be seen without fear of rejection, without loss
of intimacy, without shame. They have only ever eaten from the Tree of Knowl-
edge of Good, for this is the path of the Hebrew letter, y -Teth, which is all cuy 
-Tov, Good.

The text in English:
Just one kid, just one kid that my father bought for two Zuz.

Just one kid, just one kid.

Then came the cat and devoured the kid my father bought for two Zuz.
Just one kid, just one kid.

Then came the dog and bit the cat that devoured the kid my father bought for
two Zuz.

Just one kid, just one kid.

Then came the stick and beat the dog that bit the cat that devoured the kid my
father bought for two Zuz.
Just one kid, just one kid.

Then came the fire and burned the stick that beat the dog that bit the cat that
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devoured the kid my father bought for
two Zuz.

Just one kid, just one kid.

Then came the water and quenched
the fire which burned the stick that
beat the dog that bit the cat that de-
voured the kid my father bought for

two Zuz.
Just one kid, just one kid.

Then came the ox and drank the water
which quenched the fire which burned
the stick that beat the dog that bit the
cat that devoured the kid my father

bought for two Zuz.
Just one kid, just one kid.

Then came the slaughterer who slaugh-
tered the ox which drank the water

which quenched the fire which burned
the stick that beat the dog that bit the
cat that devoured the kid my father

bought for two Zuz.
Just one kid, just one kid.

Then came the Angel of Death and
slaughtered the slaughterer who slaugh-

tered the ox which drank the water
which quenched the fire which burned
the stick that beat the dog that bit the
cat that devoured the kid my father

bought for two Zuz.
Just one kid, just one kid.

Then came the Holy Blessed One and
slaughtered the Angel of Death who

slaughtered the slaughterer who slaugh-
tered the ox which drank the water that

quenched the fire which burned the
stick that beat the dog that bit the cat

that devoured the kid my father bought
for two Zuz.

Just one kid, just one kid.
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Epilogue

Reading the Song of Songs

This is the path of the Hebrew letter, c -Beth,  connecting the Sephiroth of
Chokhma - Wisdom and Chesed - Loving-kindness.

The following is a synopsis from, ‘Songs of the Soul’ a commentary on the
Song  of  Songs  by  R.  Meir  Leibish  Malbim,  (1809-1879)  in  translation  by  the
author of the Kabbalist Haggadah.

Song of Songs - An Overview.

The Song of Songs comprises five, clearly defined cantos, followed by a
short coda. They take the form of an allegory, a riddle. It is the description of a
woman, a girl who was already married to her lover, a shepherd in the wilder-
ness. She is snatched from the bosom of her lover and dragged to the king's pal-
ace,  to  Solomon’s  domain.  He  tries  to  make  her  his  queen,  placing  the  royal
crown upon her  head.  He commands  an  honor  guard  of  maidens  around her,
the 'Daughters of Jerusalem' to wait upon her, to prevent her escaping to her
lover in the wilderness. But the watch stood guard in vain, her heart is not se-
duced by Solomon’s passion, her soul responds to his adulation with disgust, his
loaf of bread and the taste of his wine nauseate her. She craves and yearns only
for her shepherd. He too, cherishes the memory of their young love. He begins
passing by the courtyard of the seraglio where his bride is held captive. Peering
through windows, snatching a brief word with her from behind walls and lattices.
She beseeches him to rescue her from that place, that prison. They leave each
other signs; he marks the path for her to follow showing her how to escape and
where to find him among the mountains crags. She succeeds in fleeing the king’s
palace to the wilderness where he is encamped. But she is always pursued by the
'Daughters of Jerusalem' her guards, who drag her, resisting spiritedly, back to
Solomon’s chambers.

Finally, she breaks out through the bronze gates, crashes through all barri-
ers, smashes all the locks and severs all ties. She leaves with head held high, per-
fumed in musk and frankincense to join her faithful lover, on the mountain of
spices.

This is its interpretation.

This most beautiful woman whom Solomon craves and brings to his pal-
ace,  is  his  divine  soul,  come  down  from  the  loftiest  heights  to  dwell  at  God’s
command  in  the  murkiest  of  depths,  in  Solomon’s  body,  his  'house'.  Her  be-
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loved, her cherished shepherd - to whom she had been married - is God, exalted
lover, shepherd of all the celestial hosts, dwelling from all eternity in heaven
above.

Her metaphorical imprisonment in the king's palace and his attempts at
wooing her are a metaphor for the constant spiritual conflict between the soul
and the emotions. They in their attempt to dominate the body, try to arrest the
spirit, forcing it into compromises and covenants with the flesh, dragging the
immortal soul with her attendant handmaidens, her close friends, i.e. the powers
of  the  mind and intellect,  to  do its  will.  They  try  to  vanquish  her  by  conquest,
forcing her to consort with him in his house, to meet his needs for sex and inti-
macy. They make her his partner, whether in ruling the kingdom, acquiring
wealth or any of the other cravings that Solomon had.

The allegorical device of setting the daughters of Jerusalem to surround
her  and guard  her  reflects  the  reality  of  the  physical  body  in  which  the  various
organs and glands are focused on preventing the soul escaping. They block her
from  metaphorically  removing  her  shoes  of  clay,  flex  her  limbs  to  fly  away,  or
soar on the wings of purity and holiness to join her lover in heaven.

The description of her, like a bride bedecked, unrelentingly fervid for her
shepherd lover, the companion of her youth - and he, like a bridegroom, splen-
did and magnificent - reflects the rejection of all corporeal cravings and material
lusts that the soul of Solomon felt.  She refused to accede to the emotional dic-
tates of his urges and deeds. She was forever and only bound in total fidelity to
her lover, her God, her fate and fortune. With courage, fortitude, initiative and
diligence she strove to follow him, to attach herself to him.

References  to  the  lover  speaking  with  her  from  behind  walls  and  doors,
through windows and lattices, are references to the Supernal Lover who desires
her, awaiting only an opportunity to pour His divine spirit  upon her, longing to
enlighten her with His truth. He sends her His providential word, whispering
urgently through the wall i.e. the physical substance separating her from undiffer-
entiated sanctity. Watching through the apertures and embrasures of the mind,
he waits to elevate her from the lowland of mud-holes and clay pits, to heights of
sanctity and divine inspiration, to transport her from straits of ugliness to the
portals of hope.

When the allegory describes her escaping from the royal palace on a
number of occasions, to be with her lover in the wild, it is telling us how Solo-
mon achieved prophecy.

At those times she escaped from Solomon’s palace - by which I mean, she
shed her physical body, stripping away the clouds of fog and gloom, leaving the
cloying attentions of the king far behind. The clouds of instinctual drives roll
back, the shadows cast by the emotions disappear and we find her splendidly
alone with the Great Light, amidst the glory of her lover’s luminescence and its
perfection pours over her.

When the metaphor describes her pursuit by the daughters of Jerusalem,
who time and again chase her and drag her back to the king’s chamber, it refers
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to the inescapable reality of being tied to the physical bonds of life in a body. No
connection with the lover can be indefinitely sustained so long as the connection
with the human body has not been severed. Soon after they are united, the lov-
ers are torn apart by the exigencies of the body and the wakening from their
torpor of the daughters of Jerusalem. When God had finished speaking to Solo-
mon,  his  soul  was  returned  into  captivity  to  the  prison  of  its  physical  body,  as
before.

When the oracle describes her leaving Solomon's palace finally with her
head held high, betrothed to her lover forever, never to return, it  is  referring to
King Solomon's death. It is only when being gathered unto his people to lie with
his fathers, that the bonds constraining her snap and the knots chafing her un-
ravel.  The trap  is  sprung  and the  soul  escapes  unto  God,  to  the  consort  of  her
youth. The dust returns to the earth and the spirit unto God her giver - she is
bound in a bond with the living, in eternal life and triumphant eternity.

The interpretations of the riddle reflect four historic moments in the life
of King Solomon, when he achieved prophecy and G-d spoke to him, which
explains  the  metaphor  of  the  woman,  his  divine  soul,  escaping  from  his  body.
But after the prophetic moment was over she was returned to the flesh and once
again imprisoned in it. The fifth time however, at the instant of King Solomon’s
death and separation, his soul fled the body forever, returning to her father’s
house as in her youth…

The first  canto begins: (1:2) ‘Let him kiss me kisses on the mouth,’  end-
ing: (2:7) ‘I foreswore you O daughters of Jerusalem, not to disturb my love…

The second canto begins: (2:8) ‘The sound of my lover, He comes,’ end-
ing: (2:17) ‘Til the day has blown over, turn round my love, be a gazelle…’

The third canto begins: (3:1) ‘Upon my bed at night,’ ending: (5:1) ‘I came
to my garden…’

The fourth  canto  begins:  (5:2)  ‘I  sleep,’  ending:  (5:16)  ‘This  is  my lover,
this is my friend…’

The fifth  canto  begins:  (6:1)  ‘Where  has  your  lover  gone?’  ending:  (8:7)
‘Mighty waters cannot extinguish love…’

In addition there is a short coda beginning (8:8) ‘We have a younger sis-
ter.…’ to the end of the text.  The metaphor is that of a woman pleading on be-
half of her younger sister. This is called the 'Song of Elef’

This  explains  why  the  text  (I  Kings  5:12)  says  of  King  Solomon  that  his
songs were 'Five and one thousand,' i.e. that the Song of Songs, his composition
contains five cantos and the 'Song of Elef/Thousand”
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oh¼¦rh¦©v rhË¦J  

 

 

t erp 

 

Wh¼¤s«S ohË�cIy�h��F Uvhº�P ,IÉeh¦J±B¦n ¿h°bÎ¥ë°h c :v«�nO§J�k rË¤J£t oh¼¦rh¦©v rhË¦J t 

:WU�c¥v£t ,IËn�k�g i¼�F�k�g W·¤n§J eÉ©rUT i¤n¼¤J ohº�cIy WhÉ®b̈n§J ¿©jhÎ¥r�k d :i°h�²H¦n 

v̈rhÊ�F±z³b Qº�C ¿v̈j§n§G°b±u v�khÊ°d²b uh½¨r̈s£j Q�kÂ¤N©v h°bÎ©th�c¡v v�mU·r²B WhÉ¤r£j�©t h°b¼�f§J̈n s 

o·�k̈JU�r±h ,I¼b�C vº²ut²b�±u ¿h°b£t vÊ¨rIj§J v  :WU�c¥v£t oh¼¦r̈Jh¥n i°hº³H¦n ¿WhÎ¤s«s 

h°b§,¼�p²z¡¤J ,¤r«ºj§r©j§J hÉ°b£t�¤J ¿h°bUÎt§r¦T�k©t u :v«�nO§J ,I¼gh¦rh�F rº¨s¥e hÉ�k¢v̈t�F 

:h¦T§r�¨y²b tËO h¼�K¤J hË¦n§r�F ohº¦n̈r�F©v�,¤t vÉ¨r¥y«b ¿h°bÎªn¨G h½�c�Ur£j�°b hÉ¦N¦t hÍ¯b�C J¤n·¨©v 

vÊ¨n�K©J o°h·¨r¢v�M��C .hÉ�C§r©T v¼�fh¥t vº�g§r¦, vÉ�fh¥t hº¦J�p³b ¿v�c£v�¨tÊ¤J h½�K v̈shÉ°D©v z 

QÄ�k�h¦t��m oh·¦J²B�C v¼�p²H©v Qº�k ¿h�g§s¥, tÊO�o¦t j :Wh�¤r�c£j hË¥r§s�g k¼�g vº²h§y«Ég�F ¿v®h§v�¤t 

hÉ�c�f¦r�C ¿h¦,̈xªx�k y :oh��g«r̈v ,IËb�F§J¦n k¼�g Q°hº©,«H¦s±D�,¤t ¿h�g§rU it«½M©v hÉ�c§e�g�C 

¿c̈v²z hÊ¥rIT th :oh�°zUr£j��C Q¼¥rt²U�m ohº¦r«T�C ¿Q°hÎ³ḧj�k UÊut²b h :h�¦,²h�g©r Qh¼¦,h¦N¦S v«ºg§r�p 

:I�jh¥r iË©,²b h¼¦S§r°b IºC¦x§n�C ¿Q�kÎ¤N©vÊ¤J�s�g ch :;¤x��F©v ,IËSªe±b o¼�g Qº�K�v¤G�g�³b 

ihË�g h¼¥n§r�f�C hº�k ¿h¦sIS | r�p«ÊF©v k«ÎF§J¤t sh :ih��k²h h¼©s̈J ihË�C hº�k ¿h¦sIS | r«ÊN©v rIÎr�m dh 

;É©t ¿h¦sIs vÊ�p²h ¿W±B¦v zy :oh�°bIh Q°hË³bh�g v¼�p²h QË²B¦v hº¦,²h�g©r ¿v�p²h QÊ²B¦v uy :h¦s�®D 

:oh�¦,Ir�C [Ub¼¥yh¦v©r] Ub¼¥yh¦j©r ohº°z̈r£t ¿UbhÎ¥T�C ,IÊr«e zh :v�²b²b�g�©r Ub¼¥G§r�g�;©t ohº�g²b 

 

c erp 

 

h¼¦,²h�g©r iË�F ohº¦jIj©v ihÉ�C ¿v²B©JI�J�F c :oh�¦ën�g�¨v ,¼³B©JI�J iIºr̈©v ,�kÉ�M�c£j ¿h°b£t t 

h¦T�cº©J²h±u h¦T§sÉ©N¦j ¿IK�m�C oh·°b�C©v ihÉ�C h¼¦sIS iË�F r�gº³H©v hÉ�m�g��C ¿©jUÎP©,�F d :,I�b�C©v ihË�C 

¿h°bUÎf§N©x v :v��c£v�©t h¼�k�g IËk±d¦s±u i°hº²H©v ,hÉ�C�k¤t ¿h°bÎ©th�c¡v s :h��F¦j�k eIË,̈n I¼h§r�pU 

hº¦Jt«r�k ,©jÉ©T ¿Ikt«n§G u :h°b�¨t v¼�c£v�©t ,Ë�kIj�h�F oh·¦jUP©T�C h°bU¼s�P©r ,IºJh¦J£t��C 

,IÉk±h©t�C I¼t ,Iºt�c�m�C ¿oÎ�k̈JU�r±h ,IÊb�C oÂ�f§,¤t h¦T�gÎ�C§J¦v z :h°b�¥e�C©j§T I¼bh¦nh°u 

kIÉe j   :.��P§j¤T¤J sË�g v¼�c£v�©ẗv�,¤t UÁr§rI�g§T�o¦t�±u | UrhÍ�g̈T�o¦t v·¤s̈¬©v 

¿h¦sIs vÊ¤nIS y :,I�g�c±D©v�k�g .¼�P©e§n ohº¦r̈vÉ¤v�k�g ¿d�K©s§n t·�C v¼®z�v̄B¦v hº¦sIS 

,Iºb�£j�©v�i¦n ¿©jhÎ°D§J©n Ubº�k§,�F rÉ©j©t ¿s¥nIg vÊ®z�v̄B¦v oh·�k²H©t�¨v r�p«Ég�k I¼t hº�c�m�k 

:Q��k�h�f�kU h¼¦,�p²h hË¦,²h�g©r QÁ�k h¦nUËe h·�k r©nÉ¨t±u h¼¦sIs vË²b�g h :oh��F©r£j�©v�i¦n .h¼�m¥n 

UÉt§r°b ¿oh°b�M°B©v ch :I�k QË�k̈v ;¼�k̈j o¤JÈ®D©v r·�c�g [uh¼¨,§X©v] u¼¨,§X©v vË¯B¦v�h��F th 

¨vhº®D�p vÉ¨y±b�¨j ¿v²b¥t§T©v dh :Ub��m§r©t�C gË©n§J°b rI¼T©v kIËe±u �gh·°D¦v rh¼¦n²Z©v ,Ë�g .¤rº¨t�c 

:Q��k�h�f�kU h¼¦,�p²h hË¦,²h�g©r [QÁ�k] h�fÁ�k h¦nUËe ©jh·¥r Ub§,É²b r¼©s̈n§x | ohË°b�p±D©v±u 

h°bh¼�gh¦n§J©v Q°hº©t§r©n�,¤t ¿h°bhÎ¦t§r©v vº²d¥r§s©N©v ¿r¤,Î¥x�C g�k½¤X©v hÉ¯u±d©j�C hÄ¦,²bIh sh 

ohË�k�gU�J ohº�k�gU�J ¿UbÎ�k�Uz¡j�¤t uy :v�®ut²b QhË¥t§r©nU c¼¥r�g QË�kIe�h�F Q·�kIe�,¤t 
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v¼�g«r̈v Iºk hÉ°b£t�³u ¿h�k hË¦sIS zy :r�©s̈n§x Ubh¼¥n̈r�fU oh·¦n̈r�F ohÉ�k�C©j§n oh¼°B©y§e 

IÁt h½�c�m�k hÂ¦sIs ¿W�k�v¥n§S Ïc«x oh·�k�k�M©v Ux¼²b±u oIºH©v ¿©jUÎp²H¤J sÊ�g zh :oh�°B©JI�C 

:r¤,��c h¥rË¨v�k�g oh¼�k²H©ẗv r�p«Ëg�k 

 

d erp 

 

:uh�¦,t�m§n tËO±u uh¼¦T§J©E�C h·¦J�p³b v¼�c£v�¨t¤J ,Ë¥t h¦T§JÈ©E�C ,Iºkh�K�C ¿h�c�F§J¦n�k�g t 

v¼�c£v�¨t¤J ,Ë¥t vÈ¨J§e�c£t ,Iºc«j§rÉ�cU ¿oh¦e²u§�C rh½�g�c vÉ�c�cIx£t�³u tÂ²B v̈nUÎët c 

,Á¥t rh·�g�C oh¼�c�c«X©v ohº¦r§n«É©v ¿h°bUÎt�m§n d :uh�¦,t�m§n tËO±u uh¼¦T§J©E�C h·¦J�p³b 

v¼�c£v�¨t¤J ,Ë¥t h¦,tº�m̈N�¤J sÉ�g oº¤v¥n h¦T§rÉ�c�g¤J ¿y�g§n�F s :o�¤,h¦t§r h¼¦J�p³b vË�c£v�¨t¤J 

:h�¦,̈rIv r¤s¼¤j�k¤t±u hº¦N¦t ,hÉ�C�k¤t ¿uh¦,th�c£v�Ê¤J�s�g UBº�P§r©t tÉO±u ¿uh¦T±z©j£t h·¦J�p³b 

| UrhÍ�g̈T�o¦t v·¤s̈¬©v ,IÉk±h©t�C I¼t ,Iºt�c�m�C ¿oÎ�k̈JU�r±h ,IÊb�C oÂ�f§,¤t h¦T�gÎ�C§J¦v v 

rº�C§s¦N©v�i¦n ¿v�k«g ,t«½z hÉ¦n u   :.��P§j¤T¤J sË�g v¼�c£v�©ẗv�,¤t UÁr§rI�g§T�o¦t�±u 

¿I,̈Y¦n v½B̄¦v z :k��fIr ,Ë©e�c©t k«¼F¦n vº²bIc�kU ¿rIn ,¤rÊ¤Yªe§n i·J̈�g ,I¼r£n�h�¦,�F 

c¤rº¤j h̄zÉªj£t ¿o�k�F j :k�¥ẗr§G°h h¼¥r«C°D¦n V·�k chÉ�c̈x oh¼¦r«C°D ohË¦¦J v«ºnO§J�K¤J 

v̈GÊ�g iI½h§r�P©t y  :,I�kh�K�C s©j¼�P¦n Iºf¥r±h�k�g ¿IC§r©j JhÊ¦t v·¨n̈j�k¦n h¼¥s§N�k§n 

I¼c�F§r¤n cº¨v²z IÉ,̈sh�p§r ;¤xº�f v̈GÉ�g ¿uḧsUN�g h :iI�b�c�K©v h¼�m�g�¥n v«ºnO§J Q�kÉ¤N©v ¿Ik 

iI¼H�m ,IËb�C v²bhÁ¤t§r�U | v²bhÍ¤t�m th :o��k̈JU�r±h ,I¼b�C¦n vº�c£v�©t ;UÉm̈r ¿IfIT i·¨n²D§r©t 

:I�C�k ,Ë©j§n¦G oI¼h�cU Iº,²Bª,£j oIÉh�C ¿IN¦t IÊK�v̈r§Y�g¤J v½¨r̈y�g��C v«·nO§J Q�kÉ¤N�C 

 

s erp 

 

r¤sÉ�g�F ¿Q¥r�g©G Q·¥,̈N�m�k s�g¼�C¦n ohº°bIh Q°hÉ³bh�g vº�p²h QÉ²B¦v ¿h¦,²h�g©r vÊ�p²h QÎ²B¦v t 

v·�m§j©r¨v�i¦n U¼k�g¤J ,IºcUm§E©v r¤sÉ�g�F ¿Q°hÎ³B¦J c :s��g�k°D rË©v¥n U¼J�k²D¤J ohº°Z�g�¨v 

Qh¼¥r�C§s¦nU Q°hº©,«,�p¦G ¿h°b̈©v yUÊj�F d :o�¤v�C ihË¥t v¼�k�F©J±u ,Iºnh¦t§,©n ¿o�K�F¤J 

hU¼b�C Qº¥rt²U�m ¿sh°üS kÊ©s±D¦n�F s :Q�¥,̈N�m�k s�g¼�C¦n Qº¥,̈E©r ¿iIN¦r�¨v j�kÊ�p�F v·®ut²b 

hË¯b§J�F Q°hÁ©s̈J hË¯b§J v :oh�¦rIC°D©v hË¥y�k¦J k«¼F uhº�k�g hUÉk̈T ¿īd̈N©v ;�kÊ¤t ,I·H�P�k©,�k 

oh·�k�k�M©v Ux¼²b±u oIºH©v ¿©jUÎp²H¤J sÊ�g u :oh�°B©JI�C oh¼�gIr¨v v·²H�c�m hÉ¥nIt§T oh¼¦r�p�g 

:Q��C ihË¥t oU¼nU hº¦,²h�g©r ¿v�p²h QÊ�K�F z :v�²bIc�K©v ,¼�g�c°D�k¤t±u rIºN©v rÉ©v�k¤t ¿h�k Q�KÊ¥t 

Jt«Êr¥n v½²b̈n£t Jt«Ér¥n | h¦rUÉJ̈T h¦tI·c̈T iIÉb�c�K¦n h¼¦T¦t vº�K�F ¿iIb�c�K¦n hÊ¦T¦t j 

v·�K�f hÉ¦,«j£t h°b¼¦T�c�C�k y :oh�¦r¥n±b h¼¥r§r©v�¥n ,Iºḧr£t ,IÉb«g§N¦n iIºn§r¤j±u ¿rh°b§G 

Q°h¼©s«s UËp²H�v©n h :Q°h�²b«r±U�M¦n e¼²b�g sË©j©t�C Q°hº³bh�g¥n [,É©j©t�C] sÉ©j©t�C ¿h°bhÎ¦T�c�C�k 

,�p«Áb th :oh�¦n̈G�C�k�F¦n Q°h¼³b̈n§J ©jhË¥r±u i°hº³H¦n ¿Q°hÎ©s«s Uc«ÊY�v©n v·�K�f hÉ¦,«j£t 

©jhË¥r�F Q°h¼©,«n�k©G ©jhË¥r±u Qº¯bIJ�k ,©jÉ©T ¿c�k̈j±u JÊ�c§S v·�K�F Q°h¼©,I,�p¦G v²b�p«ËY¦T 

xÉ¥S§r�P ¿Q°hÎ©j�k§J dh :oU�,̈j iË²h�g©n kU¼g²b kË³D v·�K�f hÉ¦,«j£t kU¼g²b | iË³D ch :iI�b�c�k 

iIºn²B¦e±u ¿v®b¨e o«½F§r�f±u | §S§rÉ¯b sh :oh�¦s¨r±b�o�g oh¼¦r�p�F oh·¦s²d§n hÉ¦r�P o¼�g ohº°bIN¦r 

r¼¥t�C ohº°B³D iÉ³h�g©n uy :oh�¦n̈G�c hË¥Jẗr�k�F o¼�g ,Iºk̈v£t�³u r«Àn v·²bIc�k hÉ�m�g�k�F o¼�g 

UÉk±Z°h h¼°B³d h¦jhË�p̈v iº¨nh¥, h¦tIÉcU ¿iIp�m h¦rUÊg zy :iI�b�c�k�i¦n oh¼�k±z«b±u oh·°H©j o°hÉ©n 



 

Shir Hashirim - Song of Songs

:uh� ¨s²d§n hË¦r�P k¼�ft«h±u IºB³d�k ¿h¦sIs t«Êc²h uh·¨n̈G�c 

 

v erp 

 

hº¦J�c¦S�o�g ¿h¦r�g³h h¦T�kÊ�f̈t hº¦n̈G�C�o�g ¿h¦rIn h¦,hÊ¦r̈t ̧v�K�f hÉ¦,«j£t ¾h°B³d�k h¦,tÉ�C t 

hÉ�C�k±u v¼²b¥J±h hË°b£t c :oh�¦sIS U¼r�f¦J±u UË,§J ohº�g¥r UÉk�f¦t h·�c�k£j�o�g h¼°bh̄h h¦,hË¦,̈J 

kº¨y�t�k§n°b ¿h¦Jt«R¤J hº¦,̈N©, hÉ¦,²bIh ¿h¦,²h�g©r hÊ¦,«j£t hÄ�k�h¦j§,�P e½�pIs hÉ¦sIS | kIÉe r·�g 

h¦T�mË©j̈r v²B·¤J�C�k¤t v�f¼�fh¥t hº¦T±b̈T�F�,¤t ¿h¦T§yÎ©J�P d :v�k±h��k h¥xhË¦x§r h¼©,IḾU§e 

:uh� �k�g UËn̈v h¼�g¥nU r«ºj©v�i¦n ¿Is²h jÊ�k̈J h½¦sIS s :o��p±B©y£t v�fË�fh¥t h¼�k±d©r�,¤t 

,IËP�F k¼�g rº�c«g rIÉn ¿h©,«g�C�m¤t±u rI½n�Up§y�²b hÉ©s²h±u h·¦sIs�k ©j«ÉT�p�k h¼°b£t h�¦T§nË©e v 

Iºr�C©s�c vÉ¨t�m�²h ¿h¦J�p³b r·�c�g eÉ©n̈j h¼¦sIs±u hº¦sIs�k ¿h°b£t h�¦T§jÊ©,�P u :kU�g±b©N©v 

ohË�c�c«X©v ohÁ¦r§n«©v h°bÍªt�m§n z :h°b�²b�g tËO±u uh¼¦,ẗr§e Uvhº¦,t�m§n tÉO±u ¿UvhÎ¦T§J©E�C 

h¦T�gË�C§J¦v j :,I�n«j©v h¼¥r§n«J hº�k�g�¥n ¿h¦sh¦s§r�,¤t UÊt§G²b h°bU·g�m�p h°bUÉF¦v rh¼�g�C 

v¼�c£v�©t ,Ë�kIj¤J Iºk UshÉ°D©T�v©n hº¦sIS�,¤t ¿Ut�m§n¦T�o�¦t o·�k̈JU�r±h ,IÉb�C o¼�f§,¤t 

:Ub�¨T�g�C§J¦v v�f¼�F¤J sIºS¦n QÉ¥sIS�v©n oh·¦J²B�C v¼�p²H©v sIºS¦n QÉ¥sIS�v©n y :h°b�¨t 

ohº�k©T�k©T ¿uḧ,IMU§e z·�P o¤,É�F I¼Jt«r th :v��c�c§r¥n kU¼d̈S oIºs̈t±u ¿j�m hË¦sIS h 

,I¼c§J�«h cº�k̈j��c ¿,Im£j«�r o°h·¨n h¥ehÉ�p£t�k�g oh¼°bIh�F uhÈ²bh�g ch :c�¥rIg�F ,I¼r«j§J 

ohº°B©JI�J ¿uḧ,I,�p¦G oh·¦j̈e§r¤n ,I¼k§S±d¦n o¤G«ºC©v ,É³dUr�g��F ¿u²ḧj�k dh :,t��K¦n�k�g 

iº¥J ,¤JÉ�g ¿uh�g¥n Jh·¦J§r©T�C oh¼¦t�Kªn§n cº¨v²z hÉ�kh�k±D ¿uḧs²h sh :r��c«g rIËn ,I¼p§y«b 

¿UvÎ¥t§r©n z·�p�h̄b§s©t�k�g oh¼¦s̈X́h§n Jº¥J h¥sUÉN�g ¿uḧeIJ uy :oh�¦rh�P©x ,�p¼�K�g§n 

hº�g¥r vÉ®z±u ¿h¦sIs vÊ®z oh·¦S©n£j�©n I¼K�f±u ohº¦E©,§n�©n ¿IF¦j zy :oh�°z̈r£t��F rU¼j�C iIºb�c�K�F 

:o��k̈JU�r±h ,I¼b�C 

 

u erp 

 

sÉ©r²h ¿h¦sIS c :Q�N̈�g UB¼¤J§e�c±bU Qº¥sIs vÉ²b�P v²b̈Àt oh·¦J²B�C v¼�p²H©v Qº¥sIS QÉ�k̈v v²b̈Àt t 

hº�k hÉ¦sIs±u ¿h¦sIs�k hÊ°b£t d :oh�°B©JI�J y«¼e�k�k±u ohº°B³D�C ¿,Ig§r�k o¤G«·C©v ,I¼dUr�g��k IºB³d�k 

v¼¨Ńh£t o·�k̈JUrh�F v¼²ut²b vº�m§r¦,�F ¿h¦,²h�g©r §TÊ©t vÎ�p²h s   :oh�°B©JI�C v¼�g«r̈v 

U¼J�k²D¤J ohº°Z�g�¨v r¤sÉ�g�F ¿Q¥r�g©G h°b·�ch¦v§r¦v o¼¥vË¤J hº¦S±d®B¦n ¿Q°hÎ³bh�g h�CÊ¥ẍv v :,I�k²D§s°B�F 

,Iºnh¦t§,©n ¿o�K�F¤J v·�m§j©r̈v�i¦n U¼k�g¤J ohº�k¥j§r�¨v r¤sÉ�g�F ¿Q°hÎ³B¦J u :s��g�k°D©v�i¦n 

¿v̈NÎ¥v ohË¦¦J j :Q�¥,̈N�m�k s�g¼�C¦n Qº¥,̈E©r ¿iIN¦r̈v j�kÊ�p�F z :o�¤v�C ihË¥t v¼�k�F©J±u 

hº¦,̈N©, hÉ¦,²bIh ¿th¦v ,Ë©j©t y :r��P§x¦n ihË¥t ,I¼n�k�g�³u oh·¦J±d�kh��P oh¼°b«n§JU ,Iºf�k§N 

,IËf�k§n ̈vUºr§©t±h�³u ¿,Ib�c ¨vUÊẗr V·¨T§s�kI�h�k th¼¦v vË¨r�C Vº¨N¦t�k ¿th¦v ,Ë©j©t 

¿v̈r�C v½²b�c�K�f vÉ�p²h r©j·¨J�In�F v¼�p̈e§J°B©v ,t«Ëz�h¦n h   :̈vU�k�k©v±h�³u oh¼¦J±d�kh��pU 

k©j·²B©v hÉ�C¦t�C ,I¼t§r�k h¦T§sº©r²h ¿zId¡t ,Ê³B°D�k¤t th  :,I�k²D§s°B�F v¼¨Ńh£t vº¨N©j��F 

,I¼c�F§r©n h°b§,º©n̈G hÉ¦J�p³b h¦T�gº©s²h tÉO ch :oh�°b«N¦r̈v Um¼¯b¥v i�pº®D©v vÉ¨j§r��p£v ¿,It§r�k 

:ch�¦s²b�h¦N�g 
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z erp 

 

,hº¦N�kUÉ�C ¿Uz¡j¤T�v�©n Q·�C�v®z¡j®b±u h�cU¼J h�cUËJ ,hº¦N�kUÉ©v ¿h�cUÎJ h�cUÊJ t 

IÉn�F Q°hº�f¥r±h hÉ¥eUN©j ch·¦s²b�,�C oh¼�k�g±B�C Q°hÁ©n�g�p UÍp²H�v©n c :o°h�²b£j�©N�©v ,¼�k«j§n�F 

,É©n¥r�g ¿Q̄b§y�C d®z·¨N©v r¼©x§j®h�k©t r©vº©X©v iÉ³D©t ¿Q¥r§r̈J d :i�¨N̈t hË¥s±h v¼¥G�g�©n ohº¦t�k£j 

Q¼¥rt²U�m v :v�²H�c�m hË¥n¢ẗT oh¼¦r�p�g hË¯b§J�F Q°hÁ©s̈J hË¯b§J s :oh�°B©JI�C v¼²dUx ohº¦Y¦j 

kÉ©S±d¦n�F ¿Q�P©t ohº�C©r�,�C ¿r�gÎ©J�k�g iI½C§J¤j�C ,IÉf¥r�C Q°hÂ³bh�g i·¥©v kÉ©S±d¦n�F 

i·¨n²D§r©t�F Q¼¥Jt«r ,Ë�K©s±u kº¤n§r�F�F ¿Q°hÎ�k�g QÊ¥Jt«r u :e¤G�¨N©s hË¯b�P v¼�pIm iIºb�c�K©v 

,t«Êz j :oh�°dUb�g�©T�C v¼�c£v�©t §T§nº�g²B�v©nU ¿,h�p²H�v©n z :oh�¦ÿv§r�C rUËẍt Q�k¼¤n 

v¼²z£j«�t rº¨n̈,�c vÉ�k�g¤t ¿h¦T§rÎ©n̈t y :,I�k«F§J©t�k Q°h¼©s̈J±u rº¨n̈,�k vÉ¨,§n�¨S ¿Q¥,̈nI�e 

QÈ�F¦j±u h :oh�¦jUP©T�F Q¼�P©t ©jhË¥r±u i�pº®D©v ,IÉk�F§J¤t�F ¿Q°hÎ©s̈J tÊ²b�Uh§v�°h±u uh·²B¦x±b©x�C 

h¼�k�g±u hº¦sIs�k hÉ°b£t th :oh�°b¥J±h hË¥,�p¦G c¼�cIS oh·¦r̈Jh¥n�k h¼¦sIs�k QË�kIv cIÁY©v ihË¯h�F 

¿v̈nhÎ�F§J³b dh :oh�¦r�p�F�C v²bh¼�k²b vº¤s̈¬©v tÉ�m̄b ¿h¦sIs vÊ�f�k ch  :I�,̈eUJ§T 

iË¥T¤t oÁ¨J oh·°bIN¦r̈v Um¼b̄¥v rº©s̈n§X©v jÉ©T�P ¿i�pÎ®D©v vÊj̈§r��P o¦t vÄ¤t§r°b ohº¦n̈r�F�k 

oh¼¦J̈s£j ohº¦s²d§n�k�F ¿UbhÎ¥j̈,�P�k�g±u ©jh½¥r�Ub§,�²b ohÉ¦ẗsUS�©v sh :Q��k h¼©s«S�,¤t 

:Q��k h¦T±bË�p�m h¼¦sIS oh·°b̈J±h�o³D 

 

j erp 

 

:h��k UzUËc²h�tO o¼³D ºW§eÉ̈¤t ¿.Uj�c ÊW£t��m§n�¤t h·¦N¦t hÉ¥s§J e¼¯bIh hº�k jÉẗ�F ¿W±b¤T°h hÊ¦n t 

:h�°b«N¦r xh¼¦x�g�¥n j©eº¤r̈v i°hÉ³H¦n ¿W§e§J©t h°b·¥s§N�k§T h¼¦N¦t ,hË�C�k¤t ÁW£t�h��c£t ½W�d�¨v±b¤t c 

o·�k̈JU�r±h ,IÉb�C o¼�f§,¤t h¦T�gË�C§J¦v s :h°b�¥e�C©j§T I¼bh¦nh�°u hº¦Jt«r ,©jÉ©T ¿Ikt«n§G d 

¿v�k«g ,t«½z hÉ¦n v :.��P§j¤T¤J sË�g v¼�c£v�©ẗv�,¤t UÁr§r«�g§T�v©n�U | UrhÍ�g̈T�v©n 

W§,É�k�C¦j v̈N̈ÀJ Whº¦T§r©rI�g ¿©jUÎP©T©v ,©jÊ©T V·¨sIS�k�g ,¤e¼�P©r§,¦n rº�C§s¦N©v�i¦n 

Wº�gIr±z�k�g ¿ö,Ij��F W½�C�k�k�g oÂ¨,Ij��f h°bÎ¥nh¦G u :W§,�©s�k±h vË�k�C¦j v̈N¼¨J Wº¤N¦t 

:v�²h§,�cË¤v�k©J J¼¥t hÈ�P§J¦r ̈vhÈ�p̈J§r v·¨t±b¦e kI¼t§J�f vË¨J̈e vº�c£v�©t ¿,®uÎ¨N�f vÊ²Z�g�h��F 

iÎ¥T°h�o¦t ̈vU·p§y§J°h tÉO ,I¼r̈v±bU vº�c£v�©t�¨v�,¤t ,IÉC�f�k ¿Uk�fU�h tÊO oh½�C©r o°hÉ©n z 

o°h¼©s̈J±u vº²B©y§e ¿UbÎ�k ,IËj̈t j :I�k UzUËc²h zI¼C vº�c£v�©t�C ¿I,h�C iIÊv�k�F�,¤t JhÂ¦t 

vË®b�c°b thº¦v vÉn̈Ij�o¦t y :V��C�r�Cªs±H¤J oI¼H�C Ubº¥,«j£t��k ¿v¤G�g�³B�v�©n V·�k ihÉ¥t 

h¼©s̈J±u vº¨nIj hÉ°b£t h :z¤r�¨t ©jUËk ¨vh¼�k�g rUËm²b thº¦v ,�kÉ¤S�o¦t±u ;¤x·�F ,©rhÉ¦y ̈vh¼�k�g 

¿v«nO§J�k vÊ²ḧv o¤rÉ�F th  :oI�k̈J ,Ë¥t�mIn�F uh¼²bh�g�c h¦,hË°ḧv zÁ¨t ,I·k̈S±d¦N�F 

hË¦n§r�F ch :;¤x��F ;�kË¤t I¼h§r�p�C tË�c²h JhÁ¦t oh·¦r§y«B�k o¤r¼�F©v�,¤t iË©,²b iIºn̈v k�gÉ�c�C 

oh½°B³D�C ,�cÉ¤JIH©v dh :I�h§r�P�,¤t ohË¦r§y«b�k o°h¼©,ẗnU v«ºnO§J ¿W�k ;�kÊ¤ẗv h·²b�p�k h¼�K¤J 

IÀt ¿h�c�m�k ÊW�k�v¥n§s�U h½¦sIS | jÉ©r�C sh :h°bh��gh¦n§J©v Q¼�kIe�k ohË�ch¦J§e©n ohÁ¦r�c£j 

:oh�¦n̈G�c hË¥r̈v k¼�g ohº�k²H©t�¨v r�p«Ég�k 

 

eabcdabf 
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Preface to Sod Etzba Elokim
Mystery of the Finger of God

The following Kabbalistic teaching first appeared in Likutei Shoshanim - A
Bouquet of Roses, published with the Sefer Hakarnayim - Book of Rays, printed
in Zolkwa (Zulkiew) Eastern Galicia (Poland) in 1709.

The Sefer Hakarnayim - Book of Rays is attributed to R. Aaron of Cardena
(12th –13th cent.). It  is virtually impenetrable without the accompanying glosses,
entitled, Dan Yadin,  authored  by  R.  Shimshon  Ostropoli.  At  the  back  of  the
book are various Kabbalistic teachings attributed to his uncle, collected by a
nephew of the R. Shimshon, and printed under the title Likutei Shoshanim - A
Bouquet of Roses. Sod Etzba Elokim—The Mystery of the Finger of God first
appears in a truncated version among those teachings.

The version I  have  included in  translation  here  is  somewhat  longer  and is
comprised  of  readings  from a  variety  of  sources.  In  general  I  have  relied  upon
the edition of the Mystery printed in Nitzo’tzei Shimshon - Sparks of Samson, a
compendium of  teaching  attributed  to  R.  Shimshon Ostropoli  published by  R.
Abraham Jacob Bombach, Jerusalem, 1981.

R. Bombach refers the reader to an illuminating contribution from the com-
mentary to the Passover Haggadah, Gevurath Yisrael -  Might  of  Israel,  by  R.
Israel the Magid of Koznitz (d. 1813) explaining one facet of this Mystery.

The Mystery specifies a number, the 3280, ‘angels of destruction’ who
wrought  havoc  in  Egypt  and  administered  punishment  to  the  Egyptians.  The
Magid of Koznitz explains it thus:

The three thousand ‘angels of destruction’ take their sustenance from
the three Hebrew letters Alef at the beginning of the three Divine
Names:

1. v"hvt 

2. o"hvkt

3. h"bst.

Each begins with the Hebrew letter t -Alef.
To understand the explanation of the Magid of Koznitz one must under-

stand how as numerical units become tens, and tens become hundreds, which
become thousands and so on, so too the Hebrew letters go from being numeri-
cal units to become tens and hundreds and eventually thousands. As has been
said  earlier  in  this  Haggadah  (p.67)  the  order  of  creation  is  formalized  corre-
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sponding to the four stages of thought into speech:
1) Unconscious thought, inspirational out of nothing.
2) Conscious creative thought out of ideas.
3) Rational, reflective, selective thought.
4) Speech, words and inflections.

These four stages correspond to the four worlds or stages of creation:
1. Atziluth - Archetypes,
2. B’riyah - Creation,
3. Yetzira - Formation, and
4. Asiya - Doing.

This is the equivalent to going from a single unit 1, to 10, and then to 100,
and finally to 1000, and this is how t -Alef = 1, becomes ;kt -Alef = 1000. Alef
the letter whose numerical value is 1, becomes Alef the word whose numerical
value is 1000.

The Three Divine names are each associated with Gevuroth - Judgments in
one way or another.

1. v"hvt This Divine Name translates as ‘I will be’ and is associated with the
Sephirah of Binah - Understanding, which stands at the top of all Sephiroth on
the  left  side.  The  left  side  of  the  Tree  of  Life  is  associated  with  the  future  in
time. Our relationship to the future is the source of almost all our fears. Fear can
therefore  be  said  to  have  its  source  in  this Sephirah, and because the Divine
Name associated with this Sephirah translates as ‘I will be’ in the future, the Di-
vine Name, v"hvt, is itself the source of the future and fear of the future.

2. o"hvkt This Divine Name, pronounced “Elohim” translates as God, but it
has a profane translation too. It can mean ‘gods’ and ‘judges’, and is associated
with the Sephirah of Gevurah - Judgment. Though it is a Divine Name of God,
grammatically it is a plural word. While God is One, this Divine Name is some-
how understood as being responsible for the illusion of duality in the universe.
This Divine Name is the only name of God used throughout the entire creation
story in Genesis. It appears 32 times in the creation story - before the second
creation description begins - corresponding to the 22 letters/paths and the 10
Sephiroth of the Kabbalah, which are treated at length in this Haggadah.

3. h"bst. This Divine name, pronounced “Adonai”, translates as Lord, owner
or  master,  and  is  associated  with  the Sephirah of Malkhuth - Sovereignty, the
tenth and ultimate Sephirah. This Divine Name  effectively represents a masking
of the infinite Divine Name, YHVH, the Tetragrammaton which is never, ever
under any circumstances pronounced as written. In essence Adonai reduces
YHVH to a sound, because, when reading YHVH one utters the word Adonai.
That is the equivalent of converting particles of light into a sound wave. If the ink
used in  writing  the  Divine  Name YHVH you are  reading  at  this  moment  were
converted into sound waves using the formula e=mc2  the  noise  would  blow the
roof off your house. Saying Adonai in a speaking voice while actually meaning
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YHVH is the ultimate act of constriction or Gevurah - Judgment.
In the Torah, (Exodus 34:7) when Moses was pleading on behalf of the

Children of Israel after they had sinned and worshipped the Golden Calf, Moses
used  ‘13  expressions  of  mercy’.  Among  them  is  a  reference  to  God
‘remembering deeds of loving-kindness for thousands’ - ohpktk sxj rmb.

The thousands are usually understood to mean thousands of generations of
humankind; that God nurtures love for thousands of generations. Kabbalists
read it differently, however. ‘Thousands’ are read as Alefs. ohpktk sxj rmb - God
remembers loving-kindness to the Alefs, specifically, the three Alefs at the begin-
ning of these three Divine Names, ensuring that the ‘angels of destruction’ who
take sustenance there only use their power against enemies of the Jewish People.

The additional 280 ‘angels of destruction’ take their sustenance from the
280 Dinim - Judgments arising out of the Final letters - l"pmbn. Final letters in the
Hebrew alphabet have the effect of closing a word, preventing it from growing or
expanding. There are five final letters. Together, their Gematria—Numerical
value is f=20 + n=40 + b=50 + p=80 + m=90 = 280. The Gematria—Numerical
value of ‘Bull’ - rp, is 280, an allusion to the source of all judgments in the mod-
ern world, the worship of the Golden Calf - ‘Bull’ - rp,  by the Children of Israel
in the Wilderness.

The three thousand angels taking sustenance from the three Alefs,  and the
two hundred and eighty angels taking sustenance from the five final letters exist
as manifestations of Dinim - Gevuroth - Judgments. The essence of judgment is
the demand for absolute balance. Every action must be met with an equal and
opposite reaction. It  is the inescapable law of thermodynamics and must be en-
forced by the laws of nature. The Din - Law requires that every sin be met with
the appropriate punishment, and every act of destruction be rectified before the
perpetrator be allowed to move on. Gevuroth - Judgments demand that every
sentence be carried out to the absolute last letter.

Judges are expected to temper their judgments with mercy, love and com-
passion, all attributes of the Sephirah of Tiffereth - Glory. Tiffereth - Glory oper-
ates as a synthesis of the Sephiroth of Hesed - Loving-kindness and Gevurah -
Judgment, two Sephiroth in constant antithesis to one another.

 
eabcdabf

t Alef=1 c  Beth=2 d  Gimel=3 s  Daleth=4 v  Heh=5 u  Vav=6 z  Zayin=7 j Cheth=8 y Teth=9

h Yod=10 f Chaf=20 k Lamed=30 n Mem=40 B Nun=50 x Samech=60 g Ayin=70 p Peh=80
m 

Tzadik=90

e Kof-100
r

Raish=200 a Shin=300 , Tav=400

;kt Elef=1000 Table of Gematria including Finals l Chaf= 500 o Mem=600 i Nun=700 ; Peh=800 . Tzadik=900

Five final letter Gematria in which Alef = 1 becomes Elef = 1000
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Mystery of the Finger of God

It is customary to study the following Kabbalistic teaching - by R. Shimshon
Ostropoli (1600 - 1640) -  on the Eve of Passover.

The text in English:
This was found written in the notebook of the holy Kabbalist, Rabbi

Shimshon Ostropoli, of blessed memory:

This, with the utmost brevity is my reply to your request for an expla-
nation of my reference to the symbols D’TZaCH ADaSH B’ACHaV. In
your question to me you asked me to justify my assertion that the Exodus
is alluded to in these Simanim - Symbols.

 Now  I  will  reveal  the  matter  to  you  by  way  of  hints  and  pointers.
May his lightning strike like an arrow from before me. And may He have
mercy and atone.

The Arizal of blessed memory, (R. Isaac Luria, 1534-1572) in sec-
tion 15 of his book, P’laot Rabot - ‘Many Wonders’ in the chapter
known as The Gate of Exodus – Chap. III p.p. 42, writes thus:

I  have already informed you that  Pharaoh suffered the Ten
Plagues at the hands of three thousand two hundred and eighty
appointed angels-of-destruction who surround the three heavens
of Tumah.  The  first  heaven  is SH’RA – g"ra,  the  second
T’MUCH – l"un, and the third BISH’HE – t"hvac. Presiding
over them is the Prince called DALFAKTL - k"yepks, and above
them all the Prince TKE. - t"e,

To begin with, there is ten missing from the third plague, six
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l"ms a"sg c"jtc 

D’TZaCH ADaSH B’ACHaV

Blood – Frogs - Lice
Wild Beasts – Pestilence -

Boils
Hailstones – Locusts –
Darkness - Firstborns

Acronyms for the Ten Plagues



from the fourth plague, and six from the ninth plague as written
in the Torah.

And the reference we find that the Egyptians suffered ten
plagues in Egypt and another fifty at the Red Sea, is derived from
the Divine Name – SH’FU - u"pa, to which David son of Jesse
held fast. He called upon God who smote.

Also derived from the Divine Name T’KAL  - k"e,, the
Egyptians suffered forty plagues in Egypt and two hundred at the
sea, the Name spoke and God smote.

And also from the Divine Name SH’TSA - v"ma the Egyp-
tians suffered fifty plagues in Egypt and two hundred and fifty at
the sea. The name spoke and He smote.

With the very same thing God uses to strike, He heals the
exile. How did they err, what was their sin and what wrong did
our fathers commit to earn their stay in the iron blast furnace of
Egypt, until their salvation with these divine names, D’AV,
TS’DA and K’SHCHV - cjaf tsm cgs.

My  beloved  friend,  my  mentor,  teacher  and  holy  Jew,  as  has  been
noted, this excerpt from the writings of the Arizal is utterly mystifying.
They are cryptic and obscure, and no one has penetrated their meaning.
Many of the greatest Jewish scholars have asked me to explain the conun-
drum,  to  expound  on  the  mystery  of  the  Arizal’s  words,  but  I  have  de-
murred.

Out  of  my  great  love  for  you,  however,  I  am  moved  to  reveal  the
secrets here. I will share what was revealed to me in a dream, in a vision
of  the  night,  as  a  deep  slumber  fell  upon  the  assembly.   May  He  who
atones sins absolve me etc.

This is what the Arizal was writing about, when he wrote:
I  have already informed you that  Pharaoh suffered the Ten

Plagues at the hands of three thousand two hundred and eighty
appointed angels-of-destruction…

The masters of practical Kabbalah have long noted that there are
3280 angels of destruction, appointed to torture the wicked, to punish
them in Hell and cleanse them of sin.

(The practical Kabbalists see an allusion to this in the verse (Isaiah
58:4), ‘To smite evil with the fist.’ The Hebrew word for fist in the above
verse is Egrof – ;rdt, which is a Notariqon -  Acrostic  of  the  Hebrew
phrase Gimel Alafim Reysh Peh - Three thousand two hundred eighty,
which is the number of angles who punish the wicked.)
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Now, I say, and this is a profound secret, that if we calculate the Ge-
matria –Numerical value of the Hebrew words - written exactly as I have
written them - for the Ten Plagues: Blood, Frogs, Lice, Wild Beasts, Pes-
tilence, Boils, Hailstones, Locusts, Darkness and Slaying of Firstborn, we
will find that they amount to precisely 3280. The exact letters of these
equal the exact amount of those 3280 angels of destruction mentioned
above. This is a very wonderful explanation never before seen by the eye.

You will observe the calculations is precise only when we read the
Hebrew word for Lice – Kinim - obf without a h -Yod, Darkness – Cho-
shech - laj without a u -Vav, and Wild Beasts – Arov - crg without a u -

Vav. Then the sum is exact, neither more nor less than 3280. When we
write the words Kinim, Arov and Choshech the  way  they  are  written  in
the Torah text at the beginning of Exodus, minus the Yod and Vav and
not the way the author of the Passover Haggadah has spelled them. This
explains the cryptic comment of the Arizal quoted above:

To begin with, there is ten missing from the third plague, six
from the fourth plague, and six from the ninth plague as written
in the Torah.

Calculating the Gematria of the Ten Plagues

Daleth s 4 Dam - Blood - os 
Mem o 40 "
Tzadik m 90 Tz'fardea - Frogs - gsrpm 
Peh p 80 "
Raish r 200 "
Daleth s 4 "
Ayin g 70 "
Chaf f 20 Kinim - Lice - obf 
Nun b 50 "
Mem o 40 "
Ayin g 70 Arov - Wild Beasts - crg 
Raish r 200 "
Beth c 2 "
Daleth s 4 Dever - Pestilence - rcs 
Beth c 2 "
Raish r 200 "
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t Alef=1 c  Beth=2 d  Gimel=3 s  Daleth=4 v  Heh=5 u  Vav=6 z  Zayin=7 j Cheth=8 y Teth=9

h Yod=10 f Chaf=20 k Lamed=30 n Mem=40 B Nun=50 x Samech=60 g Ayin=70 p Peh=80
m 

Tzadik=90

e Kof-100
r

Raish=200 a Shin=300 , Tav=400 Standard Table of Gematria excluding Finals



Shin a 300 Sh'chin - Boils - ihja 
Cheth j 8 "
Yod h 10 "
Nun i 50 "
Beth c 2 Barad - Hailstones - src 
Raish r 200 "
Daleth s 4 "
Alef t 1 Arbeh - Locusts - vcrt 
Raish r 200 "
Beth c 2 "
Heh v 5 "
Cheth j 8 Choshech - Darkness - laj 
Shin a 300 "
Chaf l 20 "
Mem n 40 Makat  -Slaying of - ,fn 
Chaf f 20 "
Tav , 400 "
Beth c 2 Be'Chorot - Firstborn - ,urufc 
Chaf f 20 "
Vav u 6 "
Raish r 200 "
Vav u 6 "
Tav , 400 "
Total 3280

Now, concerning the Arizal’s statement that the three heavens are
named, SH’RA – g"ra, T’MUCH – l"un, and BISH’HE – t"hvac, it
seems that here too we have come upon a profound, awesome and won-
derful secret buried in the text of the Haggadah by its author.  At the in-
troduction of the ten plagues, the Haggadah text says: These [Are] Ten
Plagues [That He] Brought – ILU ESER MAKOT SH’HAYVEE -
thcva ,ufn rag ukt.

It can be seen that the three heavens of Tumah are hinted at in the
very words with which the author of the Haggadah opens this paragraph.
They are simple anagrams.
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Ten Plagues [That He] Brought
rag ,ufn thcva 

g"ra l"un, t"hvac 

SH’RA T’MUCH BISH’HE



The comment by the Arizal now fits the facts perfectly. The secret of
the plagues lies with the 3280 appointed angels-of-destruction who pun-
ished Pharaoh exactly, according to the Gematria of the Ten Plagues that
He brought, as above. They reside in the three heavens of Tumah
alluded to in the anagrammatic words of the Haggadah.

The Arizal’s reference to the Prince DALFAKTL is explained
thus. The root of this name is in the Hebrew letters preceding the
letters of the Hebrew name of Egyptians – ohrmnv.

eabcdabf

Now, referring to his comment that above all the heavens of Tumah
is a prince named TKA - t"e,, his meaning is plain. The Gematria of
D’TZACH, ADASH and B’ACHAV is exactly 501, the value of TKA –
t"e,.

501 is also the value of the Hebrew word ASHER – ‘That’  - rat.
This explains the secret hidden in the phrase, (Ex. 4:17):

'Take this staff in your hand, that with it you perform the
signs.'

The staff Moses held in his hand had the acronym D’TZACH,
ADASH and B’ACHAV  carved  into  it.  When,  therefore,  God  said  to
Moses, 'Take this staff in your hand, Asher – ‘that’  - rat with it  you per-
form the signs', God alludes to the number 501 which is the Gematria -
Numerical value of both the inscription on the staff, and the superfluous
word ASHER – ‘That’  - rat in the verse.

Another secret is hidden in the phrase, (Exodus 10:2):
'In order that you may tell your children and your children’s

children about the mockery that I made of Egypt.'
There are thousands of sentences containing the same word ‘that’ in

the Torah text whose Gematria - Numerical value is the acronym for the
Ten Plagues. I have secrets to reveal about each of them but, as it is writ-
ten, (Proverbs 25:2) 'The glory of God is in the hidden thing.'

eabcdabf 
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v s 

n k 

m p 

r e 

h y 

o k 

Total c j t c a s g l m s 

501 2 8 1 2 300 4 70 20 90 4 



The next general statement by the Arizal is this: The ten plagues suf-
fered by Egyptians in Egypt and the additional fifty plagues at the Red

Sea, all derived from the Divine Name – SH’FU
- u"pa, to which David son of Jesse held fast. He
called upon God who smote, etc. Also derived
from  the  Divine  Name T’KAL - k"e, etc.  and
also from the Divine Name SH’TSA - v"ma etc.

It is explained thus. The reference is to an awe-
some  and  wonderful  secret  hidden  in  the  argu-
ment between R. Yossi Haglili, R. Eliezer and R.
Akiba mentioned in the Haggadah text.

R. Yossi says that the Egyptians suffered ten
plagues in Egypt and another fifty at the Red Sea.
The Divine Name SH’FU – u"pa has the exact
Gematria - Numerical value of both Rabbi Yossi
Haglili and David ben Jesse.

In  the  book  'Sodi-Razi' - ‘Secrets & Mysteries’ by R. Eliezar
Rokeach  of  Worms  (1140-1225)  it  is  revealed  that  R.  Yossi
Haglili  was  a  spark  of  David  son  of  Jesse  reincarnate.  It  is  with
the Divine Name SH’FU – u"pa,  that  the Messiah,  son of  Jesse
will be revealed. And though we have knowledge of more secrets
concerning this matter, I reveal no more than what is appropriate
to this particular facet; that the Gematria - Numerical Value of
both R. Yossi Haglili and David b. Jesse’s names equal the value

of the Divine name SH’FU - u"pa = 386.
R. Eliezer argues that the Divine Name responsi-
ble for punishing the Egyptians was T’KAL – k"e

,, with it the Egyptians suffered forty plagues in
Egypt  and  two  hundred  at  the  sea.  Rabbi  Akiba
maintains the Divine Name responsible for pun-
ishing the Egyptians was SH’TSA – v"ma, and
that the Egyptians suffered fifty plagues in Egypt
and two hundred and fifty at the sea. It is clear
once we understand that the Gematria of  R.
Eliezer’s name equals T’KAL - k"e,= 530, while
the Gematria of R. Akiba’s name equals SH’TSA
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r 200 s 4
c 2 u 6
h 10 s 4
h 10 c 2
u 6 b 50
x 60 h 10
h 10 a 300
v 5 h 10
d 3
k 30
h 10
k 30
h 10

Total 386 386

r 200 r 200
c 2 c 2
h 10 h 10
t 1 g 70
k 30 e 100
h 10 h 10
g 70 c 2
z 7 t 1
r 200

Total 530 395



– v"ma = 395. The Haggadah text says that R. Eleizer ‘says’. The
word rnut - ‘says’ is chosen deliberately.

(Translator’s note: Perhaps the author, R. Shimshon Ostropoli, is alluding to the
fact that the Gematria -  Numerical  value  of  the  Hebrew  word rnut - ‘says’ is
247, which is identical to the Gematria -  Numerical  value  of  the  word znr -
‘allusion’. It is therefore not merely R. Eliezer and R. Akiba, the individuals who
are expressing an opinion, but their very names make allusions. The phrase, R.
Eleizer ‘says’, now means that the name, R. Eleizer, alludes to something.)

These are awesome and wonderful mysteries in which hidden,
secret secrets are buried in the very names of the Tannaim -
Sages. May He, the Merciful atone etc.

eabcdabf 

Concerning the Arizal’s reference above to the phrase:
'With the very  same thing God uses  to strike,  He heals  the

exile.'
The Arizal is referring to the matter about which I have previously

spoken to you. It is within the cryptic names of those very Ten Plagues
that the causes of the exile into Egypt are hidden. The acronyms D’T-
ZACH ADASH B’ACHAV reveal it all. They also reveal the means of
redemption from exile, for it is with them that God redeemed and
healed  us  while  smiting  them  with  the  Finger  of  God.  We  have  many
more secrets to reveal about this matter but this will suffice.

The final comment by the Arizal,
'Until their salvation with these divine names, D’AV, TS’DA

and K’SHCHV - cjaf tsm cgs.'

Is simply explained as follows. D’AV, TS’DA and K’SHCHV - cjaf 
tsm cgs are the acronyms D’TZACH ADASH B’ACHAV in different
forms. D’AV consists of the first letters of each of the three words in the
acronym D’TZACH ADASH B’ACHAV, TS’DA the second letters and
K’SHCHV, the third.
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l"ms s m f

a"sg g s a

c"jtc c t c"j

c"gs t"sm c"jaf



So  we  see  that  with  those  very  Names  that  God  used  to  smite  the
Egyptians He manifested our salvation. The punishment of Egypt and
the healing of Israel are together revealed in the same instrument. May
be the will of the Almighty that He show us the advent of the Messiah
together with the angles associated with the final redemption, speedily in
our days, Amen.

eabcdabf

Subsequently it has been revealed to me that all who immerse them-
selves  in  this  open secret  even if  it  is  but  once a  year  and on the eve of
Passover may rest assured they are protected from all impediments in the
year to come. They will not stumble nor will they encounter unusual
forms of death or accident. Their enemies will have no dominion over
them and all their detractors will fall before them. Everything they at-
tempt will succeed and be achieved, Amen.

eabcdabf
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144, 162-163, 166-167, 182,
194-195,
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Flour
7, 107, 111,

Free Will
90,

Future
3, 28, 49, 51, 54, 79, 92,
102, 120-123, 130, 146, 152,
157-158, 162, 208,

Garden of Eden
2, 16, 67,

Gedulah - see Chesed
Gevurah - Judgment

78-79, 107, 111, 126, 132,
161-162, 165, 167, 169, 172,
193-194,

Giluy Shechinah
 - Divine Revelation

 4-5, 50, 60, 66, 77, 92-97,
112, 122, 127, 132, 168, 176,

Gimel
161,162, 165, 184, 212

God
aspects of -

18, 77, 80, 86, 88, 98-99,
106, 121, 132, 146-148,
154-155, 169, 178-191,

breath of -
158,

faith in -
65, 74, 111, 122, 149, 158,
172-173,

finger of -
81, 86, 210 - 217,

hand of -
114-115

heart of -
168-169

in exile
18, 28,

in us
46, 198

intimacy with -
16-17, 19, 59-60, 66, 68,
74, 116, 150,

mouth of
144,

Omnipresent -
55, 114,

students of -
41, 50, 56,

God's
actions

16, 30, 33, 55, 57-61, 66,
68, 76, 78, 83, 86, 88, 92-94,
148, 152, 167, 172, 175, 194,

covenant
18, 38, 57, 63, 67, 174,

desire
31, 33, 132-133, 139, 141,
160, 164, 166-167, 172, 177,
182, 191-192, 198,

knowing
      2, 74-75,
love

29, 35, 48, 64-65, 71, 86,

89, 93, 106, 126, 137, 158, 8,
167, 181, 191, 19

names
18, 66, 70, 98, 131, 136, 146,
152, 174, 186-187,
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nature
4, 16, 43, 62, 83, 118, 130,
132-133, 166, 172, 179,
193,

primordial
27,

Inside
3, 10, 67, 93, 122, 127, 131,
 133, 161-162, 192-193,

Intimacy
attempting -

17, 65, 67, 69, 75, 127,
craving -

18, 198,
loss of -

8, 66, 74, 92, 133, 166,
meaning of -

4-5, 8, 17, 27, 60, 65, 68-
69,

paradigms of -
16,

restoring -
5, 50, 60, 93-94, 127, 196,

rewards of -
77,

ultimate -
59,

Joseph
4, 27, 69, 125, 189,

Keter - Crown
25, 29, 98, 131-133, 145-146,
148, 155, 172, 175, 192,

Knowing, see Da'at

oneness
4, 27-28, 135,

prayers
172-173,

people
4, 48, 03, 120, 168, 173, ,
180-182

presence
18, 59, 95, 122, 158, 186,

promises
28, 52, 63, 68, 85-86, 111,

purpose
35, 130, 191-192,

Good and Evil
2-5, 16, 18, 28, 67, 107, 126,
152, 167,  182, 193,

Grains
7, 107,

Heaven and Earth
3, 30, 46, 71, 78, 98-99, 127,
140-141, 145, 147-149,
153-154, 156-157, 163,
170-171, 173, 182, 186-190,
199, 210,  213-214,

Heh
42, 98, 132-133, 136, 144-145,
 152-154, 173, 213,

Hod - Beauty
38, 42, 103, 107, 168-169, 172,

Human
anatomy

2-3, 41, 106, 110, 144, 149,
150, 154, 162-163, 194, 200,

mind
3, 9, 18-19, 107, 110, 152,
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Knowledge
2-5, 16, 18, 28, 41, 48, 50, 53,
 64-65, 133, 171,182, 193, 215,

Kof
163, 165, 182,

Lamed
41-42, 173,

Malkhuth - Sovereignty
16, 25-26, 29, 92, 95, 98,
106, 162, 167, 169, 172-173,
175, 178, 181,

Mem
37-38, 212-213,

Metaphor
7, 9-10, 19, 34, 43, 52, 76-77,
93-95, 107, 154, 174, 186,
190-193, 199-200,

Mochin/Mindedness
D'Gadlut/Large

16, 23, 27, 29, 44, 50, 98, ,
127, 169, 179

D'Katnut/Petty
23, 170,

Moses
4, 18, 49-50, 56, 64-66, 71,
 81-87, 103, 120-121,124, 130,
136, 153, 179-180, 209, 214,

Netzach - Victory
34, 38, 107, 115, 168, 173,

Nun
33-34, 46, 102, 125, 212-213,

Passover
eve

7,
foods

7,
night

4,
preparations for -

6-7,
meaning

92-94,
Peh

73, 93, 106-108, 165, 173,
211-212,

Pharaoh
4, 17, 52, 69-72, 80-87,
172-173, 210-211, 214,

Predestination
2,

Prophet/Prophecy
2-3, 19, 29, 79, 98, 102, 111,
 145, 148, 168-170, 180,
186-187, 195, 199-200,

Raish
46-47, 163, 212-213,

Recovery/12 Steps
8, 44, 48, 50, 53, 56-57, 68,
 122,

Samech
102-104, 165-167, 172,
178, 184,

     3, 43, 107, 114, 135,
Paradox
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Self
16, 19, 25, 28, 35, 37, 43-44,
46, 55, 57-58, 65-67, 75, 82,
84, 86, 93-94, 102, 110,
127-128, 133, 144, 151, 154,
175, 192, 194-195,

Sephirah/Sephiroth
3, 15-16, 25-29, 34, 36, 38,
43-44, 47, 50, 78-79, 88, 92-93,
98, 102, 106, 131-132, 136,
 144, 146, 161-165, 167-169,
172-175, 178, 182, 190-194,
198,

Sexuality
4, 9, 18, 27, 34-35, 69, 74,
111-112, 144, 168,193,
195-196, 198-199,

Shechinah - Divine Presence
 4-5, 18, 31, 50, 59-60, 66,
77-78, 92-97, 100, 112, 122,
126, 132, 142, 146, 158, 166,
168-169, 176,

Shin
135-136, 167, 172, 213,

Slave/Slavery
4, 8, 12, 18, 28, 34-35, 38, 46,
48-49, 52, 58, 60-61, 67-70,
75-77, 82, 84-86,  88-91,
94-98, 150, 156-157, 193,

Tav
25-26, 178, 213,

Teth
162, 165, 196,

Tiffereth - Glory
28, 46-48, 92, 98, 103, 115,
 119, 126, 131-133, 162-165,
168-169, 173, 193,

Tree of Knowledge
2--5, 27, 66, 107, 129, 152,
166-167, 182, 192-193,

Tzadik
125-127, 212-213,

Utensils/Vessels
7, 33, 41, 46, 125, 130, 169,

Vav
16, 42, 98, 110, 131-133,
144-148, 152, 161, 175,
 212-213

Visions
5, 7, 74, 133, 162, 211,

Water
7, 12-13, 18, 29, 34-35, 38,
66, 77-78, 80-82, 86, 99,
103-104, 110-111, 126, 133,
136-137, 153, 162, 194-197,
200,

Yesod - Fundament
25-27, 34, 42-43, 46-47, 69,
88, 168-169, 172, 192-193,

Yod
98, 110, 114-115,

Zayin
162-165, 186-187, 212,
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